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<td>5.4.4</td>
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<td>LIKE</td>
<td>like clitic</td>
<td>5.4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>locative case marker</td>
<td>4.2.4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mo.mo.</td>
<td>mother's mother</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEAR</td>
<td>near diectic</td>
<td>4.4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nF</td>
<td>non-feminine gender</td>
<td>4.4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NI</td>
<td>new information</td>
<td>5.4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOM</td>
<td>nominative case marker</td>
<td>4.2.4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOM</td>
<td>nominalizer</td>
<td>5.1.9.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Page Numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM</td>
<td>number marker</td>
<td>4.5.7.1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>noun phrase</td>
<td>5.1.1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUMBER</td>
<td>number</td>
<td>4.2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>transitive object function</td>
<td>5.1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OI</td>
<td>old information</td>
<td>5.4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PART</td>
<td>participial</td>
<td>4.5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASS</td>
<td>passive de-transitivizer</td>
<td>4.5.4.1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAST</td>
<td>past tense</td>
<td>4.5.7.1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI</td>
<td>plural number</td>
<td>4.3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLURAL</td>
<td>plural stem</td>
<td>4.2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRES</td>
<td>present tense</td>
<td>4.5.7.1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROD</td>
<td>product verbalizer</td>
<td>5.1.1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROL</td>
<td>prolicative aspect</td>
<td>4.5.4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROP</td>
<td>proprietive</td>
<td>4.2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PURP</td>
<td>purposive case marker</td>
<td>4.2.4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECIP</td>
<td>reciprocal</td>
<td>4.5.4.1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REDUP</td>
<td>reduplication</td>
<td>3.4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REFL</td>
<td>reflexive</td>
<td>4.5.4.1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REL</td>
<td>relative clause</td>
<td>5.2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REL_{ds}</td>
<td>relative clause - different subject</td>
<td>5.2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REL_{ss}</td>
<td>relative clause - same subject</td>
<td>5.2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>intransitive subject function</td>
<td>5.1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCE</td>
<td>source case marker</td>
<td>4.2.4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEQ</td>
<td>sequential clause</td>
<td>5.2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEQ_{ds}</td>
<td>sequential clause - different subject</td>
<td>5.2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEQ_{ss}</td>
<td>sequential clause - same subject</td>
<td>5.2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SENSE</td>
<td>sensory evidence</td>
<td>5.4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sg</td>
<td>singular number</td>
<td>4.3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STILL</td>
<td>still</td>
<td>5.4.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TAG  tag question 5.4.8
THERE there diectic 4.4.2
TOKEN token of a type diectic 4.4.2
TR  transitivizer 4.5.4.1.1

V  vowel 3.3.1
V_root verb root 4.5
V_stem verb stem 4.5
VC verb complexes 5.1.1.1
VICIN vicinity 4.4.2

WH  which 4.4.3

yS  younger sibling

ZH  sister's husband

1  first person 4.2.2
2  second person 4.2.2
ϕ  zero form 4.2.2
+
- morpheme boundary in phonological rules
- boundary in compound verb
- joining constituents of NP or VC
-
- morpheme boundary in text
#
# word boundary
$
$ syllable boundary
=
= nominalization boundary
*
* - unattested word
- ungrammatical sentence
/
/ pause
Examples

Examples consist of three parts:

a) Diyari or Dhirari sentence with spaces between words and a dash, -, between morphemes. Material enclosed in parentheses, ( ), is optional and material enclosed in brackets [ ], is either contextual material not directly exemplifying the point in question or unassimilated borrowed words from English. Words contained in { } brackets are alternatives. An oblique strike, /, indicates a clause boundary in complex sentences involving subordination. Sentences preceded by * are ungrammatical. In Chapters Four and Five some examples illustrating both Diyari and Dhirari are combined. Forms different between the two languages are enclosed in square brackets with the top line being Dhirari and the bottom line Diyari.

b) interlinear glosses lined up with the beginning of each word. Free morphemes are in lower case and bound morphemes abbreviated as set out above.

c) a translation, either a free translation enclosed in single inverted commas " " or an informant’s verbatim translation enclosed in double inverted commas "". Following translations of examples taken from Diyari or Dhirari texts the source of the text sentence is given in parentheses in the form:

(Text Number;Line Number)

Words in parentheses in the English translations represent material which must be present in English but is not present in the Diyari or Dhirari sentence. Literal translations are given in parentheses as (lit. ). An oblique stroke, /, separates alternative translations of single words.
PRÉCIS

Diyari is an Australian language spoken by approximately twenty-five people living at various places in the north-east of South Australia. It consists of two dialects, Dhirari with one remaining speaker, and Diyari proper. The future of the language is not bright as children are no longer learning to speak it and the youngest fluent speaker is aged about fifty. The language seems to be most closely related to Ngamini and Yarluyandi once spoken to the north of the pre-contact location of the Diyari along Cooper's Creek.

This thesis is a description of the phonology, morphology and syntax of Diyari, with an emphasis on exemplification of points being explained. Where possible, examples are drawn from texts, especially the two texts included as Appendices. Throughout the description of the morphology and syntax comparative data from other Australian languages, in particular those languages once spoken near Diyari, are included as single spaced comments.

Some areas of the grammar are dealt with in greater detail than others, including:

a) the status of the phonemic voicing contrast in the apical stops,
b) the classification of main verbs,
c) the auxiliary verbs,
d) the functions of the cases, and
e) subordination and the switch-reference systems.

Some points of wider theoretical interest are raised in these sections.

There are three Appendices consisting of two texts, a discussion of Diyari songs and notes on loan words.
CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 THE LANGUAGE AND ITS SPEAKERS

This chapter outlines the socio-cultural background within which the Diyari and Dhirari languages were once spoken. The recent history of the tribes is discussed and the present situation described.

1.1.1 Names

Speakers of the languages being described in this thesis call them diyari, that is, [qijACi] (see 3.2) and tira ri, that is [t0irA\[;i] (see also 3.2). Throughout the rest of this thesis these names will be spelt Diyari and Dhirari following the usual conventions adopted by Australianists. Note that the names Diyari and Dhirari refer to both the people (or tribes) and their language, unlike some other parts of Australia.

1 With regard to the transcription system employed here see footnote at 3.2.1 below.

2 In other parts of Australia language names may be:
   a) based on some word in the language. In much of New South Wales, for example, the language name consists of the word for 'no' plus the comitative (see, for example, the discussion in Austin, Williams and Wurm (forthcoming)) while in Southern N.S.W. and Victoria we find compounds such as Wemba-Wemba ('no-no') (see Hercus (1969) and Donaldson (1977)).
   b) based on a description of the language. So, for example, we find Wangganguru (see 1.1.5 for location) meaning literally 'strong language' and Wanggamanha 'bad language' (Blake and Breen (1971 and forthcoming)).

For Diyari and Dhirari, as well as some neighbouring languages (1.1.5) this is not the case (despite Gason's (in Howitt (1890) attempted etymologies) and the names are not analysable. Sometimes tribal names are derived from the language name, as for example, Dyirbal-\-gan or Yidiny-dyi (see Dixon (1976b:210-213), (1977)). In much of South Australia, however, the tribal and language names are identical.
The name of the people we are calling Diyari has been variously spelled over the time they have been known to interested whitemen. Some typical spellings of Diyari are (see 2.1 and 2.2):

"Diererie" - Gason (1874) and reprints
"Diyeri" - Helms (1892-6), Homann (1892) and Gill (1902)
"Diari" - Reuther (1899) and Eylmann (1908)
"Dieri" - Schoknecht (1870), Flierl (1880), Howitt (1890 and 1904), Berndt (1938 and later) and Tindale (1940).

The last spelling is the most commonly found variation in the literature at the present time (see, for example, Capell (1976)). A detailed listing of these and other orthographic representations is provided by Tindale (1974). This work also provides information on Dhirari, commonly spelled as "Tirari" (op. cit. page 218), but see also 1.1.4 below.

1.1.2 Traditional Territory

The question of the status of the tribe and tribal territory is an extremely complex one in the Australian context (for discussion of some of the issues involved see Peterson (1976) especially pp 6-10). Most present day Diyari speakers (1.1.7) have only vague ideas concerning traditional (pre-contact) locations of tribal groups so it is necessary to combine the information they can provide with a survey of the relevant literature.

1 Some informants do give specific information about some tribal boundaries and question of what 'country' belonged to particular groups. So, for example, Ben Murray stated that Appollinaire's crossing was a boundary between "Diyari country" and "Biladaba country". Unfortunately, this sort of detail is not available for the whole of the area east of Lake Eyre.
Samuel Gason (1874) gives the following information concerning the Diyari:

"Their country is about 630 miles north of Adelaide, the capital of the Province of South Australia, and is bounded at the most southerly point by Mount Freeling, at the most northerly point by Pirigundi Lake (on the Cooper River), and the most easterly point by Lake Hope, and at the most westerly point at a part yet unnamed, but about eighty miles from Lake Hope. This country is traversed by Cooper's Creek."

The map on Plate I of Howitt (1890) depicts this information graphically (since Howitt's source was Gason). Similar locations are to be found in Fenner (1936: 46) (whose map was "constructed from information kindly supplied by N.B. Tindale"), Tindale (1940), Capell (1963), Oates and Oates (1970) and Tindale (1974). All these sources agree with the opinions of present day Diyari speakers.

Howitt (1890) provides some information on local group organization among the Diyari but his most extensive and detailed statement is in Howitt (1904: 44-5):

"The local divisions of the Dieri tribe into hordes is the following:

(1) the Ngadi-ngani or Bukatyiri inhabited the country around Lake Perigundi. The Ngadi-ngani connect the Dieri with the Yaurorka tribe.
(2) the Pandoetya or Pandola were the inhabitants of the country around Lake Hope.
(3) the Kunari-kana occupied the country around Kopperamanna and Killalpaninna.
(4) the Paritiltya-kana were the people in the country from Kopperamanna northwards to the Salt Creek (i.e. the Warburton (see Map 1) - P.A.).
(5) the Tirari, who lived on the south-east shores of Lake Eyre, between the embouchures of Cooper's Creek and the Clayton River."

Howitt also points out that these "hordes" were further sub-divided locally but, as Morphy (1972:32) argues, it appears that Howitt's "hordes" were the significant level of local group organization.

---

1 This is the Yawarawarga - see 1.1.5 and Map 1.
Concerning the names given by Howitt here, the following comments can be made:

a) according to the late Mrs. Mary Dixon, a Diyari speaker recorded by L.A. Hercus in 1968, the qađiganî people spoke a language which was not intelligible to her. Since Hercus did not pursue this comment it is not clear what Mrs. Dixon meant by the remark. None of my informants (1.1.7) recognised the name. The qađiganî sentences in Howitt (1904 footnote 1 page 45) are identical to the Diyari described in this thesis (that is, the kunari form (see below), which Mrs. Dixon also spoke) so there is some conflict among the sources.

b) the words pantuyîta and pantuJa mean 'habitually associated with salt lakes' and 'inhabitant of salt lakes' respectively (see 4.2.2). The Diyari name for Lake Hope (see Map 1) is pantu piŋa meaning 'large salt lake'. Vocabularies specifically from Lake Hope (Howitt (1904: 299) and Gason in Taplin (1879)) show no words different from the kunari Diyari of this thesis.

c) all present day Diyari speakers know kunari Diyari (where kunari is the name of Cooper's Creek where it flows through Killalpaninna and Kopperamanna (see Map 1)) while some claim to be kunaraj,a (4.2.2).

1 Berndt and Vogelsang (1938-41) repeat Howitt's information giving a "phonetic" rendition of the names, however there are clear errors in their transcription. For example kunari [kudnari] is given as [Ku'nari] and Tiraři as [Tiraři] (sic).

2 There is only one word in Gason (1886) which is different to the corresponding item in kunari Diyari and that is "yoora- loving". In kunari Diyari 'to want, like, love' is qaŋta- while Yandruwandha and Yawarawarga have yura- (but note that Gason also gives "aunchana- caressing" which may be qaŋta- and cognate with the kunari word).
d) the word "Paritiltya" was not recognised by any informant but it is possible that the first part of the name is cognate with Ngamini parî 'creek' c.f. Diyari kaṟįŋ. Howitt gives an etymology where "pari" is "a valley" and "tiltya" is "a lowest place or part". Nothing else is known of this group.

e) the Tirari were not a local group of the Diyari but a separate tribe as Tindale (1974) realized:

"it was not a horde of the Dieri, as suggested by Howitt... O. Siebert (pers. comm. 1936) vouched that the language spoken was different from Dieri."

The status of the Tirari language and its differences from Diyari are discussed below (1.1.4, 1.1.5). The original location of the Tirari was slightly different to that given by Howitt since all modern informants assured me that Muloorina (maṟamuṕuŋa) was in "Tirari country", as well as some places further west. This is indicated on Map 1 below.

Howitt (1904: 47) also speaks of an unnamed:

"division of the Dieri tribe which lived about Blanchewater, and therefore immediately joined the Mardala."

but in Howitt (1890: 35) he lists one of the "local divisions" as follows:

"5. Kūramina - Blanchewater".

No present day informants know the name "kūramina" but they do speak of a group who once lived on the land presently owned by

---

1 pari 'creek' is also found in Guyani (south of Diyari - see 1.1.5) and Malyangaba (western N.S.W.). It occurs as varĩ in Adnyamathanha.

2 madaŋa in Diyari means 'inhabitants of the hills'. The people Howitt refers to here call themselves Adnyamathanha (see Schebeck (1974)) which means 'hill people'.
Map 1. Diyari Local Groups and Dhirari - Approximate Locations
Map 2. Diyari/Dhirari and Neighbouring Languages

Probable language group boundaries - see text
Murnpeowie and Mundowdna stations (and including old Blanchewater\(^1\) - see Map 1) called the ma\(\text{\=a}\) \(\text{\=a}\) \(\text{\=i} \text{\=a}\). The last members of this group were Mundowdna Billy and Mundowdna Jack (alias Jack McCoy) who died in 1918\(^2\).

Map 1 gives the approximate locations of the Diyari local groups and the names of some places mentioned here and also below.

1.1.3 **Dialectal Differentiation**

If the conclusions regarding traditional residence patterns drawn by Morphy (1972 and forthcoming) are correct, namely that the local groups for most of the year lived close to permanent water supplies only contacting other local groups and tribes during the winter months for ceremonies and trade (see also 1.2 below), then we might expect some differentiation in the language spoken by members of the local groups. That is, some dialect splitting might be expected due to the relative geographical isolation such residence patterns imply. However, as noted above, no information on anything other than kun\(\text{\=a}\)\(\text{\=a}\) Diyari could be gathered so it is impossible to say whether there were, at one time, different dialects of Diyari.

It is of interest to note concerning local varieties of language that Breen (1976a and personal communication) recorded two varieties of Yandruwandha, the Innamincka and Strezlecki dialects. Wurm (1957) recorded a third variety, the Nhirrpi dialect\(^3\). All three dialects differ

---

\(^1\) The station was built on land which formed part of the boundary between "Diyari country" and "Biladaba country" (see footnote on page 2 ).

\(^2\) This information is from Ben Murray who knew both men and worked with them on Mundowdna. Unfortunately, he does not remember anything of the way they spoke, apart from the fact that "it was Diyari".

\(^3\) Breen also points out in Hercus and Breen (ms) that the Yandruwandha recorded by Reuther is slightly different again. It may be a fourth dialect known to Breen's informants as 'ma\(\text{\=a}\)'.

slightly in lexicon and morphology whilst being in most respects very similar. The traditional living pattern of the Yandruwandha was probably not too different to that of the Diyari so we might expect that the people of Howitt's local groups also spoke slightly different forms of Diyari (see also the notes on Dhirari below, 1.1.4). Hercus (pers. comm.) also notes that there were once three dialects of Arabana (see Map 2) and local varieties of Wangganguru (comprising an eastern and western dialect division). It may be that similar distinctions once held for Diyari.

1.1.4 Dhirari and Tirari

The people who have in the past been named the "Tirari" (Tindale 1940, 1974), Capell (1963), Oates and Oates (1970)) were thought at one time (Tindale (1940)) to be extinct but in 1972 L.A. Hercus contacted an old man (Mr. Ben Murray) at Farina in the north of South Australia who claimed to be able to speak ṭiraṟi. This, he said, was his kaŋini's language which he had learnt as a child at Muloorina station in Dhirari country (see above and Map 1). He recorded some of this language with Hercus and later I worked with him.

After I began to work with Mr. Murray, Scherer's translation of the Reuther manuscript (see 2.1) began to become available and it seemed that Reuther had recorded words and sentences in a language he called "Tirari" which shared many similarities with those of the ṭiraṟi (which I spell Dhirari (see 1.1.1)) as spoken by Ben Murray. There were, however, a number of differences which pointed to the possibility of some dialect difference.

---

1 kaŋini is, in this case, his mother's mother. Although he remembers the language fairly well, Ben tends to mix it up with Diyari which is not surprising considering how close the two are (see Text Four Appendix A, for example). He was always careful when checking material to keep the two languages apart.
In the following sections I will discuss the similarities and differences between these two records.

1.1.4.1 Similarities

The similarities between Dhirari and "Tirari" are mainly lexical and morphological. Consider the following vocabulary items which are different in both Dhirari and "Tirari" from those found in Diyari (note that Reuther's "Diari" and my Diyari are identical in all respects):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Diyari</th>
<th>Dhirari</th>
<th>&quot;Tirari&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>armpit</td>
<td>kapūra</td>
<td>kiljikilji</td>
<td>kiljikilji</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lips</td>
<td>mimi</td>
<td>pima</td>
<td>pima</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>child</td>
<td>kupa</td>
<td>wadu(waka)</td>
<td>wadu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to run</td>
<td>mindrīna</td>
<td>kuđingkada</td>
<td>kudingkada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to know</td>
<td>ŋuyamana</td>
<td>ŋufkanđa</td>
<td>ngurkanda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to hit</td>
<td>ŋandřa</td>
<td>dandaŋa</td>
<td>dandada</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See also Table 3 below regarding vocabulary differences.

With regard to morphological characteristics in which "Tirari" and Dhirari were the same but differed from Diyari we may cite the following pronouns (see 4.3.2):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Diyari</th>
<th>Dhirari</th>
<th>&quot;Tirari&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1SgA</td>
<td>ŋatju</td>
<td>ŋati</td>
<td>ngatį</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2SgA</td>
<td>yundřu</td>
<td>yindi</td>
<td>jindi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Reuther's original spelling is retained in all the quoted examples.
and verb affixes (see 4.5.7.1):

|            | Diyari | Dhirari | "Tirari"
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PART</td>
<td>-ŋa</td>
<td>-ŋda~-dä</td>
<td>-nda~-dä</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPL_{ss}</td>
<td>-lə</td>
<td>-lələ</td>
<td>-lələ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPL_{ds}</td>
<td>-ŋəntu</td>
<td>-vani</td>
<td>-jani</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In all instances where there was a morphological difference, Dhirari and "Tirari" had the same form while Diyari (or "Diari") had a second (c.f. below).

These various features pointed to Dhirari and "Tirari" being recordings of the same language. There were, however, noticeable differences between the two in other respects.

1.1.4.2 Differences

The differences between Dhirari and "Tirari" are phonological, lexical and syntactic. In most instances Dhirari agrees with Diyari (rather than "Tirari") in having some particular feature.

The main phonological difference between Dhirari and "Tirari" is that the former has (apparently optional) free variation between phonetic [d] and [dr] where Diyari has [dr] and "Tirari" has [d]¹ (see 3.2.1.2). It may be that in this respect Dhirari and "Tirari" show different dialect variants. Consider the following examples:

¹ The differences cannot be due to errors on Reuther's part since it is clear that he recorded all the other languages correctly and his transcriptions agree with information from contemporary sources.
### TABLE 2: "TIRARI"-DHIRARI PHONETICS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Diyari</th>
<th>Dhirari</th>
<th>&quot;Tirari&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>to hit</td>
<td>[ɳəndɾəj잡]</td>
<td>[ɖəndəj잡]</td>
<td>dandada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>~ [ɖəndəj잡]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two</td>
<td>[məndɾu]</td>
<td>[məndu]</td>
<td>mandu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>~ [məndɾu]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>salty</td>
<td>[kəldɾi]</td>
<td>[kəldɨ]</td>
<td>kaldi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>~ [kəldɾi]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lexically, Dhirari and "Tirari" differ to some extent and in all cases where there is a difference the Dhirari word is the same as that to be found in Diyari. Some examples are set out in the Table below:

### TABLE 3: "TIRARI"-DHIRARI LEXICAL DIFFERENCES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Diyari</th>
<th>Dhirari</th>
<th>&quot;Tirari&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>hair</td>
<td>para</td>
<td>para</td>
<td>pultji</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>forehead</td>
<td>ṅuɭu</td>
<td>ṅuɭu</td>
<td>mangu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ear</td>
<td>ṭalpa</td>
<td>ṭalpa</td>
<td>jari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>food</td>
<td>puka</td>
<td>puka</td>
<td>warkana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>possum</td>
<td>pilɗa</td>
<td>pilɗa ~ pilɗa</td>
<td>wampala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to dig</td>
<td>pakʊŋa</td>
<td>pakʊŋa</td>
<td>pininda</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There are two important features of the words in this table:

a) where Dhirari and "Tirari" differ the former has a word that is
cognate with the corresponding Diyari item while the latter has
a word that is cognate with the corresponding item in Arabana or
Wangganguru (or both).

b) when presented with the "Tirari" words, Ben Murray said that he
had heard "some of the old people using them" but that he would not
use them himself. It is interesting that 'to dig' (see above) is
the only verb which is different between "Tirari" and Dhirari. When
asked, Ben Murray said that he had heard pininda 'to dig'. Note
that Ngamini (see 1.1.5 and 1.1.6) has pini- 'to dig' with
PARTicipial form piŋda.

The following figures for cognate counts show the differences between
verbs and other vocabulary items:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>&quot;Tirari&quot;</th>
<th>Dhirari</th>
<th>Diyari</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Vocabulary</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbs</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>85</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These figures, taken with the other data on similarities suggest that
"Tirari" and Dhirari were probably dialects of one language.

The main syntactic difference (and one which is of some interest)
between "Tirari" and Dhirari is that the latter has an **obligatory** AUXiliary verb (4.5.7) to which all verb inflectional affixes must be attached\(^1\). In "Tirari" these affixes are attached to the stem. The following sentences illustrate the differences:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{"Tirari"} & : ngati nina dandada warai kudingkalalil \\
& : 1SgA SgnFO hit-PART AUX-PRES run-IMPL\_ss \\
\text{Dhirari} & : ngna danda-da puflu-nga wara-yl / \\
& : 1SgA SgnFO hit-PART AUX-PART AUX-PRES \\
& : kudjinka-da puflu-lla \\
& : run-PART AUX-IMPL\_ss \\
& : 'I hit him to run.'
\end{align*}
\]

There is no record of this puflu- AUX in Reuther's "Tirari" and it does not occur in DIYari. The DIYari sentence corresponding to that given above is:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{DIYari} & : ngna ndfa-nna wara-yl mindflu-la \\
\end{align*}
\]

It would seem that the puflu- AUX was one of the distinguishing characteristics of Dhirari which made it appear different to both "Tirari" and DIYari.

1.1.4.3 Other Sources

Apart from the Reuther manuscript, there is one other source of information on Tirari different to Dhirari. All my DIYari informants remembered a set phrase which the curlew wliuru \((Burhinus magnirostris)\) is said to call out. They said that the phrase is in the "Tirari language" and goes as follows:

\[\text{1 See Austin (1976) for details and also 4.5.7.1 below.}\]
and means "Sister-in-law: Sister-in-law: (Come) to know your brother's track: ". We may analyse this as follows:

kamari-wa kamari-wa pinamarana wimpa-∅ ŋuṟka-lali
BrW-DIST BrW-DIST ?brother track-ABS know-IMPLss

Notice that the IMPLss marker is attached to the verb stem ŋuṟka- (recall that Diyari has ɲuyama- 'to know' (see Table 1 above)) and there is no AUX verb. In this respect it resembles "Tirari". When explaining the phrase to me, Ben Murray repeated it as:

kamariwa! kamariwa! pinamarana wimpa-∅ ŋuṟka-ŋda
puṟi-lali
AUX-IMPLss know-PART

I would suggest that the set phrase remembered by the Diyari speakers (and most likely learned by them at the Killalpaninna mission (see 1.3 below)) is in "Tirari" and that Ben Murray's version is Dhirari.

1.1.4.4 Conclusions

As we have seen, Reuther's "Tirari" and Ben Murray's Dhirari have many similarities as well as a few differences. Two points must be taken into consideration before a decision about the status of the two recordings can be made:
a) Ben Murray learned the language he calls Dhirari at Muloorina station in the western part of 'tirari' country (see 1.1.2 and Map 1 above).

b) Reuther recorded his "Tirari" at the Killalpaninna mission station on the edge of the eastern part of 'tirari' country and quite some distance from Muloorina (see Map 1).

It seems to me highly likely that "Tirari" and Dhirari are regional variants of one language, and that Dhirari was slightly closer to Diyari while "Tirari" was slightly closer to Wangganguru (as its location would suggest). It is interesting to note that the Wangganguru recorded by Reuther is close to, but slightly different from, the eastern Wangganguru still spoken by a few people in Birdsville (Hercus, pers. comm. - see also Breen's comment mentioned in footnote three, page 8). It is slightly unfortunate, in this context, that no records of any dialects of Diyari other than kunari have been recorded (1.1.3).

1.1.5 Neighbours

Immediately to the south of Diyari country (see 1.1.2 and Map 1) lies the traditional territory of the Guyani (Hercus (1974)) and Adnyamathanha (see Schebeck (1974)) whilst to the south-east the Biladaba once lived. The territory of the Arabana and Wangganguru is located to the west around Lake Eyre whilst to the north were the Ngamini, Garangura, Yarluyandi and Midhaga (Breen (1971))1. The Yawarawarga and Yandruwandha lived east of the Diyari further up the Cooper's Creek and along the Strezlecki Creek (Breen

---

1 Some original spellings have been changed here so that they would be consistent with the spelling system adopted throughout this thesis (see 1.1.1).
(1971, 1976) Map 2 (essentially the same as the map in Austin, Ellis and Hercus (1976) q.v.) shows this information.

During the period before white contact (see 1.3) there were close relationships between the Diyari and the other tribes in the area. Trading was an important link (see Howitt (1904), Horne and Aiston (1924), Mulvaney (1976), McConnel (1976) and Austin, Ellis and Hercus (1976)) with red ochre from the mines at Parachilna (in the Northern Flinders Ranges), called pakaṭu in Diyari, being traded north even into western Queensland (see Duncan-Kemp (1934)) and the narcotic plant pitchere (piṯjiři) being traded south in return\(^1\). Also, according to Horne and Aiston (1924:21):

"The chief things brought in from the north are soft wood shields, stone axeheads and pitchere... in return for these the hardwood fighting poles or digging sticks, and the red ochre would be exchanged."

There were numerous mythological and ritual links between the tribes such as the wiŋaṟu cicatrization ceremony and the mīndarĩ corroboree (see Gason (1874) and Howitt (1904)). Mythological tracks of the ancestors criss-crossed the whole area, crossing tribal boundaries (Elkin (1934), Howitt and Siebert (1904)). The whole of the Lake Eyre basin was clearly at one time a large cultural diffusion area. Clear examples of linguistic diffusion are discussed in the literature (Hercus (1972), Hercus and White (1973) and Austin, Ellis and Hercus (1976)).

The following section looks at the linguistic relationships between the languages spoken by these tribes and suggests some tentative conclusions regarding probable genetic links.

\(^1\) The particular species traded grew only along the Mulligan River in South West Queensland in Wanggamalha country. (See also Bancroft (1878-82)).
1.1.6  **Diyari and Neighbouring Languages**

The linguistic relationships between Diyari and other Australian languages are discussed in Schmidt (1919), O'Grady, Voegelin and Voegelin (1966), Wurm (1971, 1972) and Breen (1971). It seems, however, that only the latter is based on primary data gathered by the author.

Breen (1971) gives two lexical figures for Diyari in Table 1 on page 22 as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Yandruwandha</th>
<th>Yawarawarga</th>
<th>Garuwali</th>
<th>36</th>
<th>36</th>
<th>47</th>
<th>53</th>
<th>74</th>
<th>Midhaga</th>
<th>67</th>
<th>67</th>
<th>50</th>
<th>75</th>
<th>Yarluyandi</th>
<th>49</th>
<th>51</th>
<th>31</th>
<th>56</th>
<th>74</th>
<th>Ngamini</th>
<th>56</th>
<th>73</th>
<th>Diyari</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

He suggests that these figures show that there are two languages here, each with a number of dialects:

a) Yandruwandha - Yawarawarga

b) Garuwali - Midhaga - Yarluyandi - Ngamini - Diyari

---

1 This is a much abridged summary of what I had hoped would be a (50 page) chapter on areal comparisons. Lack of space has meant that it was not possible to include this material in the final version of the thesis.

2 Breen (pers. comm.) notes some errors in the table as originally published. They are corrected here.
Using all the available data\textsuperscript{1}, comparative word lists for Diyari, "Tirari" (see 1.1.4), Ngamini, Yarluyandi, Garuwali, Midhaga, Yandruwandha and Yawarawarga were constructed. Cognate counts for total vocabularies\textsuperscript{2} collected gave the following figures:

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{Cognate Counts - Shared \%}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
 & Ngamini & Yarluyandi & Midhaga & Garuwali & Yawarawarga & Yandruwandha \\
\hline
Diyari & 71 & 60 & 37 & 24 & 45 & 41 \\
\hline
"Tirari" & 68 & 57 & 48 & 35 & 22 & 33 & 28 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{1} The sources of data are as follows:
\begin{itemize}
\item[a)] "Tirari" - vocabulary in the Reuther manuscript.
\item[b)] Diyari, Ngamini, Yarluyandi - my fieldnotes.
\item[c)] Midhaga - my transcriptions of Breen's tapes (held at A.I.A.S.)
\item[d)] Garuwali - my phonemicization of word list No. 106 in Curr (1886 Vol II) and "Currungulla tribal dialect by W.H.W." in Australasian Anthropological Journal Vol I part 3 (1897) pp. 16-17 (also reprinted in Science of Man Vol 13 parts 10, 11 and 12 (1912)).
\item[e)] Yawarawarga - from Breen (1971) and Breen (ms.a) held at A.I.A.S.. Also vocabulary in Reuther manuscript.
\item[f)] Yandruwandha - from Breen (ms.b) held at A.I.A.S., Breen (1976a), and Wurm (1957 ms) for the Nhirrpi dialect. There is also a vocabulary in the Reuther manuscript and a grammar (translated by Hercus and edited by Breen) held at A.I.A.S.
\end{itemize}

Some secondary source spellings have been altered in the light of information from primary sources.

\textsuperscript{2} The number of items compared ranged from 288 for Diyari-Yandruwandha to 48 for Yarluyandi-Midhaga with the average being 115.6.
A comparison for cognates of the 'verb' category\(^1\) gives the following figures:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ngamini</th>
<th>Yarluyandi</th>
<th>Midhaga</th>
<th>Garuwali</th>
<th>Yawara-Rana</th>
<th>Yandruwandha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diyari</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Tirari&quot;</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lexical figures alone are not proof of genetic relationships\(^2\).

Some of the figures in the tables above are higher than the 'equilibrium level', namely Diyari-Ngamini and Diyari-"Tirari", while a number fall within the 40-60% range. Clearly, grammatical comparison is necessary to resolve the issue.

A survey of morphology for the two major word categories (see 4.1) of 'noun' and 'verb' shows the following results\(^3\):

a) "Tirari" and Diyari have virtually identical morphology. The only differences are found in some of the verb affixes, for example IMPL\(_{ds}\) (see 1.1.4 and 5.2.1) is -nantu in Diyari and -yani in "Tirari".

b) Ngamini and Yarluyandi have very similar morphological realizations for most affixes, for example, LOCative case (4.2.4 and 5.1.6.4) is -mu c.f. Diyari and "Tirari" -n!.

---

1 The number of verbs compared ranged from 73 for Diyari-Yandruwandha to 4 for Yarluyandi-Midhaga, with the average being 25.6.

2 Dixon (1972: 331-7) discusses the use of lexical percentage cognate figures for Australian languages. As he points out, systematic correspondences at all levels are necessary as evidence of genetic links.

3 See Austin (ms) for full details including relevant paradigms.
c) there are some similarities between Diyari-"Tirari" and Ngamini-Yarluyandi as regards morpheme realizations but the greatest similarities are in categorization and paradigmatic organization (which contrasts with, say, Wangganguru to the west (see below)). For example, all have recognizably similar switch reference systems (see 5.2.1.2) for IMPL clauses and REL clauses.

d) there are some paradigmatic similarities between Diyari-"Tirari" and the other languages but it is not yet clear whether these are due to genetic relationship or borrowing. Much more work needs to be done before this issue can be resolved one way or the other.

It would seem that the most likely candidates (of all the languages examined so far) for close genetic relatives to Diyari are "Tirari" and Ngamini (probably plus Yarluyandi) but the question is still open to a certain degree.

Lexical comparisons between Diyari and "Tirari" and the neighbouring languages give figures such as the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 7: COGNATE COUNTS - SHARED %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guyani/Adnyamathanha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diyari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Tirari&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The only figure above the 40% level is for "Tirari"-Wangganguru (which were once spoken in contiguous areas - see Map 2) total vocabulary although the verb category shows a low figure. It may be that "Tirari" borrowed heavily

1 Data from my fieldnotes, Reuther (ms) and Hercus (pers. comm).
from Wangganguru at some point in its recent history.

Comparisons of grammar between these sets of languages reveal very little similarity in both the organization and realization of morphological classes. There are striking differences which set these three groups apart from each other\textsuperscript{1}.

Breen (1971: 29) gives some figures for more distant comparisons (e.g. with Pitta-Pitta) but all are below 60% and no grammatical comparison is included as a contrast. The picture must remain unclear until further work is undertaken.

My general conclusions then regarding the comparative picture can be summed up in the following points:

a) Diyari is most closely related to "Tirari" both lexically and grammatically.

b) the Diyari-"Tirari" pair may be genetically closer to Ngamini-Yarluyandi than to any other neighbouring languages. The exact nature of the connection is yet to be decided.

c) the situation is too unclear to be able to draw any other definite conclusions in this area, except to say that Arabana-Wangganguru and Guyani-Adnyamathanha both stand apart from Diyari-"Tirari" and its other neighbours.

d) this is a real 'linguistic area' and it is very difficult to separate regional similarities from genetically relevant traits.

1.1.7 Speakers

As we saw above (1.1.4), there is, today, no-one who speaks "Tirari"

\textsuperscript{1} See Austin (ms ) for full exemplification.
as recorded by Reuther. The last full blood Tirari (who spoke the Dhirari dialect (1.1.4)) was Kuriputanga, known to the local white people as "Queen Annie", who died in the 1930's. Even in 1906 there were said to be only five Tirari (Gregory (1906: 61)) although the Diyari were claimed to number one hundred at that time. Ben Murray is the only person alive who remembers much of the language, although his knowledge is not perfect (see footnote on page 9).

The situation as regards the number of Diyari speakers is much brighter than that of any other language in the area (no doubt due to the influence of the Lutheran mission (see 1.3)). Despite suggestions such as that of Trefry (1974: 207):

"only five male speakers could be found between Port Augusta and Marree. Two more were said to be living in the Birdsville region."

there are a number of people (although, most of them are women) who speak Diyari with some degree of fluency. I have personally interviewed approximately twenty good speakers living at one or other of Port Augusta, Marree, Farina, and Birdsville. A number of other supposed Diyari speakers living at other places, for example Innamincka and Anna Creek stations, have not been interviewed but their existence has been confirmed by my main informants.

Diyari is still in daily use at Marree, for example between Frieda Merrick and her daughters, but children are no longer learning to speak it. Some of the older children have a passive knowledge of the language but refuse to speak it and use English only. The youngest fluent speaker of Diyari (and also the one who knows least English) is Mrs. Eileen Hannis who is aged about fifty.
Ben Murray - Farina

Frieda Merrick - Marree
Rosa Warren and Eileen Hannis - Marree

Leslie Russel (dec) - Marree
All people who speak Diyari are, to a degree, multi-lingual since all speak either Arabana or Wangganguru as well as Diyari and, with more or less facility, English. All appear to have a good passive knowledge of English but, with the exception of Ben Murray who has lived and worked with whites for some sixty years, none speak English as well as they do Diyari. It was often the case during fieldwork that informants were unable to provide English translations for Diyari words, especially rarer forms, because their knowledge of English vocabulary was less extensive than their knowledge of Diyari.

The following is a list of major informants with whom the most intensive linguistic work was undertaken (see also 1.1.8):

1) Mrs. Frieda Merrick, midjaruŋkukatjaiwaŋa, (born 1885) - although her mother was Wangganguru and her father a white man Mrs. Merrick learned Diyari as a young woman at Muloorina and Killalpaninna. She was also married to a full blood Diyari (Gottlieb). Her knowledge of vocabulary is probably the most extensive of any of the informants.

2) Mr. Ben Murray, paŋkuŋyuyuŋkaiwaŋa, (born 1891) - his mother was Arabana and father Afghan, but he also learned to speak Dhirari from his "granny" (see footnote on page 9) as a child. He later worked at Killalpaninna and learned to speak Diyari. His knowledge of English together with his high intelligence and understanding made him an extremely valuable

---

1 O'Grady (1964: iv) comments on the Nyangumarda "predeliction for other-language learning (and, concomitantly, other-dialect-learning)".
informant. He also has a very subtle feeling for language and was prepared to work long hours, often at his own inconvenience, providing and checking information without losing patience even when he knew that some questions had been more than fully answered on previous occasions.

3) Mrs. Rosa Warren\(^1\), (born 1917) - her mother was Ararnda and father Arabana but she learned Diyari as a child living among Diyari people on the Cooper after the mission had closed. She has an excellent knowledge of traditional medicines, healing techniques and beliefs and is very proud of her language and identity. She provided much information, especially of a traditional nature, which complemented that supplied by Ben Murray.

4) The late Mr. Leslie Russel, \(\text{waŋapuŋa}\), (born 1910, died 1975) - was of Wangganguru descent but spoke Diyari fluently. He had travelled widely throughout central Australia and was well known as a corroboree singer. His songs (see Appendix B below) are the only indigenous music I was able to record, before his death in 1975.

A number of other people provided minor confirmatory material, among them Mrs. Selma Thompson (\(\text{따ʔipàŋakaďani}\)), Mrs. Suzy Kennedy, Mr. Jimmy Russel (\(\text{waŋamiriŋa}\)), Mrs. Eileen Hannis, Mrs. Florrie Parker and the late

\(^{1}\) Rosa Warren does not have an Aboriginal name - she was apparently born "too late for a \(\text{ŋa ŋa}\)".
Mr. Mick McLean (iripili)\(^1\). Other Diyari speakers spoken to socially but not used as informants were Mrs. Maudie Naylon, Mrs. Clara Reece, Mrs. Ester Flash, Mrs. A. Murray and Mr. Alfie Harris.

1.1.8 **Fieldwork**

The Australian National University totally supported six trips to the field of three to four weeks' duration between January 1975 and July 1977. In addition, the University paid for Mr. Ben Murray to come to Canberra for two and a half weeks in February 1977.

The Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies provided a grant for a trip to Adelaide in June 1975 to assess bibliographical materials held at the Lutheran Archives and the South Australian Museum. Copies of all materials uncovered have been lodged with the A.I.A.S.

The data upon which this study is based consist of two types of material:

a) sentences and vocabulary items elicited by asking informants to translate English sentences or words into an Australian language.

b) monolingual text material\(^2\), which is of two types:

i) conversations between two Diyari speakers, primarily between Mrs. Rosa Warren and other informants.

ii) monologues, mainly of the personal recollection type, where informants were asked to talk about one or more subjects or to tell a story about a particular incident in the Australian

---


\(^2\) Each text contains a little unassimilated English vocabulary but informants generally kept Diyari and English separate, especially when correcting texts. Typical examples of texts are to be found in Appendix A below.
language. Some short traditional stories were recorded in this monologue form, as were the songs and their explanations (see Appendix A, B).

Copies of all fieldtapes recorded together with copies of tape transcriptions and fieldnotes have been lodged with the Australian Institute of Aboriginal Studies, Post Office Box 553, Canberra City, A.C.T. 2601.

1.2 CULTURAL BACKGROUND

The country once occupied by the Diyari (see 1.1.2 and Map 1) is arid desert with an average rainfall annually of about 100 mm (or 4 inches). The landscape ranges from the hilly edge of the northern Flinders Ranges to the flat stony plains near Dulkaninna (du̱kaniŋa), to the high sandhills near Cooper's Creek. The area is traversed by a number of creeks (kaɾiri) including the Frome (wiŋtaminkaŋa), Clayton (wayikalkuna) and Cooper (kunaŋi) which for the most part of the year are dry watercourses delineated by the trees and shrubs that grow along them. Other prominent features of the landscape are salt lakes (pantu), sandhills (daku), swamps (du̱kuɾu) and a few low hills (maŋa). All the topographical features have names connected with the travels of the ancestors (muramura) although many are now forgotten.

Summer temperatures range from 45°C during the day to below freezing at night. During the winter months the temperature range is more moderate and the fall of rain prompts the growth of a wide variety of plant and animal life. Some of the various types of food procured and eaten or other-

---

1 These notes are intended as background information on the traditional (pre-contact) society and culture and are not an exhaustive study. For more general ethnographic background see Elkin (1938), Maddock (1972) and Berndt and Berndt (1977).

2 See also the description in Madigan (1946).
wise used by the Diyari are listed by Gason (1874 and reprints). Johnson and Cleland (1934a, b) identify various plants and animals giving the uses to which they were put. According to my informants, the staple diet consisted of a number of types of vegetables (puka) and especially ground up seeds (for example qadu, pawa, palkura and others) mixed with water and either cooked or eaten raw. This was supplemented with meat (nanti), for example from kangaroo (tjukuRu), wallaby (kantu), emu (warukaRi), birds (paya), fish (paRu), lizards (various names) or any of the small marsupials. Fish were generally caught in nets (yama) made from beaten bull rushes (kalku) or occasionally with lines and hooks (mili). Breen (forthcoming) gives an excellent description of traditional hunting techniques of the neighbouring Yandruwandha. Bird's eggs (paya kapi), especially those of the emu and swan (kuRi) were very popular.

During the winter the local groups and tribes met for ceremonies of circumcision (kaRuwall waRkaR - described in Gason (1874) and Howitt (1890 and 1904)), subincision (kuRpi (ibid.,)) and the wiJaRu cicatrisation ceremony. Occasionally, ceremonies (wima) celebrating the myths, such as the mindari (see Horne and Aiston (1924) and Berndt (1953)) for the emu myth, and increase rituals would be held.

The making of the 'medicine man' (kunki)1 is described in Berndt and Vogelsang (1938-41) while Gason (1874) and Howitt (1890, 1904) describe his activities. Tribal government (Howitt (1904: 297) and Morphy (1972: 52-3)) was carried out by the totem heads (pinaRu) of each local group meeting in council. The council was responsible for ensuring the maintenance of the

1 Elkin (1945) calls them "men of high degree".
moral code and made decisions about the despatch of avenging expeditions (piŋa - see Text 4 in Appendix A). Meetings of the totem leaders also determined when the ceremonies of initiation and increase would take place.

Each member of the Diyari tribe belonged to one of the two exogamous matrilineal moieties (see Elkin (1931-2)) called maṯari and kaṟaŋu. Within each moiety there were about thirteen totems called maṯu, given by Gason (1874) and Howitt (1904) as¹:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moiety</th>
<th>Maṯari</th>
<th>Kaṟaŋu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Totem²</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kaṟawaŋa - eaglehawk</td>
<td>kawalka - crow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waŋukaŋ - emu</td>
<td>puŋalku - brolga</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maluŋa - cormorant</td>
<td>ũkuŋu - kangaroo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kiŋkala - dog</td>
<td>kaŋŋuka - wallaby type</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?tikawaŋa - native cat</td>
<td>?karapana - marsupial mouse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mayaŋu - marsupial rat</td>
<td>kukula - stick nest rat</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puŋga - marsupial mouse</td>
<td>wama - carpet snake</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kapiŋi - goanna</td>
<td>ũŋamaŋa - frog</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kilapara - bony bream fish</td>
<td>kanaŋara - seed of maŋura</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maŋkara - yellow belly fish</td>
<td>malka - mulga tree (seed)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>padi - grub type</td>
<td>kunŋiği - bush type</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maŋura - seed type</td>
<td>kaŋku - red ochre</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>piŋi - pitchere</td>
<td>ũlaŋa - rain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Present day Diyari speakers know their maṯu (and hence their moiety) but none can list all the names of the maṯu for both moieties.

² the names preceded by ? are uncertain as they are not known to my informants. Some of the totem animals, e.g. the native cat (yikawaŋa in Arabana), are now extinct because of the introduction of rabbits and feral cats by the white man. padi is a general name for grubs while kaŋŋuka is the spectacled hare wallaby (probably Bettongia lesuerii).
It is forbidden for a person to eat the animal or plant named by his totem (Elkin (1931-2: 53)).

In addition to these maçu there are other types of totems (Elkin (1931-2)) inherited by the men:

a) piŋtara, or "patrilineal ceremonial totem", is inherited from a man's father (ŋapiri) and comprises a totem name, a piece of country with which this totem and a dream time culture hero (muramura) were associated, a myth describing the story of the muramura and an increase ceremony to bring about an increase in the totem species.

b) maduka, or "matrilineal ceremonial totem", which is the inherited piŋtara of a man's mother's brother (kaka). So, for example, Fry's (1938: 188) informant Sam Dintibana (tĩŋtapaŋa) was kawalka maçu, waŋukaŋ piŋtara and kaŋku maduka.

Elkin also describes a "dream totem" (ŋapiŋga) which is the same as piŋtara and "sex totems" (ŋampu) which are two plants, one for each sex.

The Diyari kinship system has been described by Gason (1874), Howitt (1904) and Elkin (1931, 1928-9). I have elicited some kinship paradigms but have not studied their patterning.

Much useful information concerning Diyari kinship and traditional beliefs and practices is contained in the Reuther manuscript (1899) presently being translated (see 2.1).

---

1 My informants did not recognise this term but Trefry (1974) recorded ḳampu as "a team game with men opposing women".

2 Apparently action taken against a sex totem was regarded as an action against the sex it represented as a whole. Donaldson (1977: 365) reports that the bat and owlet nightjar were "sex totems" among the Ngiyamba. See also Hercus (1969: 91-3).
1.3 RECENT HISTORY AND THE PRESENT

The early contact history of the Diyari and neighbouring tribes has been recorded by Proeve and Proeve (1952), Gale (1964), Farwell (1971) and Jorich (1975). Only a brief outline will be presented here.

The earliest contact between Diyari and white people was probably that of Alfred Howitt who met a group of Lake Hope Diyari (see Map 1) in 1862. Within two years of this date Mr. (later Sir) Thomas Elder had established a station at the lake. During the severe drought of 1864 the manager of Lake Hope station, Mr. Henry Dean, decided to take his stock to water at Lake Perigundi (piŋkuŋi - see Map 1) some forty miles north where he was met and resisted by Aborigines who speared and ate some of his cattle (this incident is mentioned by Andrews in Taplin (1879: 82-6) but the main details are to be found in Farwell (1971: 141-2)). Dean had three of the camps burned to the ground and sent a mounted party to 'clear the country'.

In 1867 two groups of missionaries from the Moravian and Lutheran churches were sent to minister to the Diyari. They established themselves at Lake Killalpaninna (kiŋaŋi) and Kopperamanna (kapaŋa) (see Map 1) but were forced to leave when the local Aborigines became hostile. The Lutherans returned in 1869 when a Police station was established at Kopperamanna and began learning the Diyari language and preaching Christianity. A number of published and unpublished works resulted from their efforts (see 2.1). The mission station flourished for a time but by the turn of the century scarcity of water, difficulties with obtaining necessary provisions and many deaths among the Diyari as a result of the introduction of European diseases caused the gradual running down of the enterprise until in 1915 the South Australian Government ordered the closure of all German
owned properties. The Diyari left on the mission station went to join other Aboriginal camps on neighbouring stations (some in different tribal areas) such as Wire Yard, Mulka, Finnis Springs, Muloorina, Murnpeowie and Mundowdna which were acting as government ration depots.

A large group of Aborigines was also, at this time, camped in the Frome Creek near Marree (see Map 1). With the gradual introduction of motor vehicle transport (see Farwell (1971)) the population of so-called 'Afghans'¹ who lived on the east side of Marree and whose camel trains had carried most of the goods up and down the track between Marree and Birdsville, diminished in size and the Aborigines began to move into the east of Marree formerly occupied by the Afghans and Chinese (the west side, over the railway line, was the sole preserve of the whites; a demographic pattern which began to break down only a few years ago). The last remnants of the tribes now live in the decaying settlement of Marree. There is little work and an empty existence is spent largely waiting for the next pension, child benefit or unemployment cheque to come and then often in bouts of drunkenness. Some have moved south to Port Augusta to live with younger relatives but periodically return to Marree to visit. No-one now travels to see their own country along the Cooper², though all speak nostalgically of the "good old days" spent in or near traditional territory.

¹ Most were Muslims from north India and, as Farwell (1961: 155) notes:

"It is something of a mystery how they came to be termed afghans. Some of them did come from Afghanistan; but far more came from India's North-West Frontier Province, they originated in many parts of India."

² Mainly because of a lack of transportation. Given the opportunity everyone was very enthusiastic about visiting their "country". L.A. Hercus and recorders from Aboriginal and Historic Relics Preservation (formerly in the South Australian Museum) have conducted a number of successful trips where people were taken back to their traditional land for the mapping of sacred sites.
Much of the old social system and beliefs have broken down through contact with whites and the mixing of different tribal groups. The language remains today but its future is somewhat glim. Unless action is taken to change the present direction of events it will become extinct in the not too distant future.
CHAPTER TWO

PREVIOUS WORK ON DIYARI

In this chapter I survey the published and unpublished sources and records of previous work in the Diyari language. We can recognize two periods of activity in the recording of Diyari, firstly 1870-1910 which could be termed the Early work and secondly 1930-present. This latter period is characterized by anthropological and professional linguistic work.

In the following discussion the sources are arranged chronologically and by author's name. In the main, only primary linguistic sources are included and not works which contain, incidentally, a few Diyari words. Each item is accompanied by a note on its contents and, where applicable, an evaluation of its contribution.

2.1 EARLY WORK

This period is characterized by the writings of the Lutheran missionaries (see 1.3) and later by the explorer A.W. Howitt. The culmination of missionary work is undoubtedly the Reuther manuscript (1899), although, as we shall see, there was a tradition of study of Diyari leading up to that work for a period of approximately thirty years.

1870 - anonymous - this is a Diyari reader produced for the Lutheran mission. It contains a list of symbols, syllables, words, sentences and short texts in "Dieri". The spelling system, especially the use of "x" for the lamino-palatal stop (see 3.2.1) is the same as that used in Schoknecht (1871-3 below)
suggesting that he may have been the author.

1871 - Taplin (ed.) - a fifty-five word vocabulary from "Lake Kopperamanna" supplied by missionary Rev. G. Moissel. Taplin also added words from Howitt's "Expedition" but not all of these are Diyari.

1871-3 - Schoknecht - a thirty-seven page German-Dieri and Dieri-German vocabulary compiled by one of the Lutheran missionaries. The vocabulary is notable for two features:

a) the use of "x" for the lamino-palatal stop (t̥ see 3.2.1),

b) the confusion over initial velar nasal (ŋ) which is sometimes missed and sometimes recorded as one of the other nasals, for example as m or n.

The manuscript was translated into English by Schoknecht's son in 1947 and deposited with the Lutheran Archives in Adelaide.

1871-3(b) - Schoknecht - a grammar of Diyari (again translated by Schoknecht's son in 1947) organized along the lines of traditional Latin grammars. It is almost identical to Flierl (1879) and Reuther (1899), although these later grammars were probably refinements of Schoknecht's earlier work.

1874 - Gason - was police trooper at Lake Hope (see 1.1.2) and published a pamphlet on "The Manners and Customs of the Dieyerie tribe". Of linguistic interest are Part III which contains a list of bird and animal names, weapons and utensils and Part IV with its key to pronunciation, some paradigms and a large vocabulary. This section is notable for:
a) its failure to place word boundaries correctly. So, for example, pronouns, verb roots and following auxiliary verbs (4.5.7.2) are written together as one word. (See example under (b) below.)

b) the failure to record word initial velar nasal ŋ. This gives rise (together with (a)) to forms such as "I shall love, athooyqalaun" for /ŋatu yuraŋa ñanayi/.

c) the use of symbols for voiced and voiceless consonants for example p and b when there is no phonetic or phonemic contrast.

d) the failure to record the three vowels consistently, for example we have: bird piya (for /paya/)
   others pulpa (for /palpa/)
   hair para (for /para/)

Gason did however record the lamino-dental stop (t) as "th" even though later workers, such as Trefry (1970) failed to note it (as Hercus (1971) comments). If the Lutheran missionaries had not collected language material (such as Reuther (1899)) and the language had died before more recent research could be done, Gason's materials would have proved invaluable.

1879 - Taplin - this work contains some material on Diyari including language notes:

a) Gason's answers to Taplin's questionnaire contain some material. This is mainly reprints from his earlier article (Gason (1874) above). There is also vocabulary in the comparative table ("Dieyerie Tribe, Lake Hope S.A.") taken
from Gason (1874).

b) Homann, a Lutheran missionary, supplied Taplin with a word list ("Dieyerie Tribe, Cooper's Creek S.A.") and a pronoun paradigm. An interesting error in this material is the use of 'n' for the initial velar nasal, while Schoknecht (1871-3) tended to miss it completely. Flierl (1880) has this sound recorded as "ng" however (q.v.).

1879 - Flierl - a grammar of Diyari essentially the same as that of Schoknecht (above) together with parallel entries for Wangganguru. Both grammars are similar to that of Reuther (1899) and have been translated into English by L.A. Hercus and T. Schwarzschild (included in Hercus and Breen (ms)).

1880 - Flierl - a translation of the catechism into Diyari. This material shows that Flierl had a good command of the language although the transcription is poor and under-differentiated. The spelling system however remained the standard for all missionary works (till the close of the mission in 1915, see 1.3).

1884 - anonymous - a manuscript translation of the Epistles and Gospels from German into Diyari by an unknown author (probably Flierl who left to go to New Guinea in this year).

1886 - Curr - contains some Diyari vocabulary most of which is extremely poorly transcribed. Among lists which are identifiably Diyari are:
a) Gason - this is a reprint of Gason (1874) and suffers all the failings of that earlier work.

b) Howitt - a short vocabulary from "Cooper's Creek" - this is clearly Diyari though the spelling is very poor.

c) Paull - vocabulary from "The Warburton River". Breen (1971) identified this list as Ngamini (repeated in Oates (1975)) because Curr titles it "vocabulary of the language of the Ominee tribe". The vocabulary is clearly Diyari however (having, for example, "kinthallā" for 'dog' c.f. Diyari kíntalā and Ngamini ḫītā). The vocabulary by Jacobs from "West Shore of Lake Eyre" is Ngamini (not Yarluyandi as Oates (1975) claims).

d) Jacobs - vocabulary from "Kopperamana" - it is notable for recording initial velar nasal as "ng".

1887-8 - Gason - a note sent to the Royal Anthropological Institute repeating information published in Gason (1874).

1889 - Mathew - a pronoun paradigm copied from Gason (1874).

1890 - Howitt - the first of many papers on Diyari and neighbouring tribes based on his own observations and information from Gason, Vogelsang, Meier and Flierl (Lutheran missionaries). Notes on tribal locations are interesting (see 1.1.5) as is the map (Plate I) which badly mislocates the "Wangkurapuna tribe". Much of the information in this paper appears in Howitt (1904) (q.v.).

1890 - Howitt - notes on sign (or "gesture") language read before ANZAAS. This is a repeat of part 10 of Howitt (1890) above. I have been unable to check the accuracy of the information
presented here as no informants remember any details of the sign language which once existed.

1892 - Fraser - the appendices to Fraser (1892) contain some Diyari material:
   a) Homann - a list of pronouns the same as Homann in Taplin (1879).
   b) Gason - pronouns and verb forms copied from Gason (1874) or possibly later reprints (such as Curr (1886)) with all the errors of the original.

1897 - Reuther and C. Strehlow - translation of the New Testament into Diyari. The spelling is that of Flierl (1880) which came to be the standard and although largely correct it is still under-differentiated. There are few morphological errors in the translation but syntactically it is clearly not typical of Diyari especially in the relative clause structure (see 5.2.2). Stylistically, this is clearly a translation and little attempt was made to produce 'natural' Diyari. (c.f. Texts in Appendix A).

1899 - Mathew - contains some grammatical notes and vocabulary items (in the comparative vocabulary table pp.208-272) taken from Gason (1874).

1899 - Reuther - these extensive manuscript materials, currently being translated by Scherer, contain much information on the Diyari language and the languages of neighbouring tribes (see 1.1.5). The most valuable materials are the four volume dictionary (approximately 3,000 entries) which has copious entries and parallel translations in Diyari, "Tirari", Arabana, Wangganguru,
Guyani, Ngamini, Yawarawarga and Yandruwandha for some items.

There is also scattered information on Biladaba and Yarluandji.

Unfortunately, Reuther's spelling is not always exact but with the help of present day informants, where they still exist, much of the material could be rechecked. There is also a parallel word list in the eight languages (mentioned above) which should prove to be a mine of valuable comparative information. When completed, the translation of this work is going to be the single most important source for Diyari of this period.

1900 - Siebert - these are Diyari legends in the mission spelling with German translations and commentary. They are valuable records of material now no longer remembered and can be used with Reuther and Howitt's (see below) information to reconstruct something of the traditional literature.

1902 - M. Howitt - some short Diyari legends probably provided by her father (and also probably collected by Rev. Siebert).

1902 - Howitt - a number of publications by Howitt and also with Siebert of Diyari legends in English translation. These provide some useful data on traditional literature. There are notes and Diyari words added by Siebert who also probably collected the original material.

1904 - Howitt - in his major work on the tribes of South-Eastern Australia Howitt provides some information on Diyari and also a little vocabulary, mostly poorly transcribed and unanalysed. Some material had appeared earlier, for example in Howitt (1890) and texts from Howitt and Siebert (1902). The material has
proved valuable when checked with the statements of present day informants (see 1.1.2).

1904 - Howitt and Siebert - another set of legends in English translation. This completes the information on traditional literature published in this period (see also Fry (1937)).

1908 - Eylmann - contains some Diyari words with German glosses probably derived from one of the Lutheran mission sources.

1908 - Planert - although based on the Diyari missionary grammars such as that of Flierl (?1879) and Reuther (1899) this grammar of Planert's shows a much keener awareness of linguistics and an insight into the workings of the Diyari language. The section on morphology, especially "Wortbildung" contains some very useful information although there are one or two errors due to incorrect recording of the primary sources. The arrangement of the noun paradigms as "Deklination" follows that of the sources but Planert has added morpheme boundaries to give a clearer picture. There are also three Biblical texts (the first being "the Prodigal son") which are given word for word German glosses. This work of Planert's shows some excellent features limited only by his primary sources.

?1914 - Riedel - a translation of the Old Testament into "Diari". The manuscript is in four parts and totals 381 pages, but was never published apparently because of the decline of the Lutheran mission (see 1.3). Ben Murray described a meeting called just before World War I where Riedel said that the translation was completed but the church could not fund its publication.
2.2 RECENT RESEARCH

1930 - Gatti - an Italian grammar and vocabulary on Diyari based upon Gason (1874) and Reuther and Strehlow (1897). It suffers from the deficiencies of the primary sources, especially in phonology.

1931-2 - Elkin - a number of papers by Elkin on kinship and social organisation in the Diyari area. These contain some words almost all of which are poorly transcribed.

1933-5 - A. Meier - a vocabulary (probably collected in the nineteenth century) sent to the South Australian Museum by an ex-missionary. This is similar to Reuther's (1899) vocabulary except that it is far less complete and has, for example, no words beginning with 'm'.

1934-7 - Elkin - further anthropological data on totems and beliefs connected with death. These contain some Diyari words poorly transcribed.

1937 - Fry - this is a collection of traditional Diyari stories with glosses by Vogelsang. There is no running translation of the texts and very little in the way of explanatory notes. The spelling system is that used on the Lutheran mission but it is very inconsistent especially in the later sections which were not checked by Vogelsang. There are a large number of errors which can only be due to typological mistakes not corrected before publication (for example page 276 has tutiba for tutina (tutina 'bury-PART')). The texts are very valuable however in
that they are the only record surviving of these stories in Diyari (c.f. Howitt and Siebert (1902-4) which are in English and Reuther (1899) in German). By reading aloud Fry's VIII text I was able to jog informant's memories and record Text One (see Appendix A) which is the only complete traditional story that was remembered (notice that the ending differs in detail from that of Fry's text).

1938-41 - Berndt and Vogelsang - there are three items published in this period:

(a) a text about the initiation of kunki the native doctors - this is written in the mission spelling (except in having θ for ng ) with a word by word gloss provided by Vogelsang (a son of one of the early missionaries). No attempt at a grammatical analysis was made.

(b) ethnographic notes which contain a few words provided by Vogelsang.

(c) a vocabulary list with parallel items in Ngadjuri. Unfortunately the spelling is under-differentiated and less reliable than it claims to be.

1943 - Johnston and Cleland - these articles contain lists of plant and animal names in various Australian languages (including Diyari) together with their zoological identification. The transcription is poor but by checking with informants a large number of names have been corrected and their referents identified.

1953 - Berndt - an ethnographic text which purports to describe a pre-contact day in the life of a Diyari man. The transcription in
this text is interesting in that the voiced symbols i.e. b, d, g are used for Diyari stops which are basically voiceless (but see footnote 10 on page 174 which refers to Capell's article on transcribing Australian languages). In the earlier Berndt and Vogelsang text (1938) the symbols p, t, k had been used. This text is accompanied by word for word glosses (probably provided by Vogelsang) and a running translation at the end. While no attempt is made to analyse individual words the glosses are basically correct and there are numerous footnote explanations. This text provides some valuable information if the reader has some knowledge of Diyari.

1964 - Reuther - a vocabulary list recorded by J.G. Reuther's son from a helper at the mission. It is of only minor significance but is interesting in that the interdental stop is recorded as "th" (in mission spelling it is simply t).

1970 - Laycock (ed.) - this collection contains Trefry's article on Diyari phonology which is an early version of Trefry (1974). There are a number of errors in this article, some of which are:

a) the setting up of a phoneme /\zeta/, a retroflex palatal stop (sic!) which, as Hercus (1971) realized, should be the combination \rceil.

b) the failure to record any interdental laminal phonemes. (See 3.2.1). This fact negates Trefry's claim about a voicing distinction for the apico-dental stops because his t is t while his d is actually d (see page 65 of the article).

c) the failure to record the palatal lateral \l.

d) the analysis of [ndr] and [ldr] as n\r and l\r respectively
rather than /nd/ and /ld/ (see 3.2.1.2).
e) mistakes in the glossing of examples, for example
/naílala/ is glossed as "see there" which should be
ŋayíja see-FUT (see 4.5.7.1.1) and "[wadu] broken"
for wa'du 'short'.
f) mistakes in the rules for stress assignments because of
the failure to recognize word and morpheme boundaries
(see 3.6).
Apart from these obvious errors there are a number of
observations and conclusions which are correct including a
useful discussion of the vowel allophony (but see Trefry
(1974)) and phonotactics.

1971 - Hercus - a review of Laycock (1970) including some comments on
Trefry's article particularly concerning the /ʧ/ and the
failure to identify lamino-dental consonants (see above).

1972 - Hercus - although primarily about prestopping in Arabana and
Wangganguru this article does contain some valuable information
on Diyari and the phonetic rule by which prestopped nasals and
laterals are found. Since the Diyari materials were collected
only incidentally there are some errors in the transcription,
for example ŋina 'foot' is written (page 296) as ti(d)na
rather than Ɂl(d)na, while on page 298 'mother' is given as
ŋami (the Adnyamathanha word) rather than the correct form
ŋandfi. Despite these errors, however, the conclusions of
this paper are essentially correct in as far as they refer to
Diyari.

1974 - Trefry - this is Trefry's PhD thesis on the theory of segmental
phonology, part II of which is concerned with Diyari. The conclusions Trefry draws about Diyari phonology are basically correct but there are a number of errors of fact and interpretation:

a) there are some typological errors which obscure the argument, for example page 243 "no words were discovered with [n] (sic - should be [ŋ]) preceding [i]....".

b) the glosses of some words show that Trefry has little knowledge of Diyari grammar, for example page 222 has [kankuai] which is /kankuyali/ 'boy-ERG' glossed as "boyish" (sic ). This failure to investigate the grammar leads to an interesting consequence for the vowel phonemes (see (d) below).

c) on page 293 Trefry claims that "[nh] (sic!) is in complementary distribution to [n] and [ŋ]" yet there are subminimal and minimal pairs in Diyari such as the following (see 3.2.1.4):

- ŋañkani  do-NOM  'doings'
- ɡañkâŋi SgnFGEN  'hers'
- ŋaŋa P1S  'they'
- ŋaŋa P1O  'them'

d) because of his autonomous phonemic approach (Postal (1968)) Trefry is forced to ignore grammatical considerations and their interaction with phonology. This means that he is compelled to set up a "vowel phoneme /Ai/" (sic ) which contrasts with the other three vowels /i/, /u/, and /a/.

It is interesting that all the examples showing the "phonemic
contrast" are present tense forms of verbs whose stem ends in /a/. That is, the /ʌi/ is actually /ayi/ where -yi is PRES (see 3.2.3.2 and 4.5.7.1.1). If he had considered morphology Trefry would probably have realized that there was an alternation to be accounted for here.

e) Trefry fails to mention the three element consonant clusters [ndr] and [ldr] (see 3.2.1.2) which can be interpreted as evidence for the apico-dental voicing contrast and the skewed distribution of the apical stops (Table 9).

Apart from these criticisms Trefry's thesis does provide some useful information on Diyari acoustics which is unlikely to be bettered in the near future.

1976 - Dixon (ed.) - contains a paper on Diyari by Capell (number 91) and on Dhirari by Austin (number 94). Capell's paper is based upon Reuther and Strehlow (1897) and Berndt (1953) and shows a number of errors due mainly to these source materials. For a different interpretation of Diyari AUXiliary verbs see 4.5.7.2. My paper on Dhirari in this volume also has a number of errors mainly as a result of having only worked on the language for less than a year when the paper was written. The analysis presented in this thesis corrects the deficiencies of my earlier work.

2.3 CONCLUSIONS

As I have shown, there has been a long history of research into the Diyari language and much has been produced. Some of the material remains valuable today, especially that dealing with aspects of the culture which have since disappeared, while other information has been superseded. Unless
otherwise stated, all the information and analysis in this thesis is the result of my own work and not that of previous researchers.

2.4 ADDENDUM - UNSEEN MATERIAL

In addition to the materials listed above the following records are said to exist. I have not had access to any of them, but they are listed in the A.I.A.S. catalogue:

a) word lists in the journals of N.B. Tindale made on the Diamantina exploring expedition of 1934. This information is not available in Australia.

b) a grammar and vocabulary compiled by the late Professor Fitzherbert apparently based upon Reuther (1899). I have searched for this material in Adelaide but was unable to find it.

There are in addition tape recordings of Diyari made by Professor K. Hale (at Alice Springs), Dr. B. Schebeck (Flinders Ranges) and Mr. J.G. Breen (at Birdsville). I have not had access to any of this material.
CHAPTER THREE

PHONOLOGY

3.1 SEGMENTATION

Diyari\textsuperscript{1} utterances may be segmented into phonological words on the basis of the following criteria:

a) distribution of segments - each phonological word must begin with one and only one consonant and end in a vowel (see 3.3 and 3.5). Certain phonotactic constraints (3.3.2) are best stated in terms of word boundaries, as is the distribution of phonetic vowels (3.2.2.2).

b) stress placement - the statement of stress placement (3.6) involves the use of word boundaries.

c) phonological processes - certain phonological processes, such as prestopping of nasals and laterals (see 3.2.1.4) take account of word boundaries.

Note that criterion (b) means that the monosyllabic conjunction ya 'and' (5.3.1) is a phonological word whereas inflectional affixes including ya BEN, GEN, PURP cases (4.2.4.2) and ya PAST tense (4.5.7.1.1) must be parts of words.

\footnotetext{1}{In this and following chapters the use of the word 'Diyari' is to be understood to refer to both Diyari and Dhirari (1.1.4) unless statements specifically mentioning Dhirari are made.}
In Diyari, grammatical words are defined by:

a) pausing - utterances may be broken up by pauses between (grammatical) words, not (normally) between parts of words. During elicitation and dictation informants often place pauses after every word.

b) isolatability - when talking about language in a meta-linguistic way informants speak in terms of (grammatical) words not parts of words.

c) permutation - sequences of words may be permuted (see 5.1.7) but the order of parts of words cannot be changed without either:
   i) producing a different word; or
   ii) producing a nonsense sequence of sounds.

The units defined by phonological criteria co-incide with those defined in grammatical terms.

3.2 SEGMENTAL PHONOLOGY

The phonological system of Diyari is slightly atypical of Australian languages as a whole. (Dixon (1972: 2-3) discusses the types of systems to be expected.) For stop and nasal consonants six points of articulation are distinguished but there is a phonemic voicing contrast for the two apical positions - apico-dental and apico-domal (3.2.1.2). This is a fairly unusual characteristic for an Australian language. The two laminal stops do not contrast word initially under certain conditions (3.2.1.1) whilst apico-dentals are not found in this position (3.3.2). There are four laterals, two semi-vowels and three rhotics with a contrast between a flap and a trill in some environments (3.2.1.3, 3.2.1.4).
The vowel system is normal for an Australian language, being a, i, u, with a wide range of vowel allophony (3.2.2.2). Phonetic long vowels do occur but they are analysed as underlying Vowel- Semi-Vowel - Vowel sequences (3.2.3, 3.2.3.3) or the result of an optional deletion rule (3.2.3.3, 3.4).

3.2.1 Consonants

Diyari has twenty-three consonant phonemes comprising eight stops, six nasals, four laterals, two semi-vowels, a trill, a flap and a semi-retroflex continuant. The following table shows these consonants:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 8: DIYARI CONSONANT PHONEMES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bilabial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laterals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhotics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-vowels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 The phonemic symbols used here are those commonly employed by Australianists (see Blake and Dixon (n.d.: 10)). Phonetic transcriptions, wherever possible follow the conventions of the International Phonetics Association (1949: 10).
For stops all but /d/ and /ɖ/ are voiceless fortis. /d/ is realized phonetically as [dr] in Diyari and as [d] or [dr] is Dhirari (in free variation (see 1.1.4.2)). /ɖ/ is voiced lenes. It is phonetically very short, being the shortest of the stops in intervocalic position (Trefry (1974) gives the relevant measurements of duration). It is the only apical stop found word initially (3.3.2).

The two laminal stops are sometimes heard as affricates, that is, /t/ is sometimes [tθ] and /ʈ/ is [ʈʃ]. The laminal stop contrast is discussed at 3.2.1.1.

The nasals and laterals are all voiced and produced at the same point of articulation as the corresponding stop phonemes (see 3.2.1.4). The phonetic realizations of the other consonants are discussed at 3.2.1.4.

3.2.1.1 Laminal Stop Contrast

The phonemic contrast between the lamino-dental stop ʈ and the lamino-palatal stop ʈʃ can be illustrated by the following minimal (and two near minimal) pairs showing word initial and intervocalic positions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intervocalic contrast</th>
<th>Word initial contrast</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>maʈa 'to bite'</td>
<td>ʈaʈa 'name'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maʈa 'already'</td>
<td>ʈaʈa 'piece'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kuʈi 'to disappear'</td>
<td>ʈika 'to return'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kuʈi 'devil'</td>
<td>ʈika 'mistake'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puʈuɾu 'dust'</td>
<td>ʈuku 'back'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puʈu 'blind'</td>
<td>ʈukuɾu 'kangaroo'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These words clearly establish the phonemic status of both laminals according to the usual criteria. However, when a word which begins with a laminal stop contains a lamino-palatal stop, nasal or lateral (either singly or in a cluster) later in the word then Ʌ and Ɇ are in free variation. That is, there is no contrast in this environment. The following words showing this variation have been recorded:

Ɇaŋu ~ Ɇaŋu  'plant type' [? *Enchylaena tomentosa]
Ɇiŋga ~ Ɇiŋga  'sinew, calf (muscle)'
Ɇuŋu ~ Ɇuŋu  'reptile'
Ɇuriŋgi ~ Ɇuriŋgi  'marrow'
Ɇuwiliŋga ~ Ɇuwiliŋga  'bird type'

Notice the variability in the position of the intervocalic lamino-palatal consonant which conditions the word initial fluctuation. It may occur, for Ɇuwiliŋga ~ Ɇuwiliŋga for example, as distant as the fourth syllable (but notice that in all the examples recorded the conditioning consonant occurs in the last syllable of the root (see 4.2)).

The following words show that it is a lamino-palatal consonant and not simply a laminal which conditions the fluctuation:

Ɇaŋa  'them' (P10)  *Ɇaŋa
Ɇiŋa  'to boil' Ɇiŋa  'bird type'
Ɇinta  'to lose'  *Ɇinta

There are no words beginning with either of the two laminal nasals ɰ or Ñ (3.2.1.4) which also contain a lamino-palatal consonant later in the root.
Thus, there are no words in which \( q \) and \( p \) alternate word initially.

Partial contrast of laminals is documented by Dixon (1970) who suggests diachronic conclusions for proto-Australian. Donaldson (1977: 69-72) describes word initial laminal stop conditioning in Ngiyamba:. It is interesting that one of the conditioning factors is the presence of intervocalic palatal stop or nasal plus stop clusters in that language.

3.2.1.2 Apical Stop Voicing

The existence of a distinctive opposition between voiced and voiceless stops in Australian languages has been believed to be rather rare (see O'Grady, Voegelin and Voegelin (1966), Dixon (1972) and Wurm (1972)). There is evidence however that we must establish such a contrast for apical stops in Diyari. Consider the following:

a) there are a number of minimal pairs which show that \( \dot{q} \) and \( \dot{t} \) contrast intervocalically, for example:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{wata} & \quad \text{'butt of tree'} \\
\text{wada} & \quad \text{'corroboree headdress type'} \\
\text{kati} & \quad \text{'raw'} \\
\text{kadi} & \quad \text{'brother-in-law' (ZH)}
\end{align*}
\]

---

1 Trefry (1970) was the first to argue for a voicing contrast in Diyari. Unfortunately (as noted at 2.2), his arguments are negated by the fact that in the examples he provides he has misheard \( \dot{t} \) as \( t \) and \( \dot{q} \) as \( d \). That is, the examples (on page 65) show a contrast in point of articulation not voicing. There is also a confusing discussion at the bottom of this page over pairs like wata and wada. If we add sub-script dots to these examples then the voicing contrast for apico-domal stops is illustrated.
The voicing contrast is 'neutralized' (Trubetzkoy (1969)) in word initial position (but see also below). In this position there is no contrast since /d/ only occurs there. The apico-domal stops are very infrequent in consonant clusters (that is following n and l (see 3.3.2)). There is only one example each of n† and l† in the material I have collected while l‡ is not found at all. It seems that the voicing contrast also may be neutralized in post-lateral position. The relevant near minimal contrasting items are:

- puñtu 'nose peg'
- yundayunda 'tadpole'
- yamũta 'worm type'

Other examples of words containing ñ clusters are:

- mañkila 'wave'
- mananda 'wattle tree type'
- nunanda 'crinum lily'
- kal̃andara 'lizard type' \[\text{[Rhodona bipes]}\]
- kaninund̃i 'scorpion'
Unfortunately, the \( \tilde{t} \sim \tilde{d} \) contrast in consonant clusters cannot be further evidenced.

b) the voiceless stop \([t]\) occurs intervocally and in consonant clusters (i.e. following \(n\) and \(l\)). There is no simple sound \([d]\) in Diyari\(^1\) but we do find a phonetically voiced stop as the medial element in the three member clusters \([ndr]\) and \([ldr]\).

Consider the following examples:

- \([k\alpha\tilde{t}\lambda]\) 'blue tongue lizard'
- \([k\alpha\lambda\tilde{dr}\lambda]\) 'necklet type'
- \([p\alpha\tilde{n}\tilde{tu}]\) 'salt lake'
- \([p\alpha\lambda\tilde{n}\tilde{dr}\lambda]\) 'cooked, ripe'

The clusters \([ndr]\) and \([ldr]\) are somewhat problematic in that they are the only three member consonant clusters to be found (see 3.3.2). There would seem to be two possible analyses:

i) we can interpret them as phonemic \(/n\tilde{r}/\) and \(/l\tilde{r}/\) sequences. This is the position adopted by Trefry (1970), Trefry (1974) and Austin (1976)\(^2\). Trefry ignores the existence of the medial stop completely but Austin has a phonetic rule of "epenthetic stop insertion" to account for the phonetic facts. This approach (with or without the insertion rule) is

---

\(^1\) \([nd]\) does occur in two words mind\(\bar{a}\)ri 'corroboree type' (see 1.2) and w\(\ddot{a}\)nd\(\ddot{u}\)\(\ddot{u}\) 'green tree snake' which are both loan words and recognized as such by my informants. The former is from Wangganguru and the latter from Ngamini.

\(^2\) This was actually in reference to the Dhirari dialect.
unsatisfactory for a number of reasons:

1. it is untidy with respect to the phonotactic constraint that all other consonant clusters have a stop or nasal as their second member (see 3.3.2). When the first member is /l/ this is further restricted to stops only (as the second member).

2. it fails to account for the fact that Dhirari verb roots with phonetic [ndr] word medially select the same allomorph for the PARTICipial inflection (i.e. -da rather than -nda (see 4.5.5)) as all other roots containing a nasal plus stop cluster. The following are some examples illustrating this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Participial Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>to go</td>
<td>[wɔpə]</td>
<td>[wɔpənda]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to wait</td>
<td>[kaːka]</td>
<td>[kaːkanda]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to collect</td>
<td>[kampə]</td>
<td>[kampənda]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to work</td>
<td>[ɑnka]</td>
<td>[ɑnkanda]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to hit</td>
<td>[dandra]</td>
<td>[dandraŋa]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to fill</td>
<td>[tandra]</td>
<td>[tandraŋa]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. it fails to account for the comparative (and diachronic) evidence which shows the following correlations (see also Table 2 above):
There is also comparative evidence from Ngamini and Yarluuyandi which shows Diyari tri-consonantal clusters corresponding to bi-consonantal clusters with /d/ as the second member in the other two languages.

ii) we can interpret them as phonemic /nd/ and /ld/ sequences and have a regular phonetic rule which introduces the trill release of the voiced stop. That is, we set up a contrastive voicing apposition for the apico-dental stops with:

\[
\begin{align*}
/t/ & \text{ realized as } [t] \\
/d/ & \text{ realized as } [dr]
\end{align*}
\]

This contrast only holds in post-nasal and post-lateral position and is neutralized intervocically (with only [t] occurring in that environment). No apico-dental stops occur word initially.

Clearly, neither of these solutions is completely satisfying. The former has a number of problems associated with it (see above) while the latter involves the introduction of a phoneme with a very restricted distribution. I feel that the evidence is slightly in favour of solution (ii) for the synchronic description of Diyari but will continue to write /1dr/ and /ndr/ throughout the
following discussion.

Notice that the distribution of apical stops in Diyari is skewed and the voicing contrast is found in different environments for the different types of apical stop (apico-dental or apico-domal). Consider Table 9 which shows the distributional pattern:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>Word initial</th>
<th>Intervocalic</th>
<th>After homorganic nasal</th>
<th>After homorganic lateral</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[q]</td>
<td>[q]</td>
<td>[q]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[ɾ]</td>
<td>[ɾ]</td>
<td>[ɾ]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[ɾ]</td>
<td>[ɾ]</td>
<td>[ɾ]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[dr]</td>
<td>[dr]</td>
<td>[dr]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, we find in the material collected that:

a) all apicals contrast in clusters of nasal plus stop.
b) only apico-domals contrast in voicing intervocalically. The apico-dental contrast is neutralized in this position.
c) only apico-dentals contrast in clusters of lateral plus stop.
d) there is no apical contrast word initially since [q] is found in that environment. That is, the voicing and
position contrasts are neutralized in word initial
position for apical stops¹.

3.2.1.3 The /d/ ~ /r/ contrast

The existence of three rhotic consonants in Diyari was mentioned
at 3.2 and 3.2.1 (see Table 8) above. The following minimal sets
illustrate this - notice that the contrast only holds for intervocalic
position:

paru  'bony bream fish'  ţařa  'to fly'
paru  'yellow ochre'  ţařa  'thigh'
paruparu  'everywhere'  ţařa  'to go up'

¹ This last fact, namely that the apical contrast is neutralized to
[d] word initially, presents some problems for theories of
markedness (Chomsky and Halle (1968), Hyman (1975: 145)). The type
of neutralization found here is termed by Trubetzkoy (1969: 235)
"centrifugal neutralization" and we would expect that the
archiphoneme encountered would be the unmarked member of the
opposition. Thus, for the apico-dental stops the archiphoneme
found in the neutralization environment (i.e. intervocically)
is phonetic [t] which is unmarked for voicing. In addition, as
Hyman (1975: 147) points out:

"voiceless stops, as suggested by the implicational
universals of Jakobson (1941) are universally less
marked than voiced stops..." (emphasis in original).

That this is correct for the t ~ dŘ neutralization is clear. The
problem is why should the archiphoneme of centrifugal neutralization
be marked rather than unmarked? (In fact, [q] is marked for both
voicing and for 'height' (Chomsky and Halle (1968: 304)) in contrast
to [t]).
In pre-consonantal position only \( r \) is found (3.3.2). Word initially none of these consonants occur (3.3.2).

Notice that the voiced apico-dental stop, /d/ discussed at 3.2.1.2 does not contrast with the (redundantly voiced) flap since the former occurs only in consonant clusters and the latter only between vowels. Neither is found word initially. Thus, they are in complementary distribution and could be grouped together as allophones of one phoneme (Trubetzkoy (1969: 49)). This would have two positive results:

a) it would reduce the phoneme inventory by one since /r/ would become the \([r]\) allophone of /d/.

b) it would extend the voicing contrast to intervocalic position for apico-dental stops allowing us to generalize the contrast to all (non-initial) apical stops.

There are two reasons which can be presented against such a reduction:

a) the INCHoative verbalizer (5.1.10.1) has two allomorphs:

   (i) -\( r i - \) i.e. \([ç]\) when the root to which it is attached contains an apical consonant

   (ii) -\( ri - \) i.e. \([ç]\) elsewhere.

This allomorphy shows that \([r]\) patterns with \([ç]\). There are no instances where \([r]\) patterns or alternates with \([dr]\) (or \([t]\)) anywhere in the language.

---

1 Historically these must be traceable to a single form (unless they are suppletive - Marchand (1956), Bloomfield (1933: 215)). Unfortunately, this is the only example of \( r \sim r \) alternation in the language so internal reconstruction does not seem possible. Note that Ngamini and Yarlyuyandi have -\( ni - \) for INCH which does not seem to be directly relateable to Diyari -\( ri - \sim r i - \).
b) the three rhotics /r/, /ɾ/, and /ɽ/ act as one conditioning environment for the [ə] realization of the /a/ phoneme (see 3.2.2). That is,

Word initial /yar/ is realized as [jəɾ]

/yar/ as [jəɾ]

and /yəɾ/ as [jəɾ]

Other apical consonants condition the [ɛ] realization of /a/ in this environment (3.2.2). There seems to be more phonetic affinity between the rhotics than between [ɾ] and any other consonant.

The two possible alternatives, that is [ɾ] as a separate phoneme /r/, or as an allophone of /d/, seem to be equally plausible, with points in favour of both. In order to reflect the phonetic facts and the rhotic patterning of [ɾ] I will continue to use r and dɾ in the orthography which can stand irrespective of whether they are one phoneme or two. The question does not seem to be resolvable on the basis of the data presently available.

Notice that the /d/ phoneme also does not contrast with [ɾ] since the two are in complementary distribution (as for [dr] and [ɾ] above). Thus, we could combine [ɾ] and [dr] as one phoneme with [ɾ] distinct. The synchronic and diachronic reasons for not doing so are presented at 3.2.1.2 above (page 56).
3.2.1.4 Other Consonants

The remaining Diyari consonants will be briefly described according to their manner of articulation.

**a) Nasals.** There are five nasals all of which are voiced and produced at the same point of articulation as their corresponding stop phonemes. The following near minimal sets illustrate the nasal contrasts in intervocalic and word initial positions (note that the apico-dental nasal does not occur word initially (see 3.3.2)):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intervocalic contrast</th>
<th>Word initial contrast</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ɲama</td>
<td>'milk, breast'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɲana</td>
<td>'to be'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maŋa</td>
<td>'mouth'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɲaŋa</td>
<td>'me' (1SgO)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɲaŋa</td>
<td>'to bugger around'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maŋa</td>
<td>'head'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The two dental nasals /n/ and /ŋ/ may be optionally prestopped as [dn] and [dn] under two conditions:

1) they occur immediately after the first (stressed) vowel of the word and are followed by a vowel.

---

1 The first to report that the nasals were optionally prestopped was Hercus (1972). However, she mentions prestopping of /n/ only, not /ŋ/. She did note the word initial nasal restriction.
ii) the initial consonant is not a nasal.

Thus, we find the following phonetic realizations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phonetic</th>
<th>Phonemic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'frill necked lizard'</td>
<td>kani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'mother's mother'</td>
<td>kanini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'corroboree,song'</td>
<td>wani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'you' (2SgO)</td>
<td>yina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'to be'</td>
<td>pana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'me' (1SgO)</td>
<td>nana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'she' (SgFS)</td>
<td>nan i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'her' (SgFO)</td>
<td>nana</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b) Laterals. The four Diyari laterals are voiced and produced at the same point of articulation as the corresponding stops and nasals. The following near minimal set illustrates the lateral contrast in intervocalic position (see also 3.3.2):

- kalumpa 'clover'
- kaļu 'testicles'
- kaļu 'liver'
- kaļu 'Acacia tree type' [Acacia victoriae]

The two front laterals /l/ and /ʎ/ may be optionally prestopped when they occur immediately after the first (stressed) vowel of
a word and are followed immediately by a vowel\(^1\). Thus, we find the following phonetically:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phonemic</th>
<th>Phonetic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'clover'</td>
<td>kalumpa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>([kad\text{\textchar^^77}ump})] ~ ([k\text{\textchar^^77}ump})]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'liver'</td>
<td>kal\text{\textchar}u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>([kad\text{\textchar}lu}] ~ ([k\text{\textchar}lu}]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'you two' (2D1S)</td>
<td>yula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>([j\text{\textchar}u\text{\textchar}la}] ~ ([j\text{\textchar}ul}]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'nose'</td>
<td>mula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>([mu\text{\textchar}la}] ~ ([mu\text{\textchar}la}]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'cheek'</td>
<td>nala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>([\text{\textchar}la\text{\textchar}la}] ~ ([\text{\textchar}la\text{\textchar}la}]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'he' (SgnFA)</td>
<td>nulu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>([\text{\textchar}ulu}] ~ ([\text{\textchar}ulu}]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

c) **Semi-Vowels.** The two semi-vowels are:

- \(w\) - a voiced labio-velar glide similar to English \([w]\)
- \(y\) - a voiced lamino-palatal glide similar to English \([j]\).

Phonetic elision of \(/w/ and \ relating to \(/y/ optionally takes place in word initial position preceding a high vowel pronounced at approximately the same position in the mouth. That is:

- \(#yi\) is realized as \([ji]\) or \([i]\)
- \(#wu\) is realized as \([wu]\) or \([u]\)

---

1 Compare this with nasal pre-stopping where there is a second restriction that the initial consonant be non-nasal (see above - laterals do not occur word initially (3.3.2)). Trefry (1970) noted the fluctuation between \([i]\) and \([d\text{\textchar}i]\) while Hercus (1972) describes and illustrates the conditioning environment. Neither of these works mentions the pre-stopping of \(/l/\), as well as \(/l/\), although the former is much more common than the latter.
Examples illustrating this are:

'you' (2SgS) /yini/ realized as [yidni] ~ [jini] ~ [idni] ~ [ini]

'narrow' /wuldu/ realized as [wuldr] ~ [uldru]

3.2.2 Vowels

3.2.2.1 Vowel Phonemes

There are three vowel phonemes which must be recognized for the
description of Diyari, namely a, i, u. Each vowel phoneme shows a number
of allophones with the phonetic range of the realization of /a/ being the
greatest (3.2.2.2).

A number of phonetic diphthongs, triphthongs and long vowels are to
be found. They are analysed as vowel-glide-vowel sequences (see 3.2.3).
One instance of a long vowel [a:] can be shown to derive from a regular
rule deleting /ŋ/ at a particular morpheme boundary (see 3.2.3.3, 3.4).

3.2.2.2 Phonetic Realization

The following diagram, based on the IPA model (see anon. (1949) and
also O'Connor (1973)) shows the approximate locations of the Diyari short
vowels from auditory impressions\textsuperscript{1}. Notice that:

\textsuperscript{1} Trefry (1974) gives a number of diagrams plotting phonetic and
phonemic vowels based upon detailed acoustic machine analysis
of the speech of three Diyari speakers.
a) the high back vowels tend to be laxer and less rounded than cardinal [u].

b) the vowels in this diagram are matched by a set of retroflexed vowels, that is, pronounced with the tongue tip turned back slightly—one type of vowel rhotacization (Ladefoged (1975: 71)). The retroflex vowels occur only before apico-domal consonants (3.2.1) and will not be included in the listing below. They are written, where necessary, with a sub-script dot, for example [ʌ].

Solid lines enclose the realizations of each vowel phoneme.

The realizations and conditioning of the vowel phonemes are:

/i/ realized as [i*] a slightly backed variety of the major allophone occurs in unstressed position before /w/:

/ŋiŋkiwa/ 'there' [ŋiŋki'wʌ]; /tiriwa/ 'east'[tiri'wʌ]
[i] high front unrounded vowel occurs in all other environments: /kl̩i/ 'clever' [kiri]

/u/ is realized as [u'] a slightly fronted variety of the major allophone occurs in unstressed position before /y/:
/yaruja/ 'like that' [jəɾu̯əɾ̩]; /pakuya/ 'dig!' [pəku̯a̯ɾ̩]

[u] high back vowel slightly lower and laxer than cardinal [u] (occasionally heard as approaching [u]) occurs elsewhere: /muku/ 'bone' [muku]; /pu̯u/ 'blind' [pu̯u̯u̯]

/a/ is realized as [a] low front unrounded vowel occurs after word initial /y/ and before /r/ /r̩/ followed by a vowel: /yaɾa/ 'this way' [ʃəɾa]; /yaɾa/ 'that way' [ʃəɾa]; /yaɾuka/ 'like that' [ʃəɾu̯ka]

[ɛ] mid open front unrounded vowel occurs after word initial /y/ and preceding a laminal or apical stop a nasal immediately followed by a vowel: /yaɾu/ 'sated' [ʃəɾu̯]; /yaɾi/ 'lie' [ʃəɾi]; /yaɾa/ 'to speak' [ʃəɾa]; /yaɾiya/ 'like this' [ʃəɾiyə]; /yaɾi/ 'to lean' [ʃəɾi]

[o] mid open back unrounded vowel occurs after word initial /w/ and preceding a bilabial or dorse-velar stop or nasal1:

1 Notice that there is no consonant cluster restriction on this allophone unlike [a] and [ɛ]. So, for example, we find /waŋكا/ 'to sing' [wəŋka] but /yaŋku/ 'father's father' is [ʃeŋku] not *[ʃəŋku]. The sequence /waŋp/ does not occur in Diyari but Yarluyandi /wamba/ 'many' is [wəmbə] c.f. also "Tirari" (see 1.1.5) wompala 'possum' (Arabana has [wəmpəɾ̩] i.e. /wampaɾ̩a/).
3.2.3 Vowel - Semi-Vowel - Vowel Sequences

The occurrence of phonetic short vowels in Diyari has been described above (Fig. 1) together with their arrangement as allophones of three vowel phonemes (3.2.2.2). At the phonetic level we also find:

i) two long high vowels [i:] and [u:]

ii) diphthongs

iii) triphthongs

These three phonetic types will be analysed as manifestations of phonemic Vowel Semi-vowel (or Glide) Vowel sequences. Such an analysis has three effects:

a) it allows us to maintain the strong generalization about Diyari
phonotactic structure, namely that no two phonemic vowels occur contiguously (3.3).

b) it simplifies a number of phonological and morphophonological rules (3.4) including reduplication (3.4.4) and rules which involve syllable counting (3.4.3).

c) it enables us to account for the fact that regular suffixing of morphemes (such as verb affixes (see 4.5) gives rise to long vowels or diphthongs or triphthongs according to the phonological shape of the root and affix. That is, there are alternations which provide evidence for a Vowel - Semi-vowel - Vowel analysis for all three types of phonetic occurrence. These are discussed at the appropriate places below.

For these three reasons a Vowel - Semi-vowel - Vowel analysis will be adopted with different phonetic realizations depending upon the sequences of phonemes involved. In the following sections the phonemic analysis of each phonetic type will be examined.

3.2.3.1 Phonetic Triphthongs

All occurrences of three phonetic vocalic segments in sequence contain either [i] or [u] as their medial element. These will be analysed as the semi-vowels /y/ and /w/ respectively, giving sequences of VyV and VwV. The observed triphthongs and their phonemic analysis are:
TABLE 10: DIYARI PHONETIC TRIPHTHONGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phonetic</th>
<th>Phonemic</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ΛuΛ]</td>
<td>/awa/</td>
<td>pawa</td>
<td>'seed type'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Λui]</td>
<td>/awi/</td>
<td>pawi</td>
<td>'lignum tree'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[iuΛ]</td>
<td>/iwa/</td>
<td>tiFiwa</td>
<td>'east'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[iuI]</td>
<td>/iwi/</td>
<td>tiwi</td>
<td>'flower'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[AiΛ]</td>
<td>/aya/</td>
<td>paya</td>
<td>'bird'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[uiΛ]</td>
<td>/uya/</td>
<td>muya</td>
<td>'dry'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[uiu]</td>
<td>/uyu/</td>
<td>puyuru</td>
<td>'[kin term]'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notice that all these examples show one of the following patterns:

a) a semi-vowel flanked by the low vowel /a/
b) a semi-vowel preceded or followed by a high vowel differing in frontness to it. There is, logically speaking, one further possible sequence of this type but it is not found in the corpus, namely:

---

1 This is the only example in the corpus showing /iwa/ intramorphemically. There are many examples of its occurrence across morpheme boundaries (see, for example, -wa DIST (4.2.6) after nominal stems ending in -i).

2 This is the only example of /uyu/ in the corpus (but note that Ngamini has *nuyu 'elder brother' (Diyari *niyi) and wanakuyu 'spear' (Diyari ka*l)).
*/ayu/ realized as [ʌiu]

All the examples in Table 10 show the occurrence of phonetic triphthongs in morpheme internal position. They do, however, occur across morpheme boundaries and the alternations between triphthongs and simple vowels (in a paradigm) provide evidence for the Vowel - Semi-vowel - Vowel analysis. Consider the following verb forms:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Participial</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Past</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'to go'</td>
<td>[wɔrapə]</td>
<td>[wɔra]</td>
<td>[wɔrapə]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'to dig'</td>
<td>[pakuŋə]</td>
<td>[paku]</td>
<td>[pakuŋə]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If we set up the bases as /wapa/ and /paku/ respectively with the participial affix as /ŋa/ then the past tense affix will be [iʌ] which may be analysed as /ya/. The triphthongs will then be realizations of /aya/ and /uya/ respectively (see Table 10 above). The diphthongs in the present tense column are accounted for below (3.2.3.2).

3.2.3.2 Phonetic Diphthongs

There are two rising and two falling diphthongs in Diyari where one element, either the first (if a rising diphthong) or the second (if a falling diphthong) segment is the low vowel [ʌ]. The rising diphthongs may be analysed as /a/ followed by a semi-vowel agreeing in frontness with the frontness of the vowel which closes the diphthong. Similarly, the falling diphthongs may be analysed as /a/ preceded by a semi-vowel agreeing in frontness with the vowel which begins the diphthong. That is, we have the situation described in the following table:
TABLE 11: DIYARI PHONETIC DIPHTHONGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phonetic</th>
<th>Phonemic</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[ʌi]</td>
<td>/ayi/</td>
<td>mayi</td>
<td>'well then'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ʌu]</td>
<td>/awu/</td>
<td>kawu</td>
<td>'yes'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[iʌ]</td>
<td>/iya/</td>
<td>ʰiɣari</td>
<td>'Diyari' (or 'Dieri')</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[uʌ]</td>
<td>/uwa/</td>
<td>puwa</td>
<td>'marrow'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notice that these are all intramorphemic examples; however diphthongs do occur across morpheme boundaries. There are alternations between diphthongs and simple vowels in a paradigm. Consider the verbs given above (page 72) and the following additions:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participial</th>
<th>Present</th>
<th>Past</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'to get'</td>
<td>[mʌnįʅ]</td>
<td>[mʌni:]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[mʌniʌ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'to fall'</td>
<td>[puriʅ]</td>
<td>[puri:]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[puriʌ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The two roots here are /mani/ and /puri/. Since we analysed the Past tense marker as /ya/ (see above) the [iʌ] diphthong is then the realization of /iya/ across the morpheme boundary (see also Table 11). The present tense forms of 'to go' and 'to dig' above will be accounted for if we analyse the PRES affix as /yi/ (notice that it cannot be simply /γ/ because all words in Diyari end in a vowel (see 3.3.2 and 3.5)). The present tense forms of /i/ final roots then present the evidence for a long vowel analysis examined further below (3.2.3.3).
It is interesting to note that Trefry (1974) was forced to set up /\i/ as a fourth "vowel" (sic.) because of his failure to take alternations into account (see also 2.2 for mention of Trefry's 'autonomous phonemic' approach).

There are three other phonetic diphthongs in Diyari although they occur only rarely. Only one is found intramorphemically while the other two occur across two types of morpheme boundary. They will be analysed phonemically along the lines of the falling and rising diphthongs (see Table 11) as set out in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phonetic</th>
<th>Phonemic</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Backing</td>
<td>[i\u]</td>
<td>/iwu/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fronting</td>
<td>[u\i]</td>
<td>/uw\i/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[u\j\i]</td>
<td>/uy\i/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are no examples of *[i\j\u], which would be /iy\u/, in the corpus. This may be an accidental gap.

¹ In Dhirari PRES is added to the AUXiliary verb pu\ifi- (4.5.7.1.1). Note that Ngamini PRES after verb stems ending in -u is zero (-\#).
3.2.3.3 Phonetic Long Vowels

The two phonetic long high vowels [i:] and [u:] may be analysed as sequences of two identical (short) high vowels separated by a semi-vowel agreeing in frontness with them. Three arguments can be presented in favour of such an analysis:

(i) occasionally a phonetic glide is heard between identical vowels in slow deliberate speech¹ where a long vowel is heard in fast speech. That is we sometimes hear [iː] for [i:] and [uː] for [u:].

(ii) production of the first consonant plus a short vowel by the investigator of words heard with a long vowel often prompted informants to complete the word with a sequence which sounded identical to an utterance initial semi-vowel plus following vowel of the same frontness. That is, exchanges such as the following were observed:

Investigator: elder brother is [nɪ]...?
Informant : [jɪ] / [nɪː]

This suggests that the long vowels are also sequences for informants.

(iii) there are paradigmatic alternations between short and long high vowels as seen in the verb examples given above (page 73.). Thus, the addition of PRESent tense affix /yi/ to a verb stem ending in /l/ gives rise to phonetic [iː].

¹ This was an especially noticeable characteristic of the speech of the main Ngamini informant (Mrs. Maudie Naylon) who also speaks Diyari fairly well.
The two long vowels will be analysed as in the following table:

**TABLE 13: DIYARI PHONETIC LONG VOWELS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phonetic</th>
<th>Phonemic</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[i:]</td>
<td>/iyi/</td>
<td>ñiyi</td>
<td>'elder brother'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[u:]</td>
<td>/uwu/</td>
<td>kuwu</td>
<td>'ignorant'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This concludes the discussion of vowel - semi-vowel - vowel sequences in Diyari. It is interesting to note that of the eighteen¹ (theoretically) possible combinations we find that:

a) 14 actually occur morpheme internally, that is

awa, awi, iwa, iwi, aya, uya, uyu, ayi, awu, iya,

uwu, uwi, iy i, uwu

b) of the remaining four:

i) two, namely iwu and uyi occur at morpheme boundaries only and never morpheme internally.

ii) two, namely ayu and iyu never occur in any Diyari words.

¹ i.e. 3 vowels x 2 glides x 3 vowels.
3.3 WORD STRUCTURE

The criteria used to isolate the phonological word in Diyari are given at 3.1 above. In this section I will examine the structure of the word, discussing the nature of syllables and phonotactic rules for occurrence of consonant and vowel phonemes.

3.3.1 Syllables

As noted above (3.1), Diyari words must end in a vowel and begin (with the exception of three interjections (4.1.6) which will be excluded from further discussion) with one and only one consonant. In intervocalic position it is possible to have one or two consonants (see 3.3.2 for a discussion of the permitted consonant clusters). With the exception of the conjunction ya 'and' (5.3.1) all words contain two or more vowels.

Clearly we must recognize a Diyari syllable of the CV type i.e. consonant (including semi-vowel) followed by a vowel. Syllables in the following words are of this type (using $ to indicate the syllable boundary):

- puka 'vegetable food' pu $ ka $
- maarı 'man' ma $ ëa $ ri $
- puluŋaniŋa 'in the mud now' pu $ lu $ ëa $ ni $ ña $

There are also CVC syllables but these do not occur word finally\(^1\). The following words show this syllable type (see also 3.3.2):

\(^1\) There is some evidence that historically this was not always the case, for example, the place name kljŋtuŋuŋa was translated by informants as "cunt smoke" but ūpu is 'smoke' and klja is 'vagina'. It is possible that klja may have once ended in a nasal.
Notice that syllable and morpheme boundaries do not necessarily coincide (see 3.5) because there are morphemes which begin with a vowel (for example -iŋa PROL (4.5.4.2)) and morphemes which begin with a consonant cluster (for example -lka TR (4.5.4.1.1)). Consider the following examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Morphological form</th>
<th>Phonological form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>palka-ŋa-yi 'go on-PROL-PRES'</td>
<td>paŋk iŋayi paŋ $ k $ ŋ $ y $</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dunka-lka-ŋa 'emerge-TR-PART'</td>
<td>ɖʊŋkəlkaŋa ɖʊŋ $ k $ ə $ ŋ $</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.2 Phonotactics

In Diyari all stops and nasals, with the exception of the apico-dental pair and the voiceless apico-domal stop, may occur word initially, as may the semi-vowels /w/ and /y/. The laterals, trill and flap are not found in word initial position, nor in the apico-domal continuant except in some partially assimilated loans from English such as:

\[
\text{[jɒptɪ]} - 'rabbit' \\
\text{[jiŋəmə]} - 'to telephone' (from English "ring 'em")
\]

These may be compared with the fully assimilated loan:

\[/yʊɾʊpə/ - 'rope'\]
where the addition of /yu/ makes the word fit the Diyari phonotactic structure.

These restrictions mean that of twenty-three consonant phonemes only twelve are found in word initial position. They are:

```
p k t j d m n n n w y
```

A distribution of this type is a feature of Australian languages (Dixon (1972: 3)).

In word final position only vowels are found while all consonants, with the exception of the voiced apico-dental stop (3.2.1.2), occur intervocalically. The combinations of consonants in (intramorphemic) intervocalic clusters are not so varied as in some other Australian languages (such as Dyirbal (Dixon (1972: 272)) but then not so restricted as Capell (1956: 7) suggests:

"Others such as Dieri, reject all clusters except the combination of plosive with homorganic nasal: \( \text{mb, nd, ng} \)"

In fact, intervocalically the permitted consonant clusters are of five types:\(^1\):

a) a stop preceded by a homorganic nasal
b) a stop preceded by a homorganic lateral (except that \( \text{l}d \) does not occur)
c) a peripheral stop (that is, /p/ or /k/) preceded by an apical nasal or lateral

\(^1\) There is one example known of each of \( \text{n}t \) and \( \text{l}t \) (given below) and two examples each of \( \text{nm} \) and \( \text{ng} \).
d) a peripheral nasal (that is, /m/ or /ŋ/) preceded by the apico-dental nasal /n/

e) a non-apical stop preceded by the trill /ɾ/.

The resulting combinations are set out in the following table:

TABLE 14: DIYARI INTERVOCALIC CONSONANT CLUSTERS

1. Homorganic Nasal-Stop Clusters
   mp ṇk nt ndɾ ɳt ɳd ɳɾ ɳt ɳɾ

2. Homorganic Lateral-Stop Clusters
   lt ɾdɾ ɾt ɾɾ ɾɾ

3. Other clusters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>p</th>
<th>m</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>ɳ</th>
<th>ɾ</th>
<th>ɾɾ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>l</td>
<td>lp</td>
<td>lk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɾ</td>
<td>ɾp</td>
<td>ɾk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>np</td>
<td>nm</td>
<td>nk</td>
<td>ɳn</td>
<td>ɳp</td>
<td>ɳk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ɾ</td>
<td>ɾp</td>
<td>ɾk</td>
<td>ɾɾ</td>
<td>ɾɾ</td>
<td>ɾɾ</td>
<td>ɾɾ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Words illustrating these clusters are the following:
a) Homorganic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nasal-Stop</th>
<th>Lateral-Stop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mp</td>
<td>kampa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nk</td>
<td>pāŋki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nt</td>
<td>pantu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ndF</td>
<td>pand†a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n†</td>
<td>pun†u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nγ</td>
<td>manγur†i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n†</td>
<td>kiŋ†ala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n‡</td>
<td>ŋαŋ†a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b) Non-Homorganic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nasal-Stop</th>
<th>Lateral-Stop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>np</td>
<td>yinpa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nk</td>
<td>panki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>np</td>
<td>maŋpi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nk</td>
<td>ūŋka</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nasal-Nasal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nŋ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trill-Stop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ŕp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŕk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŕ†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŕ‡</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The phonotactic restrictions described in this section refer to the shapes of all Diyari words. For discussion of morpheme structure constraints see 3.5 below.

3.4 MORPHOPHONOLOGY

In the following sections I discuss some alternations in the phonemic shape of morphemes, especially two (3.4.1, 3.4.2) which affect the morpheme structure constraints (3.5).

3.4.1 PROL, TR, ALT

The PROLative aspectual affix (4.5.4.2) gives rise to an alternation in the shape of the final vowel of the stem to which it is attached. Consider the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PARTICIPIAL</th>
<th>PROL + PARTICIPIAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. 'to emerge'  duŋkaŋa  duŋkiŋaŋa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. 'to get' maniŋa maniŋaŋa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. 'to dig' pakuŋa pakiŋaŋa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These examples show that for PROL we:

a) change the root final vowel to /i/ (applying vacuously to roots ending in /i/).

b) add-ŋa.

Notice that PROL contrasts with the PRODuct verbalizer (5.1.10.2) which has the following forms:
### ABSOLUTIVE - PROD - PART

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1. 'crack'</th>
<th>kaṭa</th>
<th>kaṭaŋaŋaŋa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>'step'</td>
<td>ɗafi</td>
<td>ɗafiŋaŋaŋa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>'boom'</td>
<td>kanpu</td>
<td>kanpuŋaŋa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to account for the differences between the behaviour of the stem final vowels before these two affixes I will set up PROL as -ŋa- (and PROD as -ŋa-) with a general rule that morpheme final vowels are deleted before morpheme initial /i/. This could be stated as:

\[
V \rightarrow \emptyset / \_\_\_ + i
\]

Note that we find similar alternations with the TRansitivizer (4.5.4.1.1) and ALTruistic aspect (4.5.4.2) markers which can both be set up as -IPA-. The vowel deletion rule will apply to them also.

### 3.4.2 IMP, ERG, EXCLAM

The IMPerative verb affix (4.5.7.1.1) in Diyari has two phonemic forms (one in Dhirari (see 4.5.7.1.1 and Austin (1976)) depending upon the shape of the root to which it is attached. The following list shows the alternations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PARTICIPIAL</th>
<th>IMPERATIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>'to run'</td>
<td>mindfiŋa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>'to play'</td>
<td>piŋkiŋa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>'to dig'</td>
<td>pakuŋa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>'to go'</td>
<td>wapaŋa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>'to return'</td>
<td>ūkaŋa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1 In this and following rules morpheme boundaries are signified by + (written as ' + ').
There are at least three solutions which could be formulated to account for the alternation:

a) set up the underlying form of the IMP affix as -ya and have a rule which deletes morpheme initial /y/ after stem final /a/. We would also need a contraction rule to shorten /aa/ to /a/ after deletion has occurred.

b) set up the underlying form of the IMP affix as -a and have a rule which inserts /y/ between -a and the stem final high vowels. A further rule of contraction (of /aa/ to /a/) would also be needed.

c) have two separate allomorphs for IMP, namely -ya (after /i/ and /u/) and -∅ (after /a/).

Solution (a) will be problematic because of the existence of the PAST tense affix with invariable shape -ya (see 4.5.7.1.1). Solution (c) also seems to claim that there is no symmetry to be deserved here and that the allomorphs are unrelated. Solution (b) enables us to set up a single underlying form and have regular phonological rules which apply to it. These rules will be:

\[
\emptyset \rightarrow y / \left\{ \begin{array}{l} u \\ i \end{array} \right\} + a \\
 a + a \rightarrow a
\]

The alternations observed for the singular common noun ERGative case affix (4.2.4.2) and EXCLAMatory clitics (5.4.9) will also be dealt with by these rules if we set the underlying forms up as -al and -ayi (and -awu) respectively.
3.4.3 Trisyllable Stems and Cases

Singular common nouns in Diyari which have trisyllabic stems show a difference in the final vowel between the ABSolute (4.2.4.2) and all other case forms. These words have a final high vowel /i/ or /u/ in the ABSolute but a low vowel /a/ in all other case forms. Consider the following examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ABSolute</th>
<th>LOCative</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. 'father'</td>
<td>ɲapiri</td>
<td>ɲapirani</td>
<td>ɲapirandpu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. 'mud'</td>
<td>pujuɾu</td>
<td>pujuɾani</td>
<td>pujuɾandpu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. 'man'</td>
<td>maɾari</td>
<td>maɾarani</td>
<td>maɾarandpu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. 'old man'</td>
<td>pinarų</td>
<td>pinarani</td>
<td>pinarandpu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These alternations can be accounted for by taking the ABS as the underlying form and having a neutralization rule (Trubetzkoy (1969)) which applies to inflected forms. This rule can be formulated as (note that it only applies to nominal stems):

\[
\{i, u\} \rightarrow a / \#[CV(C)CV(C)C]_{\text{NOM}}^+ 
\]

If we allow it to apply vacuously (Chomsky and Halle (1968)) to /a/ then it may be rewritten as:

\[
V \rightarrow a / \#[CV(C)CV(C)C]_{\text{NOM}}^+ 
\]

The neutralization rule interacts with the glide insertion rule for ERG (3.4.2) -aI (realized as /iI/ after /a/ and /yali/ elsewhere) in two ways:
a) with tri-syllables ending in /u/ the neutralization rule applies before glide insertion as shown by the following forms:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ABS</th>
<th>ERG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'mud'</td>
<td>pułųřu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pułųřali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*pułųřuyali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'old man'</td>
<td>pınařu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pınařali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*pınařuyali</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b) with tri-syllables ending in /i/ the neutralization rule applies optionally giving rise to two alternants for ERG:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ABS</th>
<th>ERG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'father'</td>
<td>ɲapiři</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ɲapiřali ~ ɲapiřiyali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'man'</td>
<td>maṭari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>maṭarali ~ maṭariyali</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.4 CAUSE

The causative verbalizing affix (5.1.10.3) has the basic form -ŋanka-. In fast speech the initial velar nasal of CAUSE may be elided, giving rise to a long low vowel when the stem to which CAUSE is added ends in -a. Consider the following examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Morphemes</th>
<th>Slow Speech</th>
<th>Fast Speech</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'sleep-CAUS'</td>
<td>muka-ŋanka</td>
<td>[mukąŋanka]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'dead-CAUS'</td>
<td>ɲari-ŋanka</td>
<td>[ɲaɾiŋanka]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'blind-CAUS'</td>
<td>pułu-ŋanka</td>
<td>[puɬuŋanka]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is the source of the third long vowel mentioned above (3.2.3.3).
3.4.5 **Reduplication**

The semantic effects of reduplication are described at 4.2.10 (for nominals) and 4.5.2 (for verbs).

Phonologically, reduplication involves the repetition of the first CV(C)CV element of the unreduplicated form. That is:

\[ C_1 V_1 (C_2) C_3 V_2 (C_4) C_5 \ldots \text{ becomes } C_1 V_1 (C_2) C_3 V_2 (C_4) C_5 \ldots \]

Examples illustrating this are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Reduplicated stem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'woman'</td>
<td>wila [willawila</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'boy'</td>
<td>kanku [kankukanku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'old man'</td>
<td>pinařu [pinapinařu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'father'</td>
<td>ɲapiři [ɲapiɲapiři</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'bird type'</td>
<td>ɟilpařku [ɟilpaɟilpařku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'cat fish'</td>
<td>ɲankantı [ɲankaɲankantı</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reduplicated stems show that:

a) the final vowel deletion rule set up for i initial morphemes (see 3.4.1) operates before reduplication. So, for example, we find:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reduplicated form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'emerge - PROL'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>đuńka-ıña</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>đuńkidűńkiña</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not * đuńkadűńkiña</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'save - ALT'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kuńka-ipa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kuńkikuńkipa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not * kuńkakuńkipa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
b) as far as stress assignment is concerned (see 3.6) there is a word boundary between the stem and its reduplicated element. Thus, reduplicated forms are stressed on both $V_1$ in the statement above.

3.5 MORPHEME STRUCTURE

The structure of phonological words in Diyari has been examined at 3.3 above. Uninflected root morphemes in Diyari show the same structure as phonological words. Thus, they:

a) must begin with a consonant and one consonant only
b) must end in a vowel
c) may contain intervocalic clusters of at most two consonants (see 3.3.2)

Bound morphemes in Diyari, both stem forming and inflectional affixes (see 4.2.2, 4.2.4, 4.5.4, 4.5.5) may have the following shapes (using V for vowel and C for consonant):

a) V - there is one morpheme of this type -a- IMP (see 3.4.2)
b) VCV - for example -iŋa- PROL and -ipa- ALT (3.4.1), -ali ERG (3.4.2).
c) CV(CV) - the majority of bound morphemes are of this type, for example -ni LOC case (4.2.4.2), -yi PRES tense (4.5.7.1.1), -ŋa- PROD verbalizer (5.1.10.2), -yaŋi LEST (4.5.7.1.2), -maŋa IDENT (5.4.4)
d) CVCCV - there are a few morphemes of this shape, for example
-ŋundũ SCE for Proper nouns (4.2.4.2), -ŋaŋka GEN
for Female Proper nouns (4.2.4.2), -ŋandũ SEQ (5.2.6).

e) CCV(CV) - for example -lka- TR (4.5.4.1.1), -ŋti- SEQ (4.5.4.2),
-ndũ SCE (4.5.4.2), -ldũa ADD (5.4.3), -nkari
TOWARDS (4.2.6).

Phonological rules operate upon (a) and (b) to derive the usual CV(C)
syllable types (3.3.1).

3.6 WORD STRESS

Stress in Diyari is not phonologically contrastive and entirely
predictable from the underlying shape of stems and suffixal morphemes.
Stressed vowels occur as follows:

a) the first vowel of a word or morpheme is stressed provided that:

b) it is not the last vowel of the word or morpheme, that is,
it does not occur before a # or + boundary.

Stress may be assigned to underlying representations by a rule such as
the following which takes account of word and morpheme boundaries:

\[ V \rightarrow [+\text{stress}] / \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\#C \\
+(C)C \_\_\_\_ CV \\
\end{array} \right. \]
This rule will account for the following examples:

- 'mud' \( \text{pu} \text{ļu} \text{ru} \) [\( \text{p} \text{u} \text{l} \text{u} \text{r} \text{u} \)u]
- 'mud-LOC' \( \text{pu} \text{ļu} \text{ru}-\text{ni} \) [\( \text{p} \text{u} \text{l} \text{u} \text{r} \text{u} \text{n} \text{i} \)]
- 'mud-LOC IDENT' \( \text{pu} \text{ļu} \text{ru}-\text{ni-}\text{ma} \text{́} \text{a} \) [\( \text{p} \text{u} \text{l} \text{u} \text{r} \text{u} \text{n} \text{i} \text{m} \text{́} \text{a} \text{́} \text{a} \)]
- 'hit-PRES' \( \text{ŋ} \text{a} \text{n} \text{d} \text{ř} \text{a}-\text{yi} \) [\( \text{ŋ} \text{a} \text{n} \text{d} \text{ř} \text{a} \text{i} \)]
- 'hit-REFL-PRES' \( \text{ŋ} \text{a} \text{n} \text{d} \text{ř} \text{a-} \text{ř} \text{i} \text{í}-\text{yi} \) [\( \text{ŋ} \text{a} \text{n} \text{d} \text{ř} \text{a-} \text{ř} \text{i} \text{í} \text{i} \)]

Note that the single monosyllabic word (3.3.1) ya 'and' is always stressed, as for example in:

- 'boy and girl' kanku ya mankařa [\( \text{k} \text{án} \text{k} \text{u} \text{y} \text{a} \text{m} \text{á} \text{n} \text{k} \text{á} \text{ř} \text{a} \)]

Stress on the three vowel initial interjections is given at 4.1.6 below.

It is interesting to notice that Trefry's (1970: 73) statements concerning Diyari stress are much more complex than the rule above since he appears in a number of examples to have failed to correctly locate word and morpheme boundaries. So, for example, he states that:

a) "four syllable words will have primary stress on the first syllable and secondary stress on the third".

and b) "five syllable words will have primary stress on the first syllable and secondary stress on the fourth".

In two of the examples he gives to illustrate this a word boundary should occur immediately before the syllable with "secondary" stress. In two other cases a morpheme boundary occurs before the stressed syllable. A
statement in terms of these boundaries (such as the rule above) seems to make the assignment of stress less complex.

3.7 INTONATION

I have not yet been able to study Diyari intonation in any detail but present here a few tentative preliminary remarks.

The following points concerning intonation have been noted:

1. in statements the general level of the pitch of the voice decreases towards a low at the end of the utterance. Stressed vowels have slightly higher pitch than unstressed vowels so the pitch falls in steps as indicated roughly in the following diagram:

   e.g. qawu mindriŋa kuŋayi 'He ran away'

   [ŋəu mɪndrìŋə kʊŋəi ]

   The utterance final vowel or diphthong is often pronounced phonetically voiceless as the voice and pitch fall off at the end of the utterance.

2. questions (see 5.1.7.4) generally have a falling-rising intonation, with the voice pitch rising at the end of the utterance. This characteristic pattern is very noticeable when the utterance consists of a single (interrogative) word, as in:
miŋa? 'what?'

[miŋa]

An example of a full sentence is:

miŋa yini yaŋayi? 'What are you saying?'

[miŋa jini jéθaŋi]

3. Imperatives are characterized by a high voice tone and a clipped utterance final (sometimes accompanied segmentally by a glottal stop). An example is:

yara wapa! 'Come here!'

[jéŋa wɔŋəʔa]
CHAPTER FOUR

MORPHOLOGY

4.1 PARTS OF SPEECH

The following word classes or "parts of speech" (Lyons (1968: 270, 317)) may be set up for the description of Diyari and Dhirari:

- nominal
- pronoun
- determiner
- verb
- particle
- interjection

Each of these categories is recognized by certain defining characteristics (see below) and membership of them is mutually exclusive. Pronoun, determiner and particle are closed word classes which consist of a set of words exhaustively listed in the grammar. All other classes are open.

The following sections describe the defining characteristics and membership of each part of speech.

4.1.1 Nominals

Nominals are defined as the category of words which inflect for case according to their relationship to the verb or to other nominals in the clause (see 4.2.4 and 5.1.5). This category subsumes what are traditionally referred to as 'nouns' and 'adjectives', which can be distinguished as subcategories in Diyari:
adjectives are an open class which is treated morphologically in the same way as (singular common) nouns (see 4.2, 4.2.1). They show different syntactic behaviour from nouns:

a) adjectives co-occur with the INCHoative verbalizer -rî ~ -rî (see 5.1.10.1) whilst nouns do not.

b) within the noun phrase (5.1.1.2) adjectives always follow the noun they modify.

c) adjectives may occur with nouns preceded by any of the nominal determiners (4.4.1). That is, while nouns are sub-categorized for gender, adjectives are not.

d) adjectives are intensified by ma’la whilst nouns occur with piña (see 5.1.3.3).

There are also semantic differences to be found between the members of the noun and adjective sub-classes (see Dixon (1972: 39-40 and 1977b)). I have not yet fully investigated these differences but the semantic content of the adjective sub-class appears to include:

i) value - e.g. ꙑumu 'good', ma’lanjë 'bad'.

ii) dimension - e.g. payîři 'long, tall', waḍu 'short'; piña 'big', waka 'small'; wuldu 'narrow', mařu 'wide'.

iii) most physical properties - e.g. pandër 'ripe, cooked', kaṭi 'unripe, raw'; mađi 'heavy', ɲawa 'light'; ʃaʃkařa 'sharp', ɲaŋi 'blunt'; mađu 'sweet', kaldër 'sour, salty'; ʃiŋi 'alive', ɲari 'dead'.

iv) numbers - e.g. kunu 'one', mandër 'two', paʃkulu 'three' (see 4.2.9).
(v) colours - there are four basic colour terms (Berlin and Kay (1969)) namely wa'fu 'white', ma'ru 'black', ma'raji 'red' and ku'akula 'green, yellow'. Some common nouns are occasionally used descriptively (see 5.1.2) as colour specifiers, for example paru 'yellow ochre' for 'yellow'.

(vi) physiological characteristics - e.g. pa'lu 'naked', ku'ku 'lame'.

Some concepts which we might expect to be expressed as adjectives (see Dixon (1977b)) are in fact common nouns in Diyari (see (2) below). They all (except for 'position') occur with the INST case suffix (5.1.5.4) when used predicatively and include:

(i) human propensity - e.g. tilir 'anger', mu'la 'calmness', yapa 'fear', yunka 'sulkiness', walka'ra 'sadness'.

(ii) physiological states - e.g. mawa 'hunger', ta'di 'thirst', pala 'sexual arousal', mun'ja 'sickness'.

(iii) some physical properties - e.g. wald'a 'heat', kilpa 'cold'.

(iv) position - e.g. tati 'middle', tu'ku 'back', wi'di 'outer'.

It is interesting that for expressions of age ma'ra 'new' is an adjective but waru'la 'old' is a temporal noun plus the CHARACTERistic stem forming affix (see 4.2.2).

2) Nouns are an open class which can be further subdivided into

a) Proper nouns (an open class) are semantically those nominal words which are the name of a place or person. They form a separate morphological sub-class of nouns in Diyari since they occur with strikingly different allomorphs
of the case affixes (see 4.2.4) and also show some
differences in the coding of syntactic functions (see 4.2.4.1,
5.1.5). The Proper nouns can be further classified into
Place names and Personal names, the former occurring only in
LOCative, ALLative and SourCE cases (c.f. spatial location
nominals). The Personal names show a difference in morphological
behaviour between Female and Male types (see 4.2.4).
No Proper nouns, because of their inherent definiteness (see
5.1.7.3), can co-occur with a nominal determiner (4.4.1).
They are only very infrequently found modified by adjectives
(see above).
b) Common nouns comprise a large open class of items which occur
in the various possible case roles (see 5.1.5). These nouns
may be accompanied by a nominal determiner (4.4.1) indicating
definiteness and certain deictic categories. Most may be
(optionally) marked for number by the DUAL and PLURAL stem
forming affixes (4.2.2). Other affixes such as PROPrieteive
(4.2.2, 5.1.6.4) are found with this nominal sub-class.
Common nouns refer to those concepts listed above (page 95 (i)
to iv)) and also:

(i) inanimate natural things, such as the elements, celestial
bodies, meteorological phenomena and geographical forms
e.g. ɲapa 'water', màyà 'stone', pìra 'moon', ɗì'li 'sun',
Ɂala 'rain', pu'ufu 'mud', puŋalà 'shade'.

(ii) directions, including cardinal points - e.g. ʃinankara
'north', kunankari 'south', yantakara 'west', ʃiʃiwa
'east', waʃanqua 'left-hand', ɲupaɾi 'right-hand'.
(iii) human beings and socio-cultural relationships - e.g. kana 'Aboriginal person', jari 'uninitiated youth', ŋapiŋi 'father', pinaŋu 'old man, head man'.

(iv) artefacts and physical evidence of human habitation - e.g. kira 'boomerang', wana 'digging stick', ŋura 'camp', paliŋu 'path, track'.

(v) language and noises - e.g. yawara 'word, language, message', wima 'corroboree, song', kanpu 'boom', ŋaru 'echo' (see 5.1.10.2).

(vi) supernatural beings and spirits - e.g. muramura 'culture hero', munara 'soul', yawula 'spirit' (see 5.1.6.2).

3) Location nominals are the third group of nominal words inflecting for case. This class is found only in LOCative, ALLative and SourCE functions (see 5.1.5.5, 5.1.5.6, 5.1.5.7), with the uninflected stem being the LOC case form (see 4.2.4.2). The location nominals can be subdivided on the basis of differences in morphological behaviour (see 4.2.7) into an open class of Temporals, comprising Nominals with time reference, such as waru 'long ago', and Spatials, a closed class with two members ɲiŋki-'here' and ɲaka 'there' (see 4.2.7).

The following diagram illustrates this sub-categorization of the nominal class in Diyari:
4.1.2 Pronouns

Pronouns are a closed class of words which inflect for case and are specified by person and number. In the first person dual and plural there is a distinction between inclusive and exclusive reference (see 4.3.2). There is also a set of special relationship pronouns with a defective paradigm - they are found only in the dual absolutive (see 4.2.1). The other pronouns differ in their declension from common nouns in that they show a 'split case system' (Silverstein (1976)) which is nominative-accusative in the non-singular and has three-way marking (for S, A and O functions (see 4.2.4, 5.1.5)) in the singular (see 4.3.2).

4.1.3 Determiners

These are defined by their ability to co-occur with the diectic suffixes -ka TOKEN and -paña THERE (see 4.4.2). They may be sub-categorized into two types:

a) nominal determiners are a closed class of words occurring as
constituents of noun phrases (see 5.1.1.2) agreeing with the noun with which they are construed in:

(i) case - see 4.4.1 and 5.1.5.
(ii) number - singular, dual or plural (4.4.1).
(iii) gender - feminine or non-feminine, in the singular only (4.4.1).

The case paradigm for nominal determiners is in some respects similar to that of pronouns (4.1.2, 4.3.2) and, in fact, a noun phrase consisting of just a nominal determiner in Diyari is translated into English as a third person pronoun (see 5.1.1.2).

Nominal determiners mark the referent of the noun phrase in which they occur as definite and are employed in the topicalization strategy described at 5.1.7.3 below.

b) predicate determiners - provide adverbial specification of the predicate of the clause in which they occur (5.1.3.3). They are a closed set with two members yaru- 'like that' and yani- 'like this' (4.4.2).

4.1.4 Verbs

Verbs are defined as the class of words which obligatorily take one of a set of verb-final inflections (4.5.5, 4.5.7.1.1, 4.5.7.1.2). In main clauses, these inflections mark tense or mood (4.5.7.1.1). The verb class is sub-divided into two groups:

(a) main verbs - these are open lexical class described at 4.5.3 below. Main verbs may occur with one or more of the stem forming (or derivational) affixes (4.5.4). They can be classified into three
groups on the basis of their morphological and syntactic behaviour (see 4.5.3) into Intransitive, Transitive and Di-Transitive types. The former two types are further divided into ten classes using certain morphological and syntactic criteria (see 4.5.3.1, 4.5.3.2).

(b) non-main verbs - these are a closed class of AUXiliary verbs which always follow main verbs in the verb complex (5.1.1.1). In Diyari the occurrence of AUX verbs is optional but in Dhirari a distinction must be drawn between puři- which is obligatory (4.5.7.1) and other optional AUXiliaries (4.5.7.2).

Non-main verbs do not occur with any of the stem forming affixes (4.5.4), are not found in IMPLicated clauses (4.5.7.1.2, 5.2.1) and are semantically quite different to main verbs (see 4.5.1).

4.1.5 Particles

Particles comprise a closed word class whose members are never inflected (5.5). They occur only with one or more of the clitics (see 5.4). Their syntax and semantics is discussed at 5.5 below.

4.1.6 Interjections

Interjections are a closed class of words which can comprise a whole utterance by themselves. They are never inflected and are not syntactically integrated with other linguistic material, being set off by a pause.

Two interjections are unusual in that they disobey a phonotactic constraint (3.3) on all other Diyari words, namely that words must begin (phonologically) with a consonant. They are:
afu 'hello!' - a common greeting.
ayi 'hey!' - a call for attention.

There is a third interjection which disobeys this phonotactic constraint and also contains a glottal stop found nowhere else in the language (apart from a marginal occurrence in the indigenous songs - see Appendix B). It is:

a?ayi - 'no, that's not correct!'

(usually said whilst shaking the head).

The assignment of stress (3.6) for these three words is interesting. Both afu and ayi are stressed on the first vowel, that is ['ʌɾu] and ['ʌi] while a?ayi has stress on the vowels either side of the glottal stop, that is ['ʌʔˈʌi].

The other interjections which I have recorded are:

kapawu 'Look out!' - an expression of imminent danger.
kapaɾawu 'Come here!', 'Hurry up!'
kawu 'Yes!' (examples at (1;72), (1;106) Appendix A)
pani 'No!'
kawuwaŋa 'That's correct!' - an expression of approval for something just said.
puɾu 'Hey!' - an expression of surprise or fear.
mayi 'Well then!', 'Alright!' - (see 1;92), (1;105) and (1;134)).
waja 'Just a minute!' (see (1;24)).
yakayayi 'Hooray!', 'Oh my goodness' - an expression of excitement (note that an exclamation like yakay(ayi) is found in many Australian languages with this meaning (Dixon (1972: 18)).
1.02

Good job!

What a pity!, Poor thing - an expression of pity on hearing bad news, for example, that someone has died.

Oh yes!, Is that so - an expression of interest in what someone else is saying.

For extra emphasis an interjection may be repeated a number of times. So, for example, when pressed for an explanation of the corroboree songs (Appendix B) immediately after he had sung them, Leslie Russel would say "waŋa! waŋa! waŋa! just hold on a minute!".

4.2 MORPHOLOGY OF NOMINALS

Nominal words minimally consist of a nominal root plus a case inflection (4.2.4), except where the root occurs in an unmarked form, e.g. the ABSolute (4.2.4.1). One or more stem affixes may occur between the root and its inflection (4.2.2). Thus, the structure of nominal words in Diyari is given by the following formula:

Nominal word = Root (~ Stem Forming Affix n) — Inflection.

There are two affixes which may occur after the case inflection (4.2.6), indicating relative distance of the referent from the speaker.

The morphology of locational and interrogative nominals is described below (4.2.7, 4.2.8).

4.2.1 Nouns and Adjectives

As noted above (4.1.1), the nominal word class can be sub-divided on the basis of differences in morphological and syntactic behaviour into three
sub-categories:

a) location nominals (see 4.2.7)

b) adjectives

c) nouns.

The reasons for distinguishing nouns and adjectives in Diyari are set out above (4.1.1), as are lists of the semantic content of each word type.

Nouns can be sub-categorized in 'Proper' and 'Common' types (4.1.1) for morphological and syntactic reasons. The Common nouns can be further sub-classified on semantic and syntactic grounds into three types:

a) **generic nouns** - within the noun phrase (5.1.1.2) these typically precede a specific noun. They refer to (mutually exclusive) general classes of entities and classify this section of Diyari vocabulary into semantic sets. The following generic nouns have been recorded (note that not all specific nouns are covered by these generics - there is no general term for all meteorological phenomena, or all artefacts or all noises, for instance):

1. **kana** - human beings (not including whites).

2. **paya** - birds which can fly, i.e. excluding the emu and wild turkey.

3. **ťuťu** - reptiles.

4. **ńantł** - other edible animates

5. **puka** - edible vegetable food.

6. **pița** - trees\(^1\) or wood

7. **mađa** - stone

8. **țuťu** - fire

9. **ńapa** - water

\(^1\) On the basis of informants' explanations it seems that the defining characteristic is whether or not the wood of a certain species could be used (normally) on a fire. Other features, such as height, may also be important, however.
Unfortunately, I have been unable to investigate the semantics of generics in great detail, but these nine are the most commonly occurring. Some examples of possible generic plus specific combinations are the following:

- *kana wiia* 'Aboriginal woman' = human + married woman
- *nanti tjukuru* 'kangaroo' = meat + kangaroo
- *mada pukuju* 'ochre type' = stone + ochre type
- *napa jillli* 'native well' = water + well
- *tuju pila* 'coals' = fire + coals
- *paya karawa'ra* 'eaglehawk' = bird + eaglehawk

b) Specific nouns - these refer to a particular type of entity, some of which are covered by the generic nouns listed above. Examples of specific nouns have just been given (see also the list under 4.1.1). The occurrence of specific nouns in apposition is discussed at 5.1.1.2 and 5.1.6.2 below.

4.2.2 Stem Forming Affixes

The following derivational affixes may be suffixed to a nominal root to produce a nominal stem which is then inflected for case (4.2.4) according to its function (5.1.6) in the clause in which it is employed:

---

1 Specifically, the ochre from a mine near Parachilna in the Northern Flinders Ranges (see 1.1.5). The ochre was mined in large blocks and carried back north (see Mulvaney (1976)). Leslie Russel sang a corroboree song about such an ochre expedition (see also Appendix B).
A) -kəŋj - EXCESSive concern - is added a noun root of the set which:

a) refer to an abstract quality, some of which are listed under 4.1.1, page 95 above.

b) are used in attributive constructions with the copula ŋana- 'to be' and the INSTrumental case (see 5.1.5.4 function [ D ]).

and produces a noun stem where X-kəŋj means 'animate being excessively concerned with or possessed of X'. The following are some examples of derived stems:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yapakəŋji</td>
<td>yapa</td>
<td>'fearful, timorous one'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kuri kəŋji</td>
<td>kurį</td>
<td>'thief'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pala kəŋji</td>
<td>pala</td>
<td>'sex maniac'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nufukaŋji</td>
<td>nufu</td>
<td>'powerful one'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mawakəŋji</td>
<td>mawa</td>
<td>'one who is always hungry'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yadikəŋji</td>
<td>yadį</td>
<td>'liar'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An example of one of these stems inflected for case is the following sentence (said of a nymphomaniac who turned to prostitution):

(1) nandfu pala-kəŋji all maŋa-ŋ kampa-yi
SgFA sexual desire-EXCESS-ERG stone-ABS collect-PRES

'The sex maniac is collecting money [lit. stone]1.'

1 Notice that the generic maŋa 'stone' (see above) is used here to refer to money. This usage is rapidly being replaced by the loan word manį 'money'.
B) -yija - HABITual association - added to a noun or adjective root produces a noun stem where X-yija means 'animate being habitually associated with X'. The reference of the resulting noun stem may be specific or general as the following examples show:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Root</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pulukayija</td>
<td>'stockman'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puluka</td>
<td>'bullock'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kupulayija</td>
<td>'drunkard'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kupula</td>
<td>'wine, alcohol'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kaldriyija</td>
<td>'surly person'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kaldri</td>
<td>'surly, salty'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yumuyija</td>
<td>'good person'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yumu</td>
<td>'good'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>napayija</td>
<td>'water associated'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>napa</td>
<td>'water'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The stem napayija was used in two different contexts by two informants:

(a) said of kuti 'swan' it meant "always lives on the water".
(b) said of kupa 'child' it meant "always wanting to drink or play in water".

Note that -yija also occurs as a nominalizer (5.1.9.2) added to verbs inflected for PARTICipial (see 4.5.5, 4.5.7.1.1).

Examples of noun stems formed by -yija have been elicited with (non-zero) case inflections (see 4.2.4) but they occur only rarely in the text material collected and analysed. There seems to be a preference for the use of HABIT derived stems as predicate nominals.

1 The word kupula means 'wine, beer, alcohol, bottle' in Diyari. A word with a similar phonetic shape occurs in some Victorian languages meaning 'to drink', for example Wemba-Wemba (Hercus (1969: 426)) has "gubila or gubula".
(see 5.1.2) in texts. Examples elicited include:

(2) puluka-\ yi\^a-ali \ n\^a \ n\^i\^-yi
bullock-HABIT-ERG 1SgO see-PRES
'The stockman saw me.'

(3) n\^a \ m\^i\^-ya \ ma\^\^a-\^p \ mani-\^\^a \ wara-\^yi
1SgA 3SgnFO-NEAR stone-ABS get-PART AUX-PRES
puluka-\yi\^a-\^n\^i
bullock-HABIT-LOC
'I got this money (lit. stone) from the stockman'.

C) -\^a -CHARacteristic - has two different derivational functions:
   a) added a nominal stem which refers to geographical feature
      or some element of the environment (see 4.1.1 section [2])
      CHAR forms a stem where X-\^a means 'entity inhabiting X'.
      Notice that, unlike -\yi\^a and -\ka\^p\^i derived stems (see
      above), stems formed by the addition of -\^a may have a non-
      animate referent. For example:

      ma\^\^a-\^a 'hill dweller' ma\^\^a 'hill, stone'

      can be used of:

      (i) people or animals living in hilly country. So, for
          example, the local group of Diyari living near
          Blanchewater and the northern Flinders Ranges were
          called ma\^\^a\^a \^\^a \^\^a \^\^a \^\^a (see 1.1.2 and Map 1).
(ii) plants or natural features characteristically found in hilly country, in contrast to those found elsewhere.

Other examples of stems formed by this derivational process are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Root</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ḏakula</td>
<td>ḏaku 'sand hill'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pantula</td>
<td>pantu 'salt lake'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paṭaraḷa</td>
<td>paṭara 'box tree'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paṭaraḷa</td>
<td>paṭara 'flat'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kunaraḷa</td>
<td>kunari 'Cooper's Creek'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṇakala</td>
<td>ṇaka 'there'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Diyari speakers draw a distinction between ṇakala 'those inhabiting that place' (there-CHAR) and ṇakarįja 'people habitually associated with that place' (there-HABIT). The former can be used for recent arrivals at a particular location while the latter is reserved for those who have resided there continuously for a long period of time.

Examples of case inflected stems (4.2.4) formed with CHAR include the following:

(4) ṇani yata-yata-ṇa wara-yi maṭa-la-ni
    1SGS REDUP-speak-PART AUX-PRES stone-CHAR-LOC

'I spoke to the person from the hills.'

---

1 That is the Diyari local group living near Killalpaninna and Kopperamanna (see 1.1.2). Notice that the addition of -ḷa causes roots to undergo the neutralization rule described at 3.4 above.
(5) kunəɾi-ʃə-li wata ɲaŋa yakalka-ɲa
Cooper's Creek-CHAR-ERG not 1SgO ask-PART
warə-ɣi
AUX-PRES
'The Cooper's Creek person didn't ask me (about it).'

Compare these with -ʃə New Information (5.4.6) which is
a post-inflectional clitic.

b) added to a nominal root which refers to temporal location
(see 4.1.1, and the use of LOCative case with these roots
at 5.1.5.5) CHAR produces a stem which refers to something
animate or inanimate characteristic of that particular time.
Examples of these stems are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>waruʃə</td>
<td>waru</td>
<td>'long ago'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>karəɾəʃə</td>
<td>karəɾi</td>
<td>'today, now'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also find -ʃə CHAR used with adjectives in noun phrases
such as the following:

(6) ɬiɭi kuŋu-ʃə ɲəwu-ya kəna ɭuɭuɭu-ʃ
sun one-CHAR SgnFS-NEAR ash hot-ABS
'These warm ashes are (from) one day (ago)'.
All the examples collected of CHAR in this use with temporal reference roots show the stem being used predicatively as in (6). There are no examples of case inflected stems (see 4.2.4) in the corpus.

D) -wułu - DUAL - derives a stem of dual number from a nominal root without changing its syntactic status. Dual (and plural - see (E) below) stems in Diyari form a special inflectional class as regards case morphology (see 4.2.4) since they have special case allomorphs and a paradigm different to that of singular nouns. Singular nouns have ABSolutive and ERGative case forms (see 4.2.4, 5.1.6.4) while marked non-singular stems show a three way contrast between Nominative, Ergative and Accusative (4.2.4, 5.1.6.1, 5.1.6.2).

Examples of stems formed by the use of dual are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Root Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kaŋiniwuлу</td>
<td>kaŋini</td>
<td>'mother's mother'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ūrujiwuлу</td>
<td>ūruji</td>
<td>'young man'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kinŋalawuлу</td>
<td>kinŋala</td>
<td>'dog'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kapiwuлу</td>
<td>kapi</td>
<td>'egg'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>piŋawuлу</td>
<td>piŋa</td>
<td>'tree'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following are examples of some case inflected DUAL stems (see also 4.2.4 and (63) below):

---

1 In Ngamini and Yarluyandi the DUAL marker is -kuulu (and the PLURAL is -wara). In both languages derived non-singular stems have a special case paradigm as in Diyari (see 4.2.4).

2 kapiwuлу is also used metaphorically to mean 'testicles'.
Notice that nominals in Diyari are not obligatorily specified for number by suffixal marking. That is, the referent of an unmarked stem may be singular or non-singular; so wiŋa, for example, can mean 'woman' or 'women' depending upon the context. If necessary or desired number can be indicated by suffixed, DUAL or PLURAL (see (E) below) markers. Number is also (obligatorily) indicated by nominal determiners (see 4.4.1) when they occur with nominals as constituents of noun phrases (see 5.1.1.2).

E) -wara - PLURAL - forms a stem of plural number from a nominal root without affecting syntactic status. The declension of PLURAL stems is the same as that of DUAL stems (see above and 4.2.4). Examples of derived PLURAL stems are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Root</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ṡapiŋiwara</td>
<td>'fathers'</td>
<td>ṡapiŋi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kankuwara</td>
<td>'boys'</td>
<td>kanku</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṯukuṟuwara</td>
<td>'kangaroos'</td>
<td>ṯukuṟu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>piṯawara</td>
<td>'trees'</td>
<td>piṯa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Examples of inflected PLURAL stems include the following:

(9) Ꙝᗢ u Ꙝتراث Ꙝ_decrypt Ꙝ_follow-PRES

'She is following the girls.'

(10) ꙜDecrypt Ꙝboy-PLURAL-NOM Ꙝsit-PRES Ꙝyoung man-PLURAL-LOC

'The boys are sitting with the young men.'

F) Ꙝ-ntu - PROPrietive - meaning 'with or having' is suffixed to a noun root converting it to an adjective stem which can then be inflected for case (4.2.4). The following examples briefly illustrate the use of this affix:

(11) Ꙝman Ꙝbeard-PROP-ERG Ꙝhit-PRES

'The bearded man hit me'.

(12) Ꙝman-ABS Ꙝ1SgLOC Ꙝspeak-PRES Ꙝspear-PROP-ABS

'A man with a spear spoke to me'.

For a detailed discussion of the syntax of this construction see 5.1.6.3 below.

G) Ꙝ-marā - KINship PROPrietive - added to a nominal stem with one of two uses:
a) indicating 'with or having' it derives an adjective stem from a noun root and is identical in function to -n£u PROP (see (F) above). That is, informants said that sentences which differed only in that one had NP-n£u and the other NP-mara were identical in meaning. The syntax of KIN PROP as an alternative to PROP is investigated at 5.1.6.4.

b) forming a collective noun when added to kinship terms such that X-mara refers to 'a group of people one of whom is called "X" by the others'. Where the relationship between the people involved is not reciprocal and there is no single term to cover it then the lexical item referring to the older member is usually employed. So, for example, nuwa 'spouse' has reciprocal reference and nuwamara could be used to refer to a husband and his wife (or a wife and her husband). Groups of sisters are usually termed kaku-mara i.e. 'elder sister - KIN PROP'. Further discussion and exemplification of this use of KIN PROP may be found at 5.1.6.4. One example of a KIN PROP stem in a case other than absolutive (4.2.4) is:

(13) ŋani pulaŋu stasya-ustryə wara-iyor 1SgS D1LOC REDUP-speak-PART AUX-PRES kaku-mara-ni elder sister-KIN PROP-LOC 'I talked to the two sisters'.

1 A more literal translation of this sentence would be 'I talked to the pair of persons one of whom was an older sister'. Notice that the nominal determiner is dual in number (4.4.1).
H) -ŋa - NUMBER - is added to the number adjectives (see 4.2.9) so that X-ŋa means 'just X in number'. It occurs with the interrogative waqaru 'how?' (see 4.2.8), waqaruŋa meaning 'how many?' (4.2.9). Examples of the use of this stem forming affix occur in the following exchange:

(14) Q: waqaruŋa kupa-ŋ yunduŋ ama-ŋka-yi
how-NUMBER child-ABS 2SGA sit-TR-PRES

'How many children do you have?'

A: ŋaŋu parkuluŋaŋ ama-ŋka-yi
1SGA three-NUMBER-ABS sit-TR-PRES

'I have just three'.

This stem forming affix has not been recorded occurring before or after any other stem forming affix (see below).

I) -na - CITation - this suffix is added to Place Names (see 4.1.1) in their citation and predicate nominal (5.1.2) uses. It does not occur when the place name is inflected for case (4.2.4, 5.1.5). Some examples of citation forms are:

kiwilpanina 'Killalpaninna'
wayikalkuna 'Clayton River'
winëmúngana 'Frome Creek'

1 The syntax of the transitive stem amal-ka- 'to have' is discussed at 5.1.6.6.
Note that CIT is homophonous with the -ŋa ACCusative marker and -ŋa NOMinative suffix attached to Male Proper Names (see 4.2.4).

Nominal roots may occur with more than one of these stem forming affixes¹. They are suffixed in the following order:

\[-kafŋi\] \{-wuulu\} \\ \{-yita\} \{-waṇa\} \{-maṇa\} \{-ntu\}

The following are some examples illustrating this affix ordering:

- **kur−kafŋi−wuulu** 'two thieves' (stealth-EXCESS-DUAL)
- **puluka-yita-wara** 'stockmen' (bullock-HABIT-PLURAL)
- **puluka-yita-mara** 'with a stockman' (bullock-HABIT-KIN PROP)
- **maṇa-ṇa-ntu** 'with a hills person' (hill-CHAR-PROP)
- **kiniŋala-wulu-ŋa** 'two dogs hill' (dog-DUAL-CIT) 
  (Place Name)
- **mankaŋa-wara-ŋa** 'the Pleiades' (girl-PLURAL-CIT)

There are no examples in the corpus of any stem containing more than two of these derivational suffixes. This is because the

¹ With the exception of -peta NUMBER (see above) this affix occurs attached to numbers only and is never preceded or followed by any other stem forming affix.
third order suffix -ŋa CIT (see above) occurs only with institutionalized place names and so informants rejected as impossible such hypothetical combinations as *kurŋkapŋiwuŋa 'place (called) two thieves'.

There is one example of -wulu preceding -ŋa CHAR, namely kintala-wuŋa-ŋa 'person from two dogs hill' (dog-DUAL-CHAR). Informants did not accept the use of a further stem forming affix (for example, -maŋa) with this combination, although the ERGative case form (see 4.2.4) kintalawuŋag was recorded.

### 4.2.3 The Privative

Many Australian languages have, in addition to a comitative or proprietary affix such as -ŋu PROP described above and at 5.1.6.3 (see also Topic A of Dixon (1976)), a derivational affix commonly termed 'the privative'. This affix derives an adjective stem from a noun root where the meaning is 'lacking N'. So, for example Dyirbal (Dixon (1972:223)) has -ŋangay, Bandjalang (Crowley (1977:43)) -gam and Yuwaaliyaay (Williams (1976: 56)) and Ngiyamba: (Donaldson (1977: 131)) -galaba: as the privative suffix.

In Diyari the functions of the privative in these other languages are

---

1 The Ngiyamba form is given morphophonemically as -DHalaba:N by Donaldson. A common realization of this is -galaba: which is identical to the form found in Yuwaaliyaay and Yuwaalaraay.
performed by an independent adjective\(^1\) pani meaning 'none'. So, for example, we find sentences such as the following:

\[
\text{(15) kupa-ni \ pani \ yaṭa-ṇa \ wara-yi \ kaṭi}
\]

child-LOC 1SgS speak-PART AUX-PRES clothes

\[\text{pani-ni}\]

none-LOC

'I spoke to the child with no clothes (on)'.

The adverbial use of N+pani is described at 5.1.3.2 below. For a special use of the LOCative case with N+pani see 5.1.5.5 (function (C)) below.

It is interesting to note that the Ngamini adjective waŋku 'none' may occur with -maṇa KIN PROP meaning 'having none' (Breen (1976d: 295). I have not encountered 'pañimara in Diyari.

4.2.4 Cases

All noun phrases (5.1.1.2) are inflected for case according to their syntactic function within the clause in which they occur (5.1.5). Some noun phrases (see 4.1.1 for sub-division of the nominal class) because of their semantic content do not occur in all case functions. The two groups:

\(^1\) There are two reasons why pani must be analysed as an independent word rather than an affix:

a) the nasal in pani may be (optionally) prestopped giving [pAdni] and prestopping only occurs after the first vowel of a (phonological) word (see 5.2.1.4).

b) in an emphatic context case markers can occur added to both pani and the noun preceding it. That is, N+pani is a Noun Phrase (see (5.1.1.2) and not a single (syntactic) word.
i) Place Names (see 4.1.1)

ii) Locational Nouns, both Temporal and Spatial (see 4.1.1 and 4.2.7)

never occur in the syntactic functions of GENitive (5.1.5.10) or ERGative (5.1.5.3) or INStrumental (5.1.5.4). The interrogative locational nominals waďarî 'where' and wînta 'when' (4.2.7) come under this group also. These nominals will be said to have defective morphological paradigms. All other nouns occur in the various cases discussed below.

4.2.4.1 Case Marking Systems

Before discussing case marking allomorphy it is necessary to point out that the syntactic functions (see 5.1.5) of intransitive subject (S) and transitive object (O) are coded differently according to the inherent lexical content of the noun phrase filling the particular syntactic function (Silverstein (1976)). There is a dichotomy in the non-locational nouns (see 4.1.1) between those having an ERGative-ABSolute type of case marking system (that is, where S and 0 are coded the same, as ABSolute, and A is coded differently, as ERGative) and those showing three distinct morphological markings for each syntactic function. We can term this a NOMinative-ERGative-ACCusative system\(^1\). The two case marking systems are distributed as follows:

a) a NOM-ERG-ACC system is followed by non-singular (i.e. dual and plural (see above 4.2.2)) common nouns and by Female personal proper nouns (c.f. 4.1.1).

\(^1\) I am using the label 'ERGative' in two different (non-equivalent) senses here - firstly as a member of a two term apposition (versus ABS) and secondly as a member of a three term apposition (versus NOM and ACC). In each case ERG marks A function, however (see 5.1.5.3).
b) an ERG-ABS system is followed by all other nouns.

The following table which lists the case markers for S, A and O functions shows this distribution of case marking systems:

**TABLE 15: CASE MARKING SYSTEMS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>O</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>-ndfu</td>
<td>-ni</td>
<td>-na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female Proper nouns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>-li</td>
<td>-φ</td>
<td>-na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-singular common nouns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>-li</td>
<td>-na</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male Proper nouns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>-al</td>
<td>-φ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singular common nouns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compare this with the pattern of affixation found in Yarluyandi and Ngamini (see 1.1.5) which have:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>O</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>-li</td>
<td>-φ</td>
<td>-na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-singular common nouns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>-nu  (Ng)</td>
<td>-φ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singular common nouns</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unfortunately, no information on the declension of Proper nouns is available for either of these languages.

4.2.4.2 Case Markers

Given the lexical split described above (4.2.4.1) we have to recognize the following categories for the description of case morphology (c.f. 5.1.5):

---

1 These affixes are also added to English personal names when speaking Diyari. An example is (22) below.
1) **NOMinative** - codes intransitive subject function (S) for group (a) noun phrases. The realizations are:
   - -ni added to Female proper names
   - -∅ (zero) added to non-singular common noun stems\(^1\).

2) **ACCusative** - codes transitive object function (O) for group (a) noun phrases. The realization is:\(^2\)
   - -na added to Female proper names and non-singular common nouns

3) **ABSolute** - codes intransitive subject function (S) and transitive object function (O) (and indirect object for ditransitive verbs see 4.5.1) for (b) noun phrases. The realizations of ABS are:
   - -na added to Male proper names
   - -∅ added to all other stems\(^1\)

4) **ERGative** - codes transitive subject function (A) for all types of nouns. Allomorphy of the ERG case affix is as follows:
   - -ndru added to Female Proper names
   - -li added to Male Proper names and non-singular common nouns (with final /u/ of DUAL becoming /a/ (see (3.4)).
   - -al added to other nouns. The affix with this canonical shape has two phonological realizations (see 3.4):

---

1. That is, the unmarked stem form is used.
2. This is a reflex of Dixon's (1970) proto-form *ŋa c.f. also Dyirbal -ŋa (Dixon (1972: 221-2)).
a) /yaI i/ after stems of two or four syllables\(^1\) whose final vowel is /u/ or /i/; also, optionally after trisyllables ending in /i/ (see also below).

b) /l i/ after all other stems, that is, stems ending in /a/ and stems of three or five syllables\(^1\) ending in /u/ or /i/ (where the stem final vowel is neutralized to /a/ when the case affix is added (see 3.4)). For trisyllables ending in /i/ this is an alternative to /yaI i/ above. Both occur in free variation.

The following examples show this allomorphy:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>ERG case form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ŧirimiri</td>
<td>ŧirimirind().()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wamamiri</td>
<td>wamamirii ()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tariwulu</td>
<td>tariwalii ()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tariwara</td>
<td>tariwarali ()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tari</td>
<td>tariyali ()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kanu</td>
<td>kanuyali ()</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kani</td>
<td>kani(\text{na})(\text{li}) or kani(\text{yali})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) There are no common noun roots of more than four syllables in the material I have collected. The only stems of more than four syllables ending in a high vowel are those derived by the addition of -ntu PROP (note that -wu\(\text{lu}\) DUAL takes -li with final /u/ becoming /a/). Five syllable stems derived in this way take the -yaI\(\) ERG allomorph. There are no examples of six syllable stems ending in /ntu/ although theoretically they should be possible, for example, pulukay\(\text{t}a\)\(\text{tu}\) 'with a cattleman'. Further checking of this point is necessary.
### Stem ERG case form

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>ERG case form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pujuřu</td>
<td>'mud'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wařukați</td>
<td>'emu'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wařanantju</td>
<td>'left-hand'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kana</td>
<td>'person'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mankařa</td>
<td>'girl'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wilapina</td>
<td>'old woman'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yapakantju</td>
<td>'fear-EXCESS-PROP'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

See also Table 16 below (page 124).

5) **INSTrumental** - has the same realizations as ERGative case (see above) but is a syntactically distinct case function (see 5.1.5.4).

6) **LOCative** - has the following realizations (see 5.1.5.5 for the syntactic functions of LOC case):

- **-φ** added to Location nominals\(^1\)
- **-ŋañu** added to Female proper names
- **-ŋu** added to Male proper names and to non-singular common nouns (with final /u/ of DUAL becoming /a/ - see 3.4)
- **-ni** added to other nominal stems.

7) **ALLative** - has the same realizations as LOCative for Female and Male proper names and for non-singular common nouns but is:

- **-ni** added to Spatial Location nominals (see 4.2.7)
- **-ya** added to all other nominal stems.

---

\(^1\) That is the bare root is the form used for LOC case function (see 4.2.4, 5.1.5.5).
8) **SOURCE** - has the following realizations (see also 5.1.5.6):
   - $\text{-qund\ fu}$ added to all personal proper names (both Male and Female) and to non-singular common nouns
   - $\text{-nd\ fu}$ added to all other nominal stems.

9) **PURPosive** - has the following realizations (see also 5.1.5.8):
   - $\text{-naQka}$ added to Female proper names
   - $\text{-n\ i}$ added to Male proper names and to non-singular common nouns
   - $\text{-ya}$ added to all other nominal stems which can be inflected for PURP case (see 5.1.5.8).

10) **BENefactive** - has the same realizations as PURP case (above) but it must be recognized as a syntactically distinct case function (see 5.1.5.9).

11) **GENitive** - has the same realizations as PURP and BEN cases but is syntactically distinct (see 5.1.5.10).

Table 16 gives examples of the different types of stems mentioned here and their paradigmatic variations in form. For more detail on ERG case allomorphs see the list above (page 121). All other case allomorphs are listed in this table. Note that the citation form of the Place Name 'Farina' is $\text{wi\ ɾawat\ aŋa}$.

---

1 $\text{wi\ ɾa}$ is the Diyari name of *Acacia ligulata* and $\text{wa\ ɾa}$ means 'butt'.
# TABLE 16: DIYARI CASE FORMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STEM</th>
<th>ERG</th>
<th>NOM</th>
<th>ACC</th>
<th>LOC</th>
<th>ALL</th>
<th>SCE</th>
<th>PURP/BEN/GEN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>person-DUAL</td>
<td>kaňawuľali</td>
<td>kaňawuľu</td>
<td>kaňawuľaŋa</td>
<td>kaňawuľanu</td>
<td>=LOC</td>
<td>kaňawuľaŋundfu</td>
<td>kaňawuľani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>person-PLURAL</td>
<td>kaňawayarali</td>
<td>kaňawayara</td>
<td>kaňawayarang</td>
<td>kaňawayarang</td>
<td>=LOC</td>
<td>kaňawayarangundfu</td>
<td>kaňawayarani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>woman's name</td>
<td>ĭirįmirindfu</td>
<td>ĭirįmirini</td>
<td>ĭirįmirina</td>
<td>ĭirįmirinau</td>
<td>=LOC</td>
<td>ĭirįmirinundfu</td>
<td>ĭirįmirinaŋka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>man's name</td>
<td>wašamaŋkaši</td>
<td>wašamaŋkanha</td>
<td>wašamaŋkanu</td>
<td>wašamaŋkanu</td>
<td>=LOC</td>
<td>wašamaŋkanundfu</td>
<td>wašamaŋkani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stick</td>
<td>pišali</td>
<td>piša</td>
<td>pišani</td>
<td>pišaya</td>
<td>pišandfu</td>
<td>=ALL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>young man</td>
<td>ḫariyali</td>
<td>ḫari</td>
<td>ḫarini</td>
<td>ḫariya</td>
<td>ḫarindfu</td>
<td>=ALL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boy</td>
<td>kankuyali</td>
<td>kanku</td>
<td>kankuni</td>
<td>kankuya</td>
<td>kankundfu</td>
<td>=ALL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>man</td>
<td>mašarali</td>
<td>mašari</td>
<td>mašarani</td>
<td>mašaraya</td>
<td>mašaranfu</td>
<td>=ALL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Place Name</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Farina'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>wišawatani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp. Loc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'today'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>karari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial Loc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'there'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ḫaka</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE:** INSTRUMENTAL = A (ERGATIVE)
4.2.5 Declension of Kinship Terms

Most kinship terms encountered during early fieldwork showed a case inflection paradigm identical to that of common nouns described above (see especially Table 16). However, checking of the early sources (see 2.1) showed that the missionary grammarians (including Flierl (?1879) and Reuther (1899)) set up a special declension for some kinship terms\(^1\). Reuther gives a paradigm such as the following (the original spelling has been corrected and normalized to the phonemicization set out in 3.2):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>'mother'</th>
<th>'father'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nominative</td>
<td>Qandri</td>
<td>Gapini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ergative</td>
<td>Qandriya</td>
<td>Gapili</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accusative</td>
<td>Qandrina</td>
<td>Gapina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locative</td>
<td>Qandrinapu</td>
<td>Gapinapu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genitive</td>
<td>Qandrinaka</td>
<td>Gapinaka</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and states that\(^2\):

"the kinship terms mentioned here are only used according to [this] declension when one refers to one's own father, mother and son, but

---

\(^1\) Special declensions for kinship terms have also been reported for Garawa in the Northern Territory (Leeding in Dixon (1976: 383) and Yandruwandha (see 1.1.5) for which Breen (in Dixon (1976: 594)) gives "dative [case suffix] Ɪl for kinship and proper names".

\(^2\) This is Hercus and Schwarzschild's translation to be found in Hercus and Breen (nd). Notice the similarities between the suffixes of the forms in Table 17 and those added to proper names, especially Female proper names (see 4.2.4 and Table 16).
speaking of father, mother etc. in general, or when there is an adjectival attribute the regular forms are used [i.e. the common noun suffixed forms above - P.A.]; however ɲapini 'father' is replaced by ɲapiri'.

I checked the details given here with my informants but none used the alternants set out in Table 17. They all preferred to use the regular case suffixes for common nouns (see 4.2.4.2 and Table 16) with words such as ɲandiri 'mother' and ɲapiri 'father'. However, detailed questioning did turn up the fact that for the GENitive case (see 4.2.4.2 section (10)) there are two realizations:

-ɲa (the regular singular common noun suffix)
-ɲaŋka (c.f. Female proper names)

which can both be used with the following kinship terms:

ɲandiri 'mother'
ɲapiri 'father' (with -ɲaŋka the stem is ɲapί2).
ɲuwa 'spouse'
kaŋini 'mother's mother'
ɲatani 'offspring of same moiety'3
ɲatamuŋa 'offspring of opposite moiety'3

However, when the kinship term is not explicit as the sex of the person(s) referred to then -ɲaŋka indicates that the referent must be Female. The

1 The glosses here and in the following discussion are to be understood as only approximate and refer to only one of the persons who could be named by a particular term (Elkin (1931-2)).

2 Note that Ngamini regularly has ɲapί 'father' and Yarluwandi has ɲapί 'father' (c.f. Yandruwandha ɲapiri). This is the only word in Diyari and Dhirari which has a variable stem.

3 Thus 'son(s)' and 'daughter(s)' are referred to as ɲatani by women and ɲatamuŋa by men (since the moieties are matrilineal (see 1.2)).
second GEN suffix -ya is used when either sex is referred to. This gives the following set of genitives:

- 껁ァ añi: 'my child (female speaking)'
- 껁ァ añи nga骧ka - 'my daughter's...'
- 껁ァ añanaya - 'my son's/daughter's...

- 껁ァ amurфа: 'my child (male speaking)'
- 껁ァ amurфа nga骧ka - 'my daughter's...'
- 껁ァ amurфа yaya - 'my son's/daughter's...

Similarly, with 껁ゥ wa 'spouse' we find the following contrast:

- 껁ゥ wa nga骧ka - 'wife's...' 
- 껁ゥ wa yaya - 'wife's/husband's...' 

Reuther does not mention the disambiguating function of the - nga骧ka GENitive affix. None of my informants used or accepted other case forms which had two variants such as these, although it is possible that at one time when the language was spoken more actively and the community of speakers larger the forms given by Reuther (as in Table 17 above) were commonly used.

It is interesting that Breen (pers. comm.) did record -я as an accusative case marker for some kinship terms in Ngamini, for example, 껁ゥ уу 'elder brother'. I have not found this in the speech of my Diyari informants.

4.2.6 Other Nominal Affixes

There are two affixes in Diyari and Dhirari which may be attached to a noun after it has been marked for case. Unlike case affixes (4.2.4) they show no allomorphic variation. They are not clitics (5.4) because their distribution is limited to nominal words (4.1.1). Usually, the nominal to which they are attached will have spatial locational reference and the case
inflection will be one of the local cases (Lyons (1968: 298) and 5.1.5) such as SCE or LOC. The two affixes marked the relative location of the referent with respect to the speaker:

-**wa** marks DISTant referent which is a large distance from the speaker (and usually the hearer)
-**ya** marks NEAR referent which is relatively close to the speaker.

Examples of their use include the following (notice that example (17) is in the Dhirari dialect):

(16) tana kupa-∅ nga-ma-ya ngura-ni-ya
    PIS child-ABS sit-PRES camp-LOC-NEAR
    'The children are sitting in the camp (close by)'.

(17) nawu tika-nqqa puũ-ya yala-ndũ-wa
    SgnFS return-PART AUX-PAST elsewhere-SCE-DIST
    'He came back from somewhere else over there'.

These two affixes also occur with nominal determiners (see 4.4.1). Noun phrases in non-local case functions generally take relative distance markings on the nominal determiner rather than after the case suffix (if at all since these affixes are both optional).

There is one further suffix found attached to nominal stems without any indication of case. It has the shape -nkari and indicates 'in the direction of'. I am not sure of its exact status (there are only six examples of it in the corpus) but informants contrasted it with LOC and ALL cases (see 5.1.5.5 and 5.1.6.7) saying that it meant "going towards a place but not (in) to it", as in:
This affix occurs with pronouns also (see 4.3) but it is attached to the LOC/ALL base ending in -ŋu, as in:

(19) ŋana ŋakaŋu-nkarĩ-ŋa ƙiƙiŋaŋa paƙaŋa wara-yi
     PIS 1SgLOC-DIRECT-NI dance-PART go on-PART AUX-PRES
     'They danced along towards me'.

There are insufficient examples for me to ascertain the exact status of this affix.

4.2.7 Location Nominals

Location nominals form a special class of nominals (4.1.1) in Diyari because they are used without suffixation (4.2.4) in LOCative case function (5.1.5.5). They also occur in ALL and SCE cases (4.2.4.2, 5.1.5.6, 5.1.5.7). These nominals fall into two sub-classes, those with temporal reference (4.2.2.1) and those with spatial reference (4.2.7.2). Neither type may co-occur in a noun phrase (5.1.1.2) with a nominal determiner (4.4.1) or an adjective.

Another Australian language in which temporal and spatial locationals are used in root form for LOCative case is Yidiny (Dixon (1977: 157, 164)). These words also occur only in LOC, ALL and SCE (or "ablative") cases.
4.2.7.1 Spatial Location Nominals

There are two spatial location nominal roots (4.1.1) which occur in LOC, ALL and SCE cases (see above). They are ȵiŋkɪ- 'here' and ȵaka- 'there'. The root ȵiŋkɪ- always takes one of the following set of distance markers (see also 4.4.2) before it is inflected for case:

-ɗa VICINITY - indicates a position or location close to the speaker
-ya NEAR - indicates a position a medium distance away from the speaker
-para THERE - indicates a position a medium distance away but further than that indicated by -ya
-wa DIST - indicates a position relatively far from the speaker but not so far away as ȵaka 'there'.

The ȵaka 'there' nominal does not take these affixes but may be marked for relative distance by the -ya and -wa markers described above (4.2.6) after the case inflection is added. This gives the following paradigms:

---

1 Informants explained the relative distances expressed by the contrasts in marking here as follows:

ȵiŋkɪda "up to three or four feet away"
ȵiŋkɪya "from three or four feet to a couple of yards away"
ȵiŋkɪwa "a fair distance away"

The exact status of -para is unclear but it seems to refer to a distance between -ya and -wa.
TABLE 18: SPATIAL LOCATION NOMINALS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOCative</th>
<th>ALLative</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'here'</td>
<td>ɲĩkida</td>
<td>ɲĩkidandɾu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ɲĩkiya</td>
<td>ɲĩkiyandɾu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ɲĩkipaɾa</td>
<td>ɲĩkipaɾandɾu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ɲĩkiwa</td>
<td>ɲĩkiwandɾu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'there'</td>
<td>ɲaka</td>
<td>ɲakandɾu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ɲakaya</td>
<td>ɲakandɾuyua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ɲakawa</td>
<td>ɲakandɾuwa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples of some of these forms occurring in sentences are:

(20) ɲĩkĩ-ya-∅-maɾa ŋaṭu ŋayi-ya-ta
here-NEAR-LOC-IDENT 1SgA see-PAST-OI
'} I saw (them) here'. (1;113)

(21) ɲaka-ni paɾaka-a-∅-mayi
there-ALL carry-IMP-NM-EMPH
'Take (it) over there!'.

(22) [Billy]-ŋa wapa-í ɲĩkĩ-ŋa-ndɾu
-ABS go-PRES here-VICIN-SCE
'Billy is going (away) from here'.
The four nouns which refer to the cardinal directions, namely:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun</th>
<th>Direction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ńınankara</td>
<td>north</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kunankari</td>
<td>south</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yantakara</td>
<td>west</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ńiřlwa</td>
<td>east</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

are like location nominals in that they are not inflected when in LOCative case function. ALL case inflection is optional with these four words (5.1.5.7). A text example illustrating this is:

```
(23) ńiŋki-ya-ŋ nani wapa-na wara-yi [Victorian here-NEAR-LOC SgFS go-PART AUX-PRES boundary] / ńiřlwa wapa-na east go-RELss

'She went here (on the) Victorian boundary, going east'. (2;38)
```

### 4.2.7.2 Temporal Location Nominals

There are six nouns in Diyari which refer to temporal location and are uninflected for LOC case (see above):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>waru</td>
<td>'long ago'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waldPawiŋli</td>
<td>'yesterday'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŋŋkuŋkuŋupana</td>
<td>'morning'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>karari</td>
<td>'today, now'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kalkawaŋa</td>
<td>'evening'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŋŋkuŋupana</td>
<td>'tomorrow'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Both waldrawiti and taŋkupaŋa may be followed by the noun ḋuru 'one day beyond' (see 5.1.1.2) so that:

waldrawiti ḋuru is 'the day before yesterday'

_taŋkupaŋa ḋuru is 'the day after tomorrow'.

The root form of these nominals is used for LOC case, as noted above, while ALL means 'until' (see 5.1.5.7) and SCE means 'since' (5.1.5.6). An example of their use is:

(24) taŋkutaŋkupaŋa-φ ḋayi-ŋa ḋuru-φ
morning-LOC see-PART smoke-ABS

'In the morning (he) saw the smoke'. (1; 56)

Notice that when one of these nouns is followed by an adjective the adjective takes the case marker of the noun phrase as a whole (5.1.1.2) and for LOC this will be the usual singular common noun marker (4.2.4.2) as in:

(25) ḋani wapa-yi kalkawaŋa maŋni
1SgS go-PRES evening cool-LOC

'I'm going in the cool (of the) evening'.

Examples of temporal location nominals in ALL and SCE cases include (343) and (321) below.

Temporal duration is expressed by the adverbial use of adjectives or noun plus adjective combinations (see 5.1.3). Examples include (195) below.

Some nouns which basically refer to elements or features of the natural environment, for example ḋiŋi 'sun', and piŋa 'moon' can be used in LOCative case (5.1.5.5) as temporal location specifiers. Their use is discussed and
exemplified below (page 287).

4.2.8 Interrogative Nominals

There are four interrogative nominals in Diyari:

(1) the noun mĩŋa 'what' which covers the set of common nouns (4.1.1) with non-human reference. It takes the usual singular common noun affixes for all cases (4.2.4.2 and see also pīṭa in Table 16). The LOCative case form mĩŋanWORD is used to express 'Why, for what purpose/reason?' as in:

(26) mĩŋa-nĩ yĩni yindŋa-yĩ
what-LOC 2SGS cry-PRES
'Why are you crying'.

Sentence (26) suggests that the addressee may be crying in order to achieve some desired result. The SourCE case form mĩŋandũ, in contrast to mĩŋanWORD, means 'Why, from what cause?' (see 5.1.5.6) and is seen in the following question and its reply:

(27) Q: mĩŋa-nďũ yundũ ňaŋa ňandŋa-ŋa wara-yĩ
what-SCE 2SGA SGO hit-PART AUX-PRES
'Why did you hit her?'

A: maŋa−alĩ ňaŋa diya-ŋa wara-yĩ
stone-INST 1SGO pelt-PART AUX-PRES
'(Because she had previously) pelted me with stones'.


The questioner in (27) is enquiring after the cause of the action rather than the purpose as in (26). Another good example of this contrast is to be found in Text 1 lines 134 and 138 (Appendix A).

mina is also used in its various case forms as an indefinite, meaning 'something' (see also 4.3.4 below). Consider the following example:

(28) mina-ali  nana  nandra-qa  wara-yi
what-ERG 1SgO hit-PART AUX-PRES
'Something hit me'.

The indefinite use of mina may be distinguished from its interrogative function in two ways:

a) interrogatives obligatorily occur in clause initial position in Diyari (see 5.1.7.4) whereas indefinites occur in their usual positions in the clause (5.1.7.1). So, for example, mina in (30) below can only be indefinite and not interrogative.

b) the post-inflectional suffix -ya DUBiative may be used after a case inflected form of mina used as an indefinite but not as an interrogative. So, for example, the following sentence is unambiguous:

(29) mina-ali-ya  nana  nandra-qa  wara-yi
what-ERG-DUB 1SgO hit-PART AUX-PRES
'Something or other hit me'.

Note that (28) could also mean 'What hit me?' given the appropriate intonation (3.7).

-ya DUB is homophonous with -ya the post-inflectional distance marker (4.2.6).
Compare this with (28) above. A further example is:

(30) ɲani  puri-ja  wifl-yi  miŋa-ni-ya
1SgS  fall-FUT  AUX-PRES  what-LOC-DUB

'I fell over something or other (last night)'.

Informants use miŋa in conversation when the name of a particular thing is temporarily forgotten, much like English "what's-its-name" or similar expressions (see also waɾaŋa at 4.3.4).

(2) the interrogative spatial location nominal (4.2.7.1) which occurs in two forms:

LOC  waɾayari  'where?'
SCE  waɾayarindfu  'from where?'

There is no separate ALL case form for 'where?' - with verbs of rest waɾayari is interpreted as location and with verbs of motion it is direction or the place towards which motion is directed (see 5.1.5.5), for example:

(31)  waɾayari-Ø  yini  ɲama-yi
where-LOC  2SgS  sit-PRES

'Where do you live (lit. sit)1?'

1 In fast speech this is pronounced [waɾɛːɾi].
(32) waḍayari-ŋ yini wapa-yi
where-LOC 2SgS go-PRES
'Where are you going?'

The stem forming affix -ŋ CHAR (see 4.2.2) may be used with waḍayari as in:

(33) waḍayari-ŋa yini pinaŋu-ŋ-ya
where-CHAR 2SgS old man-ABS-NEAR
'Where are you from old man?' (3;24)

The waḍa part of this interrogative also occurs in the interrogative determiners (4.4.3) (see also (4) below).

In Ngamini the interrogative spatial location nominal is waḍa 'where', which takes the usual singular common noun case suffixes i.e. -mu LOC, -ŋka ALL and -ŋundu SCE. So, for example, Ngamini has the following morphological contrast where Diyari has none:

(31') waḍa-mu yini ŋama-yi
where-LOC 2SgS sit-PRES
'Where do you live?'

(32') waḍa-ŋka yini wapa-yi
where-ALL 2SgS go-PRES
'Where are you going?'

(3) the interrogative temporal location nominal (4.2.7.2) has only been recorded in locative case function where its form is wiŋa 'when'. An example of its use is:
(34) \textit{wu^n\i ta} p\textit{awu} \textit{pali-yl}
when \textit{SgnFS} die-PRES

'When did he die?' (7;28)

I have been unable to elicit allative or source case forms, that is
'until when' and 'since when', despite numerous attempts to do so\(^1\).

There is a further interrogative based on \textit{wu^n\i ta}, namely
\textit{wu^n\i taranaya} 'for how long?', which elicits one of the adverbal
adjectives or noun plus adjective combinations (5.1.3). An example
of its use is:

(35) \textit{wu^n\i taranaya} \textit{yini} \textit{wapa-la} \textit{\p\i na-yl}
how long 2SgS go-FUT AUX-PRES

"How long will you go for?"

(4) the adjective \textit{wa\d long\u{u}ta} 'how many?' is the interrogative eliciting
a numerical response (see 4.2.9). Since \textit{wa\d long\u{u}ta} always occurs
clause initially (5.1.7.4) it is never case marked when used with
a noun (which always follows it and takes the case marking). So,
for example, we find:

(36) \textit{wa\d long\u{u}ta} \textit{kupa-ali} \textit{\p\i na} \textit{\p\i yi-la} \textit{wara-yl}
how many child-ERG 2SgO see-PART AUX-PRES

'How many children saw you?'

\(^1\) Attempts to elicit these forms invariably resulted in the informants
rephrasing the question so that just \textit{wu^n\i ta} would be used. So, for
example, "since when have you lived in Marree?" would produce a
response which translates into English as "when did you come to
Marree?".
If the noun phrase consists of just the adjective (5.1.1.2) then \( \text{wa} \text{daru}^{\text{A}} \) is case marked in the usual way with the singular common noun suffixes (4.2.4.2), as in:

(37) \( \text{wa} \text{daru}^{\text{A}} \)-\text{a} yina\( \text{a} \) nayi-\( \text{a} \) wara-\( \text{yi} \)

how many-ERG 2SgO see-PART AUX-PRES

'How many saw you?'

Notice that \( \text{wa} \text{daru}^{\text{A}} \) can be analysed as the interrogative determiner \( \text{wa} \text{daru} \) 'how' plus the stem forming affix \(-\text{n}^{\text{A}} \) NUMBER (4.2.2 and 4.2.9).

4.2.9 Numerals

There are three basic numeral adjectives in Diyari:

- \( \text{kunu} \) 'one'
- \( \text{mandru} \) 'two'
- \( \text{pa} \text{rkulu} \) 'three'

Ngamini and Yarluyandi have only two basic numeral adjectives, with 'three' being expressed by a combination of 'two' plus 'one':

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ngamini</th>
<th>Yarluyandi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>one</td>
<td>n( \text{u} )( \text{ara} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two</td>
<td>pa( \text{rkuna} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>three</td>
<td>pa( \text{rkuna} ) n( \text{u} )( \text{ara} )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

pa\( \text{rkulu} \) for 'two' also occurs in Yandruwandha, Yawarawarga, and Arabana-Wangganguru (1.1.5).
In Diyari the three basic numerals may be combined for exact enumeration above three. Thus, we have:

4. mandřu mandřu
5. mandřu mandřu kunu
6. pařkulu pařkulu

and so on. Informants also described a system of enumeration involving the basic numerals and also:

mara 'hand, finger(s)'
\( \text{\&} \)ina 'foot, toe(s)'
wara 'half, one side'
\( \text{\&} \)arta 'all'

These words are combined to give specification up to twenty with typical examples being:

5. mara wara
6. mara wara ya kunu
10. mara \( \text{\&} \)arta
13. \( \text{\&} \)arta ya pařkulu
15. \( \text{\&} \)arta ya mara wara
20. mara (\( \text{\&} \)arta) ya \( \text{\&} \)ina \( \text{\&} \)arta

Alternatively, 'twenty' may be expressed using the noun puža 'number of times' which effectively multiplies the numerals following it:

20. puža mandřu mara \( \text{\&} \)arta (X 2 10)
Combinations higher than twenty are rarely needed but can be formed along similar lines, thirty, for example, being:

30. pu$t pa$kulu mara pa$rana

The lower numerals were used to specify periods of time between events (such as ceremonies) or the number of human beings, particularly children, in a family or group. They, like the set of Walbiri indefinite determiners described by Hale [nd], do not seem to have been used "as a whole ... in counting". The system of English numbers is now replacing these numerals, especially in the speech of younger people.

There are only two simple ordinal numeral adjectives:

eta$ra "first"
eta$a "next"

An example of the adjectival use of et$ra is (120) below, their adverbial use is described at 5.1.3. The addition of the stem forming affix -rj$a HABIT (4.2.2) to these adjectives forms the nouns:

eta$rayita "the first one"
eta$ayita "the next one"

Both these and the ordinals inflect as for singular common nouns (4.2.4.2).

There are four Diyari adjectives which provide quantification of the reference of the head noun with which they occur:

pa$p $a "some"
pa$rj$a "all" (pa$rj$nda in Dhirari)
mar$u "many" (used with count nouns)
p$i$p $a "much" (used with non-count nouns).
An example of their use is:

(38) ηανι kaŋa paŋpa-ni yapya-ŋa wara-yi
1SgS person some-LOC speak-PART AUX-PRES
'I spoke to some of the people'.

Notice that marapu 'many' is used with count nouns, that is, those which can refer to individuals while pina is used with non-count or mass nouns such as qapa 'water'. This contrast is discussed in more detail at 5.1.3.1 below.

paŋjaŋa (and paŋjaŋa in Dhirari) is derived from the transitive verb root (class 2D) paŋja- meaning (approximately) 'to involve all'. The exact meaning of paŋja- is determined by the context so:

(39) tanali putu qakan-ŋ paŋja-ŋa wara-yi
P1A thing 1SgGEN-ABS involve all-PART AUX-PRES

can mean 'They stole/took/ate all my things', depending upon the situation being described. paŋjaŋa/panjaŋa is formally the PARTicipial of paŋja- (see 4.5.5). I have set it up as an independent adjective however because no other PART form of a verb can occur with a case affix. An example of the use of paŋjaŋa inflected for case is:

(40) kupa paŋjaŋa-ali qana qayi-ya
child all-ERG 1SgO see-PAST
'All the children saw me'.
Adverbial degree numerals are expressed in Diyari by the combination puṭa 'number of times' plus a simple number (see above) or a qualifier.

An example is:

(41) ṇani puṭa marapu waṭa-ŋa wara-yi

'I went many times'.

The syntax of this construction is discussed at 5.1.3.2 below.

4.2.10 Reduplication

Reduplication of nominal (and verbal (4.5.2)) roots involves the repetition of the first CV(C)CV element. Reduplicated roots contain a phonological word boundary after the reduplicated element (see 3.4). Reduplication has two functions with nominal roots:

a) when applied to noun roots it produces a root meaning 'a small or diminutive token' of the thing referred to by the root. Consider the following examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reduplicated Root</th>
<th>Root</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kintakintala</td>
<td>kintala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'doggy, puppy,</td>
<td>'dog'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>little dog'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mankamankaña</td>
<td>mankaña</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'little girl'</td>
<td>'girl'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wijawijapina</td>
<td>wijapina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'little old woman'</td>
<td>'old woman'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maḍamaḍa</td>
<td>maḍa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'small stone'</td>
<td>'stone, rock'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pitapitá</td>
<td>pitá</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'small tree'</td>
<td>'tree'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kalukalumpa</td>
<td>kalumpa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'small clover'</td>
<td>'clover'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
b) when applied to adjectives it increases the intensity or degree of the quality expressed by the adjective root. Some examples are the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reduplicated Root</th>
<th>Root</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wakawaka</td>
<td>waka 'small, little'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kundikundil</td>
<td>kundil 'bent'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patipati</td>
<td>pati 'silly'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gufugufu</td>
<td>gufu 'hemispherical'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A number of Diyari bird names appear to be reduplicated forms but there is either no corresponding unreduplicated root or an unreduplicated root semantically unconnected with the bird name. Some examples are:

- 'willy wag tail' [Rhipidura leucophrys]  
  — tjindiri  
- 'spurwing plover' [Lobibyx novae-hollandiae]  
  — tařuťařu  
- 'galah' [Cacatua roseicapilla]  
  — kilankila  
- 'dotterel type' [sp.?]  
  — mutimut  
- 'night hawk' [sp.?]  
  — kuďakuďa  
- 'peewit' [Grallina cyanoleuca]  
  — malțimalți c.f. malți 'cool'  
- 'blue long tailed wren' [sp.?]  
  — kuțikuți c.f. kuți 'devil'

There is also one plant name which is reduplicated:

- 'plant type' [Euphorbia Drummondii]  
  — șamașama c.f. șama 'breast, milk'
4.3 MORPHOLOGY OF PRONOUNS

There are two sets of personal pronouns in Diyari; the personal pronouns proper and a small group of special relationship forms (see 4.1.2, 4.3.1). The latter occur only in the dual absolutive but the former have full paradigms for all case functions (5.1.5). There are also interrogative pronouns covering human referent noun phrases (5.1.1.2).

4.3.1 Special Relationship Pronouns

The set of Diyari special relationship pronouns was first recorded by Hercus and White (1973: 64). They are a marginal set and are found only in the dual absolutive, and then only in elicitation (using the Arabana-Wangganguru forms as a prompting mechanism). They never occur in any of the text material I have collected and I have not heard them used by informants in ordinary conversation. The forms of the pronouns are suspicious, especially the vowel initial second person entries1, suggesting that they may be recent borrowings from Arabana-Wangganguru (which all present day Diyari speakers know as a second language (see 1.1.5, 1.1.7)) c.f. the forms given for these languages in Hercus and White (1973).

The full set of special relationship pronouns is given in the following Table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Same Moiety</th>
<th>Different Moiety</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First</td>
<td>ɲalanta</td>
<td>ɲallakiya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second</td>
<td>ɲamalanta</td>
<td>ɲamalakiya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third</td>
<td>ɲulanta</td>
<td>ɲulalakiya</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 All other words in Diyari begin with a consonant (see 3.5).
There are also a number of birth order names in Diyari similar in some ways to those recorded by Hercus and White (1973) for Adnyamathanha and Guyani (see 1.1.5). The Diyari terms are morphologically analysable:

- first child: ṉapaɾayiŋa 'first-HABIT'
- second child: ŋari mandu 'middle two'
- successive children: ṉaŋayiŋa 'next-HABIT'
- last child: 本身就 ‘milk finish-NOM'

The existence of these names and the special pronouns provides some evidence that Diyari and Dhirari were on the edge of a large cultural diffusion area (see 1.1.5 and Austin, Ellis and Hercus (1976)).

4.3.2 Other Pronouns

Other Diyari pronouns are specified by person, either first or second, and number, either singular, dual or plural. In singular these pronouns distinguish the three syntactic functions of S, A and O (5.1.5 and see (a) nouns under 4.2.4 above) but in the dual and plural S and A are collapsed as 'subject' versus O 'object'. That is, the non-singulars are morphologically NOMinative-ACCusative. Split case marking systems of this type are described by Silverstein (1976), including the Dhirari set.

In the first person dual and plural a distinction is made between inclusive, that is, including speaker and addressee(s), and exclusive, that is, excluding the addressee(s) as in many Australian languages (see Dixon (1972: 5)).

The pronouns occur in all case functions except that (see also 4.2.4.2):
### TABLE 20: FIRST AND SECOND PERSON PRONOUNS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Transitive Subject</th>
<th>Intransitive Subject</th>
<th>Transitive Object</th>
<th>GEN/BEN PURP</th>
<th>ALL/LOC</th>
<th>SCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SINGULAR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>նատու</td>
<td>նանի</td>
<td>նանա</td>
<td>ղականի</td>
<td>ղանայ</td>
<td>ղականու</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>յունդրու</td>
<td>յինի</td>
<td>յինանա</td>
<td>յելունայի</td>
<td>ելուայ</td>
<td>յելուանու</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1st incl</td>
<td>ղալդրա</td>
<td>ղալդրանա</td>
<td>ղալդրանի</td>
<td>ղալդրանու</td>
<td>ղալդրանունու</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUAL</td>
<td>1st excl</td>
<td>ղաղի</td>
<td>ղաղինե</td>
<td>ղաղինու</td>
<td>ղաղինունու</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>յուլա</td>
<td>յուլանե</td>
<td>յուլանի</td>
<td>յուլանու</td>
<td>յուլանու</td>
<td>յուլանունու</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1st incl.</td>
<td>ղայանա</td>
<td>ղայանանե</td>
<td>ղայանանի</td>
<td>ղայանանու</td>
<td>ղայանանու</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLURAL</td>
<td>1st excl.</td>
<td>ղայանի</td>
<td>ղայանինե</td>
<td>ղայանինու</td>
<td>ղայանինու</td>
<td>ղայանինու</td>
<td>ղայանինու</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>յուրա</td>
<td>յուրանե</td>
<td>յուրանի</td>
<td>յուրանու</td>
<td>յուրանո</td>
<td>յուրանու</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
a) ALLative and LOCative are realized by one form
b) GENitive is the same form as BENefactive and PURPosive

Table 20 lists the various case forms:

In fast speech we find that:

a) 2SgO yinaŋa is often reduced to yina
b) the combination 1SgA ŋatu followed by 2Sg0 is often run together as ŋatina.

No other reductions have been observed.

The forms in Table 20 can be analysed into a root followed by a case suffix:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>First Person Inclusive</th>
<th>First Person Exclusive</th>
<th>Second Person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Singular</td>
<td>ŋa-(ka)-</td>
<td>ɣin-(ŋka)-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual</td>
<td>ŋalḍa-</td>
<td>ŋali-²</td>
<td>yula-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plural</td>
<td>ŋayana-</td>
<td>ŋayani-</td>
<td>yura-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: The longer base in the Singular is for SCE, ALL/LOC and GEN/BEN/PURP only. For second singular n does not occur when followed by another nasal.

Case Suffixes

- Singular Intransitive Subject: -ṇi
- Singular Transitive Subject: -tu ~ ḍ̣u (after ṇ)
- Transitive object: -ŋa

1 There is some comparative evidence that 1SgS may be ŋapi. Ngamini, Yarluyandi and Yandruwandha (1.1.5) have ŋapi for this form, while Arabana (Hercus (pers. comm.)) has ŋapi. Unfortunately, these data came to my attention after completing my last fieldtrip so I was unable to cross-check the Diyari and Dhirari forms. I will continue to write it as ganį.

2 ŋali is usually the form found for first person dual inclusive in Australian languages (Dixon (1972: 6)). The occurrence of ŋali as first person dual exclusive is common throughout the languages of the Lake Eyre basin (1.1.5).
Case Suffixes contd

| GEN/BEN/PURP | -ŋi |
| LOC/ALL      | -ŋu |
| SCE          | -ŋundfy |

Compare the case suffixes given here with those found with Female Proper nouns and non-singular common nouns (4.2.4.2). The Transitive Object marker -ŋa is clearly a reflex of *Na (Dixon (1970)) also found with these two types of nominal.

4.3.3 Double Case Marked Pronouns

The Genitive case pronouns of Table 20 above typically follow the possessed head noun in a noun phrase (see 5.1.1.2) and hence are marked for case according to the syntactic function of the NP within the clause (5.1.5). The usual singular common noun suffixes are attached to the GEN pronoun (with concomitant neutralization of the final vowel to /a/ see 3.4) as illustrated in the following examples:

(42) ŋawu-ya ŋama-yi ŋura yıŋkaŋi-ni
   SgnFS-NEAR sit-PRES camp 2SgGEN-LOC
   'He's sitting in your camp'.

(43) wapa-a-ŋi-mayi yıŋkaŋi-ya
    go-IMP-NM-EMPH 2SgGEN-GOAL
    'Go away (you all) to your own (place)'.

Where there is no head noun, as in (43), the GEN pronoun must be case marked.
4.3.4 Interrogative Pronoun

The interrogative pronoun 'who?' ranging over the class of pronouns and nouns with human reference (for other animates and non-animates see 4.2.8) has an inflectional paradigm similar to that of the pronouns described above (see 4.3.2) but differs in that S and O have one form, ABSolutive, as against A, ERGative. The LOC/ALL and GEN/BEN/PURP forms are similar to the pronouns rather than singular common nouns which have the ABS-ERG paradigm also. The interrogative forms are:

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABSolutive</td>
<td>waraŋa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERGative</td>
<td>waji</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC/ALL</td>
<td>waraŋu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEN/BEN</td>
<td>wani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCE</td>
<td>waraŋundfu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples of the use of some of these forms are:

(45) waji yiŋa ɲandŋa-na wara-yi
who-ERG 2SgO hit-PART AUX-PRES
'Who hit you?'.

'Dh. (44) ɲuwa ɲakaŋi-ali ɲaŋa waraŋa-ŋa puŋi-yi
spouse 1SgGEN-ERG 1SgO leave-PART AUX-PRES
'My wife left me'.

TABLE 21: INTERROGATIVE PRONOUN
These interrogatives may also be used as indefinites (see also 4.2.8) in which they need not occur in clause initial position (5.1.7.4). So, for example, we have:

(48) ṇanị yaṭa-na wara-yi waɾaŋundfu
SgFS speak-PART AUX-PRES who-SCE
'She was talking about someone'.

When used as indefinites the forms in Table 21 above may occur with the post-inflection suffix -ya DUBiative (see also 4.2.8). So, for example, (45) which could also mean 'Someone hit you' can be disambiguated as follows:

(49) waʃi-ya yiŋa ʊndfa-na wara-yi
who-ERG-DUB 2SgO hit-PART AUX-PRES
'Someone hit you'.

The form waɾaŋaŋa is used by informants when the name of some particular person is temporarily forgotten. This usage is similar to English "what's-his-name" and like expressions.
4.4 MORPHOLOGY OF DETERMINERS

There are two types of determiners in Diyari (see 4.1.3), predicate determiners and nominal determiners. The former have an adverbial function (described at 5.1.3.3) while the latter are used ad-nominally and indicate definiteness and gender and number of the head noun with which they occur in a noun phrase (see 5.1.1.2 and 5.1.7.3). If there is no head noun nominal determiners have anaphoric reference and translate as third person pronouns in English. Both sorts of determiner occur with one of the deictic suffixes (see discussion below).

4.4.1 Nominal Determiners

Nominal determiners are specified for the number, either singular, dual or plural and, in the singular, for the gender of the referent of the noun with which they occur or to which they anaphorically refer. Gender is determined by natural sex distinctions into one of two classes:

Feminine - all animates whose reference is distinctly female, for example, women, girls, bitches, doe kangaroos, etc.

Non-Feminine - all others, that is, all male animates, all non-female animates, all non-sexed animates and all inanimates.

'Feminine' is clearly the marked term of the system1 as 'Non-Feminine' is

1 The concept of markedness was first developed by members of the Prague School with respect to phonology, especially Trubetzkoy (1939: Chapter 3). It was introduced into syntax and semantic theory by Jakobson (1939) (see also Comrie (1976: Chapter 6)).
used unless the referent must be explicitly specified as female.

In the dual and plural the gender distinction is not overtly expressed in the form of the determiners.

Nominal determiners agree in case (4.2.4, 5.1.5) with the noun with which they occur or, if used anaphorically, according to their function in the clause in which they occur (5.1.5). There is a full paradigm of forms for each case function. There are separate forms for each of the S, A and O functions (see 4.2.4.1) with typical endings:

-\(\text{-}li\) ERG in non-singular
-\(\text{-}na\) ACC in all numbers.

As we saw with pronouns (4.3.2), the LOC and ALL cases (5.1.5.5, 5.1.5.7) are realized as a single form. Similarly, GEN, BEN and PURP have one realization (5.1.5.8, 5.1.5.9, 5.1.5.10). The common endings together with SCE are:

-\(\text{-}gu\) for LOC/ALL
-\(\text{-}ni\) for GEN/BEN/PURP
-\(\text{-}\text{qund}^{\text{fu}}\) for SCE.

INSTRumental case is expressed by the same form as ERGative (A or Transitive Subject). The full set of nominal determiners is:
### TABLE 22: NOMINAL DETERMINERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NUMBER</th>
<th>GENDER</th>
<th>TRANSITIVE SUBJECT/INST</th>
<th>INTRANSITIVE SUBJECT</th>
<th>TRANSITIVE OBJECT</th>
<th>GEN/BEN/PURP</th>
<th>LOC/ALL</th>
<th>SCE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SINGULAR</td>
<td>Feminine</td>
<td>ɲandrũ</td>
<td>ɲanĩ</td>
<td>ɲaŋa</td>
<td>ɲaŋkanĩ</td>
<td>ɲaŋkanu</td>
<td>ɲaŋkanundũ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Non-Feminine</td>
<td>ɲulu</td>
<td>ɲawu</td>
<td>ɲĩga</td>
<td>ɲuŋkanĩ</td>
<td>ɲuŋkanu</td>
<td>ɲuŋkanundũ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUAL</td>
<td></td>
<td>pulali</td>
<td>pula</td>
<td>pulaŋa</td>
<td>pulaŋi</td>
<td>pulaŋu</td>
<td>pulaŋundũ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLURAL</td>
<td></td>
<td>ɿanali</td>
<td>ɿana</td>
<td>ɿanaŋa</td>
<td>ɿanaŋi</td>
<td>ɿanaŋu</td>
<td>ɿanaŋundũ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Notice that the Diyari bases:

- **nan-** Feminine
- **gu-** Non-Feminine

seem also to occur in Yandruwandha, Ngamini and Yarluyandi. Bandjalang (N.S.W.) has (Crowley (1977)) the third person pronouns:

- 3sgmasc **pule**
- fem **na:ngan**

where -gan is a productive feminine suffix.

The forms given in Table 22 may take one of the deictic suffixes described below (4.4.2). Examples of their use are also given there (examples (53) to (55)).

### 4.4.2 Predicate Determiners and Deictic Suffixes

There are two predicate determiners in Diyari:

- **yani-** 'like this'
- **yaɾu-** 'like that'

which have adverbial function (5.1.3.3). These two roots are always followed by one of the following suffixes:

- **-ya,** NEAR - indicates some action or event in the immediate context, either linguistic or non-linguistic.
- **-ka,** TOKEN - indicates one of a number of different alternatives is being singled out by the speaker.
- **-paɾa,** THERE - this seems to be the least marked of the suffixes. I am not sure of its exact semantic effect or its contrast with...
the other two.

These suffixes may in turn be (optionally) followed by one of the clitics described at 5.4 below, especially -Idī Additional information and -mağa IDENTified (5.4.3, 5.4.4).

The suffix -ka, which is one of the morphological characteristics distinguishing determiners as a word class (see 4.1.3), is interesting in that it refers to a particular token of a type of action or event. The following is an example of its use with yaru- (the anaphoric function of this determiner are discussed at 5.1.3.3), from Text 1 (Appendix A). The example concerns a young boy who is foiled in his attempts to get something to eat by the actions of his brother-in-law:

(50) [ŋaŋa-ni ŋuŋkaŋ1 kادي-Ø maɾa-Ø ɯɾi-ɣ1] / then-LOC SgnFGEN ZH-ABS hand-ABS enter-PRES ɗuɾa-Ɂa ɲuŋkaŋundɁu maɾa-ndɁu ]

take out-IMPLs SgnFSCE mouth-SCE

yaru-ka ɲawu kanka-Ø mawa-ali ɳana-ɣ1 like that-SUBSET SgnFS boy-ABS hunger-INST be-PRES '[Then his brother-in-law's hand went in and took out (the food) from his mouth]. Thus the boy was hungry'. (1;39-40).

Other examples of these determiners are:

(51) kanka-ali wata yani-ya Ɂayi-Ɂantu ɳantɩ boy-ERG not like this-NEAR eat-IMPLs meat

waka-Ø

small-ABS

'Boys should not eat small animals like this'. (1;22)
The nominal determiners also occur with -ka TOKEN (indicating a subset of possible referents) and -para (whose status is unclear) but -ya NEAR contrasts with the following suffixes which are not attached to the predicate determiners:

-qa , VICIN - indicates a referent in the immediate vicinity of the speaker
[-ya , NEAR - indicates a referent near the speaker]
-wa , DIST - indicates a referent distant from the speaker.

Notice that these three suffixes occur as distance markers attached to the location nominal ṇǒkàl- 'here' before the local case suffixes are attached (see 4.2.7). With nominal determiners they indicate the relative distance from the speaker of the referent of the noun cross-referenced or anaphorically referred to by the determiner.

The clitics described at 5.4 may occur after any of these deictic suffixes. Some examples of the use of suffixed determiners are:

(53) ṇandàru-ka ṇàga ṇandà-ña warà-yl ṇulu-ya
SgFA-TOKEN 1SGO hit-PART AUX-PRES SgnF INST-NEAR
piṭa-ali
stick-INST
'She (one of a group) hit me with this stick (here)'.

(52) ɣanl yanl-para muḍa-yl
SgFS like this-THERE finish-PRES
'She finished like this'.
4.4.3 Interrogative Determiners

There are two types of interrogative determiners:

a) interrogative predicate determiner, which has one form:

\[
\text{waɗarù 'how'}
\]

as in the example:

(56) waɗarù ɲaldì ɲanka-ɣi?

how 1DiinclA make-PRES

'How shall we do it?'. (7;34)

b) interrogative nominal determiners which have a periphrastic construction consisting of the invariable word waɗa (WH) followed by the appropriate nominal determiner\(^1\). These are usually translated as "which" in English. When the referent of the head

\(^{1}\) waɗa occurs in a number of interrogatives including waɗarù 'how' and waɗayari 'where' - see also the comparative note under 4.2.8 section (2) above (page 137).
noun is human there is a preference expressed by informants for 
waļi+DET in the ERGative case form (c.f. the interrogative 
pronoun waļ 4.3.4) as in:

(57) waļi pulali yinaņa cią-y-ņa wara-yi?
who D1A 2SgO see-PART AUX-PRES

'Which two (people) saw you?'.

In all other cases, wağa+DET is used, as the following examples 
show:

(58) wağa günkana kana-nl yini yata-ņa wara-yi?
WH SgnFLOC person-LOC 2SgS speak-PART AUX-PRES

'Which man did you talk to?'.

(59) wağa gulu pita-ali pula ći-fli-mali-yi
WH SgnFINST stick-INST D1S fight-RECIP-PRES

'Which stick did they fight with?'.

In order to ask 'What?' the interrogative nominal miņa is 
employed in one of its case forms (see 4.2.8).

As with all interrogatives of this type (see 5.1.7.4) both wağaļu 
and wağa+DET (or waļi+DET) must occur in clause initial position.
4.5 MORPHOLOGY OF VERBS

4.5.1 Verb Types

As noted above (4.1.4), there is a class of words in Diyari and Dhirari which inflect for tense or mood (see 4.5.4.4) and which may be termed 'verbs'. Verbs may be sub-categorized into two groups, 'main verbs' and 'non-main or AUXiliary verbs'. The criteria for making such a division were mentioned in (4.1.4). They are:

a) **Main Verbs** may be marked for aspect (4.5.4.2) and occur in all clause types containing a non-stative predicate (5.1.2).

b) **Non-Main (or AUXiliary) Verbs** are homophonous with certain other main verb roots (see 4.5.7.2) but are never marked with any of the stem forming affixes (4.5.4). AUX verbs cannot occur in IMPLicated subordinate clauses (5.2.1). Their morphology is described at 4.5.7 below.

Note that Main Verbs have a lexical (semantic) meaning whereas AUX Verbs have a tense or modal function only (4.5.7). Main Verbs are also sub-categorized for the case roles of the NPs which occur in the clause with them (4.5.3, 5.1.5) whereas AUX Verbs are not.

For purposes of description we will require the following terms defined for both dialects as:

**Root** - a verb root is the simple, unaffixed form of the verb
entered in the lexicon

Stem - a verb stem consists of a verb root followed by one or more of the (optional) stem forming affixes (4.5.4) to which an inflectional affix will be attached (4.5.5). If no stem forming affixes are selected by the speaker then stem and root will coincide.

Word - a verb word consists of a verb stem plus one of the inflectional affixes (4.5.5).

A verb phrase constituent in the Diyari dialect (see 5.1.1.1) consists of one, two or three main verbs (for sequences of main verbs see 4.5.6) followed (optionally) by one of the non-Main (or AUX) Verbs. The Dhirari dialect is slightly different in that the puři-AUX is obligatory (see 1.1.4 and 4.5.7.1) and may itself be followed (optionally) by one of the other AUX verbs (4.5.7.2).

4.5.2 Reduplication

Reduplication involves the repetition of the first CV(C)CV of the element to be reduplicated (see 3.4). The reduplication of a verb root has one of two semantic effects:

a) with 'punctual' verbs it makes the action described iterative, that is, repeated a number of times. Consider the following

---

1 It may be claimed that verb roots, which always occur suffixed in ordinary speech, nevertheless do have some psychological reality for speakers of Diyari. (Sapir (1949: 46) discusses the concept of "psychological reality" in relation to phonology). Any verb which occurs in one of the corroboree songs (see Appendix B) consists of the (uninflected) root only, suggesting that the notion of a verb root has some motivation outside of a descriptive framework.
examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reduplicated Root</th>
<th>Root</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ṣand ḍaṇḍaṇḍa- 'to hit repeatedly, knock about'</td>
<td>ṣand ḍaṇḍa- 'to hit, strike'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḍakāḍaka- 'to pierce repeatedly, to peck'</td>
<td>ḍakā- 'to pierce, stab'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kuļkuļkuṇa- 'to jump about repeatedly, jump up and down'</td>
<td>kuļkuṇa- 'to jump'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b) with 'process' verbs (Chafe (1970), Lyons (1977: 483)) it makes the action or event described a durative or continuing process extending over some period of time. Some examples are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reduplicated Root</th>
<th>Root</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>qamaṇaṇama- 'to be sitting (for some time)'</td>
<td>qama- 'to sit'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yaṭayaṭa- 'to converse'</td>
<td>yaṭa- 'to speak'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṣayiṇḍayi- 'to watch'</td>
<td>ṣayi- 'to see, look'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṣarṣaṇaṣa- 'to listen'</td>
<td>ṣaṛa- 'to hear, listen'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These semantic effects of reduplication tie in closely with the aspectual uses of -ṭaṛi- DURative described below (4.5.4.2).

---

1 Roots and uninflected stems are cited with a following hyphen indicating that an inflectional affix is to be added (4.5.5).
There are some verb roots which are inherently reduplicated and differ radically in meaning from their unreduplicated counterparts. An inherently reduplicated root cannot be reduplicated by the productive process described above. Some examples of inherently reduplicated roots (together with corresponding unreduplicated roots) are the following (for 'transitivity' see 4.5.3):

### Intransitive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Reduplication</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>palipali-</td>
<td>'to drown'</td>
<td>pali-</td>
<td>'to die'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kūti kūti-</td>
<td>'to deny (doing something)'</td>
<td>kūt-</td>
<td>'to hide'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kunjakuŋka-</td>
<td>'to grunt'</td>
<td>kunja-</td>
<td>'to limp'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Transitive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Reduplication</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kaŋkaŋka-</td>
<td>'to feel'</td>
<td>kaŋ-</td>
<td>'to tie (up)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dawadawa-</td>
<td>'to prevent'</td>
<td>dawa-</td>
<td>'to hunt away'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wara warapa-</td>
<td>'to disparage, run someone down'</td>
<td>warapa-</td>
<td>'to relate (a story)'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is one pair in the corpus which differ in transitivity:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transitive</th>
<th>Intransitive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kaŋkakaŋka-</td>
<td>'to ask (someone), invite (someone)'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The reduplication of nominal roots is described at 4.2.10 above.

---

1 This verb takes an IMPL_{d} complement (5.2.1.6.2) whose subject (S or A NP) is coreferential with the main clause object (O NP).
4.5.3 Main Verbs

All main verb roots are strictly sub-categorized (Chomsky (1965: 95)) into one of three (mutually exclusive) classes according to their inherent 'transitivity':

a) Intransitive roots which occur in clauses containing an NP in S function (see 5.1) coded as NOMinative or ABSolutive case (4.2.4). Intransitive roots cannot take the stem forming affixes -JaRi- REFLexive, -mali- RECIProcal or -lpA- ALTruistic (see 4.5.4.1.2, 4.5.4.2).

b) Transitive roots which occur in clauses containing an NP in A function (coded as ERGative case (4.2.4)) and one NP marked for 0 function (coded as ACCusative or ABSolutive (4.2.4)) as described at 5.1 below. Transitive roots may form intransitive stems by the addition of various suffixes (4.5.4.1.2).

c) Di-Transitive roots which occur in clauses containing an NP in A function and two NPs marked for 0 function (5.1). The two 0 NPs can, however, be distinguished syntactically as shown at 5.1.9 below. Di-Transitive roots may take the 'de-transitizing' stem forming affixes (4.5.4.1.2). There are four Di-Transitive verbs in the corpus:

yiŋki- 'to give something to someone'
wandaŋa- 'to show something to someone'
ŋantaŋa- 'to call by a kinship term'
ŋiŋaŋa- 'to call by a name, to name'
4.5.3.1 **Classification of Intransitive Verbs**

Intransitive verb roots, as defined above, may be classified into five mutually exclusive groups according to their occurrence with the transitivizing affixes (see 4.5.4.1.1) -ika-, -ipa1- and -ma. The five groups (numbered 1 (for intransitive) A to E) have the characteristics set out in Table 23. Notice that no verb root occurs with both the -ma-transitivizer and either of the other two transitivizing suffixes.

This classification is morphological (and syntactic) but we may recognize the following semantic characteristics of each class:

a) Class 1A roots are basically verbs of rest or motion2 which take an 'actor' as their S NP (see 5.1.5).

b) Class 1B roots are also verbs of rest or motion (see Table 27).

c) Class 1C roots are a mixed group semantically but all seem to take a semantic 'experiencer' (Fillmore (1968), Chafe (1970), Foley (1976)) as their S NP. So, for example, we have pařawara- 'to be drunk', puńka- 'to grow', ɲampI- 'to wear a belt' and ɲaŋupaɾa- 'to be surprised'.

d) Class 1D roots are a very heterogeneous group which seem to share little in common semantically. The S NP for this class ranges from 'actor' with yaŋa- 'to speak' to 'experiencer' with wanpi-

---

1 The -ipa- aspectual affix homophonous with this transitivizer cannot be added to intransitive roots as noted above (see also 4.5.4 below).

2 There are three roots which do not seem to be semantically rest or motion verbs. They are:

- kiparə- 'to urinate (on)'  
- kunə- 'to defecate (on)'  
- yində- 'to cry (for)'

For other examples see Table 27 below.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLASS</th>
<th>-lka-</th>
<th>-ipa-</th>
<th>-ma-</th>
<th>EXAMPLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1A</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>wapa- 'to go'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>ḫaṛka- 'to stand'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1C</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>puṇka- 'to grow'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>yaṭa- 'to speak'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1E</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>pali- 'to die'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
'to have an erection' to 'patient' (Chafe (1970), Foley (1976)) with warlwarl- 'to die of thirst'. Note that 1D roots are defined negatively as those roots not taking any transitivizer. Despite repeated checking over a number of years it may be possible that some roots identified as 1D here should be included in one of the other classes.

e) Class 1E roots are a small homogenous set (see Table 29) which take a semantic 'patient' as their S noun phrase. (Foley (1976:158) discusses A- and P- verbs in Fijian). They cannot be inflected for the IMPerative mood (4.5.7.1.1), unless the clause in which they occur also contains the negative particle wata 'not' (5.5.1), and do not take 'aspectual affixes' (see 4.5.4.2).

A survey of the 250 verb roots encountered by November 1977 revealed the following figures and percentages:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>% of Intransitives</th>
<th>% of Total Verbs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1A</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1C</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>56.5</td>
<td>29.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1E</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>52.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 I found that informants quickly tired of the sort of questioning necessary to define these roots, that is whether the root occurs with one or more of the transitivizers. Some of the less common roots only encountered and (defined as 1D) in elicitation could conceivably take a transitivizer under other circumstances.
The number of intransitive verbs in Diyari is rather high at 131 and 52.4% of the total when compared with other Australian languages. Yidiny (Dixon 1977: 207), for example, has 112 intransitive verbs of a total of 293 or 38.2%, while Dyirbal and Walbiri (Dixon (pers. comm.)) have about 35% intransitive verbs. In Diyari the productivity of the -lka-, -lpa- and -ma- affixes (see 4.5.4.1) means that there are many more transitive stems than there are transitive roots.

4.5.3.2 Classification of Transitive Verbs

Transitive verb roots, as defined at 4.5.3 above, may be classified into five mutually exclusive groups according to their occurrence with the de-transitivizer -lka- and the syntactic and semantic effects of the addition of this affix (that is, the syntactic frame of the resulting stem (see 4.5.4.1.2)). The five groups are given in Table 25 (numbered 2 (for transitive) A to E):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>-lka-</th>
<th>Semantic/Syntactic Effect</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2A</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>reflexive</td>
<td>ɲanḏa- 'to hit'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>A + S, 0 + LOC</td>
<td>ˌka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2C</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>A + S, 0 + 0</td>
<td>ɿay̱ḻ- 'to eat'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2D</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>0 + S, A + LOC/INST</td>
<td>ɿiṉḻa- 'to lose'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2E</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>[no -lka-]</td>
<td>yu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A count of 250 verb roots revealed the following figures and percentages for each transitive class:
TABLE 26: TRANSITIVE VERBS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>% of Transitives</th>
<th>% of Total Verbs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2A</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>11.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2C</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2D</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2E</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>48.7</td>
<td>22.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>46.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Combining the totals of Tables 24 and 26 with the four ditransitive verbs gives the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>% of Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>52.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>46.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5.3.3 Compound Main Verbs

There is one verb root in the corpus which is not a simple morphemic root like those discussed above (4.5.3). It is the transitive compound root (of class 2A):

\[ \text{walpa} + \text{daka-} \quad \text{Vtr} \quad \text{'to roll up'} \]

which we can analyse as:

---

1 I will use + to indicate that the root is a compound, continuing to use - at the boundary between the root and any suffix following it.
walpa- Vtr (2A) 'to cover over'
đaka- Vtr (2A) 'to pierce, stab'

There are nine four syllable verb roots which appear, phonologically (see 3.6 - these roots are stressed on the first and third syllable) to be compounds. None is synchronically analysable. The roots are:

marapuka- (2E) 'to help' but c.f. mara- 'hand'
ŋuka- 'to mix'
ŋuyawaka- (2E) 'to prevent'
ŋandĎawalka- (2D) 'to stop up, close'
wafkamandľa- (2D) 'to tie up, tangle' c.f. mandľa-'to grasp'
kuruľařa- (1D) 'to forget'
ŋaľakali- (1D) 'to become warm in the morning (e.g. standing round a fire)'
ŋunaŋana- (1D) 'to wave goodbye' c.f. ŋuna- 'arm'
paľawařa- (1C) 'to be intoxicated'
ŋaľupařa- (1C) 'to be surprised'

All other four syllable roots are inherent reduplications (4.5.2). Other verb roots are of two or three syllables (3.3.1 for 'syllable')².

4.5.4 Stem Forming (Derivational) Affixes

There are a number of verb derivational affixes which may (optionally)

¹This verb seems to have been used originally only in reference to the narcotic plant piţjî (Duboisia Hopwoodii - see 1.1.5) but has been extended to include intoxication or drunkenness from alcohol (kupula- see footnote page 106).

²As pointed out above (footnote page 121) there are no common noun roots in Diyari of more than four syllables. A similar limitation on root length (excluding inherently reduplicated roots) seems to hold for main verbs also.
be suffixed to a verb root to produce a verb stem. These affixes are of
two basic types; those which affect transitivity (see 4.5.3 and 5.1.5)
and those which do not affect transitivity. These latter are sometimes
termed "aspectual affixes" (Blake and Dixon (nd:23), Donaldson (1977: 220)1).

4.5.4.1 Affixes affecting Transitivity

There are five bound morphemes which produce a verb stem differing
in transitivity from the root to which they are suffixed. These five
affixes fall into two separate categories, those which produce a
transitive stem from an intransitive root (which we can term 'transitivizers')
and those which produce an intransitive stem from a transitive or di-
transitive root (which can be termed 'detransitivizers')2.

4.5.4.1.1 Transitivizers

There are three affixes which derive a transitive verb stem from an
intransitive root:

(A) -lka- Transitivizer may be attached to a class 1A or 1B root
(4.5.3.1) producing a stem with the same inflectional possibilities
as a 2D root (4.5.3.2)3.

---

1 As Donaldson points out, this use of "aspectual" is wider than the usual
reference to the perfective/imperfective distinction (see also Comrie
(1976)).

2 These five derivational affixes are employed as the morphological criteria
for the classification of main verb roots described above (4.5.3).

3 For simplicity, throughout the following discussion statements of the
form "producing a stem with the same inflectional possibilities as a 2D
root" will be abbreviated to "producing a 2D stem" (for affix ordering
see 4.5.4.3).
The following correlations hold between the clause frames of the root and resulting stem (see 5.1.8.2):

(i) the A noun phrase of the resulting stem corresponds to the S noun phrase of the root.

(ii) the O noun phrase of the stem corresponds to the LOCative of accompaniment (see 5.1.5.5) of the original root.

This may be depicted as follows:

\[
\begin{array}{ccc}
\text{NP}_1^S & \text{NP}_2^S & \text{stem} : \text{NP}_1^A & \text{NP}_2^O & \text{stem-}l\text{ka-}
\end{array}
\]

The following are some 1A roots and their derived stems:

**TABLE 27: -lka- Derived Stems**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Stem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wapa-</td>
<td>'to go'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭika-</td>
<td>'to return'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭara-</td>
<td>'to go up'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kuḍa-</td>
<td>'to fall (of rain)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kuna-</td>
<td>'to defecate'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭaṛa-</td>
<td>'to fly'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭaṛka-</td>
<td>'to stand'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yiṛṭi-</td>
<td>'to get up'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wapalka-</td>
<td>'to take, go with'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭikalka-</td>
<td>'to take back'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭaralka-</td>
<td>'to take up'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kuḍalka-</td>
<td>'to rain on'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kunalka-</td>
<td>'to defecate on'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭaṛalka-</td>
<td>'to fly off with'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭaṛalka-</td>
<td>'to stand with'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yiṛṭilka-</td>
<td>'to get up with'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Two examples illustrating the use of -Ika- derived stems are:

(60) paya-ali niga kuna-Ika-na wara-yi
bird-ERG SgnFO shit-TR-PART AUX-PRES
'Some birds shat on him'. (1;84)

(61) nga ou nga kupa-Ø paΩara-Ika-na wara-yi
1SgA SgnFO child-ABS cross water-TR-PART AUX-PRES
'I took the child across (the creek)'.

The derived stem of the 1A root nga- 'to sit', that is ngaIka-
means 'to have'. Its use is exemplified at 5.1.6.6.

Other Australian languages with an affix similar in function
to Diyari and Dhirari -Ika- are Ngamini and Yarluyandi
(1.1.5) with -ka- and -kaIka- respectively. Kalkatungu
has -niIjI- (Blake (1976)), Dyirbal -ma-I (Dixon (1972: 96))
and Yidiny -na-I (with some intransitive verbs - Dixon
(1977: 302-5)).

(B) -IPA-1 TRANSITIVIZER may be attached to a 1B root producing a
2E stem or to a 1C root producing a 2D stem (4.5.3.1, 4.5.3.2).
The O noun phrase of the clause in which the stem occurs is
equivalent to the S noun phrase of the root. That is, we have:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{NP}^S_1 & \text{ root } : \text{ NP}^A_2 \text{ NP}^O_1 \text{ root-IPA-}
\end{align*}
\]

The following are some roots and their derived stems:

1 Morpheme initial -i replaces the final vowel of the morpheme to which
it is suffixed (see 3.4). Note that -IPA- is homophonous with the
ALTRuistic aspectual affix (4.5.4.2).
TABLE 28: -ipa Derived Stems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root Stem</th>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tara-</td>
<td>tara-</td>
<td>'to fly'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ipa-</td>
<td>'to trip up, make fly'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taŋka-</td>
<td>taŋka-</td>
<td>'to stand'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ipa-</td>
<td>'to stand (something) up'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yirŋŋi-</td>
<td>yirŋŋi-</td>
<td>'to get up'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ipa-</td>
<td>'to get (someone) up, to rouse (someone)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pakika-</td>
<td>pakika-</td>
<td>'to burst'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ipa-</td>
<td>'to blow up'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puntu-</td>
<td>puntu-</td>
<td>'to be separate'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ipa-</td>
<td>'to separate'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>warukia-</td>
<td>warukia-</td>
<td>'to hang'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ipa-</td>
<td>'to hang (something) up'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>turaŋŋa-</td>
<td>turaŋŋa-</td>
<td>'to lie, sleep'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ipa-</td>
<td>'to lay (something) down'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples illustrating the use of these derived stems are:

(62) pita-all ngaŋga tara-ipa-ŋa wara-yi
    stick-ERG 1SgO fly-TR-PART AUX-PRES
    'A stick tripped me up (lit. 'made me fly').'

(63) ngaŋga-ni puulu pulaga mankaŋa-ulu-ŋa kuti-ipa-yi
    then-LOC SgnFA D10 girl-DUAL-ACC hide-TR-PRES
    'Then he hid the two girls'. (3:42)

Stems formed by the addition of -ipa- TR are 'manipulative causatives' (Shibatani (1976: 3)) rather than 'directive causatives', which are expressed by a periphrastic construction in Diyari (see 5.2.1.6.2).
Both Ngamini and Yarluyandi have a TReplaceivizer with this function of the form -pa-. A transitivizer (or 'causative') of shape -ma- is found in a number of Australian languages (Capell (1956: 93), Donaldson (1977: 195), Williams (1976: 108), Breen (1973: 141), Crowley (1977: 113) c.f. (C) below.

(C) -ma- TReplaceivizer may be attached to a 1E root producing a 2E stem (4.5.3.1, 4.5.3.2). The syntactic effect of the addition of -ma- is identical to that of -ipa- TR above. That is,

\[ NP_1^S \text{root} : NP_2^A NP_1^O \text{root-ma-} \]

The five 1E verbs and their derived stems are:

**TABLE 29: -ma- DERIVED STEMS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Stem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pali-</td>
<td>'to die'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-palipali-</td>
<td>'to drown'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pansi-</td>
<td>'to smell, be odorous'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pansi-</td>
<td>'to smell, be odorous'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pansi-</td>
<td>'to happen, become'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sentences illustrating some of these are:

(64) ɲaɭu ɭuɭu-ɭ pali-ma-ɲa wara-ɭi

iSgA fire-ABS die-TR-PART AUX-PRES

'I put the fire out'.
There is a second function of -ma- which is not immediately related to its transitivizing use with class 1E roots. This is the attachment of -ma- to verb roots borrowed from English¹. Such borrowings may be either assimilated or unassimilated. Assimilated loan words (see Appendix C) have their original phonetic shape altered in various ways in order to fit the normal phonological pattern of Diyari words (3.3, 3.5). Some examples are the following:

- waṯa-ma- 'to wash something'
- tuta-ma- 'to shoot something'
- paya-ma- 'to buy something'
- kapula-ma- 'to hobble something (e.g. horse, camel)'.

Most of these verb stems belong to class 2A, although some, such as payama- and kapulama- which cannot be reflexive, will be 2E stems (see 4.5.3.2 above).

Unassimilated loan words appear in their usual Australian English phonetic form except that those which are originally

¹ Note that Diyari only borrows English transitive verbs and never intransitive ones.
consonant final take the phonetic segment [ʌ] before -ma- is added (presumably because all other verb roots are vowel final in both dialects). Some examples of this type of verb stem are the following:

- [jʌbʌ]-ma- 'to rub'
- [tʰjæpʰʌ]-ma- 'to trap'
- [fɛnsʌ]-ma- 'to fence'
- [jɪpʰoːtʰ]-ma- 'to report'

Some of these seem to be ad-hoc loans and will be replaced by an equivalent native verb when material is being checked, for example ɖɨŋa- 'to rub' for [jʌbʌ]ma-.

Other languages of this area, for example Arabana-Wangganguru (Hercus, pers. comm.) also use -ma- for borrowed verb words. A number of New South Wales languages also attach -ma- to English loans (Donaldson (1977: 195), Williams (1976:108), Crowley (1977: 240)).

4.5.4.1.2 De-Transitivizers

There are two suffixes which derive an intransitive stem from a transitive or di-transitive root:

(A) -mali- RECIProcal may be attached to any transitive root producing an intransitive stem. It may also be attached to a di-transitive root to derive an intransitive stem (see below).

The intransitive subject noun phrase of a RECIP stem is restricted to non-singular number and the referents are understood to be acting reciprocally. Thus we have:
(56) pulə kəna-ʃə yəta-mali-ŋa wara-yi
DIS person-ABS scold-RECIP-PART AUX-PRES
'Those two people are having an argument'.

Notice that when the NP in S function refers to more than two (i.e., plural) it does not follow that every member is acting upon every other member of the set of referents.

When added to a class 3 (di-transitive) verb root -mali- produces an intransitive stem which can occur in a clause with a noun phrase in O function (coded as ABSolute or ACCusative - see 5.1.5.2). This O NP will be the indirect object (this is one of the syntactic tests for distinguishing between the two O NP arguments of a di-transitive verb, see also 5.1.9). An example is the following sentence:

(57) tana nina qanji-0 yə ək əl-ʃi yinkə-mali-ʒi
PIS SgnFO meat-ABS give-RECIP-PRES
'They gave each other this meat'.

(B) -tari- the second detransitivizer has four separate but clearly related syntactic functions depending upon the verb class of the root to which it is attached (4.5.3, 5.1.11.1). These are:

a) -tari- REFLEXive - when added to a verb root of classes 2A or 3 (di-transitive) -tari- derives an intransitive stem with reflexive meaning. For 2A verbs it indicates the fact that the
agent(s) (S NP) performed the action upon himself (or themselves) or some part of himself (or themselves) as in the examples (see 5.1.6.2 regarding the expression of inalienable possession):

(68) .anim  mara-Ø  ḍama-ṭaḑi-ña  wara-ỵi
1SgS  hand-ABS  cut-REFL-PART  AUX-PRES
'I cut my hand'.

Dh. (69)  Ꙑawu  ṣayi-ṭaḑi-ɲda  puʧi-ɣi  ȵapa-няти
SgnFS  see-REFL-PART  AUX-PRES  water-LOC
"He's looking at himself in the water".

With a class 3 root REFL marks the fact that the agent(s) performed the action for his (or their) own benefit. Again, the indirect object (see above) may be expressed as an 0 NP, as in the following sentences:

(70)  ḏani  mada-Ø  yiŋki-ṭaḑi-ɣi
SgFS  stone-ABS  gives-REFL-PRES
"She gives money to herself" (said of a prostitute).

(71)  ḏana  paya-Ø  ḏaŀa-Ø  ḏika-ṭaḑi-ɣi
PIS  bird-ABS  name-ABS  name-REFL-PRES
'Those birds name themselves'.

1 This is said of those birds whose name is similar in phonetic shape to the institutionalized version of their call (in Diyari).
The syntax of REFLexive constructions is discussed at 5.1.8.1.

b) -ʔaʔi- Anti-Passive - when suffixed to a verb root of class 2B -ʔaʔi- produces an intransitive stem. The following syntactic correspondences hold between the clause frames of the root and that of the derived stem (see 5.1.8.1) - note that the subscript numerals indicate referential identity):

\[ NP_1^A \quad NP_2^O \quad \text{root} : \quad NP_1^S \quad NP_2^L \text{OC} \quad \text{root-ʔaʔi-} \]

Thus, we have:

(72) งนุ ยินาญ คักก้า-ยิ
1SgA  2SgO  await-PRES
'I wait for you'.

and:

(73) งนิ คักก้า-ʔาʔิ-ยิ ยินกานุ
1SgS  await-AP-PRES  2SgLOC
'I wait for you'.

A syntactic correspondence of this type is generally known as the Anti-Passive (Silverstein (1976), Dixon (1977), Blake (1978)) and hence the gloss adopted above (but see 5.1.8.1).
The following table gives the eight verbs identified as occurring with -\(\text{-tari-}\) AP (i.e. the 2B verb roots):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>danka-</td>
<td>'to find, discover'(^1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>manka-</td>
<td>'to find, discover'(^1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ka(\text{\textk})ka-</td>
<td>'to await'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>karipa-</td>
<td>'to follow' (NB. kar(\text{-}) to chase -(\text{-ipa-}) ALTruistic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wan(\text{\textp})-</td>
<td>'to search for'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mama-</td>
<td>'to take away from'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>winpa-</td>
<td>'to ask repetitively for, pester'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\text{n})uluka-</td>
<td>'to look out for'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There appears to be no semantic difference between stems with or without -\(\text{-tari-}\) and informants insisted that sentences (72) and (73) for example "mean the same". The only pair for which a difference in gloss was offered was:

(74) \(\text{n}\)atu \(\text{\textw}\)\(\text{\textn}\)naga danka-\(\text{-}\)na wara-\(\text{-}\)yi

1SgA 2SgO find-PART AUX-PRES

"I found you (when I was looking for you)."

\(^1\) These two verbs are exact synonyms and can be used interchangeably. There is another pair of this sort, namely the 1D verbs m\(\text{i}\)\(\text{n}\)\(\text{\textp}\)\(\text{j}\)\(\text{i-}\) and \(\text{d}\)\(\text{i}\)\(\text{p}\)\(\text{n}\)\(\text{j}\)\(\text{i-}\) 'to shine, glitter'.
"I ran into you (like when I was running along)."

The significance of this contrast is taken up at 5.1.8.1 below.

c) -tari- ACTivity - when suffixed to a class 2C verb root (4.5.3.2) -tari- produces an intransitive stem, which can however occur in a clause with an O noun phrase. The following syntactic correspondences hold for the clause frames of the root and derived stem (see also 5.1.8.1):

\[
\text{NP}_1^A \quad \text{NP}_2^O \quad \text{root} : \quad \text{NP}_1^S \quad \text{NP}_2^O \quad \text{root-tari}
\]

The following examples illustrate this:

(76) nulu-ya nina qaQi.i-\# tayl-yl
SgnFA-NEAR SgnFO meat-ABS eat-PRES
"He is eating the meat".

(77) nawu-ya nina qaQi.i-\# tayl-ta\#ri-yl
SgnFS-NEAR SgnFO meat-ABS eat-ACT-PRES
"He is having a feed of meat".

There is a difference in meaning between the root and stem when -tari- ACT is affixed, as shown by the informants' translations of sentences (76) and (77). When discussing
the difference between sentences such as these, informants suggested that (76) would be an appropriate answer to the question (in English):

(78) Who ate this meat?

while (77) would be an answer to:

(79) Where is the man, what is he doing?

That is, -ṭarī- ACT seems to shift the focus from the agent (A NP) to the activity being carried out. There is a strong preference for -ṭarī- ACT stems to be followed by the (adverbial) main verb ṣama- indicating 'action carried out whilst stationary with reference to a point on the ground' (see 4.5.6), as in:

(80) ṣawu-wa ṭima- ṭaka-ṭarī-ṇa ṣama-yi
SgnFS-DIST song-ABS sing-ACT-PART sit-PRES
"He's sitting down over there singing away".

Other verb roots of the 2C class are:

---

1 It seems that the preferred locus for extended activities among Diyari speakers (and probably other Aboriginal groups) is sitting down on the ground. This includes acting as a linguistic informant.
TABLE 31: 2C VERB ROOTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb Root</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tayi-</td>
<td>'to eat'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tapa-</td>
<td>'to drink'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wayi-</td>
<td>'to cook'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waŋa-</td>
<td>'to try, test'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For further discussion of this construction see 5.1.8.1.

Breen (1976: 596), describing a construction analogous to this in Yandruwandha, states that ACT (-yindri- in Y.) indicates "'to do (something) for oneself'". This does not seem to be the case in Diyari.

d) -taŋi- PASSive - when suffixed to a class 2D verb root (4.5.3.2) -taŋi- produces an intransitive stem with a passive process meaning. The patient undergoing the process occurs as the S noun phrase in construction with the derived stem while the force which instigates the process is marked for LOCative or, less frequently, INSTRumental case (see 5.1.5.4 and 5.1.5.5). That is, we find the following syntactic correspondences:

\[
\text{NP}_1^A \quad \text{NP}_2^O \quad \text{root} : \quad \text{NP}_1^\text{LOC/INST} \quad \text{NP}_2^S \quad \text{root-taŋi-}
\]

1 Both LOC and INST seem to be freely interchangeable alternatives, except for pronouns (4.3.2) which have no INST case form.
A pair of sentences illustrating this is:

(81) nantsu-ali ŋapa ŋuka-yi
horse-ERG 1SgO carry on back-PRES
'A horse carries me on its back'.

(82) ŋani
{ nantsu-ni ŋuka-taři-yi
    horse-LOC carry on back-PASS-PRES
'}
"I ride on a horse".

There seems to be a semantic contrast between sentences such as (81) and (82) along the lines of Chafe's Action/Process versus Process distinction (Chafe (1970: 95) - see also 5.1.8.1 for further discussion). This is illustrated by the following sentence (notice that the 'causer' is often left unexpressed but may be added if the speaker wishes. This is the force of the parentheses in the following example):

(83) ɲaɗa-ni ɗaɑ-ɭ ki̱ṯa-taři-yi ɲapa twuɾu-ali
then-LOC skin-ABS peel-PASS-PRES water fire-INST
'Then the skin peeled off (on account of the boiling water)'.

Notice that unlike (b) AP above (page 180), there is an alternative of either LOC or INST case marking in the clause containing a PASS derived stem (but see footnote page 184). There is a slight preference for LOC among my informants but
both are equally possible in all sentences of this type.

Other verb roots in the 2D class include (see also discussion and examples at 5.1.8.1):

TABLE 32: 2D VERB ROOTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb Root</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ṭandṛa-</td>
<td>'to fill (with liquid)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paṛTa-</td>
<td>'to consume/involve all'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭinTa-</td>
<td>'to lose, spill'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mandṛa-</td>
<td>'to grasp, trap'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṣandṛawalka-</td>
<td>'to stop, close'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wara-</td>
<td>'to throw'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭuṛpa-</td>
<td>'to twist, tease, spin'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It seems that Ngamini -ṭaṛi- has a number of functions similar to those of Diyari and Đhirari -ṭaṛi-. The Yarluyandi data are unclear as there seems to be two affixes -paḷi- and -paṛi- with partially overlapping functions matching the single affix of other languages. Yandruwandha and Yawarawarga (from Breen (ms)) -yindṛi- functions like Diyari -ṭaṛi- with, apparently, the same sets of verbs under function (a)-(d). There are no such parallels in Arabana-Wangganguru (Hercus (pers. comm.)).

4.5.4.2 Affixes not affecting Transitivity

There are four bound 'aspectual' affixes (4.5.4) which may be added to a verb root of any class (except 1E (4.5.3.1)) producing a stem of the same transitivity as the root. The affixes are (note that only one affix may be selected per stem):

1 But note that Yarluyandi (and Yandruwandha-Yawarawarga) codes RECIP the same as REFL.
(A) -τα̱φι- DURative - this affix has the same canonical shape as the
-τα̱φι- de-transitivizer discussed above (4.5.4.1.2) but may be
added to both transitive and intransitive roots.

The DUR suffix indicates that the action or event described
by the verb extended continuously over a period of time. That is,
it indicates duration. The root to which -τα̱φι- DUR is attached
must be reduplicated (4.5.2) producing an iterative or durative
effect depending upon the verb type (see above).

The following are some examples of DURative stems derived by
the addition of -τα̱φι-:

**TABLE 33 : DUR DERIVED STEMS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Transitive</th>
<th>Ditransitive</th>
<th>Intransitive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>नारा-</td>
<td>नारा-नारा-τα̱φि-</td>
<td>'to listen'</td>
<td>जिका-जिका-τα̱φि-</td>
<td>'to go on naming'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>दाका-</td>
<td>दाका-दाका-τα̱φि-</td>
<td>'to bore'</td>
<td>वान्द्रा-वान्द्रा-τा̱φि-</td>
<td>'to go on showing'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>गायि-</td>
<td>गायि-गायि-τα̱φि-</td>
<td>'to watch, stare'</td>
<td>यापा-</td>
<td>यापा-यापा-τα̱φि-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>तार्का-</td>
<td>तार्का-तार्का-τा̱φि-</td>
<td>'to stand about'</td>
<td>याता-</td>
<td>याता-याता-τα̱φि-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A good example of an inflected DUR stem is the following which comes from Text 1 (Appendix A). A younger brother has been left at the top of a tall tree and birds come and defecate on him so that he cannot move:

(84) kaɾawara-all kawal ka-all ʈuripa-ŋa / waɾu-ŋa
eaglehawk-ERG crow-ERG pour on-PART white-NI
ŋama-ŋama-ʈeɾi-ŋalı ɳawu
REDUP-sit-DUR-IMPL_Sg FS
'The eaglehawk and crow poured (shit on him) so he was sitting all white now'. (1;64)

See also example (55) above.

(B) -ɨpa- and -yiɾpa- ALTruistic - these two phonologically distinct affixes have the same function as an aspectual marker in Diyari.

Notice that -ɨpa-, which is homophonous with the TRansitivizer added to 1B and 1C roots (see 4.5.4.1.1) produces a stem which is shorter than that derived by the addition of -yiɾpa- as a result of the operation of the rule which deletes root final vowels before a morpheme beginning with /i/ (see 3.4). Also, the -ɨpa- stem has a different stress pattern to that which takes -yiɾpa- because the latter morpheme, being disyllabic, itself carries a stress (3.6). Thus, we may contrast the following phonological and phonetic forms:
The two affixes are in free variation for all the roots to which they may be suffixed.

Both -ipa- and -yirpa- may be attached to a class 2 or 3 (i.e. transitive or di-transitive) verb root to produce a stem with the same transitivity, indicating that the action referred to by the verb is done for the benefit of someone other than the agent specified by the A noun phrase (in ERGative case (see 5.1.5.3)). That is, they mark ALTruistic aspect. The beneficiary is not usually expressed when the stem is in ALT aspect but may be by means of a noun phrase in BENefactive case (see 4.2.4.2, 5.1.5.9). This is the only means by which the beneficiary of an intransitive stem may be mentioned (5.1.5.9), since ALT cannot be attached to class 1 roots.

The following are some examples of derived ALT stems:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>Stem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ꙁgayi-</td>
<td>Ꙃto see, look'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ꙁgayi-</td>
<td>ꙁgayi-ipa-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ꙁgayi-</td>
<td>ꙁgayi-yirpa-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ꙁkuƙka-</td>
<td>'to save'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ꙁkuƙka-</td>
<td>ꙁkuƙka-ipa-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ꙁkuƙka-</td>
<td>ꙁkuƙka-yirpa-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ꙉyiŋki-</td>
<td>'to give'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ꙉyiŋki-</td>
<td>Ꙉyiŋki-ipa-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ꙉyiŋki-</td>
<td>Ꙉyiŋki-yirpa-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 34: ALT DERIVED STEMS

Phonological Form | Phonetic Form
'save-ALT-PRES'  /kuƙka-IPA-y1/ | [Kuƙ[kAIPa1]]
 /kuƙka-y1Ppa-y1/ | [Kuƙ[kAIPa1]]
Examples of ALT verbs include the following:

(85) ŋaŋa ŋawu wakara-yi / ŋaliŋi puka-ŋ
then SgnFS come-PRES 1DlSgBEN food-ABS
paŋaka-yiŋpa-ŋa
carry-ALT-REL

'Then he came carrying some food for us two'. (20;5)

(86) ŋənti-ŋ ŋandə-a-ŋ-mayi ŋakaŋi
meat-ABS hit-ALT-IMP-NM-EMPH 1SgBEN

'Chop up some meat for me!'.

The ALT affix may occur with a reduplicated verb root. In fact, this is the usual way of expressing the concept 'to look after' for example (see also 4.5.2):

(87) ŋatu kupa-kupa-ŋ ŋayl-ŋayl-ipa-ŋa wanti-ŋi
1SgA REDUP-child-ABS REDUP-see-ALT-PART AUX-PRES
walpala-ya
white-BEN

'I looked after the children for the white man'.

Notice also that the -ipa- ALT may be attached to a verb which has been transitivized by the addition of -ipa- TR (4.5.4.1.1) as in:

(88) ŋina kupa-ŋ ʃuraŋa-ipa-a-lu-mayi
SgnFO child-ABS lie-TR-ALT-IMP-NM-EMPH

'(You two) lay that child down for (me)!'.

Both Ngamini and Yarluyandi have an affix -pa- which functions as ALT and TR. Reuther (1899) also records -pa?p- as ALT for Ngamini but I have been unable to check this with informants. Yandruwandha -na- also seems to be both TR and ALT from Breen's manuscript data (despite Breen (1976a: 751) which states "the morpheme -na- is often suffixed to a reduplicated form; its function in such cases is not clear.

(2) wawa 'to see, look after' wawawawana 'to look after'"

(C) -iŋa- PROLative - may be added to any verb root except class 1E producing a stem with the same transitivity. The function of the affix is to indicate that there is relative motion between the subject of the verb (i.e. the S or A noun phrase (see 5.2.1.2)) and some other referent.

In the case of transitive verbs, the other referent is usually the object Noun Phrase while for di-transitives it is the direct object (as opposed to the indirect object (see 5.1.10 for reasons for distinguishing the two O case marked NPs)). For intransitive verbs of position (class 1A and 1B) PROL indicates that the subject adopts the position whilst in motion as in (92). The following are some examples:

Dh. (89) ṇaṛimaṭa-ali piŋa kupa-∅ mani-iŋa-ŋda puɾi-yi
flood-ERG SgnFO child-ABS get-PROL-PART AUX-PRES
'The flood took the child as it went past'.

For affix ordering see also 4.5.4.3 below.
See also example (283) below.

Notice that 1E verbs cannot occur with PROL because of their semantic nature, that is, their S noun phrase will be a patient rather than an agent (see 4.5.3.1). Transitivized 1E verbs also cannot take PROL (see 4.5.4.1.1) although an informant offered the following sentence:

(93) ŋaŋu ṯuŋu-ŋa pali-ŋaŋ-ŋa wara-ŋa
1SgA fire-ABS die-TR-?-PART AUX-PRES
"I put the fire out going past".

There are no other occurrences of the morpheme -ŋaŋ- in the corpus.
A number of Australian languages have affixes similar in function to PROL in Diyari, for example Wunambal (Vászolyi (1976: 629-646)), Ngiyamba (Donaldson (1977: 229) and Yandruwandha (Breen (1976a: 752))).

(D) -ŋt̪i- **CON**sequential - may be added to a verb root of any class (4.5.3) without affecting its transitivity. The affix indicates that the action or event described by the verb occurs immediately after another action or event established by the previous context of discourse. It is often translated as "behind".

Most commonly, the clause containing a verb with CON marking also has the temporal connective ɲaŋa- 'and then', typically inflected for LOCative case (5.1.5.5).

The following are some examples of the use of CON:

(94) ŋawu ɲakaŋu wapa-ŋti-ŋa wara-yi ɲaŋa-ni-Idŋa-маŋa
SgnFS 1SgLOC go-CON-PART AUX-PRES then-LOC-CONT-IDENT
/ pinaŋu-φ ɲiŋa waraŋa-ŋa kuŋa-ŋa
old man-ABS SgnFO leave-PART go away-REL

'He is coming after me having left the old man behind'.

(95) [ɲand̪i ɲukarangi wapa-ŋa kuŋa-yi] ɲulu ɲaŋa
mother SgnFGEN go-PART go away-PRES SgnFA SgFO

ŋayi-ŋt̪i-yi

see-CON-PRES

'[His mother went away]. He watches her after (e.g. from the camp)'.

4.5.4.3 **Affix Order**

Although I have attempted to check most combinations of verb affixes described above there are some gaps in the data mainly because of informants responses to this sort of questioning. It is generally the case that Diyari speakers do not use more than two, and at most three stem forming affixes attached to a single root. They will also reject as impossible, affix combinations which appear plausible to a non-native speaker learning the language, for example PROL - RECIP as in 'to see each other going past'. Evidence from both texts and elicitation, however, suggests that the following ordering is the only possible arrangement of stem forming affixes (see above 4.5.4):

Root - Transitivizers - Aspectual Affixes - De-transitivizers

That is, we find combinations of one or more of the following in the linear order indicated:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Root} & \quad \{\text{-lka-}\} & \quad \{\text{-taři-}\} & \quad \{\text{-mali-}\} \\
\{\text{-ipa-}\} & \quad \{\text{-ipa-}\} & \quad \{\text{-nia-}\} & \quad \{\text{-ni}-\} \\
\{\text{-ma-}\} & \quad \{\text{-yipu-}\} & & \\
\end{align*}
\]

---

1 Reuther (1899) gives the ordering -inya-lka- as in đunkinalkana "to bring on behind" but my informants rejected these completely. The words given by Reuther may have been made up for Bible translation or other purposes.
There are some restrictions on the range of permissible combinations:

a) the third order suffixes -mali- RECIP and -jàrî- REFL etc.
   only ever follow -ipa/-yirpa- ALT among the second order suffixes.

b) the combination -ma- + -îna- is not permitted, but see the comments on -mînka- (page 192) and example (93) above.

The following examples show some of the permitted combinations of stem forming affixes. Notice that example (99) is one of the few showing the selection of three suffixes of this type (c.f. (65)).

(96) ̣andă ! wapa-wapa-́ika-àrî-yî-îa
   SgFA  REDUP-go-TR-DUR-PRES-NI
   'She is taking (it) away'.

(97) ̣inî ̣ayî-̣ayî-ipa-àrî-a-ψ-mayî
   2SgS REDUP-see-ALT-REFL-IMP-NM-EMPH
   'Look after yourself!'.

(98) ̣awu ̣añî-ipa-àrî-yî ̣puça-nî
   SgnFS lean-TR-PASS-PRES humpy-LOC
   'It has been leant against the humpy'.

(99) pul-a-pařa kiñtala-wuîu-φ pañî-ma-îiîpa-mali-yî
   1S-THERE dog-DUAL-NOM smell-TR-ALT-RECIP-PRES
   'The two dogs are smelling each other'.

See also examples (88) and (93) above.
4.5.5 Inflectional Affixes

In Dhirari, all verb stems, both simple and derived (by the processes described in 4.5.4 above) take a single inflectional affix when they are used in a clause, obligatorily followed by the puŋi-AUXiliary verb (4.5.7.1). This affix will be termed PARTicipial. It is identical in shape to the inflection attached to puŋi-AUX when:

a) it is followed by an AUX verb of a certain type (see 4.5.7.2).

b) it occurs in a RELative clause whose subject is coreferential with the subject of the matrix clause (5.2.2).

The PART inflection has two conditioned allomorphs in Dhirari:

-ḍa when there is a nasal stop cluster in the final syllable of the verb stem
-ṇḍa elsewhere.

We may contrast the following pair of inflected stems:

Intransitive dũŋka-ḍa 'emerge-PART'
Transitive dũŋka-lka-ṇḍa 'emerge-TR-PART'.

Any verb stem derived by the addition of the stem forming affixes (4.5.4) will take the -ṇḍa allomorph of PART with the exception of stems containing SEQ which has a (homorganic) nasal-stop cluster (recall that SEQ cannot itself be followed by any stem forming affix (4.5.4.3)).

The inflectional affixes of Diyari are described below (4.5.7.1.1, 4.5.7.1.2) together with the affixes attached to puŋi- AUX. This is because the structure of the verb phrase in the Dhirari dialect (5.1.1.1) allows us to draw a clear distinction between stem forming affixes and tense/mood inflections. This distinction is only possible for the description of the
Diyari dialect in terms of relative ordering of morphemes (see 4.5.7).

The dissimilation described above for PART is common throughout this section of South Australia (see Austin, Ellis and Hercus (1976), Schebeck (1974)) and is also found in (the western Queensland language) Kalkatungu (Blake (1969)).

4.5.6 Sequences of Main Verbs

It is possible, and quite common in texts, in both Diyari and Dhirari for a verb phrase (5.1.1.1) to consist of a sequence of two or three main verb stems. The last stem takes the inflections of the sequence as a whole (4.5.5, 4.5.7.1) while all preceding stems take the PARTICipial inflection (4.5.5).

The second stem in these sequences is restricted to a group of ten verb roots\(^1\) all but one\(^2\) belonging to class 1A or 1B (see 4.5.3.1). Semantically, they are verbs of rest or motion and provide a qualification of the action or event described by the first stem in the sequence. They are what could be termed 'adverbial verbs' but notice that the qualifying stem has all the possibilities of inflection (4.5.7.1) and occurrence with a following AUXiliary verb (4.5.7.1, 4.5.7.2) that it has as a stem not accompanying another verb.

The following table sets out the second elements of these main verb sequences:

---

1. That is, the root cannot take a stem forming affix (4.5.4) when in sequence and so root and stem must coincide.
2. The stem kuṇa- indicating 'motion away' does not occur as a root by itself. It is found only in these sequences (there is a root kuṇa- but it is a 2E transitive verb meaning 'to put on').
TABLE 35: VERB SEQUENCES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Qualifying function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. tar-a-</td>
<td>'to go up'</td>
<td>action directed upwards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. nar-i-</td>
<td>'to go down'</td>
<td>action directed downwards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. lka-</td>
<td>'to return'</td>
<td>action directed back to a point of origin (proto-typically the camp)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. nam-a-</td>
<td>'to sit'</td>
<td>action whilst stationary with reference to a point on the ground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. tar-ka-</td>
<td>'to stand'</td>
<td>action whilst standing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. karji-</td>
<td>'to rotate, go round'</td>
<td>action directed around some referent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. wirari-</td>
<td>'to walk about'</td>
<td>action performed in various directions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. wiri-</td>
<td>'to enter'</td>
<td>action directed into some referent (typically arrival at a camp).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. palka-</td>
<td>'to travel'</td>
<td>action performed whilst in motion, typically whilst on a journey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. kur-a-</td>
<td>'to go away'</td>
<td>action directed away from some referent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is an eleventh element tar-i- which does not occur as a free stem but which may follow a main verb or a sequence of two main verbs. Thus, there are three-verb sequences where the second element is one of the verbs from Table 35 and the final element is tar-i-. Informants were unable to provide any translation difference between sequences with tar-i- and those without. So, for example:
were said to be "just the same". I have not been able to find any evidence from text material which would suggest what the exact meaning(s) or function(s) of taɾi- as a verb stem are.

The following are some examples illustrating the use of these sequences (for verb affixes and AUX verbs not encountered so far see 4.5.7):

(100) ꌖawu taɾka-na taɾa-ṇa wara-yi
SgnFS stand-PART go up-PART AUX-PRES
'He stood up'.

(101) ꌖalda ọg4ayi-ṇa naɾi-yl paya piɾa-ndɾu
1DlinciA see-PART go down-PRES bird big-SCE
'We looked down from the aeroplane (lit. big bird)'.

(102) puluka-ḥ Ọna turaɾa-ṇa taɾka-yl
cow-ABS PIS sleep-PART stand-PRES
'Cattle sleep standing up'

(103) kupa-kupa-ḥ mindɾi-ṇa kaɾji-ṇa waɾi-yl
REDUP-child-ABS run-PART go round-PART AUX-PRES
puɾa-ni
humpy-LOC
'The children ran round the humpy'.
For some of the verb roots in Table 35 it is semantically plausible to have both sequences of the form $V_1V_2$, and also $V_2V_1$. There seems, however, to be a discernable difference in meaning between the two alternatives. For example, we have:

(a) $\text{ta$\bar{r}$a$}\text{na }\text{ti$\bar{ka}$-}$ 'to go up returning'

(b) $\text{ti$\bar{ka}$-na }\text{ta$\bar{r}$a$}$- 'to return going up'

Sequence (b) implies that the place to which one returns is uphill of or above the point of origin whereas (a) does not. The difference with the following pair is more clear cut:

(c) $\text{ka$\bar{r}$'i$\bar{n}$a }\text{$\eta$ama$-\eta$}$ 'to turn round on the spot'

(d) $\text{$\eta$ama$-\eta$ na ka$\bar{r}$'i-}$ 'to sit round in a circle (typically around a fire)'.

Notice that $\text{$\eta$ama-}$ can be used for action carried out whilst sitting, as in example (80) above, but it is also used when there is no relative motion between the subject of the verb sequence (S or A noun phrase, see 5.2.1.2) and the ground. Consider the following examples:

(105) $\text{wa$\bar{r}$i$\bar{t}$a }\text{na$y$i-yi }/ \text{ta$\bar{r}$a$-\eta$ na }\text{$\eta$ama-$\eta$ani}$

distant see-PRES fly-PART sit-REL$_{ds}$

$\text{ka$\bar{r}$awa$\bar{r}$a-}$

eaglehawk-ABS
'(You) see far away eaglehawks hovering (above a spot on the ground)'.

(106) yundũ wata ɲayi-yi / ɲawu tuũu-ŋ
2SgA not see-PRES SgnFS fire-ABS
ipplesu-ŋa-ŋa ɯama-ŋan
smoke-PROD-PART sit-RELds
'You don't see that fire smoking away [... so there must be no-one home]'.

As noted above, the status of ŋaŋi- is unclear. The following example:

(107) ɯanĩ wapa-la ɲana-yi / ŋinka paŋkulu ɲaka-ŋ
1SgS go-FUT AUX-PRES night three there-LOC
ůura-go-ŋa paŋka-ŋa
lie-PART go on-RELss
'I will go sleeping (on a journey) there two nights'.

was also recorded with ŋaŋi-. The informant said that (60) and the following mean "just the same":

(108) ɯanĩ wapaŋa ɲanayi / ŋinka paŋkulu ɲaka
ůuraŋa paŋkaŋa ŋaŋi-ŋa

There is, however, some hint of a 'continuing process' type of function in the following examples but the meaning is not at all clear (note that (109) is from Text 1 (Appendix A)):

1 cúpuŋaŋa ɯama- refers to a steady stream of smoke going straight up into the air. Informants explained that this was a sure sign that a camp was occupied.
(109) \text{nawu miri-\text{-}\text{ta}} \quad \text{\text{\text{-ta\text{-na}}} \quad \text{\text{-ta\text{-yi}}} \quad \text{SgnFS top-OI go up-PROL-PART ?-PRES}

'He went on up at the top (as the tree grew up and up)'.

(110) \text{di\text{\text{-}}\text{-}\text{s}} \quad \text{nawu wi\text{\text{-}i}} \quad \text{\text{\text{-na}}} \quad \text{\text{-na}} \quad \text{\text{-ta\text{-yi}}} \quad \text{sun-ABS SgnFS enter-PART go down-PART ?-PRES}

'The sun is just going down'.

Both Ngamini and Yarluyandi have main verb sequences equivalent to those found in Diyari and Dhirari. Notice that Breen's (1976b: 745) analysis of Ngamini AUXiliary verbs includes some of these sequences as well as true AUXiliaries (see 4.5.7.2). The reasons for distinguishing AUX verbs from other verbs, including sequences such as those described here, are set out in 4.5.1 and 4.5.7. In Yandruwandha (Breen 1976a) and Galali (McDonald (1977)) there are compound stem formatives similar in function (and form in some instances) to the second elements of the verb sequences in Diyari.

4.5.7 Non-Main (or AUXiliary) Verbs

There is a class of verbs (4.1.4) in Diyari and Dhirari which show different morphological and syntactic behaviour to that of the main Verbs described above (4.5.3, 4.5.5, 4.5.6). I will term these AUXiliary verbs.

The AUX verbs of Diyari and related languages (see 4.5.7.2) appear to be unique as a category among the languages of Australia as Capell (1976: 617) points out. The topic of AUX verbs in Australian languages comprises Topic E of Dixon (1976: 613-768). The analysis of Diyari and Dhirari presented here differs in some respects to that in the papers of Capell and Austin to be found in this volume (see also comments in Chapter Two above).
The AUX verbs have the following characteristic features not shared with main verbs:

a) they cannot occur with any of the derivational (stem-forming) affixes (4.5.4, 5.1.10).

b) they cannot occur in clauses marked by IMPLss or IMPLds affixes (4.5.7.1.2, 5.2.1). Notice that puři- is an exception to this generalization but its special status is discussed at 4.5.7.1 below (see also 1.1.4).

c) syntactically, they always follow the main verb in a verb phrase (5.1.1.1) and their occurrence restricts the number of possible inflectional affixes attached to the preceding main verb stem (4.5.5).

In the Dhirari dialect the AUX verbs fall into two types, an obligatory puři- AUX (4.5.7.1) and six other optional AUX (4.5.7.2). For Diyari, all AUX verbs are optional.

In the following sections I will approach the description of AUX verbs from the standpoint of Dhirari. There are two reasons for such a decision:

i) the situation in Dhirari is slightly more complicated than in Diyari owing to the existence of the obligatory AUX verb puři-.

ii) in Diyari, stem forming affixes (4.5.4) can be distinguished from tense/mood inflections on the basis of their relative suffixal positions. In Dhirari, the puři- AUX separates these two classes of affix as follows:
Stem-forming affixes
Dhirari dialect attached to main verb root
Diyari dialect attached to main verb root

Tense/Mood inflections
Dhirari dialect attached to puri-
Diyari dialect attached after stem­forming affixes if occurring, otherwise to root

A similar division holds for the subordinate clause affixes in both dialects (4.5.7.1.2 and 5.2).

### 4.5.7.1 The puri-AUX

The AUXiliary verb puri- is homophonous with two main verb roots:

a) puri- class 1A meaning 'to sit on eggs (of a bird), hatch'
b) puri- class 1D meaning 'to stoop, crouch, duck under'.

See also the etymologies at 4.5.7.2 below.

The morphemes which may be attached to puri- form a thirteen term system with one (and only one) term selected per clause. The thirteen suffixes may be classified into two sub-categories according to their occurrence in main or non-main clauses (5.1, 5.2). Within both of these sub-categories there are two types, depending upon the occurrence of a following AUXiliary verb (4.5.7.2). The following diagram summarises this classification:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clause Type</th>
<th>Following AUX</th>
<th>No. of affixes</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>main</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.5.7.1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.5.7.1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-main</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.5.7.1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.5.7.1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5.7.1.1 Main Clause Affixes

There are two basic types as noted above, those where there is no following AUX verb and those found where there is.

(1) with no following AUX

The puři-affixes of this type are four, as follows:

- **-yi** PRESent tense
- **-ya** PAST tense
- **-a-(NM)-(EMPH)** IMPerative mood
- **-yaŋmeyi** ADMONitive mood

The first two morphemes also occur as affixes attached to other AUX verbs (4.5.7.2) whilst the latter two are restricted to this position. The functions and examples of each affix are as follows:

(A) **-yi** PRESent tense - has a number of functions:

a) indicating that the action or event described by the verb is taking place at the time of utterance of the sentence,
for example:

Dh. (111) ɲawu kupa-ɸ muka-ɸ [turara-ŋda puɾi-ɣi]

Di.

'sleep-ABS lie-PART AUX-PRES'

'The child is sleeping'.

Sentences of this form often translate into English with present continuous verb forms.

This function of PRES is made more explicit by suffixing the New Information clitic -ŋa (5.4.6) to the tensed verb form. The resulting verb indicates that the action or event occurs at the moment of speaking or 'right now'. So, for example, we have:

Dh. (112) ɲawu kupa muka [turara-ŋda puɾi-ɣi-ŋa]

AUX-PRES-NI

'turara-ɣi-ŋa

'The child is sleeping now'.

The following sentence:

Dh. (113) ɲani [wapa-ŋda puɾi-ɣi-ŋa]

1SgS go-PART AUX-PRES-NI

Di. wapayiŋa

'I'm going now'.

1 In the following examples the top line is Dhirari (Dh.) and the lower line is Diyari (Di.). Identical common material is not repeated.
can be uttered when the speaker is just beginning or in the process of leaving. For further examples see 5.4.6.

b) when there is a temporal nominal (usually in locative case (4.2.4.2, 5.1.5.5)) in the clause PRES has a less immediate and more general present time reference. An example is:

Dh. (114)  karaři-∅  yini  [wapa-ŋda  puři-yi ]
today-LOC  2SgS  go-PART  AUX-PRES
Di.  [wapyi]

'You are going today'.

A verb inflected for PRES can also be used when the temporal nominal refers to the immediate future (c.f. the use of ŋana-AUX 4.5.7.2) as in:

Dh. (115)  tæŋkuæŋkuŋana-∅  [ŋati ]  niŋa  [yakalka-ŋda  puři-yi ]
  morning-LOC  1SgA  SgnFO  ask-PART  AUX-PRES
Di.  [ŋatu]  [yakalkayi]

'I will ask him in the morning' (said in the evening or at night).

c) when the temporal context of a discourse or text is set by the use of one of the other AUX verbs (4.5.7.2) then following sentences which indicate a sequential progression within this general context will contain verbs marked by PRES. In this usage -yi could be considered "tenseless" (c.f. Capell (1976: 743) and Austin (1976: 759)) but I will gloss it PRES for convenience. The following text example illustrates this
function of the affix. It comprises the first two lines of Text 1 (see Appendix A):

Di. (116) [tiarì-§ ya mankařa-§ pulà ñana-ña
young man-ABS and girl-ABS DIS be-PART
wantì-§ ñuwa-maça / pulà wapa-§
AUX-PRES spouse-KIN PROP DIS go-PRES
'[A young man and a girl were married (long ago).] They went (walking).'

d) indicating that a state of affairs is true in general.
That is, -yi indicates a generic statement. Examples, from texts, include the following:

Di. (117) paya pañtaña-§ ñana taña-§
bird all-ABS P1S fly-PRES
'All birds can fly'.

Dh. (118) kupa-§ wata paku yinda-§a pulà-§
child-ABS not nothing cry-PART DIS AUX-PRES
'Children do not cry for nothing'.

Di. (119) kana-ali pulà ūkuřu-§ ñandara-§ kintala
person-ERG cannot kangaroo-ABS hit-PRES dog
pani-ali
none-INST
'A man cannot kill a kangaroo without a dog'.
Notice that -yi by itself does not overtly express a habitual meaning since this is the function of the AUXiliary verb wapa- which does, however, co-occur with a suffixed -yi (see 4.5.7.2)

(B) -ya PAST tense - has a single function, which is indicating that the action or event described by the verb took place at some (unspecified) time in the past and was completed or finished at the time of speaking. That is, it indicates both past tense and perfect aspect (Comrie (1976)). This latter meaning is clear when the particle ma^a 'already' (5.5.7) is used in the same clause as the verb marked by -ya PAST.

The following are some examples of the occurrence of this affix:

Di. (120) ɡandru nuwa ŋupara-Ø ʃuŋta-ya
SgF spouse first-ABS lose-PAST
'She lost her first husband'.

Di. (121) ŋakaŋi mili palpa-Ø maŋa pali-ya
1SgGEN relation some-ABS already die-PAST
'Some of my relations have already died'.

Dh. (122) ɣaru-ka tana [saddle] ŋana-ŋa puʃi-ya
like that-TOKEN PIS be-PART AUX-PAST
'That's how those (camel) saddles were'.

Example (122) occurred in a text describing the making of camel saddles, which are no longer in existence.

(C) IMPerative mood - this is marked by the addition of -a to the pu-W- AUXiliary (realized phonetically as [ja]) through the operation of the regular phonological rules, see 3.4) in Dhirari and to the verb stem in Diyari.

The subject noun phrase (either S or A (see 5.2.1.2)) of a clause containing a verb inflected for IMP can only have a second person referent (see 4.3.2). This subject, however, need not be overtly expressed (see examples below).

Notice that a class 1D verb (4.5.3.1) cannot take the IMPerative suffix unless the clause also contains the negative particle wata 'not' (5.5.1).

The IMP affix may be followed (optionally) by either or both of the following two affixes (in strict (a)-(b) order if both occur):

a) number marker (NM) which cross-references the number of the addressee noun phrase. The forms of the marker are:

- -₀-  for singular and unspecified number
- -₁u-  for dual
- -ni-  for plural

¹ These number markers are found only with imperatives. They have no role elsewhere in the language.
The singular is the unmarked term in the set and is used whenever explicit reference to the number of addressees is unnecessary. To make explicit marked singular number reference one of the second person singular pronouns must be used (i.e. either yini 2SgS or yundfu 2SgA (see 4.3.2)).

Number Markers for the IMPerative are also a feature of Ngamini and Yarluyandi. Both these languages have the forms:

-Ø- for singular and unspecified number
-1i- for dual
-nI- for plural

The IMP affix in both is also -a.

b) EMPHatic marker (EMPH) which indicates the degree of force with which a command is expressed. It is difficult to quantify exactly the force of the EMPH markers but observations of actual usage suggest that:

-Ø- indicates a normal, unemphatic command
-mayi- indicates a slightly stronger command, such as would be used on repetition of an order or when the speaker is angry.

The clitic -awu (5.4.9) indicates an EXCLAMation. It may be suffixed to an IMPerative verb (after NM) when the command is shouted. Note that EMPH cannot co-occur with EXCLAM.

The following are some examples of possible combinations of these affixes:
Di. (123) yini ŋama-a-ọ-mayi ṣaldran ọlandi
2SgS sit-IMP-NM-EMPH IDlinclGEN mother-LOC
'You stay with our mother!' (1;5)

Dh. (124) wata ọna ḋanda-ọ puři-a-ni-awu
not SgnFO hit-PART AUX-IMP-NM-EXCLAM
'Don't you (all) hit him!'.

Di. (125) waʃa ƙalʃa-a-lu-mayi
while wait-IMP-NM-EMPH
'You (two) wait a while!' (1;33)

(D) -yaʃimayi ADMONitive - has an admonitive force and indicates that the speaker is expressing an opinion about what he feels a certain state of affairs should be. An ADMON inflected verb phrase takes as its subject (either S or A (5.2.1.2)) a third person referent, usually expressed as a determiner (4.4.1).

An example of the use of ADMON is the following:

Di. (126) ụulu puka-ọ ụya-yaʃiʃimayi
SgnFA food-ABS eat-ADMON
"Let him eat his dinner; he should eat his dinner".

According to informants, it is possible to paraphrase (126) as follows (see 5.2.1.4 for the use of IMPLds marking):
There is some evidence that -yaljmayi should be analysed as -yajj-mayi (where mayi is like EMPH of IMPeratives (see above) perhaps). Consider the following example:

The occurrence of the EXCLAMatory clitic suggests that ADMON is -yašl and that -mayi is an addition. In by far the majority of examples in the corpus these two elements always occur together.

Notice that there is a non-main clause affix -yašl LEST with an admonitive function (see 4.5.7.1.2). It does not seem to be synchronically related to the main clause -yašl(mayi) affix described here.

Informants pointed out that clauses containing a verb marked by ADMON could never take a second person pronominal subject (see 4.3.2) and that commands addressed to a second person addressee must be in IMPerative mood (see above). That is, we have a contrast such as the following where (130) is ungrammatical:
Di. (129) yînî ƙika-a-ŋ-mayî / muda-ŋa
2SgS return-IMP-NM-EMPH finish-IMPLss
‘You go back to finish’.

Di. (130) *yînî ƙikayaŋ-imayî mudaŋa

It is not possible to express a first person imperative in Diyari using either IMP or ADMON above. The only way hortative expressions may be stated is by the use of PRES (and optionally) the -ŋa New Information clitic). So, for example, we have:

Dh. (131) qalda  wapa-ŋa puŋi-ŋ-ŋa
1Dlinc1S go-PART AUX-PRES-NI

Di. qalďfa  wapa-ŋi-ŋa

‘Let’s go!’.

(2) with a following AUX
There are two affixes which are added to puŋi- when it is followed by another AUX verb (4.5.7.2), their selection being determined by the type of AUXiliary. The affixes are:

(A) -ŋa ~ -ga PARTICipial suffix (see 4.5.5 for the allomorphy of PART in Dhirari) is added to puŋi- when it occurs before all AUX verbs with past tense reference (see 4.5.7.2) with the exception of wiŋi- the ‘yesterday past’ marker (see below).

Notice that PART also occurs suffixed to main verb stems:

a) followed by puŋi- itself (see 4.5.5)
b) which occur in a sequence of main verbs (see 4.5.6).

In the Diyari dialect PART has a single form -ŋa. It occurs suffixed to verb stems in the functions (except (a)) described above.

In a sense PART is the least marked of the set of verb affixes in Diyari and Dhirari because verbs in citation will always be inflected with the PART affix. So, for example, informants reply to an enquiry such as "What is the word for X" (where X is a verb) with "Y-PART". When talking about (in a meta-linguistic sense) particular verbs, informants always employ the participial form of the stem.

(B) -ŋa FUTURE suffix occurs on puŋ̓i- before the future tense AUXiliary ŋana- (4.5.7.2) and also before wiŋ̓i- 'yesterday past' (4.5.7.2).

While this may seem a semantically heterogeneous pair I believe that the use of FUT preceding wiŋ̓i- can be functionally motivated. There are two homophonous verb roots wiŋ̓i- in Diyari1 which have quite distinct functions:

a) wiŋ̓i- as a 1A verb meaning 'to enter'. It is possible to use wiŋ̓i- as the second member of a sequence of main verbs, indicating 'action directed into some referent (typically arrival at a camp)' (see 4.5.6 and Table 35).

In this case the verb preceding wiŋ̓i- in the sequence

---

1 The following arguments do not hold for Dhirari because of the existence of the puŋ̓i- AUX. It occurs after wiŋ̓i- in (a) but before it in (b) so no confusion can arise - see example (133).
will take the PARTICipial suffix.

b) wiři- as an AUXiliary verb (see 4.5.7.2).

In order to avoid possible ambiguity it is necessary to have a different affix on the main verb stem when wiři- is functioning as an AUXiliary. The future marker -ₜₐ (which is only otherwise found on stems preceding qana- (but see 4.5.3.1.2 below)) is the only available alternative to PART.

Notice also that it is possible for a single verb phrase to contain both wiři- roots, each with the appropriate marking on the preceding stem. An example is:

Di. (132) ꞌnawu ꞌika-ŋa wiři-ₜₐ wiři-yi
SgnFS return-PART enter-FUT AUX-PRES

'RE came back in yesterday'.

Compare this with Dhirari:

Dh. (133) ꞌnawu ꞌikaŋda wiřiŋda puřiŋa wiřiyi

Table 37 shows the range of temporal reference of the two affixes.

The discussion above suggests that, historically, the development of AUX verbs (and hence the necessity for a special preceding stem marker) occurred after main verb sequences were established. Some evidence for the recent development of AUX verbs can be found below (4.5.7.3).
4.5.7.1.2 Subordinate Clause Affixes

A description of the syntax of non-main (or subordinate) clauses can be found at 5.2 below. There are basically four types of subordinate clause in both dialects. Three of these clause types - purposives, relatives and sequentials - have markings which indicate whether or not the subject of the subordinate clause is coreferential with the subject of the main clause (this is a much simplified general statement of the conditioning - see 5.2, especially 5.2.1.2, 5.2.1.3, 5.2.1.7, 5.2.2.1, 5.2.6.1 for further details). The fourth clause type - admonitives - shows no such differential marking and fails to indicate 'switch-reference' (see 5.2.1.2).

Table 36 lists the affixes concerned. Note that they are suffixed to puňi- in Dhirari and to the verb stem in Diyari (see 4.5.7.1)\(^1\).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clause Type</th>
<th>Coreferential subjects?</th>
<th>Dhirari</th>
<th>Diyari</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IMPLicated(_{ss})</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>-lali</td>
<td>-lā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPLicated(_{ds})</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>-yanl</td>
<td>-nantu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RELative(_{ss})</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>-nda</td>
<td>-nā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RELative(_{ds})</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>-ndani</td>
<td>-nani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEQuential(_{ss})</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>-ndandu</td>
<td>-nandu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEQuential(_{ds})</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>-ni(ṇura)</td>
<td>-ni(ṇura)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEST</td>
<td>yes or no</td>
<td>-yaṭi</td>
<td>-yaṭi</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\) Past tense AUX verbs can occur in REL and SEQ clauses when they take the appropriate suffix. In such cases the puňi- or (Diyari) stem selects the usual affix for its pre-AUX position (see below).
Some of these forms may be analysed and related to other forms in the language:

Diyari  \[\text{IMPL}_{ss} = \text{FUT} (4.5.7.1.1)\]

Dhirari/Diyari  \[\text{REL}_{ss} = \text{PART} (4.5.7.1.1, 4.5.5)\]
\[\text{REL}_{ds} = \text{PART-LOGM} \text{ (case marker 4.2.4)}\]
\[\text{SEQ}_{ss} = \text{PART-SEQ} \text{ (case marker 4.2.4)}\]
\[\text{SEQ}_{ds} -ni = \text{Nominalizer} \text{ (see 5.1.9.1)}\]
\[\text{LEST} = \text{ADMON} \text{ (? - see 4.5.7.1.1)}\]

For a table of the subordinate clause affixes in neighbouring languages see Table 41 at 5.2.1.2 below.

The following sentences provide some examples of five of these subordinate clause markers. For more detailed discussion and exemplification see 5.2 below.

Dh. (134) ŋani \[\text{wapa-ŋda puři-yi} \] / yinapa
1SgS go-PART AUX-PRES 2SgO

Di. wapa-yi

Dh. ŋayi-ŋda puři-jali
see-PART AUX-IMPLss

Di. ŋayi-la

'I came to see you'.

Dh. (135) pulu \[\text{warara-ŋda puři-yi} \] / ţana munta
SgnFA leave-PART AUX-PRES P1S self

Di. warara-yi
Dh. [dùŋka-da puři-yani]
emerge-PART AUX-IMPL\_ds

Di. [dùŋka-ŋaŋtu]

'He left them to come out by themselves'.

Dh. (136) نغانی [kuɗŋka-da kuँra-ŋda puři-ya]
\textit{SgFS} run-PART go away-PART AUX-PRES

Di. [mindři-ŋa kuँra-yi]

Dh. [yinda-da puři-ŋda]
cry-PART AUX-REL\_ss

Di. [yindřa-ŋa]

'She ran away crying'.

Dh. (137) yini munţa [dùŋka-da puři-ŋdani] / wata
\textit{2SgS self} emerge-PART AUX-REL\_ds not

Di. [dùŋka-ŋani]

Dh. [ŋaţi] yinaŋa [danda-da puři-ya]
\textit{1SgA 2SgO} hit-PART AUX-PRES

Di. [ŋaţu] [nandřa-ya]

'If you come out by yourself I won't hit you'.

Dh. (138) yini [wapa-ŋda puři-a-Bag-mayi] puŋala-ni
\textit{2SgS} go-PART AUX-IMP-NM-EMPH shade-LOC

Di. [wapa-a-Bag-mayi]

Dh. [munţa-ri-ŋda puři-yaţî]
sick-INCH-PART AUX-LEST

Di. [munţa-ri-yaţî]

'Go into the shade lest you get sick'.
There is one inflection which occurs suffixed to puñi- or the (Diyari) stem in subordinate clauses where there is a following (past tense) AUX verb. This is the PART suffix regularly added to puñi- and the stem in this position for main clauses (see 4.5.7.1.1 and footnote on page 217).

4.5.7.2 Other AUX Verbs

Both Diyari and Dhirari have a rich system of specifying time reference and modality by means of AUXiliary verbs which occur as the final constituent of a verb phrase (see 5.1.1.1). Most AUX verbs can be followed by one final affix, usually -yi PRES, in main clauses but wapa- occurs with both -yi PRES and -ya PAST with differences in function (see below). The affixes found on the verb immediately preceding each AUX (either the stem in Diyari or puñi- in Dhirari) are described at 4.5.7.1.1 above.

As noted above, the past tense AUX verbs can occur in some types of subordinate clauses, particularly REL (5.2.2) and SEQ (5.2.6). They cannot occur in LEST and IMPL clauses (5.2.1, 5.2.4).

The various AUX and examples of their use are set out below. The translations and glosses, particularly those of the more distant past group, are not to be taken as exact and precise. There seems to be a certain degree of overlap permitted in the speech of my main informants.

(A) wantj- co-occurs with -yi PRES and indicates 'distant past reference'. The root of this AUX is homophonous with a main verb of class 2B (see 4.5.3) meaning 'to search for'.

The following is an example of its use. Notice that clauses containing wantjyi also often have the time location nominal waru 'long ago' (see 4.2.7.2).
Dh. (139) waru-∅  [ŋaŋi]  ḳukuṈu-∅  [waŋi-ŋa]

long ago-LOC  1SgA kangaroo-ABS  cook-PART

Di.

puŋi-ŋa  waŋi-leg
AUX-PART  AUX-PRES

'I cooked a kangaroo long ago'.

See also example (116) from Text One.

(B) wapa- homophonous with a 1A verb meaning 'to go', has two distinct functions:

a) with a suffixed -ya PAST marker, wapa- specifies past time reference of the order of one to two months previous to the present. Informants usually gloss sentences containing wapa-ya as "... a good while ago". An example is:

Dh. (140) pula-ya  [danda-mali-ŋa  puŋi-ŋa]  wapa-ya

DIS-NEAR  hit-RECIP-PART  AUX-PART  AUX-PAST

Di.

nand̄a-mali-ŋa
AUX-PAST

"Those two had a fight a good while ago".

1 Reuther, in his grammar (Hercus and Breen (ms)), and also Gatti (1930: 83) state that the verb stem preceding wapaya in Diyari takes -la FUT rather than -ŋa PART. Reuther gives its function as "Präsens" while Gatti says it is "verbo un concetto di presente". Planert (1908: 691) gives it as "Präsens definitum" and translates ŋankaŋa wapaya as "(ich) bin machend". Gason (1874) however has -la wopia as a past tense form. My informants use -ŋa wapaya as indicated here. I have once heard -la wapaya used but was offered -ŋa wapaya during elicitation.
b) with a suffixed -yi PRES marker, wapa- specifies the habitual mood. That is, it indicates an action or event which is known to occur habitually (with more or less regularity). An example is:

Dh. (141) tana [ŋama-ŋa puŋl-ŋa] wapa-ŋi mita muya-nil
PIS sit-PART AUX-PART AUX-PRES ground dry-LOC
Di. [ŋama-ŋa]
"They live in the dry country".

Note that it is possible to use the adverbial noun plus adjective (5.1.3.2) puŋa paŋpa 'sometimes' in a clause containing the habitual AUX. The following is an example from Diyari where the adverb is added, somewhat as an after thought:

Di. (142) ŋatu kaŋi-ŋa kaŋpa-ŋa wapa-ŋi puŋa paŋpa
 1SgA clothes-ABS sew-PART AUX-PRES times some
"I sew clothes, sometimes".

(C) paŋa- homophonous with a main verb root (class 1D) meaning 'to lie (of inanimates)', co-occurs with a suffixed -ya PAST marker. This AUX indicates past time of the order of one to two weeks prior to the present (time of speaking).

An example of its use is:
He didn't go last week.

Note that *-ŋa paŋayi does not occur in the corpus in contrast to -ŋa paŋaya AUX construction.

(D) wiŋi- homophonous with the 1A main verb root meaning 'to enter, go in', occurs with the -yi PRES suffix. It indicates that the action or event described by the main verb took place 'yesterday', that is, between yesterday morning and this morning.

The verb occurring before wiŋiyi is suffixed with the -ŋa FUT marker (see 4.5,7.1.1). The sequence -ŋa wiŋiyi occurs in main verb sequences where wiŋi- is an instance of the main verb 'to enter' (see 4.5.6).

An example of the use of this AUX is:

Yesterday the dog killed a kangaroo.
The following two examples occurred during a description of an evening after a drunken party which had occurred during the previous night:

Di. (145) yaru-ka pula ŋana-la wiři-yi thinke wiți-ța
like that- TOKEN DIS be-FUT AUX-PRES night long-OI
"That's how they were all night long"

Di. (146) ŋankupaŋkupaŋa-∅ wiŋdi-la diji-∅ ḏunka-ŋantu /
morning-LOC only-NI sun-ABS emerge-IMPL
nani wapa-ŋa kuřa-la wiři-yi
1SgS go-PART go away-FUT AUX-PRES
"I went away as the sun was only just coming up this morning".

It seems that, had the sun been already up (IMPL specifies that the sunrise took place after the leaving (see 5.2.1.1)) the use of wara- AUX (see below) would have been preferred.

(E) wara- homophonous with a 2D verb root meaning 'to throw', occurs with the -yi PRES suffix. It indicates that the action or event specified by the main verb occurred in the recent past. Typically, if 'now' is some time during the day -ŋa warayi refers to the period between 'now' and sunrise this morning (see wiři- above).

Clauses containing warayi AUX may also have the particle maŋa (5.5.7) which informants translate into English as "just..."
An example is:
Dh. (147) maļa | nəɬi | ɬiŋa | nəɬi-ŋa | puɬi-ŋa
already | 1SGA | SgnFO | see-PART | AUX-PART

Di. | nəɬu | nəɬi-ŋa
wara-yi
AUX-PRES

"I've just seen him".

One further example is:

Di. (148) karəɬ-ŋ | ɬəndəɬu | ɬuɬəɬu-ŋ | wayi-ŋa | wara-yi
today-LOC | SgnFA | kangaroo-ABS | cook-PART | AUX-PRES

'She cooked a kangaroo today'.

There is a single AUX verb in both dialects indicating future time specification. This contrasts with the five AUX verbs subdividing past time.

(F) ɬana- homophonous with the copula main verb root meaning 'to be' (see 5.1.2), occurs with a suffixed -yঁ PRES marker. It refers to actions or events taking place in the near to distant future.

There is some overlap between the uses of ɬanayঁ and one of the functions of the simple present (see 4.5.7.1.1). Examples of the AUX construction include the following:
Table 37 gives a schematic picture of the AUX system representing tense specification (that is, the modal wapayi is excluded). As noted above (page 220), the boundaries between the time reference of the various AUX are not totally rigid so the periods given at the bottom of the diagram are to be taken as approximate and relative (particularly on the left-hand side).

Items on the vertical axis represent:

a) the AUX element

b) the affix attached to the preceding stem (or to puři- in Dhirari) i.e. either -nda ~-da / -ña or -ja

c) the affix selected by each AUX, either -yi or -ya.

Notice that an explanation for the apparent intrusion of -ja in the middle line is put forward above (see 4.5.7.1.1).
### TABLE 37: DIYARI/DHIRARI AUXILIARY VERBS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME REFERENCE</th>
<th>Past</th>
<th>1-2 months</th>
<th>1-2 weeks</th>
<th>Yesterday morning</th>
<th>This morning</th>
<th>Now</th>
<th>Future</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### AUXILIARY AFFIX
- **-yî**
- **-ya**
- **-yî**

#### STEM (puři-)
- **-na/-nda**
- **-la**
- **-na/-nda**
- **-la**

#### AUXILIARY
- **wani-**
- **wapa-**
- **pařa-**
- **wiři-**
- **wara-**
- **naña-**
4.5.7.3 A Comparative Note

Breen (1976b) claims that Ngamini, once spoken adjacent to Diyari (see 1.1.5) had a system of AUX verbs showing some similarities to and also important differences from the Diyari/Dhirari system described above (4.5.7.2). On the basis of my fieldwork on Ngamini, I would disagree with Breen's analysis and sub-divide his "auxiliary verbs" as follows:

a) roots which occur as the second element of a main verb sequence (see 4.5.6 above). These can all occur with IMPL clause marking (see 5.2.1), and comprise:

- marfa-'to crawl' - continuing action in motion
- parfa-'to run' - momentary action in motion
- wi-fi-'to enter' - arrival
- titka-'to return' - action directed back to origin
- kuru- ? - motion away

b) true AUXiliary verbs, which cannot occur in IMPL clauses (see 4.5, 5.2.1). There are three:

1 There are a number of others (c.f. 4.5.6) not recorded by Breen, for example gar- 'action downwards' and tafa- 'action upwards' as in:

- mitafika na gar- 'to look down on'
- mitafika na tafa- 'to look up at'

Breen gives an example with gar- (example (2) page 747) but apparently did not notice that it patterns with these other roots in forming main verb sequences.
qana- indicates FUTure
wara- indicates recent past
wapa- indicates distant past and usually habitual (note that the preceding stem takes -ŋa and wapa- takes -ini- NOMinalizer (see Breen (1976b: 748)).

My fieldnotes on Yarluyandi show that that language (see 1.1.5) has both main verb sequences (like Ngamini and Diyari) and also true AUX verbs. There are however, only two of the latter attested:

qana- indicating future
wapa- indicating distant past and (usually) habitual (as for Ngamini above).

There is no equivalent to wara- 'recent past' (c.f. Ngamini and Diyari) as an AUX construction since the simple past inflection -ndu is used.

Yandruwandha, according to Breen (1976a: 750):

"does not make use of auxiliary verbs except that one form of the future tense in the dialect spoken along Strezlecki Creek uses qana- 'to do' as an auxiliary.

(1) qanyi tawaŋa qanala OR qanyi tawaŋa
I go-fut do-pres
'I am going to go'."

1 Some examples of these are the following:

ŋikanda tara- 'to look up at' (ŋika- 'to see')
ŋuŋinđa qari- 'to sit down' (ŋuni- 'to sit')
ŋangida lika- 'to give back' (ŋangl- 'to give')

c.f. Table 35.
This language then has but one true AUX verb and it is only infrequently used. There is a system of suffixation which seems to correspond semantically to the main verb sequences of the other languages mentioned above. There are also some phonological similarities, for example, Yandruwandha -jka- "action directed back" corresponds to Diyari -na jka-. How these comparative data are to be interpreted in a diachronic account of these languages must remain an open question until further work (c.f. 1.1.5) has been completed.

4.5.8 Interrogative Verbs

There are two interrogative verb stems derived by the application of inchoative and causative process described in Sections 5.1.10.1, 5.1.10.3 to the interrogative nominal miŋa (see 4.2.8). They are:

Transitive    miŋaŋanka-
Intransitive  miŋari-

Examples of their use are the following:

(151) miŋa-ri-ŋa  wara-yi  qawu
what-INCH-PART AUX-PRES SgnFS
'What happened to him?'.

(152) miŋaŋanka-la  ŋana-yi  qaLfña  miŋa
what-CAUSE-FUT AUX-PRES 1Dlinc1A SgnFO
'What shall we do with him?' (1;82)
The transitive interrogative verb may occur with -mali RECIP and -żąři- REFL stem forming affixes (see 4.5.4.1 - notice that it acts like a 2A root as regards the effects of adding -żąři-). Examples of the use of the de-transitivized stems are:

(153) mĩŋa-ŋanka-żãři-ŋa wara-yi yini ḏankuĎankupaŋa-ŋa
what-CAUSE-REFL-PART AUX-PRES 2SgS morning-LOC
'What did you do to yourself this morning?'. (25;39)

(154) mĩŋa-ŋanka-mali-ŋa wara-yi yula? [ŋali
what-CAUSE-RECIP-PART AUX-PRES 2D1S 1D1exc1S
piŋki-ŋa wara-yi windźi]
play-PART AUX-PRES only
'What did you two do to each other? [We were only playing]'. (25;38).
5.1 SIMPLE SENTENCES

A simple sentence in Diyari consists of a predicate and one or more noun phrase arguments. The noun phrases (5.1.1.2) are all overtly marked for case (4.2.4, 5.1.5). Predicates are of two basic types:

a) verbal, that is, containing a verb marked for tense or mood (see 5.1.1.1)

b) non-verbal, expressing a state or quality and usually not marked for tense (see 5.1.2). These predicates contain a copula under certain circumstances (see below).

Throughout the following discussion of the syntax reference will be made to three syntactic functions, as follows (see also 4.5.3):

S - subject of an intransitive verb
A - subject of a transitive (or di-transitive) verb
0 - object of a transitive verb

These three labels are useful for discussing aspects of the grammar (see, for example, 5.1.5 and 5.1.8); however there is no one-to-one relationship between them and semantic categories (see 5.1.5).

5.1.1 Constituent Types

The classes of words which must be distinguished morphologically are outlined in 4.1 above. We may recognize two syntactic constituents which consist of one or more words.
5.1.1.1 Verb Complex

A verb complex consists of one or more main verbs (4.5.3, 4.5.6) followed (optionally) by an AUXiliary verb (4.5.7), the last element taking one of the inflectional affixes (see 4.5.7.1). In the Dhirari dialect the puḏi- AUXiliary is obligatory and may be followed by a further AUXiliary (4.5.7.2). Main verbs are classified into intransitive, transitive and di-transitive types (see 4.5.3 for the criteria employed). For Diyari we can abbreviate this as follows:

\[ VC \rightarrow \begin{array}{l}
\text{main } V^n (+ AUX) \quad n \geq 1 \\
\text{main } V \rightarrow \\
V_{\text{int}} \\
V_{\text{tr}} \\
V_{\text{di-tr}}
\end{array} \]

while the description for Dhirari has a slightly different first expansion:

\[ VC \rightarrow \text{main } V^n + AUX (+ AUX) \quad n \geq 1 \]

Standard treatments of English grammar in the transformational model (see Chomsky (1957, 1964), Akamajian and Heny (1975)) set up a verb phrase category which can consist of a transitive verb plus a noun phrase. In Diyari there is only weak evidence for linking a particular noun phrase (the 0 NP) with a transitive verb as a sentential constituent, namely the facts of nominalization (see 5.1.9 for details).

5.1.1.2 Noun Phrase

A noun phrase minimally consists of one of the following (as defined by
Thus, a single word noun phrase (NP) will consists of one of these four types of constituent. It is possible to combine one or more of these parts of speech as a noun phrase subject to two constraints:

1) it is not possible to select both a pronoun and a determiner
2) only one occurrence of a pronoun or a determiner per noun phrase.

The relative ordering of constituents within a noun phrase is given by the following formula¹ (where usual abbreviations are employed. Note that at least one constituent must be chosen (as above)):

\[
\left\{\begin{array}{c}
\text{Pronoun} \\
\text{Determiner}
\end{array}\right) \quad (N)^n \quad (\text{Adj})^n
\]

\[
\left\{\begin{array}{c}
\text{N proper} \\
\text{N locational}
\end{array}\right)
\]

The head noun of a noun phrase can be one or both of the following (see also 4.2.1):

a) a generic noun
b) a specific noun

¹ This is the 'preferred' ordering (typical of elicited sentences) - it is possible to scramble constituents provided that each carries case marking (see below).
Where both are selected the relative ordering is as follows:

\[ N \rightarrow N \text{ generic} + N \text{ specific} \]

We also have noun phrases where the head noun consists of two specific nouns in apposition. There are two types:

1) apposition indicating a part-whole relationship. The use of apposition for inalienable possession is discussed in detail at 5.1.6.2 below. Other examples of this type are:

- maŋa kira 'jawbone'  mouth + boomerang
- paŋara kuku 'hole in box tree'  box tree + hollow
- maŋa ɲandři 'thumb'  hand + mother
- ḫalpa waŋa 'earlobe'  ear + butt

2) apposition where the first noun provides a specification (or narrowing) of the reference of the second noun. Examples include:

- kaŋa ḫaŋa 'Aboriginal name'  person + name
- ḫiyari yawaŋa 'Diyari language'  Diyari + language
- pukaŋu wima 'corroboree type'  ochre type + corroboree\(^1\)
- ḩalaŋa maŋa 'rain stone'  rain + stone
- ɲaŋaŋa kanku 'younger brother'  yS + boy
- kaŋi kaŋi mankaŋa 'granddaughter'  REDUP-mother's mother + girl\(^2\)

---

1 See footnote page 104
2 kaŋi kaŋi is a reciprocal term for 'mother's mother' and '(female's) daughter's child'. Reduplication (see 4.2.10) indicates 'little or small'.
The following are some examples of the types of noun phrases encountered (for further exemplification see following examples and texts (Appendix A)):

nwu kañu mañari ṅumu  'the good man'
SgnFS person man good

qall kanku waka  'we small boys'
1DlincS boy small

țana țalaña maña pınा maña  'those big new rain stones'
PIS rain stone big new

5.1.2  Non-Verb Predicates

As noted above (5.1), predicates may be verbal (5.1.1.1) or non-verbal. The latter type of predicate consists of a noun phrase which may be followed, under certain circumstances, by the copula ṣanà- 'to be' (see below). Simple sentences may thus consist of a noun phrase subject (marked for the same case as an S NP (see 5.1.5.1)) and a noun phrase predicate (again with case marking as for S NPs) with the predicate usually, but not always, clause final (see 5.1.7.1).

The meanings expressed by clauses with non-verbal predicates are:

a) **equational**, that is 'X is Y'

and

b) **attributive**, that is 'X has the attribute Y'
For type (b), Y will be a noun phrase consisting of (one or more) adjectives. The following are some examples of these clause types (note that (155) and (156) are type (a) while (157) and (158) are type (b)):

(155) qani warapaptju
1SgS left-hand
'I (am) left-handed'. (1;90)

(156) nawu-ya-ku jurajta
SgnFS-NEAR-SENSE camp-OI
'This (is) the camp'. (1;129)

(157) patara-∅ marapu
box tree-ABS many
'There (are) many box trees'.

(158) pula-ya kintala-∅ malapjt
DIS-NEAR dog-ABS bad
'These dogs (are) bad'.

The following sentence is interesting in that it consists of just two nominal determiners (recall that NPs may be determiners only (5.1.1.2)):

(159) nawu-ya nawu
SgnFS-NEAR SgnFS
'This (is) it'.

As an alternative to examples (155) to (159) above the copula ɲana- (plus puɾi- in Dhirari) can be used in clause final position. Thus, the corresponding to (155), and with the same meaning, we have:

Dh. (160) ɲani waɾaɲanju
1SgS left-hand
[ɲana-ŋda puɾi-yi]
be-PART AUX-PRES

Di. [ɲana-yi]

'I am left-handed'.

The copula is only rarely used marked for present tense and there is a decided tendency towards sentences like (155) to (159), especially in text material. (Note however the ɲana- is obligatory in certain types of instrumental construction (see 5.1.5.4) regardless of temporal reference). When the attribute or equation described by a non-verb predicate is not located in the present, ɲana- must be used to carry the tense or imperative mood (in cases where it is semantically plausible) affixes (see 4.5.7.1). So, we find ɲana- marked as PAST in:

(161) piɗaru-ʃ piŋa ɲana-ya ɲʊŋkaŋu-ka ɗiŋi-ni
drought-ABS big be-PAST SgnFLOC-TOKEN day-LOC
'There was a big drought on that day'.

and followed by one of the AUX verbs (other than puɾi-) in:

(162) kunʃi marapu-ʃ ʁiŋkli-ɖa-ʃ ɲana-ŋa wara-yi
mosquito many-ABS here-VICIN-LOC be-PART AUX-PRES
'There were many mosquitoes here'.

Notice the contrast between the use of ŋana- in just the first of the following pair of clauses linked by ŋala 'but' (5.3.3):

(164) ŋaŋkuŋgupana-ŋ gawu wata ŋumu ŋana-ŋa
morning-LOC SgnFS not good be-PART
warayi ŋala karari-ŋ gawu maja ŋumu
AUX-PRES but now-LOC SgnFS alright good

'This morning he was no good but now he is alright'.

We also find ŋana- in RELative clauses (see 5.2.2) because of their inherent past reference ('past' with relation to the main clause) and to carry the subordinate clause affix (see 4.5.7.1.2):

(165) wata ŋalu kupula-ŋ .tapana-ŋa wanti-yi /
not 1SgA wine-ABS drink-PART AUX-PRES
mankaŋa ŋani ŋana-ŋa
girl 1SgS be-RELss

"I didn't drink grog when I was a girl".

There are examples in the corpus of positive and negative imperatives containing ŋana-, for example:

(166) ŋumu ŋana-a-ŋ-mayi
good be-IMP-NM-EMPH

'Be good'.

(163) kaŋa-ŋa ŋana paŋu ŋana-ŋa wanti-yi
person-ABS PIS naked be-PART AUX-PRES

'People were naked (long ago)'.

Notice the contrast between the use of ŋana- in just the first of the following pair of clauses linked by ŋala 'but' (5.3.3):
A number of languages restrict the occurrence of the copula to non-present time, for example Russian (Ward (1965: 109-110)) and literary Arabic (Cowan (1958: 10, 61)). Most Australian languages appear to lack a verb 'to be' although Ngiyamba: (Donaldson (1977: 281)) and some other N.S.W. languages (Williams (1976)) do have it. In Walmatjari (Dixon (pers. comm.) quoting Hudson) a copula has developed from the verb 'to lie'.

5.1.3 Adverbial Modification

Uninflected adjectives or adjective plus noun combinations may be used in Diyari to provide adverbial modification of a predicate. A number of separate functions can be distinguished including manner, degree and temporal specification (see 5.1.3.1, 5.1.3.2). The predicate determiners (4.4.2) also have adverbial functions (5.1.3.3). These adverbial function elements normally occur immediately before the verb but they may (as in (177) below) appear after it. Predicate determiners are also used clause initially (5.1.3.3).

The Adj and N+Adj combinations cannot be taken as examples of noun phrases (inflected for ABSolutive case, say (see 5.1.5)) or parts of noun phrases for three reasons:

a) they can never occur with nominal determiners (4.4.1, 5.1.1.2) of any number or case

b) there are examples where it is semantically impossible for an Adj adverbial modifier to be interpreted as part of an NP. Consider the example of waŋku 'cross, crosswise' (as in piŋa waŋku 'a crosswise (piece of) wood') used as follows:
This can only mean 'The dog is running across (the line of sight)' and not 'The crosswise dog is running'. Similarly, an imperative such as:

$$(169) \ \text{yini} \ \text{talku} \ \text{yağa-a-φ-mayI}$$

2SgS straight speak-IMP-NM-EMPH

means 'You talk correctly!' and not 'You (being) straight, talk!'.

c) the positioning of clause stress differentiates between adjectives as parts of NPs and adjectives as adverbial modifiers. So, for example:

$$(170) \ \text{nawu-ya} \ \text{naŋi} \ \text{tuŋka} \ \text{pəni-yi}$$

SgnFS-NEAR meat rotten smell-PRES

can mean 'This rotten meat is smelling' but with an intonation break between naŋi and tuŋka and clause stress on tuŋka it means 'This meat smells rotten'. Often, where ambiguity could arise, topicalization (5.1.7.3) is employed to split the N and Adj and give the second reading only:

$$(171) \ \text{naŋi-φ} \ \text{nawu-ya} \ \text{tuŋka} \ \text{pəni-yi}$$

meat-ABS SgnFS-NEAR rotten smell-PRES

'This meat smells rotten'.

1 I have not written -φ ABS here because of the two possible readings.
In the following sections the functions of the modifiers are discussed and illustrated.

5.1.3.1 Adjectives

Adjectives may be used with a verbal predicate in one of three functions (note that it is possible for all three uses to occur in a single clause, see example (190)):

a) **manner specification** - adjectives may provide information about the way an action, event or process progresses. They include:

```
kunu 'one, alone'    napara 'first'
manka 'slow, steady' napu 'quiet'
parapara 'hard, energetic' nur'a 'continuous'
talku 'straight, correct' warku 'crosswise'
unu 'good, well'  mupa 'sick'
malanta 'bad, poorly' kalala 'in return'
mar 'dead'    tipi 'alive'
```

Examples of their use include the following (see also (168) to (171) above):

```
(172) dawu kunu qama-yi
        SgnFS one sit-PRES
           'He is sitting alone'.
```
(173) ɣani  maŋka  wapa-yi
SgnFS  opposite  go-PRES
'She went the opposite way'. (2;34)

(174) wata  parapara  piši-a  /  kuna-ŋ  ɣaŋa-ŋa-yaf
not  hard  fart-IMP  shit-ABS  fly-PRL-LEST
"Don't fart hard or shit will fly out".

(175) ɣɑŋu  piŋa  ɣɑŋi-ŋ  kalaŋa  ɣiŋi-ŋa  wara-yi
1SgA  SgnFO  meat-ABS  return  give-PRT  AUX-PRES
'I gave him some meat back'.

b) degree specification - there are two adjectives which can be used as degree adverbs:

piŋa  -  'big, a lot'
maŋa  -  'true, real'

1 This is said as a joke after someone (especially a child) has farted.
2 There is a contrast between piŋa 'a lot of, much', which is used with mass nouns, as in:

(176') ɣapa  piŋa-ŋ  ɣawu-ya  pantu-ni  paŋa-yi
water  big-ABS  SgnFS-NEAR  salt lake-LOC  lie-PRES
'There is a lot of water in the salt lake'.

and marapu 'a lot of, many' which is used with count nouns, as in:

(176'') ɣɑŋu  kawalka  marapu-ŋ  ɣayi-ŋa  wara-yi
1SgA  crow  many-ABS  see-PRT  AUX-PRES
'I saw a lot of crows'.

There are no nouns that can be used with both piŋa and marapu.
We find pinya used to mean 'really, a lot' as in the following examples:

(176) ɲaŋu yinaŋa pinya ɲantə-ɯi
1SgA 2SgO big like-PRES
'I like you a lot'.

(177) ɲani yunka-ɭi-ŋa ware-yl pinya
SgFS anger-INCH-PART AUX-PRES big
'She got really angry'.

pinya also occurs with ɲana- 'to be' and the uncontrolled instrumental construction (see 5.1.5.4) as in:

(178) ŋinanipə-ni ɭana yapə-ɭi ɲaŋa ɲana-ɣi
kurdaɪtcha-LOC PIS fear-INST big be-PRES
'They are very afraid of the kurdaɪtcha man'.

malə is used to indicate comparison, where it corresponds to the English degree adverb 'more'. If the thing with which something is being compared (the 'object of comparison') is overtly expressed as an NP it will be inflected for Locative case (5.1.5.5). Examples include:

(179) ɲandfu ɲuyama-ɣi malə ɲakaŋu
SgFA know-PRES more 1SgLOC
'She knows more than I'.
In this comparative function we find *ma̱a* with constructions like (178) above, for example:

(180) ɳawu  ma̱a mawa-ali  ɳana-yl  ɳaligu  
SgnFS  more  hunger-INST  be-PRES  1Dlenc1LOC  
'He is hungrier than we (are)'.

and also with non-verb predicates, as in:

(181) ɳakani  kigeru-φ  pi̱a  ma̱a  ɳokani-nil  
1SgGEN  dog-ABS  big  more  2SgGEN-LOC  
'My dog is bigger than yours'.

Note that *ma̱a* is also used as a degree modifier when the predicate consists of just an adjective as in:

(182) ɳani-ya  mankařa-φ  ɳumu  ma̱a  
SgnFS-NEAR  girl-ABS  good  very  
'This girl is very good'.

Sentence (182) is ambiguous because of the two functions of *ma̱a* - without an expressed object of comparison (182) can also mean 'This girl is better (than someone)'\(^1\).

\(^1\) It may be that semantically 'very good' is just like a comparison with some generic or unspecified object. If the context is clear and there is no LOC NP then (182) can be interpreted as 'This girl is better (than someone)' otherwise the reading will be 'This girl is better (than most) i.e. This girl is very good'.
There is one other use of mala as an adverb and that is with the particles wata 'not' (5.5.1) and pulu 'cannot' (5.5.2) to indicate that the action, event or process specified by the (verbal) predicate does not or cannot continue any longer (compare this with -lu (5.4.1)). Some examples of mala with these negatives are:

(183) pulu mala yulu-ya pantu-ali pada-ŋa
    cannot more SgnFA-NEAR salt lake-ERG hold-PART
    wanti-ŋi ŋapa-ŋ
    AUX-PRES water-ABS
    'This salt lake couldn't hold water any longer'.

(184) kapa-ŋ wata mala ŋama-yi giŋki-da-ŋ
    person-ABS not more sit-PRES here-VICIN-LOC
    'No-one lives here any more'.

It is interesting that English also uses a comparative with negatives - so we have 'more' and 'no more' as well as 'no longer'. Among other European languages German has 'nicht mehr' (c.f. mehr as comparative) and French 'ne ... plus'.

c) locational specification - there are five adjectives which can be used as locational adverbs:
'middle, (in) middle (of)'
'miri' 'above, (at) top (of)'
'wita' 'lined up, in row'
'wařiča' 'distant, far away'
'kaɾakaɾaɾa' 'near, close'

All these adjectives relate two or more referents spatially - their function is thus different to LOCative case marked NPs (see 5.1.5.5) which refer to absolutive spatial orientation (see example (187)). Examples of their use are the following:

(185) ñana wita-wita ɲama-yi
    P1S REDUP-row sit-PRES
    'They are sitting in a row'.

(186) kanku-ø yindфа-yi / pula waɾiɾa-ɭu wapa-NDAR
    boy-ABS cry-PRES DIS distant-STILL go-REL_ds
    'The boy cried as they went further away'. (1:52)

(187) yini ɲama-a-ɭ-mayi ɲandřį-ni kaɾakaɾaɾa
    2SgS sit-IMP-NM-EMPH mother-LOC close
    'You sit close to (your) mother'.

Notice the contrast between the following pair of examples where miri is used as an NP (in (189)) and also adverbially (in (188) - see also (109)): 
(188)  kanku-ŋ  ᶐawu  miri  karī-yl  pīṭa-ni
   boy-ABS  SgnFS  above  climb-PRES  tree-LOC

'The boy is climbing up above in the tree'.

(189)  kanku-ŋ  ᶐawu  karī-yl  pīṭa  miri-ni!
   boy-ABS  SgnFS  climb-PRES  tree  above-LOC

'The boy is climbing in the top of the tree'.

5.1.3.2  Noun plus Adjective

Noun plus adjective combinations may be used adverbially in Diyari as predicate modifiers. Their functions may be classified into three groups:

a) manner specification - these are N + Adj combinations which provide information about the manner in which some action, event or process occurs. They resemble the manner adverbial use of adjectives described above (see 5.1.3.1). Some examples are:

Dh.  (190)  naḍa-ni  ṭina  puḻu  ᶐawu  wapa-naḍa  puṟi-yl
   then-LOC  foot  naked  SgnFS  go-PART  AUX-PRES

'Then he walked with naked feet (i.e. without any shoes on)'.

See also (4;5) in Appendix A.

1  It is semantically impossible to regard ṇani milki puḻu in (191) say as a single NP and interpret the sentence as *'My blind eye lay down' (see 5.1.6.2 for indication of possession by apposition). It is also not possible to delete the adjective in either (190) or (191) without producing an ungrammatical sentence.
(191) ɲani milki putu ṭura-ra-na wara-yi
1SGS eye blind lie-PART AUX-PRES
'I lay down with my eyes closed'.

Also in this class are nouns followed by pani 'no, none' (see (4.2.3)) used adverbially as in:

(192) ṭana kaṭi pani wapa-na wiṣaṇi-yi
PIS clothes none go-PART go about-PRES
'They went about without any clothes on'.

(193) yaṛu-ka pani ɲinta pani ɲama-na wara-yi
like that-TOKEN SgFS shame none sit-PART AUX-PRES
'She sat (there) shamelessly like that'.

Notice that Diyari expresses 'shamefully' (in contrast to (193)) with the INSTRumental of ɲinta as described at 5.1.5.4.

b) temporal specification - here we find the following sets of nouns and adjectives which co-occur as adverbs:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun</th>
<th>Adjective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>puṭa</td>
<td>'number of times'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḍiṭi</td>
<td>'day'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṯinka</td>
<td>'night'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>piṛa</td>
<td>'moon, month'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kilpawalḍa</td>
<td>'year'¹</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ kilpa means 'cold' and walḍa 'hot'. The combination kilpawalḍa denotes a period of one year. ḍiṭi is both 'day' and 'sun'.
The only combination which is not possible is *puṭa witi. Others with puṭa indicate the number of times a state, action, event or process occurs. Examples include (41) above and:

Dh. (194) puṭa mandpu pulali kuri-fa mani-nda
times two DFA stealth-INST get-PART
puři-yi
AUX-PRES
'They stole (it) twice'. (20;49).

Examples of the adverbial use (including the expression of duration) of some others from the list above include (107) and also:

(195) diṭi marapu nam-a naaka-∅ namu
day many sit-PART there-LOC SgnFS
'He sat there many days'. (1;62)

(196) nanu ṭinka wiṭi wapa-na wara-yi
1SgS night long go-PART AUX-PRES
'I walked all night long'. (2;83)

The interrogative corresponding to these adverbs is winiṭaranaya 'for how long?' (4.2.8). An example of its use is (35).
c) locational specification - modifiers falling under this classification are of two types:

i) those which have as their adjective element one of the set discussed as locational specifiers above (5.1.2.1(c)). The N + Adj combinations also provide relative spatial orientation. Some examples of their use are:

(197) puŋa tati tuṟu-∅ daṇa-yi
humpy middle fire-ABS make fire-PRES
'(They) made a fire in the middle of the humpy'.

(198) kuku-ni pildGa-∅ ṭuraṇa-yi piṭa miri
hollow-LOC possum-ABS lie-PRES tree top
'Possums sleep at the tops of trees in hollows'.

See also (205) below.

Notice that the specific location in (198) is marked for LOCative case but the general location is not. It is not possible to argue that kuku originates inside a noun phrase

---

1 Apart from examples such as (198) where we have general and specific locations, there seems to be little difference between these sorts of N + Adj combinations (without case marking) and LOCative NPs. So, for example, for (197) we have:

(197') puŋa tati-ni tuṟu-∅ daṇa-yi
'(They) made a fire in the middle of the humpy'.

Informants found the difference between sentences such as (197) and (197') very difficult to explain in English. It may be that LOC case marking indicates a specific location while the adverbal use of N + Adj is more general and approximate. I could find no examples where a clearly discernable difference appeared to be intended.
which also contains pitã miri because scrambling of NP constituents results in all constituents taking appropriate case marking, not just the last (see 5.1.5).

ii) others - here the adjectives are of various types but the noun refers to some feature of the landscape (see 1.2). Examples include:

(199) õaku wiçi õani wapa-ŋa wara-yi
sandhill through 1SgS go-PART AUX-PRES
'I walked along the sandhill (from one end to the other):

(200) õani wirari-ŋa wanti-yi miña maçu-ŋa
1SgS go about-PART AUX-PRES country wide LOC
'I went about all over the place'.

Notice the effect of the use of the LOC case (5.1.5.5) on examples such as (200) by comparing it with:

(201) õani wirari-ŋa wanti-yi miña maçu
country wide
'I went about in (that) wide country'.

5.1.3.3 Predicate Determiners

The morphology of predicate determiners is discussed at 4.4.2 above. The determiners, based on yaru- 'like that' and yan'i- 'like this' give adverbial specification to predicates of all types (5.1.1.1, 5.1.2). An example with a stative predicate is:

...
The yani- determiners are used:

a) to refer to something in the immediate extra-linguistic context. So, for example, (207) can be used when pointing at or considering a particular example of a seed.

b) to refer to something in the immediately preceding linguistic context, that is, it has anaphoric reference to something mentioned in the preceding sentence (or clause). Examples of this are:

(203) [ŋulu ŋanka-ni mani-ŋa] yani-ldṭa-maṭa
SgnFA work-NOM get-PART like this-ADD-IDENT
ŋali ŋanka-ŋa wanṭi-yi
1D1exc1A work-PART AUX-PRES
'He got a job' We were doing exactly the same' or
'He got a job just like we had been doing'.

(204) [muku-ŋ kʊr̕a-ŋa puɾi-ŋa waŋti-yi muɬa-ni]
bone-ABS put-PART AUX-PART AUX-PRES nose-LOC
yani-ka ŋayana ɖika-ŋa puɾi-yi
like this-TOKEN 1Plinc1A name-PART AUX-PRES
ţinanipa-ŋ
kurdaitcha-ABS
'They used to put a bone through their noses. Thus we called them ţinanipa (kurdaitcha)'. (4;1-2)
Note the use of -ka Token described and illustrated at 4.4.2

The yaru- determiner is used:

a) to refer to something extra-linguistic which can be understood from the context although not specifically mentioned or physically pointed to. An example is:

(205) [ŋaŋa-ŋi yundfu ŋayi-yi / piri-ŋanka-ŋani then-LOC 2SgA see-PRES space-CAUSE-REL
gulu] yaru-ka pita ñati wapa-ŋa SgnFA like that-TOKEN tree middle go-PART
'Then you could see him making his way. (He was) going through the middle of the plants like that'. (2;17-18)

Dh. (206) ŋaŋa-ŋi naŋi ḷandfa-qa puŋi-yi yaru-wa then-LOC 1SgA hit-PART AUX-PRES like that-DIST yafa that way
'Then I fired (it) off like that over that way'. (4;20)

b) to refer to something in the immediately following linguistic context, that is, it has cataphoric reference to something to be mentioned. Examples include:

(207) yundfu ŋiŋa [torch]-∅ paŋa-a-ŋi-mayi 2SgA SgnFO -ABS hold-IMP-NM-EMPH
You hold the torch like that, in your hand. (2;74)

We also find yaru- used in clauses containing verbs of location (of various verb clauses) where the following clause is an example of direct speech. That is, yaru- indicates a quotation is about to be given. Examples of this include:

(208) .GetHashCode(ni)  пау yaru-ka yata-yi
then-LOC SgnFS like that-TOKEN speak-PRES
'Then he said the following'. (2;41)

(209)  GetHashCode(ni)  ḋanali  ṃina yakalka-yi yaru-ya /
then-LOC P1A SgnFO ask-PRES like-that-TOKEN
[waḍayari-ja  yini  pinaṛu-g-ya]
where-CHAR 2SgS old man-ABS-NEAR
'Then they asked him the following ["Where are you from old man"]'). (2;23-24)

5.1.4 Other Uninflected Nominals

There is one further clause type in which an uninflected noun and/or adjective occurs. These clauses consist of:

a) a noun phrase in S function that is nominative case (see 5.1.5.1)

1 In the examples I translate yaru- as 'the following' although in more natural English it would probably not be mentioned.
b) the verb paŋji- (class 1E) meaning 'to become, happen' 
(see 4.5.3.1, 4.5.4.1.1)\(^1\)

c) an uninflected noun and/or adjective complement of the verb. 
This uninflected nominal expresses the final result or state 
which the S NP becomes.

The following are some examples, firstly of nouns:

(210) ŋawu ɲinafu paŋji-yi 
SgnFS old man become-PRES

'He has become an old man'.

(211) pulu ŋawu kanku paŋji-yi ɲaka-ldfa 
cannot SgnFS boy become-PRES there-ADD

'He can't become a boy again'.

and secondly of adjectives:

(212) ɲani ɱana ɬaŋɗa-ɬ ɬaɬaŋji ɬala paŋji-ɬa 
SgFS head-ABS bad true become-PART

wara-yi wiɬapina-yari

AUX-PRES old woman-LIKE

"She got really silly like an old woman".

\(^1\) The transitivized form paŋjima- means 'to make' (see Table 29 page 175)
(213) ɲayani paɗaka-ŋa waŋtɭi-yi ɲantu ɲayaniŋi-ŋ
1P1əɛٌɛٌA take-PART AUX-PRES horse 1P1ɛxclGEN-ABS
karrfca-yi / yirana paŋtı-ŋani
grass-PURP thin become-RELd
"We used to take our horses for grass when they got thin".

The following is an example of a noun + adjective complement:

(214) ɲawu kanku piŋa paŋtí-yi
SgnFS boy big become-PRES
"He is getting to be a big boy".

The notion of 'becoming' may also be expressed with adjectives by the verbalizing process of INCHoative (see 5.1.10.1) involving the addition of -ri or -ɭi (conditioned allomorphs (see below)). So, for example, we have the following pair of clauses:

(215) ɲawu ɲumu-ri-yi
SgnFS good-INCH-PRES

(216) ɲawu ɲumu paŋtí-yi
SgnFS good become-PRES

both of which were translated by informants as "He became good". I could find no examples where there was a discernable difference between verbalized adjectives as in (215) and the periphrastic construction of (216). For nouns and noun + adjective complements
only the latter alternative is available.

5.1.5 Functions of Cases

The morphology of case marking is described at 4.2.4 above. In this section I will discuss the syntactic and semantic functions coded by the case marking of noun phrases.1

In grammatical theory the term 'case' has been employed in at least two different ways:

a) to refer to a category definable in morphological terms. This was the approach adopted by traditional grammarians of languages such as Latin who set up 'case paradigms' and discussed the syntactic function or uses of each case. The paradigms were based upon morphological contrasts (but allowing syncretism) but also, as Lyons (1968: 292) suggests, upon: "the minimum number of syntactically-relevant distinctions within which it is possible to state rules of selection valid for all declensions".

b) to refer to a category definable in semantic terms. This has been the approach of some recent studies, in particular Fillmore (1968, 1970, 1971, 1975), Nilsen (1972), Grimes (1975), Halliday (1970), Foley (1976) and Blake (1978). These studies have focussed on the way semantic categories such as 'agent' or

---

1 The following conventions will be employed throughout this section:
   a) upper case names or abbreviations, for example, ERGative and ERG will be used to refer to case forms (4.2.4.2).
   b) lower case names will be used to refer to case functions, for example nominative.
The only circumstances under which morphological coding and case functions do not co-incide are for S, A, O functions where there is a hierarchical split (see Table 38).
'patient' are reflected syntactically, and, to a lesser extent, morphologically.

My approach has been close to that of (a) above. I have looked at case functions in terms of syntactically definable distinctions, which has meant that:

(A) I sometimes set up as distinct syntactic cases which are not distinguished morphologically (4.2.4.2). So, for example, ergative and instrumental are syntactically distinct but morphologically identical (for all categories taking case marking - see 4.1) - see 5.1.5.3, 5.1.5.4.

(B) there need be no necessary one-to-one correspondence between syntactic cases and semantic categories. So, for example, although benefactive case codes 'benefactive' semantically, nominative case codes 'actor', and patient' (for IE verbs), as noted below (5.1.5.1).

The coding of the three core syntactic functions S, A, 0 (see 4.2.4.1) shows a split conditioned by the inherent lexical content of the noun phrase (Silverstein (1976)). The case marking for Diyari and Dhirari is given for all NPs in Table 38 (see also Table 15 and Silverstein (1976: 126-127)).

Noun phrases in Diyari normally only take a suffixed case marker on the last nominal constituent (see 5.1.1.2) however there are two situations in which more than one constituent of an NP can take a case suffix:

---

1 A major problem with these studies has been the question of terminology and the names for the semantic categories (or 'case labels'). So, for example, what is termed "patient" by some (for example Chafe (1970), Grimes (1975), Foley (1976)) is also known as "goal" (Halliday (1969)) and "objective" (Fillmore (1968)).
### Table 38: Case Marking Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Non-singular pronouns</th>
<th>Singular pronouns</th>
<th>Nominal determiners</th>
<th>Non-singular common nouns</th>
<th>Female proper nouns</th>
<th>Male proper nouns</th>
<th>Singular common nouns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ergative (A)</td>
<td>NOM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nominative (S)</td>
<td>NOM</td>
<td></td>
<td>{ERG}</td>
<td>NOM</td>
<td>ABS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accusative (O)</td>
<td>ACC</td>
<td></td>
<td>{NOM}</td>
<td>ACC</td>
<td></td>
<td>{ABS}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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a) when the constituents are separated by other sentential material. Elements of NPs may be scrambled optionally but if they are then all must be case marked. An example is (15) and the following:

(217) mankařa-ali ŋaŋa ŋayi-ŋa wara-yi paŋpa-ali
girl-ERG 1SgO see-PART AUX-PRES some-ERG
'Some girls saw me'.

b) when there is a special emphasis or contrast intended. So, for example, we find sentences such as:

(218) kĩntala-ali ŋunkañi-ali ŋaŋa maŋa-ŋa wara-yi
dog-ERG SgnFGEN-ERG 1SgO bite-PART AUX-PRES
'His dog bit me'.

5.1.5.1 nominative -∅ ~ -nI ~ -ŋa

A nominative case noun phrase occurs in the following syntactic functions:

a) subject of an intransitive verb (that is, S function (see 4.2.4)). Thus, all class 1 verbs (see 4.5.3) take a nominative NP (with ABSolutive case marking for singular common nouns), which may be semantically as 'actor' as in:

(219) ṇawu kaŋa-∅ wapa-yi
SgnFS person-ABS go-PRES
'The man is going'.
or a semantic 'patient' of an (intransitive) process verb, as in:

(220) ŋawu  kaŋa-Ø  pall-ŋa  wara-yi
SgnFS  person-ABS  die-PART  AUX-PRES
'The man died'.

Class 1E verbs (4.5.3.1) take a patient nominative NP.

b) subject of a non-verbal predicate (see 5.1.2). These NP subjects are marked the same as for S function. Examples include (155) to (159) above and:

(221) ɲana-para  ŋanti-Ø  yĩŋkani  kamanali
PIS-THERE  meat-ABS  2SgGEN  friend
'Those animals are your friends'. (9;37)

The copula ɲana- 'to be' which is optional in the present also has a nominative case subject (see 5.1.2 - examples (160) to (167)).

5.1.5.2 accusative -ŋa - Ø

An accusative noun phrase occurs in the following syntactic functions (note that for singular common nouns the ABSolutive case suffix also marks accusative (see 4.2.4)):

(A) object of a transitive verb (that is, 0 function (see 4.2.4)). Examples of this include the following (see also (229) below):
(222) ꙲ụlu manƙaƙa-wụlu-ŋa ꙲ayi-ŋayi-yi
SgnFA girl-DUAL-ACC REDUP-see-PRES
'He watched the two girls'.

(223) nịnị kanku-0 danka-na wara-yi ŋaka-0
SgnFO boy-ABS find-PART AUX-PRES there-LOC
'The boy was horn (lit. found) there'.

(B) object and indirect object of a di-transitive verb. That is, the
two non-ergative NPs (5.1.5.3) which occur with a di-transitive verb
(4.5.1) are both case marked for accusative function. An example
illustrating this is:

(224) nịnị pu1  anu nịnị putu-0 yịnki-ŋa wara-yi
ISgA DIO SgnFO thing-ABS give-PART AUX-PRES
'I gave them (two) that thing'.

Notice that both determiners here are in 0 form indicating accusative
case. The reasons for distinguishing between these two accusative
NP (as 'object' and 'indirect object') are:

a) the reflexive/reciprocal test mentioned at 4.5.4.1.2 (example
   (67)).

b) the nominalization test described at 5.1.9 below.

(C) the complement of certain intransitive verbs (of various classes -
4.5.3.1). These NPs are so-called 'cognate objects' whose reference
shares some semantic content in common with the verb with which they
co-occur\(^1\). The following verbs and complements have been recorded (the complements are given as simple nouns but see examples below):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verb</th>
<th>Complement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>yata- 'to speak'</td>
<td>yawaña 'language'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ūura- 'to lie, sleep'</td>
<td>muka 'sleep'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kili- 'to dance'</td>
<td>wima 'corroboree'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>piñki- 'to play'</td>
<td>kuku 'stick type(^2)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kira 'boomerang'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>kulawaña 'large boomerang type'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wiri- 'to wear'</td>
<td>kāli 'clothes(^3)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>wiñpa 'pubic tassel'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wiri- 'to be painted(^4)'</td>
<td>malka 'stripes'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Noun phrases in this function present problems for linguists working in the 'case grammar' framework mentioned above. Grimes (1975) for example, sets up a special case 'Range' which is:

"the role assigned to any surface structure nominal that completes or further specifies the predicate; the product of the activity of a predicate"

(Note that Range can apply to NP in transitive sentences where it corresponds to Fillmore's (1968) "Factitive case"). Syntactically, these NP in Diyari are treated exactly the same way as O NP, for example, in NOMinalization (see 5.1.9 ).

2 There is no single word for 'game' in Diyari but only names for individual games. Kuku is a long stick with rounded ends, thrown so that it travels end-over-end along the ground.

3 Kañli originally referred to a skin cloak usually made from possum or kangaroo skin. The word is now used for any type of clothing, including dresses and trousers etc.

4 It is important to distinguish between wiri- 'to wear' (class 1D) and wiri- 'to be painted' (class 1C). Wiñpa- is the transitive form meaning 'to paint'.


That noun phrases occurring as complements of these verbs are in accusative case can be shown by the inclusion of a nominal determiner (see 4.4.1) as in:

(225) գա ժին-ա յավարա-ը յաղ-ը
1SgS  SgnFO-NEAR  language-ABS  speak-PRES
'I speak this language'.

Here the 0 determiner ժին shows that յավարա has accusative function.

The following example shows a complement noun followed by an adjective:

(226) գա մուկա նուա-ը յուրա-ա վար-ը
1SgS  sleep  good-ABS  lie-PART  AUX-PRES
'I had a good sleep'.

whilst apposition (see 5.1.1.2) is employed in:

(227) թանա պուկաթու ումա-ը կիլ-ա ամագ-ը
PIS  ochre type  corroboree-ABS  dance-PART  AUX-PRES
'They danced the pukatu ochre corroboree'.

1 The only noun of this set which cannot occur with a nominal determiner (and hence cannot be tested) is muka 'sleep' apparently for semantic reasons (c.f. the ill-formedness of English sentences such as '*I slept the sleep' or even '*I had the sleep' (without a qualifying clause). However, the syntactic behaviour of muka յուրա-, for example, in nominalization (5.1.9) is analogous to that of all other complements and hence its structure is considered to be identical.

2 As an alternative to (228) յավարա may be left unexpressed and the sentence stated as:

(228') գա ժինա գիարի յաղ
(228) yini nga-ya diyari waawa-φ yaṭa-γi
2SgS SgnFO-NEAR Diyari language-ABS speak-PRES
'You speak this Diyari language'.

5.1.5.3 ergative -ali - li - ndru

The ergative case has one syntactic function, namely marking the subject (or A) noun phrase of a transitive or di-transitive verb (4.5.1).

The ERG case marked NP of a simple sentence may be of the following semantic types:

a) human, as in (1) and (44) above and also:

(229) nāgu-φ kapa-ali țayi-ña wantu-γi
nardoo-ABS person-ERG eat-PART AUX-PRES
'People ate nardoo (long ago)'.

(230) nandru kupa-kupa-ali nāga nantu-φ yinki-ña
SgFA REDUP-child-ERG 1SgO meat-ABS give-PART
wara-γi
AUX-PRES
'The child gave me some meat'.

b) non-human animate, as in (60) and :

(231) nāga kunți-ali mața-ña wara-γi
1SgO mosquito-ERG bite-PART AUX-PRES
'Mosquitoes bit me'.

(232) ṭaŋali ḏukuru-li kanta-ŋa ṭayi-ŋa paŋka-yi
P1A kangaroo-ERG grass-ABS eat-PART go on-PRES
'The kangaroos were eating grass going along'.

c) inanimate, as in (62), (89) and (183) above. Two further examples are:

(233) pulu ḏulu-ya pantu-ali nga-ŋa paŋ-ŋa
cannot SgnFA-NEAR lake-ERG water-ABS hold-PART
wantli-yi
AUX-PRES
'The salt lake here could not hold the water'.

(234) ḏuŋu-li puŋa-ŋa yapi-ŋa wara-yi
fire-ERG humpy-ABS burn-PART AUX-PRES
'The fire burned the humpy (down)\(^1\)'.

Some inanimate nouns in Diyari translate into English as abstract nouns. They can take ERG case marking, as in:

(235) yinaŋa waldŋa-ali ŋampu ŋari-ŋanka-ŋa wara-yi
2Sg0 heat-ERG almost dead-CAUSE-PART AUX-PRES
'You were almost killed by the heat'.

5.1.5.4 instrumental -ali ~ li ~ ndugu

The marker of instrumental case is formally identical in phonological

\(^1\) the verb yapi- 'to burn (down)' can also occur with an A noun phrase with human reference.
shape with the ERG case suffix (4.2.4), which for singular common nouns is -aIi. However, instrumental and ergative are syntactically distinct cases. The following are some differences between their distributions:

a) while instrumental case NPs can occur in a clause containing an intransitive verbal complex, an ergative case NP only occurs in clauses where the verb is transitive or di-transitive (5.1.5.3). Examples of instrumental NPs in intransitive clauses include (238).

b) instrumental case NPs can occur in a clause containing a RECIProcal or REFLeXive verb stem (4.5.4.1.2) whereas ergative case NPs cannot\(^1\). Examples illustrating this are (243) and (244).

c) an instrumental NP is unaffected by the de-transitivizing process where -aFI- is added to the verb stem (see 4.5.4.1.2, 5.1.8.1). Examples illustrating this are (428) to (431) below.

For these reasons ergative and instrumental are considered to be distinct syntactic cases which happen to have the same phonological realization.

The functions of the instrumental case are as follows:

(A) with verbs other than 1E (see 4.5.3.1), indicating a human or animate agent using:

a) an inanimate tool or weapon to perform an action. Examples include (53) above and also:

(236) \[\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{woman-ERG} & \text{hole-ABS} & \text{dig-PRES} & \text{yamstick-INST} \\
w\text{i|a-aIi} & ku\text{gu-}$\phi$ & paku-yi & wana-aIi
\end{array}\]

'The woman is digging a hole with a yamstick'.

\(^1\) This is true of other Australian languages as pointed out by Dixon (1972: 94-95). See also Topic B of Dixon (1976).
With verbs of motion the means of movement may be a tool as in:

\[(238) \text{nuwa } \text{pinaŋu-ŋ } \text{wapa-ŋ } \text{piŋa-ŋ}\]
\[\text{SgnFS old man-ABS go-PRES stick-INST}\]

'The old man is going with (i.e. using) a stick'.

or some larger inanimate thing:

\[(239) \text{nuwa } \text{ŋakoŋi-ŋ } \text{wakaŋa-ŋ } \text{tuŋu } \text{wilpara-ŋ}\]
\[\text{spouse 1SgGEN-ABS come-PRES train-INST}\]

'My husband is coming by train'.

If the means is relatively big, for example a train or motor car, then it is possible to use LOCative (5.1.5.5) instead of INST with no apparent difference in meaning. The following sentence was given by informants as an alternative to (239):

\[(240) \text{nuwa } \text{ŋakoŋi-ŋ } \text{wakaŋa-ŋ } \text{tuŋu } \text{wilpara-ni}\]
\[\text{spouse 1SgGEN-ABS come-PRES train-LOC}\]

'My husband is coming on the train'.

\[1\] The etymology of the word for train is interesting. \text{tuŋu} is the generic noun 'fire' (see 4.2.1) while \text{wilpara} may be from English "wheelbarrow". Donaldson (1977: 118) gives \text{wilbi:ŋ} as "wheeled vehicle" in Ngiyamba: while Hercus (1969: 49, 417) records \text{wilbæ} meaning "buggy" in Wemba-Wemba. The word for 'buggy' in Diyari is \text{piŋapiramaŋa} (REDUP-moon-KIN PROP), literally 'having little moons'.

The following examples show abstract nouns used in instrumental case:

(241) nātu yīna nāpiṭa-ali nāyi-ŋa wara-yi
1SgA 2SgO dream-INST see-PART AUX-PRES
'I saw you in a dream'.

(242) nayana ḫanqaldī-∅ diyarī-ali ḫika-yi
1PlincA plant name-ABS Diyari-INST name-PRES
'We call it ḫanqaldī in Diyari'.

Examples of this type with REFlexive and RECIProcal verbs are:

(243) tāna windī ḫi ḫi-∅ waļpa+da-ṭa-∅-yi
1S only buttocks-ABS cover up-REFL-PRES
kaṭi-ali clothes-INST
'They only cover their buttocks with clothes'.

(244) pulə wiɣa-∅ ḫandī-mā-li-yi wana-ali
DIS woman-ABS hit-RECIP-PRES digging stick-INST
'The two women fought each other with digging sticks'.

b) a body part to perform an action. Examples of this type are less frequent in the corpus but include (207) above and:
(245) maṭari-Ø wapa-ŋa wara-yi (Pointer) man-ABS go-PART AUX-PRES foot-INST
'The man went on foot'.

(246) ṇaḍa-ni 𝐠𝐚wu ḏura-ra-ŋa ṇari-yi PointerException ṭuku-all then-LOC SgnFS lie-PART go down-PRES back-INST
waʃa miri
nest top
'Then he lies down on his back on top of the nest'.

Examples with verbs in REFlexive and RECIProcal include:

(247) 𝐠𝐚wu ḋanda-ra-ṭari-ŋa wara-yi (Pointer) mara-ali SgnFS hit-REFL-PART AUX-PRES hand-INST
'He hit himself with his hand'.

(248) ḏana (Pointer) mara muku-ali ḋaka-mali-ŋa wara-yi PIS hand bone-INST pierce-RECIP-PART AUX-PRES
'They punched each other'.

c) a non-human animate being to perform an action. There are few examples of this type of construction, but we do find:

---

1 This sentence is from a text about rain making.
2 It seems that there is a preference for LOC with animates (see 5.1.5.5) rather than INST.
"A man can't kill a kangaroo without a dog".

'I'll go back by horse'.

There are no examples of RECIP and REFL clauses with an INST noun phrase of this semantic type, as may be expected from the fact that such situations are unlikely to arise in the real world. Non-human animates marked by INST case do occur in clauses where the verb stem is marked by -tjari- (for example, as passive (see 4.5.4.1.2, 5.1.8.1)) but these are not the same syntactically as the instrumentals discussed here.

(B) with transitive verbs of construction (mostly of class 2E) the INSTRumental marks the material out of which something (the O NP) is made or constructed. Verbs of this kind are:

- waṭi- 'to build, construct'
- ṇanka- 'to make'
- kaṟpa- 'to sew'
- āuṟpa- 'to twist, weave'
- ḍaka- 'to plait, pierce'
Examples of their use include the following:

(251) maṭari-ali yinka-∅ ḫuṟpa-yi kalku-ali
man-ERG string-ABS twist-PRES bullrushes-INST
'The man is making string with bullrushes'.

(252) pinaṟu-ali kira-∅ ṗanka-yi malka-ali
old man-ERG boomerang-ABS make-PRES mulga-INST
'The old man is making a boomerang with mulga'.

Often in examples of this type of construction the A noun phrase (coded by ERGative case (see 5.1.5.3)) is not expressed and only the 0 NP and INST (material) occur. An example is (see also 5.1.7.2):

(253) puṇa-∅ piṭa-ali waṭi-ṇa wara-yi
humpy-ABS stick-INST build-PART AUX-PRES
'The humpy was made of sticks'.

An alternative to INST for material of construction is SourCE case as illustrated below (5.1.5.6).

(C) instrumental case may be used with a non-animate, typically abstract noun to indicate the reason why something does or does not occur. That is, it is used for non-controlled causers of actions, events or processes.

1 When I asked them whether wiļali 'woman-ERG' could be used in (251) informants told me that it was impossible because "women never did it".
Verbs of this type of clause are typically intransitive, as in:

(254) \( \text{ŋawu yapa-ali pali-ŋa wara-yi} \)
\( \text{SgnFS fear-INST die-PART AUX-PRES} \)
'He died of fear'.

(255) \( \text{yini parawaŋa-ŋi kupula-ali} \)
\( \text{2SgS be intoxicated-PRES grog-INST} \)
'You are drunk from grog'.

(256) \( \text{puŋa ŋakaŋi-ŋu ʧuŋu-ali yaŋki-ŋa wara-ŋi} \)
\( \text{humpy 1SgGEN-ABS fire-INST burn-PART AUX-PRES} \)
'My humpy burned down in the fire'.

An example of a negative sentence with this type of instrumental is the following:

Dh. (257) \( \text{ŋapa-ali pulu ʧana paraŋa-ŋa puŋi-ŋi} \)
\( \text{water-INST cannot PIS cross-PART AUX-PRES} \)
'They couldn't cross because of the water'.

Intransitive clauses which involve INCHoatives (see 5.1.10.1) describing the entry into a physical state may also have INST noun phrases in this function of non-controlled causer, as the following examples show:

---

1 Compare this with example (234) where the verb is transitive and ʧuŋu is in ergative case. In (256) ʧuŋu-ali must be instrumental because yaŋki- is an intransitive verb.
An example of a transitive verb used in a clause containing one of these instrumentals is:

(261) qaldra turu-∅ ḍaṛa-yi kilpa-ali
IDInclA fire-ABS build-PRES cold-INST

'Let's build a fire because of the cold'.

For all the examples cited above of INST expressing a non-controlled causer it is possible to use Source case (see 5.1.5.6) as an alternative. There seems to be little meaning difference between the two types of expression, except possibly in a subtle way INST seems to express the cause, the thing because of which something does or does not happen where as SCE expresses the source, from which these consequences arise.
Some Australian languages, for example Pitta-Pitta (Blake and Breen (1971: 103)) and Kalkatungu (Blake (1976: 287) have a special case termed "causative" or "causal" for the functions of INST in Diyari listed under (C) above.

(D) INSTrumental case is used with abstract nouns (see list below) in clauses containing the copula ᵃⁿᵃⁿᵃ- 'to be' and a S noun phrase (see 5.1.5.1) to indicate a more or less temporary psychological or mental state. This contrasts with stative non-verb predicates (see 5.1.2) where the state described is a more or less permanent (and often physical) one. These are typically adjectives in Diyari (4.1.1).

The following is a list of the abstract nouns which occur as INSTrumental NPs in this type of clause:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>English</th>
<th>INST</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>muka</td>
<td>'sleep'</td>
<td>mukali</td>
<td>'sleepy'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mawa</td>
<td>'hunger'</td>
<td>mawali</td>
<td>'hungry'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭaḍi</td>
<td>'thirst'</td>
<td>ṭaḍiyali</td>
<td>'thirsty'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṇalku</td>
<td>'desire'</td>
<td>ṇalkuyali</td>
<td>'desirous (of food)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yapa</td>
<td>'fear'</td>
<td>yapali</td>
<td>'afraid'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭiři</td>
<td>'anger'</td>
<td>ṭiřiyali</td>
<td>'angry'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kilpa</td>
<td>'cold'</td>
<td>kilpali</td>
<td>'cold'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waldřa</td>
<td>'heat'</td>
<td>waldřali</td>
<td>'hot'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paļa</td>
<td>'sexual arousal'</td>
<td>paļali</td>
<td>'sexually aroused'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŋiŋta</td>
<td>'shyness, shame'</td>
<td>ŋiŋtaļi</td>
<td>'shy, ashamed'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yunka</td>
<td>'sulkiness'</td>
<td>yunkali</td>
<td>'sulky'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mali</td>
<td>'friendship'</td>
<td>maliyali</td>
<td>'friendly'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
An example of this sentence type is (see also (50) above):

(262) ŋani muka-ali ŋana-yi
1SgS sleep-INST be-PRES
'I'm sleepy'.

It is not possible to use SCE case as an alternative to INST in this type of construction. The direct source of the temporary state is expressed by a LOCative case marked noun phrase (see 5.1.5.5).

Thus, we have the following:

(263) ʈana kupa-kupa-ø yapa-ali ŋana-yi tiliʔi-ni
PIS REDUP-child-ABS fear-INST be-PRES centipede-LOC
'The children are afraid of the centipede'.

(264) ŋani wiла-φ walkařa-ali ŋana-yi kupa-ni
SgFS woman-ABS sadness-INST be-PRES child-LOC
'The woman is sad for the child'.

1 This is usually expressed as mandřa karuwał where mandřa is 'stomach'.
For further discussion of the use of LOC in this function see 5.1.5.5 below.

Three of these instrumental abstract nouns, namely mawali 'hungry', țaḍi-yali 'thirsty' and qalkuyali 'desirous (of)', can occur with a noun phrase in purposive case expressing the thing desired, thirsted or hungered after (see 5.1.5.8). Examples include the following:

(265) qani mawa-ali qana-yi qañi-ya
1SgS hunger-INST be-PRES meat-PURP
'I am hungry for meat'.

(266) yini țaḍi-ali qana-yi qapa-ya
2SgS thirst-INST be-PRES water-PURP
'You are thirsty for water'.

(267) qani qalku-ali qana-yi ṭanaṇi puka-ya
1SgS desire-INST be-PRES P1PURP fruit-PURP
'I want those fruits'.

None of the other abstract nouns in this group occurs with an NP in PURP case.

(E) INSTRumental case is used with noun phrases (typically abstract nouns but also adjectives) acting as predicate modifiers where the predicate is verbal. These NP are translated into English as adverbs of manner (compare 5.1.3.1, 5.1.3.2 above). Some examples are:
(268) untlet kuwu-ali ṇiga mani-ṇa wara-yi
1SgA ignorant-INST SgnFO get-PART AUX-PRES
'I picked it (up) unwittingly'.

Dh. (269) ṇulu ṇanti-∅ mawa-ali ṭayi-ṇa puři-ṇa
SgnFA meat-ABS hunger-INST eat-PART AUX-PART
wara-yi
AUX-PRES
'He ate the meat hungrily'.

(270) yula ṇaṇa mandru-ali waraṛa-yi
2DIA 1SgO two-INST leave-PRES
'Are you both (lit. as two) leaving me?' (18;7)

Notice the similarity between (269) and (265) above.

(F) INStrumental case may be used with noun phrases with human reference to indicate group membership. The subject NP of clauses with this type of INST NP must be non-singular and include (in number) the number of persons expressed as the INST noun phrase. The most commonly found examples are those with a dual or plural pronominal subject (see 4.5.3), as in the following text sentences:

(271) ṇali. kanku-ali mawa-ali ṇana-yi
1D1exclS boy-INST hunger-INST be-PRES
'We two are hungry, the boy (and I)'. (1;31)
Notice that the INST NP expresses part of the group of persons expressed by the subject NP. Examples with third person subjects include the following:

(273) pula kaku-alì wapa-yi
   DIS eZ-INST go-PRES
   'The two sisters are going'.

The unmarked interpretation for sentences such as (273) seems to be that the subject refers to a reciprocal kin pair. However, informants pointed out that this is not necessarily the case and we can have examples such as the following which might be said by a child seeing its parents walking away:

(274) pula ƞapiɾi-alì wapa-yi
   DIS father-INST go-PRES
   'They (2) are going, (one is) father'.

Russian\(^1\) has a construction similar to that found in Diyari. The plural subject pronoun my 'we' is used with the preposition s 'with' and an NP in instrumental case indicating accompaniment. Wagner and Ovsienko (n.d.: 232) give an example:

(274\(^*\)) my s sjestroj idjot na progulku
   we with sister-INST go for walk
   'My sister and I are going for a walk'.

\(^1\) This was first pointed out to me by Avery Andrews and Anna Wierzbicka. Stuart Campbell found the relevant example.
We also find this use of INST case when the subject consists of an NP containing a noun stem derived by the addition of -mařa KIN PROprietive (see 4.2.2, 5.1.6.5). The INST NP will have a referent included in the kin set specified by N-mařa. Examples include:

(275) pula ṇaŋata-mařa-∅ wapa-yi kaku-ali
DIS yS-KIN PROP-ABS go-PRES eZ-INST
'Elder sister is going with (her) younger sibling'.

(276) ḋana ṇapiri-mařa-∅ wapa-ŋa wara-yi
P1S father-KIN PROP-ABS go-PART AUX-PRES
mankařa-ali ya kanku-ali
girl-INST and boy-INST
'The father is going with his son and daughter'.

For the use of ya 'and' see 5.3.1.

The INSTrumental case is also used with noun phrases in derived intransitive clauses (indicating the agent of a passive) - this is discussed at 5.1.8.1 below.

5.1.5.5 locative -ni ~ ŋu ~ ŋaŋu

Noun phrases in locative case (see 4.2.4) have a number of syntactic functions:

(A) indicating the spatial location of an action, event or process. The
LOC NP specifies the place at which an occurrence takes place.

Examples include (42), (69), (103) above and:

(277) ʁawu kana-φ ʁʊŋkæŋu paŋara-ni ṭaŋka-yi
SgnFS person-ABS SgnFLOC box tree-LOC stand-PRES
'That man is standing near/under that box tree'.

(278) ʁatu ŋina-φ ŋiŋta-yi ʁaŋa ṭaka-ni
1SgA foot-ABS lose-PRES SgFO hard ground-LOC
'I lost her track on the hard ground'. (2;55)

(279) ŋiŋa ŋiŋki-ya-φ paŋki-ni yara ḍama-yi
SgnFO here-NEAR-LOC side-LOC that way cut-PRES
'(They) cut him that way here in the side'. (11;6)

(B) with verbs of motion or induced motion a LOC NP can be used for:

a) the means by which motion occurs if it is larger than or contains the thing moving, as in:

(280) qald̄a waŋa-ŋa ʁana-ŋi mutaka-ni
1Dlinc1S go-FUT AUX-PRES car-LOC
'We'll go by car'.

(281) ʁatu yiga ʁang̪i-φ yĩŋki-yi yakuŋa-ni
1SgA 2SgO meat-ABS give-PRES bag-LOC
'I gave you meat in a bag'.
A further example is (240) above which is contrasted with (239) where INST NP is an alternative. In sentences such as (281) Diyari speakers may regard containers as places of spatial location during the movement event. Some evidence for such an interpretation is provided by the similarity between examples such as (92) above (repeated here for convenience) and (283):

(282)  ꙲uꯋuꯌu-ŋ  wakaꯌa-yi / kupaꯌu-ŋ  piꯌi-ni
kangaroo-ABS  come-PRES  young-ABS  pouch-LOC
ŋaŋa-ŋa-ŋani
sit-PROL-REL_ds
'A kangaroo is coming with a joey sitting in its pouch'.

(283)  pildꯋa-ŋ  ꙲awu  paꯌara-ni  kaꯌi-yi /
possum-ABS  SgnFS  box tree-LOC  climb-PRES
kupaꯌu-ŋ  ꙲uꯌu-ni  puꯌi-ŋa-ŋani
young-ABS  back-LOC  crouch-PROL-REL_ds
'The possum climbs a box tree with a young one crouching on its back'.

Although the verb stem of the RELative clause in these two examples is a verb of rest (class 1A), the PROL affix (see 4.5.4.2) indicates that the subject is in motion. Notice that containment is the same as location (on the back). A further example of motion on the back of something relatively large is:
As an alternative to (284) we could use an INST NP, as in (250) above. The LOC case NP again seems to connote a spatial location during motion whereas INST specifies the means (see 5.1.5.4).

b) the interior of the place towards which or the surface onto which the motion is directed. There is a contrast with verbs of motion or induced motion between the use of ALLative case (5.1.5.7) specifying the place towards which something moves and LOC case specifying the place into or onto which motion occurs. Compare the following two sentences (note the syncretism of LOC and ALL in the nominal determiner morphology (see 4.4.1)):

(285) ən̓əl wapa-yi əŋəŋən u ən̓ə-t
1SgS go-PRES SgnFLOC  camp-LOC
'I'm going into the camp'.

1 Animals falling into this category include ən̓ə 'horse', kamuli 'camel', puluka 'bullock' and waŋukaŋi 'emu'. There was a pre-contact game which involved two men (one from each moiety) chasing an emu in an area surrounded by onlookers tending fires. A sentence which occurred during the description of this game was:

(284*) ən̓əw mał̓ən̓̊̃i-pə miŋdəl-tə kuŋa-yi waŋukaŋi
SgnFS moiety name-ABS run-PART go away-PRES  emu-LOC
'The mał̓ən̓̊̃i moiety man ran off on the emu'.

Notice the use of the LOC NP.
(286) ɳani wapa-yi ɳuŋkaŋu ɳura-ya
       1SgS go-PRES SgnFALL camp-ALL
   'I'm going to(wards) the camp'.

It is possible to say, after (286), the sentence:

(287) ɳaŋa ɳani wata wiŋi-yi
       but 1SgS not enter-PRES
   'But I'm not going in'.

but not after (285) since LOC specifies interior (c.f. -ŋkari at 4.2.6).

Unless there is some other specification, a sentence such as the following will be interpreted as motion into a place, rather than location at a place (function (a) above):

(288) ɳatu ŋapa-∅ ŋaŋa-ŋa wara-yi Ⱦuru-ni
       1SgA water-ABS pour-PART AUX-PRES fire-LOC
   'I poured water on the fire'.

In order to express location it is necessary to add an adverbial adjective (see 5.1.3.1) as in:

(289) ɳatu ŋapa-∅ kaŋakaŋa ŋaŋa-ŋa wara-yi Ⱦuru-ni
       1SgA water-ABS close pour-PART AUX-PRES fire-LOC
   'I poured the water near the fire'.
or to use a multi-clause sentence (see 5.2) as in:

(290) ūru-uni ṭaṛka-ṇa / qaṭu qaḍa-∅ qaṇa-ṇa
fire-LOC stand-RELss 1SgA water-ABS pour-PART
wara-yi
AUX-PRES
'Standing near the fire I poured some water'.

Other examples of this use of LOC case are (note that (291) refers to a surface):

(291) kupa-kupa-∅ puri-ṇa wara-yi miṭa-ṇi
REDUP-child-ABS fall-PART AUX-PRES ground-LOC
'The child fell onto the ground'.

(292) kaṭi-∅ ṇulu wara-yi puṇa-ṇi
clothes-ABS SgnFA throw-PRES humpy-LOC
'He throws the clothes into the humpy'.

(C) a LOC case noun phrase can express the temporal location or setting of an action, event or process. Precise time may be indicated by the use of AUX verbs (see 4.5.7) and LOC NPs. Noun phrases in this function may be:

a) a time word. The morphology of time words is described at 4.1.1 and 4.2.7.2 above. These words are used as stems without any
some examples are (24) above and:

\[(293) \wedge\text{win}ta\ yini\ \text{wapa-\$a\ nana-\$i?}\ ]\ kara\$i-\$?
when 2SgS go-FUT AUX-PRES today-LOC

'(When will you go?) Today?'.

b) one of an (open) set of nouns with physical or meteorological reference, some of which are:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{\$i}t\text{ji} & \quad \text{sun, day} & \text{wata}r\text{a} & \quad \text{wind} \\
\text{\$i}n\text{k}\text{a} & \quad \text{night} & \text{wit\text{k}ura} & \quad \text{whirlwind} \\
\text{pi\text{ra}} & \quad \text{moon} & \text{\$i}l\text{ara} & \quad \text{rain} \\
\text{ki\text{lp}}\text{a} & \quad \text{cold, winter} & \text{kunm}\text{i} & \quad \text{haze} \\
\text{wa}\text{ld}\text{\$a} & \quad \text{heat, summer} & \text{\text{\$i}d\text{a}\$u} & \quad \text{drought}
\end{align*}
\]

Examples of their use as temporal specifiers with LOC case are the following:

\[(294) \text{pi\text{ra-}\$}\ \text{nawu}\ \text{\$a}\text{\$k}\text{a-\$i}\ \text{\$i}n\text{k}\text{a-\$i}}\]
moon-ABS SgnFS stand-PRES night-LOC

'The moon comes out at night'.

\[(295) \text{nanga}\ \text{marapu-}\$\ \text{pali-\$i}\ \text{\text{\$i}d\text{a}\$u-\$i}}\]
meat many-ABS die-PRES drought-LOC

'Many animals died in drought times'.

---

1 The paradigmatic contrast is examined at 4.2.7.2. Although time and space are different concepts semantically they seem to be dealt with analogously in Diyari. So, for example, we find:

a) CHAR used with space and time words (4.2.2)
b) location reference nouns can be used temporally (see (b) and examples (294) to (296) below).
Informants also add the LOC case suffix to English names of the days of the week when they use them in their Diyari. The following is a typical example:

(297) mağa-∅ wata wakaɾa-ṇani [Monday]-ni /
stone-ABS not come-RELds -LOC
ŋayanĩ puka pani-∅ ŋama-lka-ja ŋana-ỹi
1PlexclA food none-ABS sit-TR-FUT AUX-PRES
'If some money (lit. stone) does not come on Monday, we will have no food'.

c) a phrase consisting of a noun plus the adjective pani 'none'. When inflected for LOC case these phrases mean 'When there were no ...' as in:

1 There is one example of a noun + adjective of a different sort inflected for LOC case with a similar meaning but there also appears to be a subject NP:

(298') ɲawu-ka ɲari paɾa-ỹi ɲani kanku waka-ni
SgnFS-TOKEN dead lie-PRES 1SgS boy small-LOC
'He lay there dead when I was a boy'.

The exact status of this sentence and its relationship to examples (298) and (299) is as yet unclear.
(298) puka pani-ni ɲayana yawa-Ø ɭayi-ña
food none-LOC 1PlinclA grass onion-ABS eat-PART
wani-yl
AUX-PRES
'When there was no food we used to eat grass onions'.

(299) kati pani-ni maɭari ya wiɭa-Ø
clothes none-LOC man and woman-ABS
wiɭpa-Ø wiɭi-yl
pubic tassel-ABS wear-PRES
'When there were no clothes men and women wore pubic tassels'.

It is interesting that Wangganguru and Arabana (see 1.1.5) have a construction exactly parallel to that found in Diyari and Dhirari, namely N padni-ŋa where -ŋa is the LOCative case suffix (Hercus (pers. comm.)).

Other temporal specification is handled by the use of RELative clauses (see 5.2.2 especially 5.2.2.1).

(D) to indicate accompaniment. A LOC case marked NP can refer to a person or thing accompanying an 'actor' or 'agent' performing some action (or 'patient' subject of a 1E verb undergoing some process). The following are some examples (see also (10) above):

(300) ɲawu kanku-Ø wiɭəɭi-yl mankaɭa-wuɭu-ŋu
SgnFS boy-ABS go about-PRES girl-DUAL-LOC
'The boy is going about with two girls'.
(301) ɲani ɲiŋki-ŋi wana-ni
SgFS play-PRES digging stick-LOC
'She's playing with a digging stick'.

(302) pinaŋu-ɸ ɲawu pali-ŋa wara-ŋi ɲaŋamuña-ŋi
old man-ABS SgnFS die-PART AUX-PRES son-LOC
'The old man died with his son'.

There is a certain amount of overlap between this function of the locative case in Diyari and the use of the PROPrietive suffix (see 5.1.6.3.1) although there is a contrast between them discussed below.

(E) to indicate the indirect object of a number of class 1D intransitive verbs (see 4.5.3.1), particularly verbs of locution. The following are some of the stems which occur with a LOC case indirect object:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stem</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ʉaliki-</td>
<td>'to disobey'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ʉani-</td>
<td>'to bid farewell'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ʉamma-</td>
<td>'to be very fond (of)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kalapa-</td>
<td>'to answer'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kilpari-</td>
<td>'to disbelieve'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>muɗa-</td>
<td>'to finish (with)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kurutaŋa-</td>
<td>'to forget (about)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yaŋa-</td>
<td>'to speak (to)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kaŋka-</td>
<td>'to shout, call out (to)'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Examples of their occurrence with LOC NPs include (38) and (48) above and also:

(303) ɳada-ni ɳawu ɗalki-yi pušaŋu ya ɳuŋkani
then-LOC SgnFS disobey-PRES D1LOC and SgnFGEN
ŋandfi-ni
mother-LOC
'Then he disobeyed them and his mother'. (1;8)

(304) yini ɬampa-yi wila-ni
2SgS be fond-PRES woman-LOC
'You're really fond of women'.

The verb yata- 'to speak' occurs with a range of NPs in various cases (with only (a) being obligatory):

a) a nominative NP indicating the animate being speaking
b) an accusative NP indicating the language spoken (see 5.1.5.2)
c) a locative NP indicating the person or thing spoken to
d) a source NP indicating the subject spoken about.

The following sentence shows the full array of possible NPs:

(305) ɳani ɬiyaŋi yawaŋa-ŋa yata-ŋa wara-ŋi ɳuŋkani
1SgS Diyari language-ABS speak-PART AUX-PRES SgnFLOC
yŋkaŋundfu
2SgSCE
'I spoke to him about you (in) Diyari'.

(F) to indicate a general goal. This is a rather specialized use of LOC case and occurs when:

a) the verb is an intransitive stem referring to rest or motion (not induced motion - c.f. above); and

b) the general goal is ɲanzi 'meat', puka 'vegetable food' or a particular type of edible substance (i.e. a hyponym of one of these two generics).

This type of sentence contrasts with those involving NPs in PURP osive case (see 5.1.5.8). Consider the following pairs of examples and the informants' translations of each:

(306) ɲani wapa-yi ɲanzi-ya
1SgS go-PRES meat-PURP
"I'm going for some meat".

(307) ɲani wapa-yi ɲanzi-ni
1SgS go-PRES meat-LOC
"I'm going hunting (for some meat)".

Sentence (306) expresses an activity directed towards a particular goal (e.g. piece of meat at a place) while in (307) there is no particular meat involved but simply meat in general, hence the informants' use of "hunting". Other examples of this use of LOC case are:
(308) țana paṟu-nil țama-yi
P1S fish-LOC sit-PRES
'They are sitting down fishing (lit. for fish)'.

(309) wiJapina-Ø wapa-yi / yawa-nil țařka-ṇa
old woman-ABS go-PRES grass onion-LOC stand-PART
wiṟari-ṇa
go about-RELss
'The old woman is going for grass onions (lit. to stand about for grass onions)'.

Compare these with examples of PURP case below (5.1.5.8).

(G) to indicate the person or thing with which something is being compared.

Comparative clauses in Diyari contain the adjective mala 'true' used adverbially (see 5.1.3.1) and an object of comparison NP in locative case. The predicate of such clauses may be non-verbal (5.1.2) as in1:

(310) țani mala kići țanaŋu-ya maṭari-nil wiJ-a-nil
1SgS more clever PILOC-NEAR men-LOC woman-LOC
'I'm more clever than those men and women'.

See also (181) above. The predicate may contain the copula țana-
'to be' plus an instrumental case NP (5.1.5.4) as in (180) above and:

(311) țani mala yap-a-li țana-yi țaŋaŋu
SgFS more fear-INST be-PRES 1SgLOC
'She is more afraid than I (am)'.

1 For the syntax of conjunction by apposition in (310) see 5.3.1.2.
Where the clause contains a verb predicate (5.1.1.1) LOC case marks the NP with which the activity or event is being compared. These sentences may be derived by a regular reduction rule like¹:

He eats more meat than I eat meat
→ He eats more meat than I.

Examples include:

(312) nulu maja naŋti marapu-ŋ jayi-ŋi ŋakaŋu
SgnFA more meat much-ABS eat-PRES 1SgLOC
'He eats more meat than I'.

(313) nalu nuŋu-ali maja mindi-ŋi naŋkaŋu wil-a-ni
SgnFS quick-INST more run-PRES SgnFLOC woman-LOC
'He runs faster than that woman'.

5.1.5.6 source -ndfu ~ ʊndfu

The source case has a number of syntactic functions which can be divided into 'local' functions (Lyons (1968: 295, 298-302)) including spatial and temporal, and 'non-local' functions. Some of the latter are semantically 'causal' and overlap to some extent with instrumental case

¹ The reduced form (if reduction is the correct analysis) is the only one available in Diyari. Otherwise comparison can take the form of juxtaposed clauses (possibly linked by ŋala (see 5.3.3)) such as 'He eats a lot of meat (but) I eat little'.
functions (see 5.1.5.4), although there is a difference in focus involved (see below).

a) **local functions** - source case basically indicates a point of origin or departure from some action, event or process. Within the local functions of source we can distinguish, on semantic grounds between the following uses:

(A) indicating the spatial source or point of origin. The verb of a clause containing a SCE case NP in this function will be one of motion or induced motion. Examples of 1A verbs (4.5.3.1) are:

(314) ɲawu ʃika- qa  wara-yi  ɲura-ndru

SgnFS return-PART AUX-PRES camp-SCE

'He returned from the camp'.

(315) paya  waka-waka-ø  ɗuŋka-yi  kapi-ndru

bird REDUP-small-ABS emerge-PRES egg-SCE

'Baby birds come out of eggs'.

(316) ɲawu  kuʃkuŋa-qa  ɲari-yi  ɲantu-ndru

SgnFS jump-PART go down-PRES horse-SCE

'He jumped down off the horse'. (8;5)

See also (7) and (17) above.
The following examples show verb complexes (5.1.1.1) containing roots from other classes (4.5.3):

(317) ḋani-Ø ḋandu ḋama- yi ḋuña muku-ndu
meat-ABS SgFA cut-PRES shin bone-SCE
'She cut the meat off the shin bone'.

(318) ḡa qanu yundu kułka- yi ḡu-ndu
1SgO 2SgA save-PRES fire-SCE
'You saved me from the fire'.

(319) ɬanali miğa-Ø mani- yi kaña-ndu
P1A country-ABS take-PRES person-SCE
'They took the country from the (black) people'.

With the experiential verbs ḡayi- 'to see' and ḡara- 'to hear' a SCE NP may be used to indicate the location from which something was heard or seen. Examples of this include (101) above and:

(320) ḡa yina ḡara- yi puña-ndu
1SgS 2SgO hear-PRES humpy-SCE
'I heard you from the humpy (i.e. I being in the humpy and not you)'.

(B) indicating the temporal origin or departure point. As with locatives (see 5.1.5.5) the NP here may be a time word as in:
or a noun with temporal/locational reference (see list on page 297 above) as in:

(323) waldřa-ndřu maļi-ři-yi
heat-SCE cool-INCH-PRES
'After (being) hot it becomes cool'.

(324) pijäřu-ndřu țalarža-φ kuđa-ŋani / ŋađa-ni
drought-SCE rain-ABS fall-REL$_d$s then-LOC
kantža-φ pünkka-yi
grass-ABS grows-PRES
'If it rains after a drought the grass grows'.

or a noun (optionally followed by an adjective), which has human reference. SCE case with these NP indicates 'since being NP...' and is exemplified in:
(325) ŋatu ɲiŋa piŋa-ŋanka-ŋa wānti-yi kanku waka-ndfu

ISgA SgnF0 big-CAUSE-PART AUX-PRES boy small-SCE

'I reared him (lit. 'made him big') since (he was)/from a small boy'.

(326) ɲani ɲuŋkaŋu ɲama-yi mankaŋa-ndfu

SgnFS SgnFLOC sit-PRES girl-SCE

'She has lived with him since (she was) a girl'.

b) non-local functions - among the non-local functions of source case we can distinguish three semantic and syntactic sub-types:

(A) an NP in source case can specify the thing or materials out of which something is made. Verbs of clauses in which these SCE NP occur are the same verbs of construction listed under function (B) of the instrumental case above (see page 54). There seem to be two differences between source and instrumental cases here:

i) there is a difference of focus - instrumental indicates the things or materials with which something is constructed whereas source indicates that from which it is made. Compare the following examples ((327) is (251) repeated here for convenience):

---

1 This sentence was used in a text about the practice, only recently discontinued, of young girls going to live with their future husbands (typically a much older man) at an early age. Such marriages are often described in terms such as "He grew her up". (c.f. example (325)).

2 The difference I am attempting to capture here may be related to Fillmore's (1975) use of the term 'perspective', although he is dealing mainly with differences in lexical entries for verbs. Donaldson (1977: 118) uses 'perspective' for the difference between sentences (in Nginyamba) like "We blew the ball out of a (kangaroo) pouch" and "We blew up a (kangaroo) pouch into a ball". This is close to the type of difference I perceive in Diyari.
(327) maṭari-ali yinka-Ø juppa-yi kaiku-ali
   man-ERG string-ABS twist-PRES bullrush-INST
   'The man is making string with bullrushes'.

(328) maṭari-ali yinka-Ø juppa-yi kaiku-ndfu
   man-ERG string-ABS twist-PRES bullrush-SCE
   'The man is making string out of bullrushes'.

One further example is:

(329) tanali pilipili-Ø qanka-qa wanti-yi parandfu
   P1A REDUP-bag-ABS make-PART AUX-PRES hair-SCE
   'They made a little bag from (human) hair'.

ii) unlike sentences such as (253) above, the ERG case marked
NP of a sentence where SCE indicates materials cannot be
left unspecified and deleted. An ERG NP must always appear
even if only 'they' as in (329). That is, a sentence such
as the following is ungrammatical:

(330) *pilipili qankaqa wantiyi parandfu

The only way a generic sense with no expressed agent can
be formulated in Diyari is by means of sentences such as
(253) involving an INST NP.
(B) an NP in source case can specify the reason or cause why something happens\(^1\) if:

a) the predicate refers to a state (i.e. is non-verbal (see 5.1.2)) or a process (if verbal); and
b) the process verb is intransitive, including de-transitivized stems (see 4.5.4.1.2).

There is some overlap between this use of source case and function (C) of instrumental described above (see 5.1.5.4 page 273). When the predicate fits the criteria listed above SCE and INST are alternatives with no apparent difference in meaning. Otherwise, INST case NP must be used.

The following are some examples of this function of source case:

(331) pula ʁand̪a-mali-yi wila-ya yawaʔa-nd̪u
D1S hit-RECIP-PRES woman-GEN word-SCE
"They were fighting on account of the woman's words".

(332) kaña-∅ ʁari-ʁanka-ʔar-i-la ʁanta-yi guwa-nd̪u
person-ABS dead-CAUSE-REFL-IMPL\(SS\) want-PRES spouse-SCE
'People want to kill themselves on account of their spouses\(^2\)."

\(^1\) See also the use of SCE with miŋa 'what' described at 4.2.8 - example (27) in particular.

\(^2\) The somewhat unusual syntax of (332) is described at 5.2.1.1 below.
An example of a non-verbal stative predicate is the following:

(334) puŋŋa puŋkaŋi-ŋ maŋŋi ŋupa-ndru
lung SgnFGEN-ABS bad smoke-SCE
'His lungs (were) bad from smoke (i.e. smoking)'.

An interesting example occurred during a discussion of tribal groups with the late Mr. Leslie Russel, where he was describing the fact that his father was a kunafi (Cooper's Creek (see 1.1.3)) person but his mother was not. The sentence he used (which also has a non-verbal predicate) is particularly interesting in illustrating the Aboriginal view that parents can be seen as a source of inheritance. The example is:

(335) ġani kuŋkaŋi-la ġapiŋ-ndru / wata
1SgS Cooper's Creek-CHAR father-SCE not
ŋandfi-ndru
mother-SCE
'I'm a Cooper's Creek person from (my) father, not from (my) mother'.
linguistic act occurs. Some verbs with which these SCE NP co-occur include:

- yata- (1D) 'to speak, say'
- yadi- (1C) 'to lie, tell lies'
- yakaika- (2E) 'to ask'
- kawukawupa- (2A) 'to tell a story'
- wanka- (2C) 'to sing'
- 'alpa dakka- (2A) 'to inform (lit. pierce (one's) ear)'

Some examples of their use are (48) above and:

(336) yaru-ka na'nu yiipa kawukawupa-yi nakaani
like that-TOKEN 1SgA 2SgO tell story-PRES 1SgGEN
mita-ndfu
country-SCE
'I'll tell you about my country like that'.

(337) wanoapula-li wima-o wanka-yi kunapi-ndfu
(name)-ERG song-ABS sing-PRES Cooper's Creek-SCE
'Wongapula sang a song about Cooper's Creek'.

5.1.5.7 allative -ya - nu

The allative case has two 'local' (in the sense that this term is employed in the discussion above) functions, one spatial and the other

1 The cases of the NPs construed with yata- 'to speak' are listed above (see 5.1.5.5 page 291).
temporal:

(A) with verbs of motion or induced motion (both transitive and intransitive) an allative case noun phrase indicates the thing or place towards which the motion is directed. There is a contrast between locative case (see 5.1.5.5) and allative with these verbs:

a) LOC indicates motion into a place or onto some surface.

b) ALL indicates motion towards some place.

Compare examples (285) and (286) above and the discussion regarding them.

Examples of ALL case marked NPs are the following, firstly with intransitive verbs (see also (43) above):

(338) miri karì-a-∅-mayi wala-ya
above climb-IMP-NM-EMPH nest-ALL
'Climb up above to the nest'. (1;43)

(339) yini wapa-yi yinhaŋ piɾi-ya
2SgS go-PRES 2SgGEN place-ALL
'You go to your place'.

and also with transitive verbs:

(340) miŋka-ya-la naŋu paŋaka-na wantl-yi
hole-ALL-NI 1SGA carry-PART AUX-PRES
'I carried (it) to the hole'. (12;48)
(341) manl-∅  ∅at-data ∅war-∅a ∅war-∅i  ∅tu∅-∅ya
fat-ABS 1SgA throw-PART AUX-PRES fire-ALL
'I threw the fat towards the fire'.

Compare (341) with (288) above. The following is an example of a
transitivized 1A verb (see 4.5.3.1, 4.5.4.1.1) with an ALL NP:

(342) [Dora]-nd∅ ∅ata-∅ka-∅i  ∅anta-∅anta-∅ya
-ERG go down-TR-PRES REDUP-animal-ALL
'Dora took (him) down to the animals'. (9;7)

(B) when used with one of the temporal location nominals (see 4.1.1)
ALL case specifies the time until which an action, event or process
continues. An example of this function is:

(343) ni∅k∅-∅ya-∅  ∅al∅∅a  ∅ura∅∅-∅a  ∅ana-∅i  ∅η∅∅k∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∪
In sentences such as (344) and (345) -\textit{lu} seems to be optional, but emphasizes 'until'. Note that if -\textit{ya} is deleted in sentences such as (345) we must interpret the time word as in locative case and the meaning is then quite different (for the two functions of -\textit{lu}, marking 'still' and 'only', see 5.4.1):

\begin{verbatim}
(346) taŋkupaŋa-ŋ\textit{lu}  ꙁand Ruf  wayi-yi  puka-ŋ
   tomorrow-LOC-STILL SgnFA  cook-PRES  food-ABS
   'She'll cook food tomorrow only'.
\end{verbatim}

5.1.5.8 purposive

For singular common nouns the expression of allative case is morphologically identical (see 4.2.4) to that of purposive case, namely -\textit{ya}. However, there are differences between the types of nominal determiners (see 4.4.1) occurring in the two cases, as the following table shows:

\begin{verbatim}
TABLE 39 : CASE REALIZATIONS

\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
Case & Singular noun & Determiner (non-feminine) & Determiner (feminine) \\
\hline
ALLATIVE & -\textit{ya} & ꙁuŋkau & ꙁuŋkau \\
PURPOSIVE & -\textit{ya} & ꙁuŋkari & ꙁuŋkari \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{verbatim}
For pronouns (see 4.4.2, 4.3.1) the forms used for PURP are identical to those of BENefactive and GENitive. For the syntactic reasons for distinguishing them see 5.1.5.9 and 5.1.5.10 below.

The purposive case has two functions which we could broadly term 'purpose' and 'result':

(A) a purposive case NP can indicate the (general) purpose or aim for which an action is initiated. Typically, clauses involving this use of PURP NP contain a verb of motion (transitive or intransitive) as in:

\[(347) \text{nawu } \text{tīka-yl } \text{nūŋkaŋl-ya } \text{tuŋu-ya} /\]
\[
\text{SgnFS return-PRES SgnFPURP-NEAR fire-PURP}
\]
\[
\text{mani-ŋa } \text{tīka-la}
\]
\[
\text{get-PART return-IMPL}
\]
\[\text{ss}
\]

'He is coming back for this wood to take (it) back'.

\[(348) \text{yuI a wapa-a-lu } \text{pāŋikuti-ya} \]
\[
\text{2D1S go-IMP-NM goat-PURP}
\]
\[\text{‘You two go for the goats’}.\]

although verbs of other types do occur, for example:

Dh. (349) ŋaŋi ꞌapa ǰili-i ꞌapa ꞌnda ꞌpufi-ŋa ꞌapa-ya
\[
\text{1SgA water soakage-Ø dig-PART AUX-PRES water-PURP}
\]
\[\text{‘I dig a soakage for water’}.\]
When the predicate is stative and involves one of the INST case NP specified on page 278 a PURP NP indicates the thing desired. Examples of this function of PURP are (265) to (267) above. Also in this group seems to be the idiomatic expression kaj, u mara- literally 'liver turn red' translated by informants as "be hard up for". An example is:

(351) ñaññi kaju-∅ mařañ-∅ lSgS liver-ABS turn red-PRES food-PURP
"I'm hard up for bread".

Clearly sentences like (351) are semantically similar to (265) to (267) where the INST NP overtly expresses the desire.

(B) a purposive case NP can indicate the result of some action, whether or not the result was intended by the agent initiating the action. Examples of this use of PURP typically involve an adjective as the NP (see 5.1.1.2) as in:

(352) ñawu puri-ña wapi-yi ʊapa tuʁu-∅ ʊari-ya-∅
SgnFS fall-PART AUX-PRES water fire-LOC dead-PURP-NI
'He fell to his death in the boiling water'.

1 A more standard English translation of kaj, u mara- would be 'to be really in need of'.
2 This sentence occurred during a discussion of ñatuŋakali a Wangganguru man who fell into the boiling waters of Mt. Gason bore (wanduruna).
(353) yunduŋa paŋuma-yi ōpi-ya
2SgA 1SgO drag-PRES alive-PURP
"You pulled me out alive".

but examples with nouns do occur, as in:

(354) kumaŋi-ya yula ōndōŋaŋali-yi kupa-kupa-wu̍nu-ꤦ
blood-PURP 2D1S hit-RECIP-PRES REDUP-child-DUAL-ABS
'You two children fight till you bleed (lit. to bleed ).'

An understanding of some instances of this function of purposive case requires detailed knowledge of Diyari beliefs, especially about case-effect and implication (see also 5.2.1.1). So, for example, when discussing the ring sometimes seen around the moon on summer nights Rosa Warren said:

(355) piŋa-ali puŋa-ꤦ waŋi-ya ōlaŋa-ya
moon-ERG humpy-ABS build-PRES rain-PURP
"The moon is building a humpy so it will rain".

Notice the connection between moon building a humpy and the resulting rain (expressed as a purposive case noun phrase). Another example of this occurred during a discussion of the phases of the moon:

(356) piŋa-ꤦ kuku ōfka-yi ōlaŋa-ya
moon-ABS overturned stand-PRES rain-PURP
"The moon is standing upside down for rain".
When the moon wanes the Diyari believe it stands upside down and will soon release the rain it is known to hold. The rain will result from the moon's standing upside down.

5.1.5.9 benefactive

The marker of benefactive case suffixed to singular common nouns (see 4.2.4.2) has the same phonological shape as that for allative, purposive and genitive cases.

Some or all of these functions are often marked by the suffix -ku in Australian languages (see Blake in Dixon ed. (1976: 421-4)). I can find no trace of -ku or possible reflexes of it in Diyari or Dhirari. It is interesting that Ngamini and Yarluuyandi have -ŋka and -ŋga respectively as markers of all these functions (as for -ŋa in Diyari).

For nominal determiners and pronouns (4.3.2, 4.4.1) the same forms are used for BEN, PURP and GEN but a different form (which is identical to LOC) for ALL. This still means that for noun phrases benefactive, purposive and genitive cases will have the same realizations. However, we must distinguish them for the following syntactic reasons:

a) with the genitive the possessed noun phrase must be present in the clause or clear from the context (see 5.1.5.10,5.1.6.1). There is no NP to NP relationship expressed by BEN or PURP.

b) GEN case marked NPs may occur in any of the other syntactic functions and with the respective case marking (see 4.2.4). That is, GEN NPs may be double case marked (see 4.2.4, 4.3.3 and 5.1.6.1 below). Only genitive allows this doubling of functions.
c) a benefactive NP can be cross-referenced in the verb, except if it is intransitive, by the stem forming affixes -IPA- and -yiIPA- (see 4.5.4.2 and Table 34). Neither genitive nor purposive case noun phrases may be cross-referenced in this, or any other, way.

d) the noun phrase in benefactive case can only have a referent which is animate. For purposive case NPs the referent(s) may be animate or inanimate (see examples above 5.1.5.8). GEN case NPs must also have animate referent(s) (see 5.1.5.10).

There are also clear semantic differences between the functions of these three cases which can be brought into consideration. So, for example, an instance of GEN will be interpreted as possession and BEN as a benefactive i.e. an animate being benefiting from some action, event or process. The semantics of the purposive case have been described above. It is clear, then, that there are syntactic and semantic criteria for differentiating three cases, all with the same morphological realization.

A benefactive case NP has but a single function, namely to indicate the animate being for which an action is undertaken or which benefits from some event or process. Examples include (85) to (87) above and:

(357) őlu őnți-§ mani-ŋa wara-yi kiŋtala-ya
SgFA meat-ABS get-PART AUX-PRES dog-BEN
'He got some meat for (his) dog'.
5.1.5.10 genitive

The genitive is not a 'case' in the same syntactic sense as all the other cases mentioned above. Genitive expresses the concept of ownership or possession and hence relates NPs to NPs. All other cases are expressions of syntactic relationships between NPs and predicate(s).

The genitive is usually treated as a 'case' in grammars of Australian languages because (see also Crowley (1977:45)):

a) this is how it is treated in traditional grammars of languages such as Latin; and

b) there are often morphological similarities between its realizations and those of the other syntactic cases for all types of noun phrase.

Alternatively, it can be treated as a stem forming affix (see, for example Dixon (1977: 134)). This option is not available for Diyari because there are GEN nominal determiners (4.4.1) but none for stem forming processes e.g. PROPrietive (4.2.2, 5.1.6.3).

For details on the functions of genitive case and contrasts between it and other expressions of possession see 5.1.6, especially 5.1.6.1.
5.1.6 Possession

There are a number of ways the semantic concept of possession or ownership is expressed syntactically in Diyari. They include the use of stem forming affixes (4.2.2, 5.1.6.3, 5.1.6.4), apposition (5.1.6.2), the genitive case (5.1.6.1, 5.1.5.10) and a verb ('to have' see 5.1.6.5). In this section I discuss each of these expressions and their similarities and differences.

5.1.6.1 Genitive

A noun phrase referring to something which owns or possesses another thing can be marked for GENitive case function (5.1.5.10). The possessed object may have the same reference as the possessor i.e. be a part of it, or have a different reference. With body parts and certain other types of noun (see 5.1.6.2) apposition is an alternative to the overt expression of GEN case.

The syntactic order of possessor and possessed object is determined by the following criteria:

a) if the head of the possessor NP is a noun then it generally precedes the possessed NP. As such the case marking scheme is (where CASE indicates the function in the clause)

    possessor NP-GEN    possessed NP-CASE

b) if the possessor NP consists of a pronoun or just a nominal determiner (with anaphoric reference - see 5.1.1.2) then it may precede or follow the possessed NP. If the pronoun or determiner follows then it also carries the case of the
possessed NP (depending upon its function in the clause).

The following are some examples of GEN and relative orderings:

(359) ɲulu kudu-∅ paku-yi wila-ya wana-ali
SgnFA hole-ABS dig-PRES woman-GEN yamstick-INST
'He is digging a hole with a woman’s digging stick'.

(360) yini ɲama-a-∅-mayi ɲalɗanĩ ɲandɗi-ni
2SgS sit-IMP-NM-EMPH 1DinclGEN mother-LOC
'You stay with our mother'. (1;5)

(361) yini ɗika-a-∅-mayi ɲuwa yiŋkaŋi-ya
2SgS return-IMP-NM-EMPH spouse 2SgGEN-ALL
"You go back to your husband".

Compare (361) with (339) above. The two orderings illustrated by examples such as these appear to be equivalent alternatives (see also (8) above).

5.1.6.2 Apposition

As an alternative to the use of genitive case, a possessed noun phrase which is part of the thing or person which possesses it may occur in apposition with the possessor\(^1\). Here the possessor is not marked

---

\(^1\) Apposition in NPs is discussed at 5.1.1.2 above. See also 5.3.1.4 for the use of apposition as an expression of conjunction.
as GENitive case but occurs in a form appropriate to the syntactic role played by the possessed NP in the clause in which it occurs. That is, both NP take the same case marking (see 5.1.5).

The types of noun phrase which occur with a possessor in apposition are those which are inalienably possessed and are:

(A) parts of the body - examples include the following (note that in the majority of examples included in this section the possessor will be a pronoun - these examples have been chosen because pronouns distinguish S, A and O functions clearly (see 5.1.5, 4.3.2)):

(362) yini milki-∅  janma-yi-la
   2SgS   eye-ABS   open-PRES-NI

'Your eyes are open now'.

(363) nad+a-ni  nungkani  ka+zi mara-∅  wi+yi /
   then-LOC  SgnFGEN ZH hand-ABS   enter-PRES
   dukara-la  nungkanundaru  mara-n+du
   take out-IMPLss  SgnFSCE mouth-SCE

'Then his brother-in-law's hand went in and took (it) out of his mouth'. (1;39)

(364) nulu  nga+na mara-∅  nandfa-na  wara-yi
   SgnFA  1SgO   hand-ABS   hit-PART AUX-PRES

'He hit my hand'.

(B) bodily excretions such as kuna 'shit', kipa+ra 'piss' and ka+nu 'sweat', found in sentences like:
(365) qani kaqu-Ø qaka-yi
1SgS sweat-ABS flow-PRES
'I am sweating (lit. my sweat is flowing)'.

See also (1;100) in Appendix A.

(C) spiritual essences such as tipi 'life', muŋara 'soul' and puřka 'conscience'\(^1\). Examples include:

(366) yundũ ŋaŋa tipi-Ø kuŋka-ŋa wara-yi
2SgA 1SgO life-ABS save-PART AUX-PRES
'You saved my life'.

(367) ŋaŋu ŋina puřka-Ø ্gana-ŋa wara-yi
1SgA SgnFO conscience-ABS hunt away-PART AUX-PRES
'I frightened him'.

(D) characteristic noises, that is, one of the following list:

- kunqara - 'the sound of movement in the distance'
- kaldũ - 'the sound of human voices in the distance'
- ŋayaŋa - 'the sound of human voices in the vicinity'
- ŋaru - 'the sound of an identifiable human voice; echo'

\(^1\) Informants translate puřka as 'conscience' but I am not sure of its exact reference. The word occurs as an instrumental (see 5.1.5.4) puřkali ńana-meaning 'to be grievous, sorry for' and as part of the idiom illustrated in sentence (367) below. The word muŋara refers to the soul which ascends into the sky after death and contrasts with yawula 'spirit' which remains on earth to be questioned by the kunki or 'native doctor' (see Elkin (1932)).
See also 5.1.10.2 below and 5.2.2.

Examples of apposition with these nouns are:

(368) ɳatu yiŋa ɳaru-ŋa ɳara-ŋa wara-yi
1SgA 2SgO voice-ABS hear-PART AUX-PRES
'I heard your voice'.

(369) ɳatu puluka-ŋa kunqara-ŋa ɳara-yi
1SgA cattle-ABS noise-ABS hear-PRES
'I can hear the sound of cattle moving'.

(E) the noun ʈaŋa 'name'\(^1\), found with an appositional possessor as in:

(370) ʈanali ɳana ʈaŋa-ŋa ɖika-ŋa wara-yi
PIA 1SgO name-ABS name-PART AUX-PRES
'They said my name'.

(371) waŋaŋa yini ʈaŋa-ŋa
who-ABS 2SgS name-ABS
'What is your name?'.

Apposition as a means of indicating possession with these categories of nominal is common throughout Australia. It is found in Yidiny (Dixon (1977: 361)) and Ngiyamba: (Donaldson (1977: 278-9)), for example.

\(^1\) As with all other Aboriginal groups Diyari names are individual and not inherited. They are 'inalienably possessed'.
5.1.6.3 The PROPrietive

The PROPrietive or 'having affix' is a stem forming affix of the shape -ŋtu added to nominal stems (see 4.2.2 sub section [E]). The PROP marker cannot be suffixed to pronouns, determiners or names i.e. NP constituents whose reference is definite (see 5.1.7.2).

PROP may be followed by any of the case suffixes (4.2.4) depending upon the syntactic function of the nominal to which it is attached (5.1.5). Examples include (11) and (12) above as well as those listed below.

A noun suffixed by PROP acts syntactically like an adjective - thus it usually follows the NP which is being modified. A noun with PROP suffix may comprise a stative non-verbal predicate (see 5.1.2) as in:

(372) ꞉/owlu  kaŋa-∅  nganka-ŋtu
SgnFS  person-ABS  beard-PROP

'That man (has) a beard/(is) bearded'.

This can also be expressed by using the copula ngana- 'to be':

(373) ꞉/owlu  kaŋa-∅  nganka-ŋtu  ngana-yi
SgnFS  person-ABS  beard-PROP  be-PRES

'That man is bearded'.

There seems to be no difference in meaning between sentences such as (372)

1 The following discussion is based upon the comparative pattern set out in Topic A of Dixon ed. (1976). Where Diyari uses other means than PROP to express a semantic distinction found by Dixon I will refer to the relevant expression and its exemplification elsewhere.
and (373). Compare these examples with (405) below, however.

The PROPrieteive has a number of semantic functions:

(A) describing the characteristics of:

a) a human being - there are two possibilities here:
   i) the characteristic may be some physical feature of the person described. Examples of this include alienable things as in (372) and:

(374) pinafu-∅ pali-ŋa wara-yi wima-ŋtu-∅
old man-ABS die-PART AUX-PRES song-PROP-ABS
'The old man died with his songs'.

(375) kanku kundfukundfu-ŋtu-ali ŋaŋa yakalka-yi
boy cough-PROP-ERG lSgO ask-PRES
'The boy with a cough asked me'.

as well as inalienable body parts, as in:

(376) ŋani yata-ŋa wara-yi kanku mani-ŋtu-ni
1SgS speak-PART AUX-PRES boy fat-PROP-LOC
'I spoke to the fat boy'.

ii) the characteristic may be some relationship established between the person described and some other person. An example is:
Well, are you married?'

b) a non-human animate - here only physical characteristics are expressed by PROP, an example being:

(378) kintala nura-ntu-φ yaia-yi
dog tail-PROP-ABS speak-PRES
'The dog with a tail is barking'.

c) an inanimate thing - again physical characteristics are expressed by PROP, as in:

(379) nai nantl mani-ntu-φ layi-nan wara-yi
1SgA meat fat-PROP-ABS eat-PART AUX-PRES
'I ate the fatty meat'.

Another means of expressing physical attributes of all types of nouns is the use of a non-verbal predicate (5.1.2) plus, optionally, the copula ŋana- 'to be'. These predicates consist of a noun plus the adjective piña 'big' and are exemplified by2:

1 This sentence was used during a discussion of which of two dogs (one with a tail and one without) kept one of the informants awake at night.

2 This (and the use of KIN PROP - see below) seems to be the only way of expressing characteristics in Ngamini. I could find no evidence of a stem forming affix similar to PROP in the data collected on that language (by Breen and myself).
This is the means by which abstract qualities of human beings are expressed (not by using PROP above). So, for example we find:

Dh. (382) Ꙑ_months Ꙃ_boy Ꙃ_cheek big be-PART AUX-PRES
"That boy is cheeky".

(383) ꕸulan Ꙃ_man Ꙃ_nature big
'Those two men are philanderers'.

The characteristics of a place or location are also expressed in this way, for example:

1 paka is translated as 'type, sort' by informants and seems to refer to aspects of human nature. I am unsure of its exact reference but note that it occurs in the following idioms:

- paka Ꙑ_philanderer, man or woman who chases after someone of the opposite sex'.
- paka ꙕ_well behaved person' - opposite of paka Ꙑ_ (NB. ꙕ_ = 'strong')
- paka Ꙃ_to change one's appearance, habits'. (NB. Ꙃ_ = 'to turn, rotate').
Dh. (384) [dam]-ा puřu piña ṃana-ṇa puři-yi
-ABS-OI mud big be-PART AUX-PRES

'The dam was muddy'.

or by using a LOCative case marked NP (see 5.1.5.5) as in the following sentences (note the adjective is marapu 'many' in (386)):

(385) waḷḍa piña paḷaṇa-ni
heat big outside-LOC

'(It's) hot outside'.

(386) paṇu marapu kaṛiṇi-ni
fish many creek-LOC

'(There are) many fish in the creek'.

See also examples (155) to (159) above (5.1.2). PROP is occasionally found with descriptions of places as in:

(387) ṇaḷḍa wapa-yi miṇa ṭuṇu-ni
1Dlinc1S go-PRES country fire-PROP-LOC

'Let's go to a place with firewood'.

(B) describing a human agent at rest with:

a) something inanimate - a noun with PROP marking can occur in this function when the verb of the clause is intransitive (belonging to classes 1A or 1B (see 4.5.3.1)), and describes
an actor at rest (in various orientations). Examples include the following:

(388) ŋaju kaŋa-∅ ŋayi-ŋa wara-yi / kaŋi-ŋtu-∅
1SgA person-ABS see-PART AUX-PRES spear-PROP-ABS
‘I saw a man standing with a spear’.

(389) kupa waka-waka-∅ pifki-ŋa ŋama-yi
child REDUP-SMALL-ABS play-PART sit-PRES
kira-ŋtu-∅
boomerang-PROP-ABS
‘The small child is playing with a boomerang’.

b) a non-human animate - these sentences are similar to (a) above. Examples include:

(390) ŋani mankaŋa-∅ ʧuraŋa-yi kintaŋa-ŋtu-∅
SgFS girl-ABS lie-PRES dog-PROP-ABS
‘The girl is lying with some dogs’.

c) a human animate - examples include:

(391) ŋani ŋuwa-ŋtu-∅ ŋama-yi
1SgS spouse-PROP-ABS sit-PRES
‘I am sitting with (my) wife’.
In all these examples the locative case may be used as an alternative to PROP (see 5.1.5.5 function (D)). LOC must be used:

i) when the referent of the accompanying NP is definite (see 5.1.6.2) and overtly marked, such as by a nominal determiner (4.4.1) or a DUAL or PLURAL stem forming affix (see 4.2.2). So, for example, instead of (390) we find:

(392) ʋani mankaɾa-ɸ ɣuraɾa-yi ɣanaŋu kintala-ni
SgnFS girl-ABS lie-PRES P1LOC dog-LOC
'The girl sleeps with those dogs'.

and note also the following:

(393) kanku-waɾa-ɸ ɣama-yi ɣəɾi-waɾa-ŋu
boy-PLURAL-ABS sit-PRES youth-PLURAL-LOC
'The boys are sitting with the youths'.

See also examples (300) and (302) above.

ii) when the referents of the subject (S) NP and the accompanying NP are both human and of the same sex then locative case is used instead of PROP. So, for example, informants rejected:
They also drew a distinction between PROP and LOC when the sex of the two referents was different. Rosa Warren offered and translated the following two sentences:

(396) *mankařa-∅ ŧurařa-yi ŧari-ŋtu-∅ ŧurařa-yi
   girl-ABS youth-PROP-ABS lie-PRES lie-PRES
   "The girl sleeps with a young man".

(397) *mankařa-∅ ŧarí-ni ŧurařa-yi
   girl-ABS youth-LOC lie-PRES
   "The girl camps with a young man".

She said that a girl described by (396) would be a "bad girl" acting immorally. In this context PROP indicates a closer, more intimate relationship between the participants whereas LOC simply specifies accompaniment.

---

1 Since mankařa is a 'young, unmarried girl'. If ňuwa 'spouse' (unmarked for sex) were used then "that would be alright".
(C) describing a human agent moving with or accompanied by:

a) something inanimate, as in:

(398) kupa-∅ mindĩ-yi makita-ŋtu-∅
child-ABS run-PRES gun-PROP-ABS
'The child is running with a gun'.

(399) kaŋa-∅ nâu wakara-yi yawaŋa-ŋtu-∅
person-ABS SgnFS come-PRES word-PROP-ABS
'The man is coming with a message'.

If the inanimate thing accompanying the agent is assisting his movement then the INSTrumental case (see 5.1.5.4 function (A)) rather than PROP must be used in Diyari.

b) a non-human animate, as in:

(400) kaŋa-∅ nâu nantu-ŋtu-∅ ţika-yi
person-ABS SgnFS horse-PROP-ABS return-PRES
'The man is coming back with a horse'.

The comments on the use of INST with assistive NPs mentioned above (under (a)) hold for this class of referents also. If ɲantuyali 'horse-INST' is used instead of ɲantuntu in (400) then it can only be that the man is riding the horse (see 5.1.5.4 examples (249) and (250)).
(401) ɳawu  kupa-ŋtu-ø  wapa-yi
SgnFS  child-PROP-ABS  go-PRES

'He is going with a child'.

Sentences such as (401) are rare in the corpus - there seems to be a strong preference for the use of LOC in this sort of context (see 5.1.5.5) or even INSTrumental (see 5.1.5.4 function (F)).

(D) indicating a time or season - when questioned during elicitation, informants accepted sentences such as the following as grammatical:

(402) pira-ŋtu-ø  ŋayani  wapa-yi
moon-PROP-ABS  1PlexclS  go-PRES

'We go in the moonlight'.

but showed a strong preference for the LOC case (see 5.1.5.5 function (C)). I found no examples of sentences like (402) in texts.

Of the other possible semantic functions listed by Dixon the description of a state and of fear are indicated by the use of INST case (see 5.1.5.4 function (D)) and LOC case for the source or cause of the state or fear (see examples such as (263) to (264)).

5.1.6.4 The KINship PROPrietive

The stem forming affix -maŋa KINship PROPrietive (see 4.2.2 section
is added to a nominal forming an adjective similar, syntactically, to adjectives formed by the addition of -nṭu PROP (see 5.1.6.4).

KIN PROP has two semantic functions in Diyari:

a) it forms a collective noun added to a kinship term so that N-marā means 'a group of people one of whom is called 'N' by the others'. For non-reciprocal relationships the term for the most senior member is usually employed, although others (including the term for a junior member) can be used depending upon the emphasis expressed by the speaker. So, for example, a pair of sisters would normally be kaku-marā eZ-KIN PROP but nātāta 'younger sibling' (unmarked for sex) can be used also. Note that nātāta-marā is ambiguous between 'a group of sisters' and 'a group of brothers' however.

The nominal determiner which accompanies a KIN PROP noun must be non-singular i.e. dual or plural (see 4.4.1). Examples of this are (13) above and:

\[\text{(403) pula }  \text{nāpīrī-marā-}φ  \text{ wapa-}yi  \text{nūra-nd}u\]

\[D1S \text{ father-KIN PROP-ABS go-PRES camp-SCE}\]

'The father and child are going from the camp'.

It is possible to use one of these nouns as a predicate nominal (see 5.1.2) as in:
In a sentence such as (403) the other member of the pair referred to by ŋaćirिमाŋ’a "father-KIN PROP" can be expressed by the use of the INSTRumental case. This is discussed and exemplified at 5.1.5.4 above (see section (F) especially examples (275) and (276)).

b) it indicates 'with' or 'having' and is virtually identical in function with PROP above. Informants accept either -ŋ́tu or maŋ’a in sentences such as (372). That is, we find two alternatives, as in:

(405) ŋąwu kanaŋ’
SgnFS person-ABS beard-PROP ŋankaŋ’tu
{ ŋanka-maŋ’a beard-KIN PROP

'That man (is) bearded'.

I could find no situations in which the use of one of these affixes was acceptable whilst the other was not. They seem to be true alternatives.
In Ngamini also we find -mara as KIN PROP. That language has no equivalent to PROP in Diyari and uses -mara where Diyari has PROP as an alternative. See also Breen (1976c: 295-296).

5.1.6.5 The Verb 'to have'

Both Diyari and Dhirari have a verb which translates into English as 'to have'. It consists of the intransitive (class 1A) root qama- 'to sit' plus the transitivizer -lka- (see 4.5.4.1.1, 5.1.8.3), that is, qamalka-.

The syntax of -lka- is described below (see 5.1.8.3). Basically, this affix indicates the following correlation:

\[
\text{NP}_1 \text{root} \text{NP}_2^{\text{LOC}} : \text{NP}_1 \text{NP}_2^{\text{O}} \text{root-lka-}
\]

where \(\text{NP}_2^{\text{LOC}}\) is a LOCative of accompaniment (see 5.1.5.5 section (D)).

With qama- 'to sit' there is a semantic difference in focus, as shown by the following two sentences (for differences in word order see 5.1.7.1):

\begin{align*}
(406) \quad \text{ŋawu} & \quad \text{kana-}\phi & \quad \text{qama-yi} & \quad \text{kin\text{t}ala-ni} \\
\text{SngFS} & \quad \text{person-ABS} & \quad \text{sit-PRES} & \quad \text{dog-LOC} \\
& \quad 'The man is sitting with a dog'.
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
(407) \quad \text{nu} & \quad \text{kana-al} & \quad \text{kin\text{t}ala-}\phi & \quad \text{qama-lka-yi} \\
\text{SgnFA} & \quad \text{person-ERG} & \quad \text{dog-ABS} & \quad \text{sit-TR-PRES} \\
& \quad 'The man has a dog'.
\end{align*}

Sentence (407) indicates ownership while (406) refers only to (more or less temporary) spatial orientation between the man and the dog.

The 0 NP used with qamalka- may refer to various types of things except body parts. Other inalienably possessed NPs (see 5.1.6.2) can
be used with qamalka- as in:

(408) yund̪u  kaña  ṭa̞ya-∅  qama-ikt-ya-∅

2SgA  person  name-ABS  sit-TR-PRES

'Do you have an Aboriginal name?'.

as can NP referring to kin relations:

(409) yund̪u  kaku-∅  ṭama-ikt-ya-∅

2SgA  eZ-ABS  sit-TR-PRES

'Do you have an elder sister?'.

See also (14) above.

In Ngamini the verb 'to have' is qamaka- where qama- means 'to sit' and -ka- is a transitivizer cognate with Diyari -lka- (see also Breen (1976c: 295)). In both languages 'to have' seems to be quite freely used and is not more marked than any of the other possibilities available.

5.1.7  Word Order and Topicalization

The order of words within noun phrases (5.1.1.2), verb complexes (5.1.1.1) and genitives (5.1.6.1) have been discussed and illustrated above. In this section I discuss the order of words in the clause (5.1.7.1), the minimal structure of clauses (5.1.7.2) and topicalization of constituents (5.1.7.3). Notes on question formation are to be found at 5.1.7.4.
5.1.7.1 Word Order

The preferred ordering of clause constituents is as follows:

a) predicates, both verbal and non-verbal (5.1.1.1, 5.1.2) tend
to occur clause finally or close to clause final position.
b) nominals functioning adverbially and predicate determiners
usually occur immediately before or immediately after the
predicate (5.1.3).
c) some particles always occur clause initially (5.5) while others
such as pinti 'rumoured' are found on the margins of the clause
i.e. initially or finally (5.5.5).
d) if the predicate contains a transitive verb then the ergative
case NP usually occurs before the accusative case NP.
e) NPs in instrumental case occur before the predicate or
immediately after it.
f) NPs in local cases i.e. ALL and SCE, and also benefactive and
purposive NPs are usually placed after the predicate.
g) interrogatives of all types always occur clause initially -
see 5.1.7.4.

These ordering preferences may be disturbed in two ways:

a) the constituents of an NP may be separated (and all case marked
5.1.5) as in examples (15) and (217). This scrambling of
constituents is optional.
b) constituents may be topicalized, in which case they appear clause
initially - see 5.1.7.3.
Typical examples illustrating possible word orders may be found in the texts (Appendix A).

5.1.7.2 Minimal Sentences

A sentence in Diyari which consists of a single clause must contain a predicate and at least one or more (case marked) noun phrases in construction with it. The requirement for NPs depends upon the predicate type:

a) a non-verbal predicate (5.1.3) or a predicate containing an intransitive verb (4.5.3) must occur with a single NP in S function (nominative case - 5.1.5.1).

b) a predicate containing a transitive verb of class 2B (4.5.3.2) must occur with at least one noun phrase in O function (accusative case). That is, it is not necessary to express the 'agent' (ERGative case marked NP) with a 2B verb but the 'patient' is indispensable. Examples illustrating this are:

(410) mâyâta-∅ nâna wanti-∅
master-ABS 1SgO search-PRES
'(They) were searching for me, the boss'.

(411) waďayari yiŋa kupa-∅ ḡanka-ŋa wara-∅
where-LOC 2SgO child-ABS find-PART AUX-PRES
'Where were you born (lit. found)?'.

See also example (223) above.
With other class 2 (transitive) verbs usually the 'agent' is expressed - if necessary indefinites may be used:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Determiner</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>janali</code></td>
<td>PIA determiner</td>
<td>'they'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>miŋali</code></td>
<td>what-ERG</td>
<td>'something'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>waʃi</code></td>
<td>who-ERG</td>
<td>'someone'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>kaŋali</code></td>
<td>person-ERG</td>
<td>'someone'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For strategies for getting round these requirements see 5.1.8.1. Note that cross-clausal deletion can also affect these preferences (see 5.2).

5.1.7.3 Topicalization

The term 'topic' has been used in a number of ways in the linguistic literature (see for example Chafe (1976), Li and Thompson (1976)). For the description of Diyari I will use 'topic' to refer to a sentential constituent consisting of one or more words placed in clause initial position. Any constituent may be topicalized and hence differences from preferred word order may be involved (see 5.1.7.2). Interrogative words are inherently topical and always occur clause initially (5.1.7.4).

Two instances of topicalization will be described and illustrated here, firstly topicalization of predicates and secondly, topicalization of noun phrases:

a) topicalization of predicates occurs in Diyari when the predicate is in focus and has been mentioned in previous discourse. Consider the following example of a non-verbal predicate topic (note the preceding interrogative context):
See also (202) above and lines 78 and 79 in Text One (Appendix A).

An example of a verbal predicate topic is the following (preceding clause context included):

(413) [ŋatu ŋana wani-yi] wani-ŋa ŋatu /
1SgA SgFO follow-PRES follow-PART 1SgA

It seems that verbal complexes as a whole are topicalized as the following example shows. There are no instances in the corpus of a main verb being placed in clause initial position separated from its AUXiliary.

(414) [ŋayani wiŋari-ŋa wanti-yi] wiŋari-ŋa
1PlexclS go about-PART AUX-PRES go about-PART

See also lines 134 and 135 of Text One in Appendix A.
b) topicalization of noun phrases occurs when the speaker wishes to establish a particular referent (or referents) and then comment upon it (or them). Topical NPs must be definite, that is, the speaker assumes the hearer "can pick out, from all the referents that might be categorized in this way, the one [he has] in mind" (Chafe (1976: 39)). In Diyari topicalization of NPs has two syntactic correlates:

i) the topic nominal is placed in clause initial position

ii) a nominal determiner (4.4.1) agreeing in number, gender (in the singular) and case occupies the position in the clause that the NP would usually occupy (5.1.7.1).

Examples of this include (171) above and:

(415) [ŋatu talarə-ŋ nanka-yə / kuđa-ŋantu /]
1SgA rain-ABS make-PAST fall-IMPLds

ťalarə mađa nətu ŋina maṭa-ya
rain stone 1SgA SgnFO bite-PAST

'[I made the rain fall]. The rain stone I bit (it)'.

(416) kaŋa-ni ŋani ŋungkaŋu yaŋa-ŋa wara-yi
person-LOC 1SgS SgnFLOC speak-PART AUX-PRES

'To the man, I was speaking'.

1 This sentence is from a text about rain making - see also (246) above.
Note that personal names which cannot usually be preceded by a dete

(417) [Billy]-ŋa ŋawu wapa-yi ŋaka-ŋ

ABS SgnFS go-PRES there-LOC

'Billy, he's going there'.

(418) jirimirini pulali ŋaŋa ŋayi-ya

woman's name D1A SgFO see-PAST

'jirimiriri they saw her'.

When the topicalized NP contains the co-ordinating conjunction ya 'and' the nominal determiner will agree in number with the total number of individuals referred to. An example is line 1 of Text One (Appendix A).

Generics may also be topicalized, as in:

(419) pəya paʁʒəŋa ʨana ʨəŋa-yi

bird all P1S fly-PRES

'All birds, they can fly'.

Note that old and new information are expressed by clitics in Diyari (see 5.4.5, 5.4.6) as is additional information (5.4.3).

5.1.7.4 Questions

In Diyari, polar questions - requiring a yes/no answer - are marked by a rising intonation (3.6). No affixation or changes from preferred word
order (5.1.7.1) are used.

There are sets of interrogatives (see 4.2.8, 4.3.4, 4.4.3, 4.5.8) which are employed for asking non-polar questions. They are exemplified above at the sections listed. Interrogatives always occur in clause initial position - examples illustrating this include (26)-(28), (31)-(37), (45)-(47) and (56)-(59). Note that for míŋa 'what?' and waŋi 'who?' there is a contrast in word order between their interrogative and indefinite uses. This is illustrated at 4.2.8 and 4.3.4 above, as is the disambiguating use of -ya DUB post-inflectional affix.

The interrogative verbs (4.5.8) always occur clause initially as illustrated by examples (151) to (154) above.

5.1.8 Adjustments to Transitivity

Every verb root in Diyari and Dhirari is either inherently intransitive, transitive or di-transitive (see 4.5.3). Transitivity determines the syntactic functions and cases which the noun phrases construed with a verb in a clause may have (see 5.1.5). The inherent transitivity of a verb root may be changed by processes which involve the addition of stem forming (or derivational) affixes to the root (see 4.5.4 especially 4.5.4.1). These processes fall into two types, those which produce transitive stems from intransitive roots (see 4.5.4.1.1 and 5.1.8.2) and secondly those which produce intransitive stems from transitive roots (4.5.4.1.2, 5.1.8.1). The syntactic effects of these processes are examined and exemplified in the following sections.
The morpheme -tari- has two distinct functions:

a) it is an 'aspectual affix' which marks DURative and does not affect transitivity (4.5.4.2).

b) it is a 'de-transitivizer' which produces an intransitive stem from a transitive root.

The (a) function of -tari- will not be further considered here. For the (b) function we may recognize four sub-categories determined by the type of verb root to which -tari- is added (4.5.3.2):

(A) with class 2A verbs -tari- indicates a reflexive action, that is, that the 'agent' NP performs the action upon himself or part of himself. Examples illustrating this are (68) and (69) above and also:

(420) nani muruwa-tari-yi
      1SgS  scratch-REFL-PRES
      'I scratched myself'.

which contrasts with:

(421) nafu yinaga muruwa-yi
      1SgA  2SgO    scratch-PRES
      'I scratched you'.

With class 3 verb roots -tari- indicates a reflexive action performed for the benefit of the agent. Here agent and indirect object (or recipient) are the same. Examples include (70) and (71) above.

(B) with class 2B roots -tari- indicates an 'anti-passive' construction. That is, we find the following correlations between the functions of the NPs construed with the root and stem:¹

a) the A NP becomes an S NP
b) the O NP receives LOCative case marking.

This can be described schematically as:¹

\[
\text{NP}_1^A \quad \text{NP}_2^O \quad \text{V root} \quad \rightarrow \quad \text{NP}_1^S \quad \text{NP}_2^\text{LOC root-tari-}
\]

Examples illustrating this are (72) to (75) above. Note particularly the contrast illustrated in examples (74) and (75).

(C) with class 2C roots -tari- indicates the following changes:

a) the A NP becomes an S NP
b) the O NP is unchanged.

¹ The following discussion basically follows a transformational treatment of these correlations (see Chomsky (1957, 1965) and Akmajian and Heny (1975)). I take the morphologically unmarked root as basic and the stem as derived with transformational rules linking the clause types. The abbreviations are employed informally with sub-script numerals indicating referential identity.
This can be summarized as:

\[
\text{NP}_1^A \quad \text{NP}_2^0 \quad V \text{ root} \quad + \quad \text{NP}_1^S \quad \text{NP}_2^0 \quad V \text{ root-}^\text{a}^\text{f}^\text{i}-
\]

Illustrative examples are (76), (77) and (80) above and also the following pair:

(422) ɰand̪fu wɪ̊la-ali ṭanaqa puka-ɔ wayi-yi
SgFA woman-ERG P1O food-ABS cook-PRES
'The woman is cooking those (vegetable) foods'.

(423) ɰani wɪ̊la-ɔ ṭanaqa puka-ɔ wayi-^\text{a}^\text{f}^\text{i}-ẙi
SgFS woman-ABS P1O food-ABS cook-ACT-PRES
'The woman is cooking those (vegetable) foods'.

Informants drew a contrast between sentences such as (422) and (423), as noted in (78) and (79) above, along the following lines:

a) sentence (422) focuses upon the agent performing an action
b) sentence (423) focuses upon the activity rather than the agent.

There was also a preference for the use of qama- 'to sit' in sequence with main verbs marked for ACT (see example (80) and 4.5.6).

(D) with 2D roots -^\text{a}^\text{f}^\text{i}- marks a 'passive' construction where:

a) the O NP becomes an S NP
b) the A NP is marked by LOCative or INStrumental case (see footnote
page 184). Often this NP is left unexpressed especially if the speaker wishes the 'causer' to be non-specific. This can be abbreviated as:

\[ \text{NP}_1^A \quad \text{NP}_2^O \quad \text{V root} \quad + \quad \text{NP}_2^S \quad (\text{NP}_1^\text{LOC/INST}) \quad \text{V root-\text{\textit{\textasciiacute{a}r}}i-} \]

Examples illustrating 'PASSive' include (81) to (83) and also:

(424) ụnụ kaịa-ali ọapa-0 ịnịa-yị

SgnFA person-ERG water-ABS spill-PRES

'The man spilt the water'.

(425) ọapa-0 ịnịa-\text{\textit{\textasciiacute{a}r}}i-yị (kaịa-ni)

water-ABS spill-PASS-PRES person-LOC

'The water got spilled (by the man)'.

(426) waịa-ali ọi na mana-0 ọnd\textipa{\textasciitilde{e}}waka-ọ nga wara-yi

wind-ERG SgnFO door-ABS close-PART AUX-PRES

'The wind closed the door'.

(427) ọawu maịa-0 ọnd\textipa{\textasciitilde{e}}waka-\text{\textit{\textasciiacute{a}r}}i-ọ nga wara-yi ịla\textipa{\textasciitilde{a}ra}-ali

SgnFS door-ABS close-PASS-PART AUX-PRES \{ \text{\textit{\textasciiacute{a}ra}-ali} \}

wind-INST

\{ \text{\textit{\textasciiacute{a}ra}-ni} \}

wind-LOC

'The door got closed by/in the wind'.

Sentences such as (425) and (427) have a passive process meaning, often adversative as in (425).
Notice that each of these four syntactic sub-types involves changes to the basic clause functions S, A and O. So, for example, although instrumental case is realized the same way as ergative (4.2.4.2, 5.1.5.3) it is unaffected by the transformations given above. Take for example the following sentence (where the main verb is 2B):

(428) nu1u kaŋa-a1i yinaŋa wanti-ŋa wara-yi
SgnFA person-ERG 2SgO search-PART AUX-PRES
paraŋi-a1i
light-INST
'The man searched for you with a light'.

This can also be stated as follows:

(429) nawu kaŋa-∅ yinkaŋu wanti-jaŋi-ŋa wara-yi
SgnFS person-ABS 2SgLOC search-AP-PART AUX-PRES
paraŋi-a1i
light-INST
'The man searched for you with a light'.

The ergative NP becomes nominative in (429) while the instrumental NP is unaffected. A further illustrative instance of this is provided by ACT and a body part instrumental, as in:

(430) ɲandfu wijä-a1i puka-∅ ŋayi-ŋi mera-a1i
SgFA woman-ERG food-ABS eat-PRES hand-INST
'The woman is eating food with (her) hands'.

In all four transformational relations described above a noun phrase which was originally A or O ends up in derived S function. The changes involved are semantic and not connected with questions of cross-clausal identity or deletion (see 5.2 and descriptions of switch-reference). -tari- seems to indicate the following adjustments to the semantics of each verb class:

a) 2A verbs are all verbs of contact and affect which normally have an actor (A NP) acting upon a 'patient' (O NP). For these verbs -tari- indicates a deviation from the norm - the 'agent' and 'patient' are one and the same so contact is not as for the usual situation.

b) 2B verbs are listed in Table 30 above. Although the examples are not completely clear it seems that -tari- indicates a non-deliberate action not fully under the control of an agent.

c) 2C verbs are listed in Table 31. With these verbs there is a focus off the agent performing the action and onto the activity itself indicated by -tari-.

d) 2D verbs are listed in Table 32. They are all action/process verbs (Chafe (1970: 95)) and -tari- indicates a focus away from the agent with a (resulting) process interpretation.
5.1.8.2 Transitivizers

There are three morphemes in Diyari and Dhirari which produce a transitive stem from an intransitive root (see 4.5.4.1.1). They are:

(A) -1ka- which involves the following syntactic correlations:

a) the A NP of the stem corresponds to the S NP of the root
b) the O NP of the stem corresponds to a locative of accompaniment (5.1.5.5) of the root.

That is, we find:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{NP}_1^S & \text{NP}_2^{\text{LOC}} & \text{V root} & + \\
\text{NP}_1^A & \text{NP}_2^O & \text{V root-1ka-}
\end{array}
\]

Some stems derived in this way are listed in Table 27. The following examples illustrate the use of the transitivizer:

(432) nwu kanku-∅ wapa-yi mankaŋa-ni
      SgnFS boy-ABS go-PRES girl-LOC
   'The boy goes with a girl'.

(433) nulu kanku-all mankaŋa-∅ wapa-1ka-yi
      SgnFA boy-ERG girl-ABS go-TR-PRES
   'The boy takes (i.e. goes with) the girl'.

See also examples (60) and (61).
(B) -ipa- which indicates:

a) the O NP of the stem corresponds to the S NP of the root
b) an A NP is introduced

Stems of this sort are listed in Table 28. Examples illustrating the use of -ipa- include:

(434) Ꝣawu  kupa-Ø  Ꝣaŋka-yi
   SgnFS  child-ABS  stand-PRES
   'The child is standing'.

(435) ꜣulu  kaŋa-ali  ꜣĩga  kupa-Ø  Ꝣaŋka-ipa-yi
   SgnFA  person-ERG  SgnFO  child-ABS  stand-TR-PRES
   'The man stands the child up'.

Sentences such as (435) (and also (62) and (63)) refer to actual physical manipulation of the O NP. Where such manipulation is not involved a periphrastic causative is used (see 5.2.1.6.2).

(C) -ma- used with IE verbs has the same effect as -ipa- above. A list of the verbs taking -ma- are given in Table 29 while examples of its use are (64) and (65).

5.1.9 Nominalization

There are two means by which nominals (see 4.1.1) may be formed from verbs (4.1.4) in Diyari:
a) by the addition of -ni NOM to the verb stem (see 5.1.9.1)
b) by the addition of -yita HABIT (4.2.2) to the PARTICipial form of the stem (4.5.5, 5.1.9.2). That is, by adding -nayita to the stem in Diyari and -ndayita ~ -dayita in Dhirari.

For transitive stems (see 4.5.3) a nominal in O function (accusative case - see 5.1.5.2) may be compounded with the nominalized verb stem. So, for example, we find (using NOM for illustration):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nominal</th>
<th>Verbal Stem</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kana = nandra-ni</td>
<td>'killing people'</td>
<td>(person = hit-NOM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puluka = kampa-ni</td>
<td>'collecting cattle'</td>
<td>(cattle = collect-NOM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kupa = gayi-ni</td>
<td>'watching children'</td>
<td>(child = see-NOM)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Syntactically, the O nominal and the nominalized stem act as a single word since it is not possible to case mark both elements. Only the nominalized verb is case marked. This is indicated by the use of a = boundary between the elements of the nominalization. An example illustrating this case marking is:

(436) ηاني  yaṭa-ṇa  wara-yi  wila = ηandra-ni-ndřu
1SgS speak-PART AUX-PRES woman hit-NOM-SCE
'I spoke about woman beating'.

The following sentence is ungrammatical:

(437) *ṇani yaṭaṇa warayi wilandũ ṇandranandũ
Intransitive verb stems which take accusative case complements (see 5.1.5.2 section (C) and the list on page 264) also show this sort of compounding when nominalized. That is, the accusative complement may precede the nominalized stem as in:

\[ \text{wima} = k\bigl|\bigr|n\bigl|\bigr| \quad '\text{corroboree dancing}' \quad (\text{corroboree} = \text{dance-NOM}) \]
\[ \text{yawara} = y\bigl|\bigr|\bigl|\bigr|n\bigl|\bigr| \quad '\text{speaking (a) language}' \quad (\text{language} = \text{speak-NOM}) \]
\[ \text{ka\tilde{t}}\tilde{i} = w\bigl|\bigr|i\bigl|\bigr|n\bigl|\bigr| \quad '\text{wearing clothes}' \quad (\text{clothes} = \text{wear-NOM}) \]

For di-transitive stems (see 4.5.3) nominalization is one of the two means for distinguishing between the two accusative case NPs construed with the stem (see 5.1.5.2). The other means is the reflexive/reciprocal test mentioned above (4.5.4.1.2, 5.1.8.1). With nominalization the nominal which may be compounded with the nominalized verb stem is the 'direct object' not the 'indirect object'. So, for example, with yi\tilde{ng}ki- 'to give' the gift and not the recipient may be compounded, as in:

\[ \text{puka} = y\tilde{ng}ki-n\bigl|\bigr| \quad '\text{giving food}' \quad (\text{food} = \text{give-NOM}) \]

An example such as:

\[ \text{kupa} = y\tilde{ng}ki-n\bigl|\bigr| \quad '\text{child giving}' \quad (\text{child} = \text{give-NOM}) \]

can only mean 'giving a child (to someone)' and not *'giving (something) to a child'. Similarly, we find the following:
Further examples of nominalizations, including HABIT may be found below.

5.1.9.1 -ni NOMinalizer

The NOMinalizer -ni is added directly to the verb stem in Diyari and Dhirari. It produces a noun which:

a) has abstract reference to the action or event specified by the verb stem. Some examples have been given above (5.1.9) but we also have:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nominal</th>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Stem class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>wapani</td>
<td>'going, walking'</td>
<td>(go-NOM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taɾkani</td>
<td>'standing'</td>
<td>(stand-NOM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>puŋkani</td>
<td>'growing'</td>
<td>(grow-NOM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>palini</td>
<td>'dying'</td>
<td>(die-NOM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maʈani</td>
<td>'biting'</td>
<td>(bite-NOM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kaʈani</td>
<td>'waiting'</td>
<td>(wait-NOM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ṭayini</td>
<td>'eating'</td>
<td>(eat-NOM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>warani</td>
<td>'throwing'</td>
<td>(throw-NOM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paɖani</td>
<td>'catching'</td>
<td>(catch-NOM)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
b) refers to a non-animate instrument typically used for the action or event specified by the verb stem. Examples of this include:

\[\begin{align*}
\text{walpa+dakatařini} & \quad \text{'blanket (lit. cover oneself thing)'} \\
& \quad \text{(cover up-REFL-NOM)} \\
\ţina & = \text{mandřani} \quad \text{'trap (lit. foot grasper)'} \quad (\text{foot} = \text{grasp-NOM}) \\
\text{pařu} & = \text{pağani} \quad \text{'fishing tackle'} \quad (\text{fish} = \text{catch-NOM}) \\
\text{wiļpaŋankani} & \quad \text{'opener (lit. hole maker)'} \quad (\text{hole-CAUSE-NOM}) \\
\end{align*}\]

The occurrence of 0 function nominals with nominalized transitive and di-transitive stems has been described and illustrated above. The following examples show nominalizations of transitivized or de-transitivized stems (see 4.5.7.1):

\[\begin{align*}
\text{wapalkani} & \quad \text{'taking'} \quad (\text{go-TR-NOM}) \\
\text{yiřjipani} & \quad \text{'getting (someone) up'} \quad (\text{arise-TR-NOM}) \\
\text{palimani} & \quad \text{'putting (a fire) out'} \quad (\text{die-TR-NOM}) \\
\text{diŋatařini} & \quad \text{'rubbing oneself'} \quad (\text{rub-REFL-NOM})^1 \\
\text{naŋdamalini} & \quad \text{'fighting (each other)'} \quad (\text{hit-RECIP-NOM}) \\
\text{tukařini} & \quad \text{'riding'} \quad (\text{carry on back-PASS-NOM}) \\
\text{waŋkařini} & \quad \text{'singing'} \quad (\text{sing-ACT-NOM}) \\
\text{wantiŋari} & \quad \text{'searching (for)'} \quad (\text{search-AP-NOM}) \\
\end{align*}\]

\(^1\) This nominalization is also used idiomatically to mean 'masturbation' (of women).
Some illustrations of nominalized verbs used in clauses and inflected for case are:

(438) \( \text{tina} = \text{mandra-ni-ali} \quad \text{kiŋtala-ŋ} \quad \text{paŋa-yi} \)

foot grasp-NOM-ERG dog-ABS hold-PRES

'A trap was holding the dingo'. (19;123)

(439) \( \text{nanı} \quad \text{ŋama-yi} \quad \text{kiŋtala} \quad \text{kuŋka-ni-ŋi} \)

SgFS sit-PRES dog limp-NOM-LOC

'She is sitting with the lame (lit. limping) dog'.

See also example (203) above.

A nominalizer of the shape -ini- is found in Ngamini, Yarluyandi, Yandruwandha and Yawarawarga. Morpheme initial /i/ in these languages replaces the preceding morpheme final vowel as in Diyari (see 3.4.1).

5.1.9.2 -yiŋa HABIT

The -yiŋa HABITual association stem forming affix described above (4.2.2) is added to the PARTICipial form of a verb stem to form a noun. Thus, we find:

-ŋayiŋa in Diyari
-ŋŋayiŋa ~ -ŋŋayiŋa in Dhirari

where the Dhirari allomorphy is conditioned as for PART (4.5.5). Nouns formed by the addition of -PART-HABIT refer to animate beings habitually associated as agents with the action or event specified by the verb stem.
Because of the agency meaning (IE verbs (see 4.5.3.1) cannot be nominalized in this way. Examples of these nominalizations are:

Di. kupa = ṇand̪aṇayiṭa  
Dh. kupa = ḍandaḍayiṭa 

Di. yawaṛa = yiṅkiniayiṭa  
Dh. yawaṛa = yiṅkiḍayiṭa 

Di. piṅkiṇayiṭa  
Dh. piṅkiṇḍayiṭa 

Di. yindaṇayiṭa  
Dh. yindaḍayiṭa 

'child beater' (child = hit-PART-HABIT)

'preacher (lit. language = give-PART-
language giver)' HABIT)

'player' (play-PART-HABIT)

'one who always cries' (cry-PART-HABIT)

The following sentences illustrate the use of some nominalizations of this type:

(440) yawaṛa = yiṅki-ṇa-yiṭa-alibi  niṇa kaṛṭimalka-ṇa
language give-PART-HABIT-ERG SgnFO turn over-PART
wanṭi-yi ḅiyari-ni
AUX-PRES Diyari-LOC

'The preachers translated (lit. turned over) it (i.e. the Bible) into Diyari'.

The following sentences illustrate the use of some nominalizations of this type:
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Bandjalang (Crowley 1977:98) has an affix -ŋin which is added to nominals to indicate "habitual resident" and also to verbs to indicate "habitual actor". There seems to be no affix cognate to -yita in the other languages once spoken near Diyari and Dhirari (1.1.5).

5.1.10 Verbalization

There are three means by which verbs may be derived from nominals in Diyari. Two of these, namely INCHoative (see 5.1.10.1) and PRODUCT (5.1.10.2) derive intransitive verb roots while the third, CAUSE (5.1.10.3) produces transitive roots. The following sections discuss and illustrate these verbalization methods.

5.1.10.1 INCH

The INCHoative verbalizer has two allomorphs (see also 3.2.1.3):

-ŋi- added to a stem containing an intervocalic apical consonant or consonant cluster
-ri- added to all other stems.

The following list gives typical stems and the allomorph they select:
### Table 1: Adjectives in Diyari

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adjective</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>waḏu</td>
<td>'short'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yaṯu</td>
<td>'sated'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kaḷa</td>
<td>'empty'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>piṇa</td>
<td>'big'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maṟu</td>
<td>'black'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pani</td>
<td>'nothing'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waṟu</td>
<td>'white'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kīři</td>
<td>'clever'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pandīra</td>
<td>'cooked'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kaldiri</td>
<td>'salty'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adjective</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ŋumu</td>
<td>'good'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>munfta</td>
<td>'sick'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maḷanji</td>
<td>'bad'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>waka</td>
<td>'small'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ḗapa</td>
<td>'sore'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maļti</td>
<td>'cool'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŋuya</td>
<td>'habit, used (to)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŋuṅka</td>
<td>'rotten'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

INCH is added to adjectives (see 4.1.1) producing an intransitive verb root (of class 1D) such that X-INCH means 'to become X'. Note that INCH is not used with nouns in Diyari and that the notion of becoming for nouns is expressed by a periphrastic construction involving the verb pānthi- 'to become' (see 5.1.4). The periphrastic construction and INCH are alternatives for adjectives and there seems to be no difference in meaning between them. This is discussed and illustrated at 5.1.4 - see especially examples (215) and (216). Other examples of INCH verbs include (258) to (260), (323) and the following:

(442) yini ŋaru-ri-a-ŋ-mayi

2SgS quiet-INCH-IMP-NM-EMPH

'You be(oome) quiet!' or "Shut up!".
Further examples may be found in Text One (Appendix A) lines 33, 34 and 83. The interrogative nominal mina 'what' (4.2.8) is also verbalized by the addition of INCH producing the verb minari- (see 4.5.8) exemplified in (151) above and:

(444) mina-ri-į-yi-ku  qalafka  qalatka
what-INCH-PRES-SENSE  IDlinc1GEN  yS-ABS
'Something must have happened to our younger brother'. (1:69)

5.1.10.2 PROD

The PRODuct verbalizer -na- is added to a restricted set of nouns in Diyari and Dhirari deriving an intransitive root (class 1C) where X-na means 'to produce X'. The stems to which -na- is added are:

a) nouns which refer to sounds, as in the following list:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Noun</th>
<th>Verb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kața</td>
<td>'crack'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kanpu</td>
<td>'boom'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dalți</td>
<td>'rattle'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kandțu</td>
<td>'snore'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>đarî</td>
<td>'repetitive, rhythmic sound (e.g. footsteps)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kața-</td>
<td>'to crack, make cracking sound'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kanpu-</td>
<td>'to boom, bang'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dalți-</td>
<td>'to rattle'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kandțu-</td>
<td>'to snore'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>đarî-</td>
<td>'make a repetitive, rhythmic sound'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The following are some examples of the use of these verbs:

(445) นāwū ตุรงุ-∅ กาต้า-งำ-ยิ
      SgnFS  fire-ABS  crack-PROD-PRES
'The fire is crackling'.

(446) นำู นารา-งำ วรา-ยิ / ยินิ มะระ-∅
      1SgA  hear-PART  AUX-PRES  2SgS  hand-ABS
      kanpu-งำ-งำนิ
      boom-PROD-REL
"I heard you clapping hands".

b) the noun ตุปุ 'smoke' so that ตุปุงำ- means 'to smoke, make
smoke', as in (106) above and:

(447) โมนะ ตุรงุ-∅ ตุปุงำ-ยิ
      Pls  fire-ABS  smoke-PROD-PRES
'Those fires are smoking'.

See also line 57 of Text One (Appendix A). There is also a
verb ติลิงำ- 'to boil' which looks (formally) like a PROD
verbalized noun but ติลิ does not occur as a free form.

The verbs formed from both these groups may be transitivized by the
addition of ɪ-ɪpa- TR (see 4.5.4.1.1). So, for example, we find:
(448) wiŋa-ali  farka-ŋa-IPA-yi
woman-ERG thigh-ABS boom-PROD-TR-PRES
'The women were clapping their thighs'.

(449) ngulu  fuŋu-ŋa-IPA-ŋa  wara-yi
SgnFA fire-ABS smoke-PROD-TR-PART AUX-PRES
'He made the fire smoke'.

5.1.10.2 CAUSE

In Diyari and Dhirari there is a verbalizer of the shape -ŋanka-
(see also 3.4.4) added to nominal stems producing a transitive verb
(class 2A) where X-ŋanka- means 'to cause (something) to be X'. The
following list gives some examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nominal</th>
<th>Verb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>muka</td>
<td>mukaŋanka-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>miri</td>
<td>miriŋanka-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ŋari</td>
<td>ŋariŋanka-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>payiri</td>
<td>payiriŋanka-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kiŋi</td>
<td>kiŋiŋanka-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'sleep'</td>
<td>'to put to sleep'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'top, above'</td>
<td>'to lift (up)'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'dead'</td>
<td>'to kill'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'long'</td>
<td>'to make long'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'clever'</td>
<td>'to teach (lit. make clever)'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that -ŋanka- is homophonous with a transitive main verb root (class
2E) ŋanka- 'to make' (see also 5.2.1.6.2). There are three reasons for
distinguishing between these two morphemes:

---

1 This refers to the usual accompaniment to singing at a corroboree.
a) -ŋanka- CAUSE is a bound morpheme and must always be suffixed to a nominal root.

b) -ŋanka- CAUSE undergoes a phonological rule whereby /ŋ/ is optionally deleted in fast speech. Word initial velar nasals are not normally deleted.

c) verbs formed by the addition of CAUSE may take REFLEXive and RECIPROcal affixes (4.5.4.1.2) as in:

(450) tana ŋari-ŋanka-ŋari-yi
P1S dead-CAUSE-REFL-PRES
'They killed themselves'.

The main verb ŋanka- is of class 2E and does not occur with the de-transitivizer -tari- (4.5.3.2, 5.1.8.1).

The following are some text examples illustrating the use of CAUSE:

(451) tari-ali ŋanti-ŋ waɗu-waɗu-ŋanka-ŋa
young man-ERG meat-ABS REDUP-short-CAUSE-PART
'The young man broke up (lit. made very short) the meat'. (1;35)

(452) niŋa payiŋi-ŋanka-ŋa nald ана
SgnFS long-CAUSE-FUT 1Dlinc1A
'Let's make it long'. (1;93)

CAUSE is also used with the interrogative nominal niŋa 'what' (4.2.8) producing the transitive verb niŋaŋanka- (see 4.5.8) exemplified in sentences (152) to (154) above (see also lines 82 and 101 of Text One
5.2 SUBORDINATION

A simple sentence (5.1) in Diyari and Dhirari consists of a single clause containing, minimally, a predicate (5.1.1.1, 5.1.2) and at least one noun phrase argument (5.1.7.2). A complex sentence consists of two or more simple clauses related by co-ordination (see 5.3 below) or subordination. This section deals with the syntax of subordinate clauses.

The seven verb affixes found in subordinate (or non-main) clauses are set out in Table 36 on page 217 above (4.5.7.1.2). They may be grouped together as markings of four subordinate clause types, which are:

i) IMPLicated clauses - these are subordinate clauses marked by the IMPLss and IMPLds affixes given in the table cited above. It is not possible for an AUXiliary verb to co-occur with IMPL marking (4.5.1, 4.5.7) in contrast to all other subordinate clause types. The two IMPL markings are determined by the identity of the subjects (5.2.1.2) in each clause (but see also 5.2.1.3 and 5.2.1.6). Basically, IMPL clause have a time reference which is more or less (immediately) subsequent to that of the main clause (see 5.2.1.1).

ii) RELative clauses - these are subordinate clauses marked by the RELss and RELds affixes. Selection of these subordinate clause markings is determined by subjecthood criteria identical to those operating in IMPL clauses (see above and 5.2.1.2). REL clauses provide specification of a noun phrase or information about temporal location or conditions expressed in the main
iii) Sequential clauses - these are subordinate clauses marked by the SEQS and SEQds affixes which are again selected on the basis of cross-clausal identity of subjects (5.2.6.1). Basically, SEQ clauses specify a 'before-after' type of sequential relationship of a generally perfect aspectual nature (see 5.2.6.2).

iv) LEST clauses - these are subordinate clauses marked by the single LEST affix, regardless of questions of identity of subjects (5.2.4.1). LEST clauses generally express admonition or threat (5.2.4.2).

The positioning of subordinate clauses with respect to main clauses is of some interest, especially in relation to the current debate about the status of subordination in Australian languages. In Diyari and Dhirari subordinate clauses are always marginal to the main clause and never occur flanked by main clause sentential material\(^1\). That is, they are never embedded within the main clause. Clause ordering is basically as follows:

a) IMPL clauses almost always follow the main clause and are usually separated from it by a slight intonation break. There are some rather rare examples where an IMPL clause precedes the main (see 5.2.1) but the type of verb found in the main clause in such instances is very restricted. Sequences of two or more IMPL clauses (5.2.1.7) in the one complex sentence always follow the main clause.

\(^1\) For one partial exception see page 363 below.
b) LEST clauses always follow the clause to which they are subordinated and are set off by an intonation break (see 5.2.4).

c) SEQ clauses almost always follow the main clause, although there are rare examples of SEQ preceding the main (see 5.2.6). They are intonationally separate from the main clause.

d) REL clauses may occur following or preceding the main clause and set off from it by intonation. Of all the subordinate clause types REL has the most freedom of order with respect to the main clause (see 5.2.2).

These conditions, together with the lack of embedding noted above, seem to fit almost exactly the situation described by Hale (1976: 78):

"In a large number of Australian languages, the principal responsibility for productive recursion in syntax is shouldered by a structure which I refer to as the adjoined relative clause. It is typically marked as subordinate in some way, but its surface position with respect to the main clause is marginal rather than embedded. Typically, but not invariably it is separated from the main clause by a pause [....] when the subordinate clause precedes the main clause, it is terminated with a characteristic falling-rising intonation and followed almost invariably by a pause; but when the main clause precedes the subordinate clause, the intonation over both clauses is more often falling, and the pause between them, if any, is brief".

Judged on the basis of position, Diyari subordinate clauses would be of Hale's adjoined relative type. As I shall show below, syntactic and semantic features also agree with his suggested proto-types. There are two areas where Diyari seems to differ from the generalized structures described by Hale in this paper, namely:
a) Diyari allows complex sentences with multiple subordination of various types (see 5.2.1.7, 5.2.2.3, 5.2.3, 5.2.5) creating long clause chains. Sentences with as many as six clauses regularly occur in text material. It is unclear from Hale's discussion whether he includes this as a characteristic of adjoined relative clauses. There is one example (number (30) on page 90 of Hale's paper) which illustrates multiple subordination but the topic is not discussed in any detail.

b) Diyari has a switch-reference system which, as we see below (5.2.1.2 and 5.2.1.3), except for LEST clauses, keeps track of cross-clausal identity of subjects. A number of Australian languages show this system (see 5.2.1.2) but it is clear from Hale's paper that it is not a necessary and sufficient condition of the adjoined relative structure.

5.2.1 IMPLicated Clauses

IMPL clauses are marked with the following verb affixes (4.5.3.1) in the two dialects:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clause Type</th>
<th>Diyari</th>
<th>Dhirari</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IMPL_ss</td>
<td>-__a</td>
<td>-___a__i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPL_ds</td>
<td>-___a__t_u</td>
<td>-___a__n_i</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The abbreviations of clause type are as follows:

\[ \text{IMPL}_{ss} - \text{implicated clause whose subject is coreferential with} \]
\[ \text{the subject of the main clause.} \]
\[ \text{IMPL}_{ds} - \text{implicated clause whose subject is not coreferential} \]
\[ \text{with the subject of the main clause.} \]

The concepts 'subject' and 'coreferential' are discussed and defined below
(5.2.1.2, 5.2.1.3).

As noted above (page 359) an IMPL clause almost always follows the main clause to which it is subordinated. There are two situations in which there is an optional alternative to this ordering:

a) when the verb of the main clause is \( \text{nəŋə}^- \) 'to want' an IMPL\(_{ss}\) clause whose predicate contains an intransitive verb (see 5.1.1.1, 4.5.3) may precede the main clause. The coreferential A NP subject of \( \text{nəŋə}^- \) is deleted under identity. Thus, alongside:

\[
(453) \, \text{nəŋə}^- \, \text{nəŋə}-yə \, / \, \text{wapa}-\text{la}
\]
\(1\text{SgA} \, \text{want-PRES} \, \text{go-IMPL}_{ss} \)
\( 'I \, \text{want to go}. \)

we also find:

\[
(454) \, \text{nən} \, \text{wapa}-\text{la} \, \text{nəŋə}-yə
\]
\(1\text{SgS} \, \text{go-IMPL}_{ss} \, \text{want-PRES} \)
with the same meaning. An example of a preposed IMPL\_ss clause containing a reflexive verb is (332) above, while a reciprocal is found in:

(455) pula ɲand̃a-mali-ja ɲan̄tə-yi
    DIS hit-RECIP-IMPL\_ss want-PRES

'Those two want to fight each other'.

It is interesting that Arabana and Wangganguru have a construction similar to this but not restricted to intransitive verbs in the IMPL clause (see Hercus (1976: 470)).

b) when the verb of the main clause is ɲanka- 'to cause, make' (in a 'periphrastic causative' construction - see 5.2.1.6.2 and Shibatani (1976)) an IMPL\_ds clause containing an intransitive verb (whose S NP is coreferential with the main clause O NP - see 5.2.1.6.2) may be optionally embedded in the main clause between the verb and the O NP. As with other subordinate clauses (see below) the second occurrence of a coreferential NP is usually deleted. So, for example, we find the following pair of alternatives:

(456) kanta kuʃakula-ali ɲaŋa ɲanka-yi / piʃi-ɲantu
    grass green-ERG 1SgO make-PRES fart-IMPL\_ds

'Green grass makes me fart'.

(457) kanta kuʃakula-ali ɲaŋa piʃi-ɲantu ɲanka-yi
    grass green-ERG 1SgO fart-IMPL\_ds make-PRES
There is some evidence that the neighbouring Yawarawarga language (1.1.5) has a construction similar to (457) in Diyari. Breen (ms.b) contains the example (note that the original spelling is changed to be consistent with that employed for Diyari):

\[(457') mîŋa-ma yundu pu¹a-φ yîŋki-înîma ŋana-ɪa \]
\[what-PURP 2SgA child-ABS cry-IMPLs make-PRES \]

'Why did you make the baby cry'.

5.2.1.1 Semantics of IMPL clauses

IMPL clauses have four closely related sub-functions. They are:

a) expressing purpose or intent. That is an actor (or actors) in the main clause initiates some action to achieve the purpose specified by the IMPL clause. The majority of IMPL clause occurrences in the corpus are of this type. Examples include (347) above and:

\[(458) ıana wapa-γi / ŋana mani-ŋa ıka-ɪa \]
\[PIS go-PRES 1SgO get-PART return-IMPLss \]

'They went to fetch me back'. (2;5)

See also line 5 of Text Four (Appendix A).

b) expressing a cause-effect relationship where no intent is involved. These sentences often express a natural but unplanned consequence of an action. The following is a good example of this function and refers to what happened to a grinding stone (note the preceding context):
A further example is:

(460) n̄awa  mindī-ŋa kuŋa-yi / puri-ŋa
    SgnFS    run-PART    go away-PRES fall-IMPL

'He ran away and (as a result) fell over'.

See also (84) above.

c) expressing an implication. That is, the action or event of the IMPL clause may be implied from the action or event expressed in the main clause, without there being an explicit cause-effect relationship expressed. An example is the following which refers to the halo sometimes seen around the moon in summer months:

(461) pirə-.ali puŋa-∅ wati-yi / talaŋa-∅
    moon-ERG humpy-ABS build-PRES rain-ABS

kuŋa-ŋaŋtu
fall-IMPl

"The moon is building a humpy and so the rain will fall".
Compare this with examples (355) and (356) above.

d) expressing a temporal relationship. Here there is no causal, intentional or consequential connection between the clauses but rather the expression of the fact that the action or event of the IMPL clause occurs more or less immediately subsequent to the action or event of the main clause. Examples include (146) above and also:

(462) mina-Ø yundũ wayi-ŋa wara-yi / ñana
what-ABS 2SGA cook-PART AUX-PRES PIS
kupa-Ø wakara-ŋantu
child-ABS come-IMPL

'What were you cooking before the children came along?'

The feature which all these examples share is the temporal connection. All four sub-types of IMPL clause refer to events which occur after the main clause event. Whether other semantic connections such as cause and effect are present depends upon the particular sentence and the context. It seems that, out of context, a sentence such as the following could have a number of different interpretations:

(463) puntapunta-Ø kuɗŋka-ŋa puři-yi / paŋka-ni
mouse-ABS run-PART AUX-PRES bunk-LOC
wiŋi-ŋa puři-ŋali
enter-PART AUX-IMPL

'A mouse ran to get in the bed' or 'A mouse ran and got in the bed' or 'A mouse got in the bed after running'.
Normally context will decide which possible meaning is intended (see examples below).

5.2.1.2 Subjects and Coreferentiality

The marking on an IMPL clause (either IMPL\textsubscript{ss} or IMPL\textsubscript{ds}) given in Table 40 above (page 361) is determined by a coreferentiality convention which operates across clause boundaries. Basically, this convention states that referential identity of the S (intransitive subject) or A (transitive subject) noun phrase (see 5.1.6) in the main clause to the S or A noun phrase in the subordinate clause is indicated by IMPL\textsubscript{ss} marking. Otherwise IMPL\textsubscript{ds} marks the subordinate clause. I will use the term 'subject' to refer to S or A noun phrases throughout the following discussion. The following formula roughly captures the effect of the IMPL markers:

\[
\text{IMPL}_{ss} \text{ indicates same subjects} \\
\text{IMPL}_{ds} \text{ indicates different subjects}
\]

This will be refined in subsequent discussion (see especially 5.2.1.3).

The unity of S and A status as 'subject' for purposes of subordinate clause marking is illustrated by the following examples. Firstly, S in the main clause and S in the IMPL clause is shown by (note that determiners (4.4.2) are used here because they clearly distinguish S - A - O clearly):

\[
\text{IMPL}_{ss} \text{ indicates same subjects} \\
\text{IMPL}_{ds} \text{ indicates different subjects}
\]

(464) nani ţika-ŋa wara-yi / puŋa-ni wiŋi-ŋa
SgFS return-PART AUX-PRES humpy-LOC enter-IMPL\textsubscript{ss}

'She came back to go into the humpy'.

See also (459), (460) and (463) above.

Notice that the semantic role of Agent is not involved here because it is possible to have a 1E verb (4.5.3.1) in the IMPL clause (recall that the S noun phrase of a 1E verb is a 'patient' (see 5.1.5.1)) as in:

(465) ɲani ţika-ɲa wara-yi / pali-ɿa
SgFS return-PART AUX-PRES die-IMPL
'She came back to die'.

Secondly, we have S in the main clause and A in the subordinate clause in:

(466) nawu ɲaŋa-ni mindi-yi / wakra-ɿ ɲa
SgFS behind-LOC run-PRES neck-ABS SgFO
ɲandFa-ɿa
hit-IMPL
'He ran behind and hit him in the neck'.

See also (458) above.

Combinations of A in the main clause and A in the subordinate clause also show IMPL marking:

(467) kira-ɿ-ɿa mani-ɲa wanti-yi pulali /
boomerang-ABS-NI get-PART AUX-PRES D1A
ɲandFa-ɲandFa-ɿa-ɿa
REDUP-hit-IMPL
'They got a boomerang then to hit him all over'.

1 This sentence occurred in a text about a revenge killing. Such killings were always carried out by breaking the victim's neck.
Finally, A in the main clause and S in the IMPL clause is illustrated by:

(468) pulalı niŋa wa-raŋa kuŋa-yi /
    D1A  SgnFO  leave-PART go away-PRES
  tika-la
  return-IMPLss

'They left him to go back'.

These examples clearly show that, as far as marking of IMPL clauses is concerned, S and A noun phrases are treated as a single category of 'subject'.

This type of system which has verb markings showing sameness or difference of cross-clausal subjects has been termed 'switch-reference' by Jacobsen (196?) who writes:

"Switch-reference consists simply in the fact that a switch in subject or agent is obligatorily indicated in certain situations by a morpheme, usually suffixed, which may or may not carry other meanings in addition".

Jacobson then goes on to describe the workings of switch-reference in some American Indian languages (see also Langdon and Munro (1975)). The existence of switch-reference systems has been reported in a number of languages of Papua New Guinea; for a general discussion see Longacre (1972). Reports of switch-reference in individual languages include Fore (Scott (1973)), Barai (Olsen (1976)), Hua (Haiman (1976)), and Angaataha (Huisman (1973)) which is highly unusual in also having switch-locative markers.
Among Australian languages the phenomenon has been reported for the following languages:¹

a) the Western Desert language (see Trudinger (1943: 214-215), Douglas (1958) and Glass and Hackett (1970))² which has switch-reference in purpose and relative clauses. So for example in purpose clauses we find:

-ŋaku for different subject
-ŋikiŋa(ŋku) for same subject (with -ŋku selected if the main clause subject has ERGative case marking)

b) Arabana and Wangganguru once spoken to the west of Diyari territory (1.1.5). Hercus (1976: 470-1) gives the following forms for purpose clauses:

-ŋigu -ŋugu for same subject
-ŋana for different subject

Hercus (pers. comm.) reports that these languages have switch-reference for relative clauses also.

¹ Silverstein (1976) interprets the -ŋura construction of Dyirbal as an instance of switch-reference. This is a wider use of the term than Jacobsen's original definition (which is adopted here - see above) since -ŋura does not mark sameness or difference of subjects but rather A versus S/O syntactic status (Dixon (1972: 77-79)).

² See also Wurm (1972: 84) regarding so-called "utterance-medial verb forms" in Western Desert.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clause Type</th>
<th>Dhirari</th>
<th>Diyari</th>
<th>Ngamini</th>
<th>Yarluyandi</th>
<th>Yawarawarga</th>
<th>Yandruwandha</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IMPL&lt;sub&gt;ss&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>-lali</td>
<td>-la</td>
<td>-la</td>
<td>-langa</td>
<td>-lya</td>
<td>-na</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPL&lt;sub&gt;ds&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>-yanî</td>
<td>-nantu</td>
<td>-ili</td>
<td>-ili</td>
<td>-nima</td>
<td>-iniŋari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REL&lt;sub&gt;ss&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>-nda</td>
<td>-na</td>
<td>-na</td>
<td>-nda</td>
<td>-nanga</td>
<td>-nanga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REL&lt;sub&gt;ds&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>-ndani</td>
<td>-nani</td>
<td>-lyimu</td>
<td>-nimu</td>
<td>-nani</td>
<td>-ŋayi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.f. LEST</td>
<td>-yaŋi</td>
<td>-yaŋi</td>
<td>nda</td>
<td>-ndaŋi</td>
<td>-pi</td>
<td>-yl</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
c) Austin (1976: 760) mentions the fact that Diyari and Dhirari PURPOSE (or IMPL) clauses show switch-reference markers.

All the languages to the east of Lake Eyre where Diyari was spoken (see 1.1.2) and which may be relatively closely related to it (see 1.1.6) show switch-reference systems which closely resemble that described here for Diyari. Table 41 based on information from my own fieldnotes and Breen (ms., ms.b) shows IMPL and REL (see 5.2.2 below) switch-reference markers in all the languages for which there is reliable data. Unfortunately, there is no information on SEQ (see 5.2.6) clauses in these other languages.

Notice that in all languages (except Dhirari) the IMPL\textsubscript{ss} marker is identical in phonological shape to the FUTURE tense suffix (see 4.5.7.1.1 for Diyari and Dhirari). Also, REL\textsubscript{ds} in all languages consists of a phonological element followed by a segment identical in shape to the LOCative case suffix (see 4.2.4.2) i.e. -ni or -mu or -ni or -yi. No other regularities hold for all other markers in Table 41. It is interesting to note that LEST (see 5.2.4) shows a single marker in all languages and has no switch-reference.

No other systems of this type have been reported for other Australian languages so it is unclear at present whether it is found elsewhere outside the Diyari area and the other languages mentioned above.

5.2.1.3 Inclusion and Unidirectionality

All the examples we have examined so far show IMPL\textsubscript{ss} (same subject) marking with strict referential identity of subjects in the main and subordinate clause. There are two conditions under which strict coreferentiality is not met but IMPL\textsubscript{ss} marking is (obligatorily)
employed. These conditions are:

a) the number of the subject of the IMPL clause is greater than the number of the subject in the main clause. That is, if the main subject is singular the IMPL subject is non-singular; if the main subject is dual the IMPL subject is plural.

b) the person of the subject in the IMPL clause includes the person of the subject in the main clause. That is, the subjects share one or more person features.

The following list gives the possible combinations which will result in IMPLss marking:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main Clause</th>
<th>IMPL clause</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. first person singular</td>
<td>1. first person dual or plural exclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. first or second person</td>
<td>2. first person dual or plural inclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>singular</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. second person singular</td>
<td>3. second person dual or plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. third person singular</td>
<td>4. third person dual or plural;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>first person dual or plural exclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. first person dual</td>
<td>5. first person plural exclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. first or second person</td>
<td>6. first person plural inclusive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dual</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. second person dual</td>
<td>7. second person plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. third person dual</td>
<td>8. third person plural; first person plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>exclusive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following examples illustrate some of the possible combinations which give rise to inclusion and IMPLss marking:
a) main clause 1Sg and IMPL clause 1Dincl

(469) Ṽatu Ṽañja-yi / Ṽald̥a Ḇiyari Ṽawara-∅
1SgA want-PRES 1Dincl1S Diyari language-ABS
yata-yata-la
REDUP-speak-IMPLss
'I want us to talk Diyari (to each other)'.

b) main clause 2Sg and IMPL clause 1Dincl

(470) maḷalu yini wapa-∅a / Ṽald̥a manka-manka-la
truely 2SgS go-PART 1Dincl1A REDUP-find-IMPLss
ñaña
SgFO
'You go (on) and we'll find her (together)'. (2;43)

c) main clause 2D1 and IMPL clause 1Plincl (note dual imperative
number marker -lu-):

(471) yara wapa-a-lu-∅ / Ṽayana Ṽayl-la
this way go-IMP-NM-EMPH 1Plincl1A see-IMPLss
[Dora]-ña
-ACC
'(You two) go this way and we'll (all) watch Dora'. (9;6)

d) main clause third person singular and IMPL clause third person
plural.
(472) qulu ṃantį-ะ pađaka-ŋa wara-yi / ḏanali
SgnFA meat-ABS bring-PART AUX-PRES P1A
坲ayį-la
eat-IMPL₁sS
’He brought the meat for them (i.e. he and others) to eat’.

Notice that in (472) 'he' must be one of 'them' who will eat the meat; if not them IMPL₃s marking must be used to show the lack of inclusion in the IMPL clause subject.

It is important to note that the two conditions for IMPL₃s marking with inclusion given above (page 373) operate in one direction only. That is, same subject marking applies only if the IMPL subject includes (the person feature(s) of) the main subject and not vice versa. This unidirectionality of inclusion across clauses is illustrated by the following examples:

a) main clause first person dual inclusive and IMPL clause first person singular

(473) qaldrį a wapa-ľa ŋana-yi / ŋani ḏuŋkantu
1DlincS go-FUT AUX-PRES 1SgS SgnFLOC
yata-yata-ŋantu
REDUP-speak-IMPL₃s
’We (two) will go so I can talk to him’.

b) main clause third person plural and IMPL clause third person singular
These examples show quite clearly that the semantic inclusion principles in Diyari operate unidirectionally.

Semantic inclusion of this type has been generally recognized as a feature of switch-reference systems in the available literature. Jacobson (1966: 244), speaking of Washo, writes:

"A change between singular and plural subjects, when a singular referent is included in those referred to by the plural, is ordinarily not signalled as a switch".

That is, inclusion is indicated as for referentially identical subjects. Langdon and Munro (1975: 2) note a similar situation as regards the Yuman family of Amerindian languages:

"A first case is that of two linked clauses one of which is singular, the other plural, and such that the singular subject is included semantically in the plural subject. In these sentences, there is a marked preference for the 'same subject' marker".

Both these accounts, as well as others such as Longacre (1972), imply or state explicitly that this type of inclusion operates in both directions across the clause boundary. Diyari thus seems to be somewhat of an
exception in restricting inclusion to one direction only (see above). Unfortunately, all treatments of the phenomenon of switch-reference in Australian languages (noted above) fail to mention inclusion of this type and hence give no idea of questions of directionality and symmetry. The question of Diyari's uniqueness in this case must remain unanswered.

5.2.1.4 IMPL_{ds} clauses

In the discussion so far almost all the examples have involved IMPL_{ss} clauses. I will consider IMPL_{ds} clauses here and provide some exemplification.

It is important to note that the coreferentiality marking conventions (including the question of inclusion (5.2.1.3)) described above refer to subjects only and make no mention of the referential identity of other constituents. Thus, IMPL_{ds} marking is specified negatively as "anything else". There are two possibilities when IMPL_{ds} marking is employed:

a) the IMPL_{ds} clause shares a coreferential NP with the main clause but it is not subject in both. So, for example, the intransitive subject of an IMPL_{ds} clause may be coreferential with the 0 NP of the main clause, as in (84) and:

(475) nàtu nìna-ya kàlti-∅ kuřa-yi / 1SgA SgnFO-NEAR spear-ABS put-PRES tarka-ndtì puŋa-ni nìŋki-ya-∅ stand-IMPL_{ds} humpy-LOC here-NEAR-LOC 'I put this spear (down) for it to be standing against the humpy here'.  

The main clause transitive object NP may be coreferential with the IMPL clause transitive subject as in:

(476) \( \text{ŋaŋu pulu kaŋa-ŋ } \) mani-yi mutaka-mara-ŋ / 
1SgA cannot person-ABS get-PRES car-KIN PROP-ABS
padaka-ŋaŋtu ŋaŋa
take-IMPL\(_{ds} \) 1SgO
'I can't get anyone with a car to take me'.

or with the IMPL clause transitive object as in:

(477) miŋa-ŋi ŋaŋa waraŋa-na waŋi-yi / kawalka-ali ya
what-LOC 1SgO leave-PART AUX-PRES crow-ERG and
kařawaŋa-ali kuna-ali ḫuriŋa-ŋaŋtu ŋaŋa
eaglehawk-ERG shit-INST pour on-IMPL\(_{ds} \) 1SgO
'Why did (you) leave me to be shit on by the crows and eaglehawks?'.

It is also possible for the coreferential NP to be LOCative in the main clause and S or A in the IMPL\(_{ds} \) clause. Examples under 5.2.1.6.2 illustrate this.

b) the IMPL\(_{ds} \) clause shares no coreferential NP with the main clause. Examples illustrating this include (461) and (462) above and:
Sentences such as (478) show that sharing of coreferential noun phrases is not a requirement for the well-formedness of IMPLi cated clauses.

5.2.1.5 Until Clauses

The -Iu STILL clitic (see 5.4.1) may be attached to implicated subordinate clauses after the IMPLss or IMPLds marking. These sentences indicate that the action or event specified by the main clause will continue (or continued) up to the time when the action or event of the IMPL clause takes (or took) effect. They translate into English as sentences of the form 'X until Y'. Some examples of -Iu with IMPLss are the following:

Dh. (479) ńati ńanka-qla puři-ql / ńani pali-qla
1SgA work-PART AUX-PRES 1SgS die-PART
puři-łali-Iu
AUX-IMPLss-STILL
"I'll work until I die".
Examples of -lu following IMPL_DS marking include:

Dh. (481) qajji qina Rita patara-da danqata-da puri-yi /
1SgA SgnFO tree box tree-ABS hit-PART AUX-PRES

nawu puri-nda puri-yani-lu
SgnFS fall-PART AUX-IMPL_DS STILL
'I chopped the tree until it fell over'.

Dh. (482) qaflat qama-yi qinki-da-∅ /
1DlincS sit-PRES here-VICIN-LOC

qaflat qama-nda puri-yi puqaj(a-ni /

1PlexclS sit-PART AUX-PRES shade-LOC

majiri-nda puri-yani-lu
cool-INCH-PART AUX-IMPL_DS STILL
'We will sit in the shade until it gets cool'.

Note that these 'until clauses' may have a noun phrase coreferential with some noun phrase in the main clause (for example, see (479), (480) and (481)) although this is not necessarily the case as shown by (482) above and the following example:

Dh. (483) qayani qama-nda puqi-yi puqaj(a-ni /
5.2.1.6 Restrictions on IMPL clause occurrence

As the discussion above (particularly 5.2.1.2 and 5.2.1.3) shows, the occurrence and use of IMPL clauses is largely determined by questions of coreferentiality or non-coreferentiality of subjects in the main and subordinate clause. There are three situations however, when the type of predicate in the main clause determines the type of IMPL clause which may be subordinated to it. That is, we must recognize certain cross-clausal selectional restrictions. The three sub-types involved are:

a) main verbs which only allow IMPLss clauses (5.2.1.6.1)
b) main verbs which only allow IMPLds clauses (5.2.1.6.2)
c) where the main clause predicate is non-verbal (see 5.1.2) we find only IMPLds clauses possible (5.2.1.6.3).

5.2.1.6.1 IMPLss clause only

There are two main clause verbs which only occur with IMPLss subordinate clauses. They are:

\[\text{wani- Vint 'to begin, start to do'}\]
\[\text{wanja- Vtr 'to try to do'}\]

Examples of their use are:

---

1 Note also that muda- 'to finish' is restricted to RELss clauses only - see 5.2.2.3.
It is impossible to have sentences like:

\[(486)^*\text{nawu wa}ni-\eta \text{ wara-}yi / \text{ wani wa}pa-\eta\eta\eta \]

SgnFS begin-PART AUX-PRES SgFS go-IMPL_{ds}

^'*He began (for) her to go'.

since these two verbs require the subjects of main and subordinate clause to be strictly coreferential (and hence inclusion as described at 5.2.1.3 is impossible). That is, they only take IMPL_{ss} clauses.

5.2.1.6.2 IMPL_{ds} clause only

There are two semantically distinct main clause verb types which allow only IMPL_{ds} clauses to be subordinated to the main clause in which they occur. They are:

\[1\] See 5.1.5.2 section (C) for the syntax of kaṭi wiри-. 

a) the verb ŋanka- 2E 'to make, cause' which forms periphrastic causative sentences (Shibatani (1976)). The transitive object (0) NP of ŋanka- in a periphrastic causative must be coreferential with the IMPLds subject (S or A) for the sentence to be well formed. Consider the following examples (note that (488) has a transitive IMPL predicate while that in (487) is intransitive):

(487) yundru ɗiga ŋanka-a-ߎ-mayi / ɗawu
2SgA SgnFO make-IMP-NM-EMPH SgnFS
waɗi-ndũ ɗari-ŋantu
house-SCE go down-IMPLds
'You make him come down from the house'.

(488) ɗalu ɗiga ŋanka-ŋa wara- yi / ɗuŋu- φ
1SgA SgnFO make-PART AUX-PRES fire-ABS
ŋandra-ŋantu
hit-IMPLds
'I made him chop some fire-wood'.

Notice that the IMPLds clause subject may be deleted under identity with the main clause object (as in (488)) or retained (as in (487)). Deletion is optional and not correlated with the transitivity of the IMPL clause predicate (see also (490)).

Verbs of clauses 1B and 1C (see 4.5.3.1) show a semantic contrast between the use of a periphrastic causative construction and the addition of the -IPA- TRansitivizer (4.5.4.1.1, 5.1.8.2) along the lines of Shibatani's (1976: 31) "directive versus manipulative causation". Consider the following
examples (see also (434) and (435) above):

(489) agationa ojana taŋka-ŋaŋa wara-yi

1SgA SgnFO stand-TR-PART AUX-PRES

'I stood him up'.

(490) agationa ojana ʊŋŋaŋaŋa wara-yi / ʊŋŋaŋaŋa wara-yi

1SgA SgnFO make-PART AUX-PRES stand-IMPLds

'I made/caused him (to) stand up'.

Informants explained the difference between sentences such as these in the following terms. Sentence (489) can only be used when the object being affected by the action is physically manipulated into a standing position while (490) can only be used when that is not the case and the action was accomplished by less direct means; such as poking with a stick or telling (see also below). That is (489) represents manipulative causation while (490) is directive. For verbs other than 1B and 1C, of course, only the latter construction is available.

The rather rare uses of embedding with periphrastic causative sentences is discussed at 5.2.1 - see especially examples (456) and (457).

b) main clause verbs of the semantic set which occur in "jussive complements" (McKay (1975: 326)). In Diyari there are seven verbs of this type:
yājā- 'to say, tell' [1D]
kaṟka- 'to shout, yell out' [1D]
pupa- 'to admonish' [2E]
yiṟipa- 'to warn' [2E]
kurupa- 'to advise' [2E]
dawa- 'to prevent, stop' [2E]
ŋuyawaka- 'to prevent'1 [2E]

For these verbs the subject (S or A) NP of the IMPLds clause must be coreferential with the transitive object NP (for the last five transitive verbs) or the locative complement NP (for the first two intransitive verbs - see 5.1.5.5) in the main clause. Consider the following examples:

(491) kaṟka-a-∅-mayi ŋuŋkanya / ŋawu wakara-ŋantu
shout-IMP-NM-EMPH SgnFLOC SgnFS come-IMPLds
'Call out to him to come'.

(492) nulu mankaṟa-∅ ŋaŋa pupa-ŋa wara-yi / wata
SgnFA girl-ABS SgPO admonish-PART AUX-PRES
yanika ŋanka-ŋantu
like this-TOKEN make-IMPLds
"He sang out to the girl not to do that".

The verbs pupa-, ŋuyawaka- and dawa- always take the negative particle wata (5.5.1) in their IMPLds clause.

1 I am not sure of any difference in meaning between these last two verbs.
Deletion of the coreferential noun phrase in jussive complement type sentences is optional, as shown by (491), where both appear, and (492) where the IMPL$_{ds}$ subject is deleted under identity with the main clause transitive object. An example of deletion under identity with a main clause LOC noun phrase is:

(493) kadi-∅ yaṭa-yi kanku-ni / paṭara-ni  
ZH-ABS say-PRES boy-LOC box tree-LOC  
kaṛi-ṇantu  
climb-IMPL$_{ds}$  
'The brother-in-law told the boy to climb the box tree'. (1;45)

A third alternative is for the IMPL$_{ds}$ clause subject to appear but not the coreferential NP in the matrix clause, as in:

(494) nani yaṭa-ṇa wara-yi / wiḷa-ali kupa-∅  
1SGs say-PART AUX-PRES woman-ERG child-ABS  
yiṅki-ṇantu nama-∅  
give-IMPL$_{ds}$ milk-ABS  
'I told the woman to give the child some milk'.

Finally, given the appropriate context, neither subordinate nor matrix clause coreferential NP need occur. An example illustrating this is:

(495) ṇaṭu ḏawa-ḍawa-ṇa wara-yi / wata  
1SGa REDUP-prevent-PART AUX-PRES not  
ṭiṭi-mali-ṇantu  
fight-RECIP-IMPL$_{ds}$  
'I stopped (them) from fighting each other'.
There seems to be no correlation between deletion and case marking but optional deletion of coreferential NPs in all circumstances.

5.2.1.6.3 Main clause predicate non-verbal

When the predicate of a main clause does not contain a verb (5.1.2) it is possible to subordinate an IMPL clause to the main clause under exactly the same conditions of coreferentiality described above for verbal predicates (5.2.1.2). This, however, seems to be a relatively infrequently used strategy, especially in texts. We may differentiate two possible arrangements:

a) an IMPL_{ds} clause with a non-verb predicate main clause. This type of sentence translates into English as 'X is Adj for Y to V'. Most commonly, the subject of the subordinate clause (the Y in this formula) is not expressed but left unspecified (but may be interpreted as 'you' or 'one' if necessary). An example is the following:

\[(496) \text{nawu-ya } \text{jiFU-} \# \text{ gamma } / \text{nanDra-nantu} \]
\[\text{SgnFS-NEAR fire-ABS good hit-IMPL}_{ds} \]
'\text{This firewood is good to chop}'.

b) an IMPL_{ss} clause with a non-verb predicate main clause. I have not recorded any definite examples of this type. Sentences such as the following would need to be checked for Diyari:
'He is the right man to do the job'
'This is the dog to catch that kangaroo'

My attempts to elicit sentences of this type failed because the informants rephrased the sense to include a verb or simply gave two main clauses not connected by an implication. Further study may resolve the issue.

5.2.1.7 Multi-Clause Sentences

The various principles described above may be applied iteratively to produce sentences consisting of a main clause followed by a number of subordinate implicated clauses. Each IMPL clause will be marked according to referential identity (including strict coreferentiality (5.2.1.2) and inclusion (5.2.1.3)) between its subject and the subject of the clause to which it is subordinated, regardless of the main or subordinate status of that clause. We may set up a clause marking convention (c.f. page 367) which will deal with all sentences having one or more subordinate implicated clauses as follows:

Coreferentiality Marking Convention: if the S or A noun phrase (subject) of an IMPL clause is referentially identical to or includes (the person features of) the S or A noun phrase of the IMPL or main clause to which it is subordinated then that IMPL clause is marked as IMPL$_{ss}$ (same subjects). Otherwise the marking is IMPL$_{ds}$ (different subjects).

The following examples illustrate sentences where we have an IMPL clause subordinated to an IMPL clause subordinated to a main clause. It is
possible also to have two IMPL clauses both subordinated to a main clause
but usually they will be linked by the conjunction ya 'and' (see 5.3.1.2).
We also commonly find IMPL and REL clauses mixed (5.2.3) in various ways.
With multiple IMPL subordination there are four possibilities:

a) IMPL\text{ss} clause subordinated to IMPL\text{ss} clause subordinated to
main, as in:

(497) kapa ku\text{n}u-\phi wapa-\text{yi} / ma\text{da}-\phi mani-\text{ja}
person one-ABS go-PRES stone-ABS get-IMPL\text{ss}
/ \text{tu}\text{\textmu}-\phi nari-nanka-\text{ja}
snake-ABS dead-CAUSE-IMPL\text{ss}

'One person went to get a stone to kill the snake'.

See also line 71 of Text One (Appendix A) which also shows
inclusion.

b) IMPL\text{ds} subordinated to IMPL\text{ss} subordinated to main, as in:

(498) yura wapa-a-ni-mayi / qapi\text{r}i qand\text{fi}-ni
2P1S go-IMP-NM-EMPH father mother-LOC
ya\text{\textja}-\text{ja} / qapa qayi-qantu
speak-IMPL\text{ss} 1Sg:O see-IMPL\text{ds}

'You (all) go and tell mother and father to watch me'. (9;3)

c) IMPL\text{ss} subordinated to IMPL\text{ds} subordinated to main, for example:
They got him to follow the tracks to search for her.'

'You fix it (the car) up so he can go back and be given the money by his father'.

By far the most usual multi-clause sentences to be found in Diyari texts are those where the subject remains the same in each clause (i.e. main-IMPL_{ss}-IMPL_{ss}). Sentences such as (500) are very infrequently used, probably because of the introduction of more participants than any of the other types.

5.2.1.8 IMPL_{ds} in main clauses

There is one final use of implicated clauses, namely the use of an IMPL_{ds} marked verb in a clause which has no preceding or following main clause implicating it. That is, IMPL_{ds} marked verbs may occur as main clause verbs in simple sentences. If such a sentence is positive it indicates an action or event which the subject should or must undertake or
suffer (depending upon verb class (see 4.5.3)). Consider the following examples:

(501) m\_ai! Ɂ\_ani  wapa-Ɂ\_antu-\_a
    well  1SgS  go-IMPL\_ds-\_NI
    'Well, I must go now'.

(502) m\_i\_ga-ni  ɋ\_ayani  ɋ\_u\_a  Ɂ\_a\_nikut\_i-\_f  mani-ipa-Ɂ\_anti
    what-LOC  1PlexclA  always  goat-ABS  get-ALT-IMPL\_ds
    'Why do we always have to get the goats (for her)?'. (12;67)

We also commonly find negative sentences of this type containing wata 'not' (5.5.1) indicating something which should not or must not be done. Examples illustrating this include (51) above (which is line 22 of Text One (Appendix A)) and:

(503) wata  yini  ka\_na-ni  ya\_ta-Ɂ\_antu
    not  2SgS  person-LOC  speak-IMPL\_ds
    'You must not speak to anyone'. (11;32)

It seems that IMPL\_ds marking here indicates an action or event which cannot be avoided or same thing which must not be done (if wata occurs). Perhaps we can paraphrase these sentences (maintaining the implicational analysis) in terms such as:

'Conditions are such that [ ] is implicated'

Probably related to this is the following construction where the word wa\_r\_ani occurs sentence initially:
Informants translated (504) as "let him sleep" and used it as a command. Unfortunately, I have been unable to obtain a gloss for wařani and there are insufficient examples to clarify its status.

Notice that IMPL\textsubscript{ss} marking (Table 40) does not occur on main clause verbs. In Diyari we do find -ja suffixed to clause final main verbs (and also to puři- in Dhirari - see 4.5.7.1.1) but these are instances where the future tense AUXiliary verb ṇana- (see 4.5.7.2) has been optionally deleted because the context is clear. The sequence puři-ja-li (Dhirari: puři-IMPL\textsubscript{ss}) never occurs in a main clause.

5.2.2 RELative clauses

REL subordinate clauses are marked with the following verb affixes (4.5.7.1.2) in the two dialects:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clause Type</th>
<th>Diyari</th>
<th>Dhirari</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REL\textsubscript{ss}</td>
<td>-ṇa</td>
<td>-ṇḍa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REL\textsubscript{ds}</td>
<td>-ṇani</td>
<td>-ṇḍani</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The abbreviations for clause type are defined as:

REL\textsubscript{ss} - relative subordinate clause whose 'subject' (S or A) is
coreferential with the 'subject' (S or A) of the main clause.

\[ \text{REL}_{ds} \] - relative subordinate clause whose 'subject' (S or A) is not coreferential with the 'subject' (S or A) of the main clause.

The use of these two affixes is determined in the same way as for IMPL clauses (5.2.1.2 and 5.2.1.3) and marking is by the same conventions as set out in the Coreferentiality Marking Convention (page 388) — substituting REL\(_{ss}\) and REL\(_{ds}\) for IMPL\(_{ss}\) and IMPL\(_{ds}\) respectively) above. This can be briefly illustrated by some examples. Thus, we find REL\(_{ss}\) clauses when there are coreferential NPs which are:1

a) S in main clause and S in REL clause - see (107) and (309) and:

\[ \begin{align*}
(505) \text{waṭara-}^\phi & \quad \text{ṇawu} \quad \text{ṇaka-}^\eta \quad \text{wara-}^\eta / \quad \text{ṇawu} \\
\text{wind-ABS} & \quad \text{SgnFS} \quad \text{flow-PART} \quad \text{AUX-REL}\_SS \quad \text{SgnFS} \\
\text{waṭara-}^\phi & \quad \text{muḍa-}yi \\
\text{wind-ABS} & \quad \text{stop-PRES} \\
\end{align*} \]

'After the wind had been blowing it stopped'. (12;34)

b) S in main clause and A in REL clause, as in (94) and:

\[ \begin{align*}
(506) \text{ṇaḍa-}ni & \quad \text{kanku-kanku-}^\phi \quad \text{ṇawu} \quad \text{wapa-}yi / \quad \text{ṇapir\_i-}^\phi \\
\text{then-LOC} & \quad \text{REDUP-boy-ABS} \quad \text{SgnFS} \quad \text{go-PRES} \quad \text{father-ABS} \\
\text{wanti-wanti-}^\eta & \quad \text{ṇaka-}^\phi \\
\text{REDUP-search-REL}\_SS & \quad \text{there-LOC} \\
\end{align*} \]

1 REL clauses have a number of semantic functions (5.2.2.1) and so for most of the examples cited here more than one translation is possible, depending upon the context. So, for example (504) could be either 'After the wind had been blowing it stopped' or 'When the wind had been blowing it stopped' or 'The wind, which had been blowing, stopped'. Only one translation (that applicable for the texts in which these sentences occurred) will be given here and other possibilities examined at 5.2.2.1.
'Then the little boy went looking for his father there'. (2;2)

c) A in main clause and S in REL clause (see also (290) and (165)):

(507) waṭa ḡandfu piki-∅ dika-ṇa / windři
not SgFA pig-ABS name-PART only
yaṭa-ṇa  ḡanṭi-ṇanṭi
say-RELss REDUP-meat
'She didn't call it a pig, only saying "little animal"'.
(9;34)

d) A in main clause and A in REL clause:

(508) tanal  ṭalaṇa maṇa-∅ kuṇa-ṇa ṇari-yi /
P1A rain stone-put-PART go down-PRES
ṇina waṭa-∅ ṣanka-ṇa
SgnFO nest-ABS make-RELss
'They put the rain stone down having made the nest'.

In all other situations RELss marking is employed - see examples below.
There are no clear examples in the corpus illustrating the sort of
inclusion that we observed for IMPLss clauses (5.2.1.3) although it may
be that RELss marking could operate along similar lines. There are a
number of examples of REL clauses where an NP in the main or subordinate clause
is coreferential with the head constituent of an NP in the other clause.
Most of these examples involve inalienable possession, usually expressed
by apposition (5.1.6.2). Consider the following:
Goannas run with their tails standing up.

The $\text{REL}_{ss}$ clause is derived from:

(510) $\text{kapi\Pi}_i$ $\text{nura-\$}$ $\text{ta\Pi}_k-\text{i\Pi}_a-\text{na}$

$\text{goanna}$ $\text{tail-ABS}$ $\text{stand-PROL-PART}$

'Goanna's tails stand whilst in motion'.

with deletion of the coreferential nominal $\text{kapi\Pi}_i$. An example of a $\text{REL}_{ds}$ clause illustrating this is (518) below.

Note that there need be no sharing of coreferential NPs for the $\text{REL}$ clause to be well formed. This is discussed and illustrated at 5.2.2.1 (see examples (524) to (526) and (528) below).

As the examples above illustrate, $\text{REL}$ clauses show two main differences from $\text{IMPL}$ clauses:

a) A $\text{REL}$ clause may have a predicate which contains an $\text{AUXiliary}$ verb (other than $\text{pur}_i$- in Dhirari - see 4.5.7.2) as in examples (505) and (517) which have the $\text{AUX}$ $\text{war}_a$-. $\text{IMPL}$ clause marking can never be suffixed to $\text{AUX}$ verbs (see 5.2.1.1).

b) a $\text{REL}$ clause may equally precede or follow the main clause (or to use Andrews' (197$^g$) terminology, they may be both 'anticipatory' and 'trailing'). In fact, informants sometimes repeat a sentence where the order of the clauses is reversed with
no apparent change in meaning. So, the following two sentences were given as alternatives:

(511)  gàwu  wapa-yi / kařka-kařka-ña  
SgnFS  go-PRES  REDUP-shout-RELss  
"He goes along calling out".

(512)  kařkakařkaña / gàwu  wapayi

If there is any meaning difference here it is too subtle to be understood by a non-native speaker of the language.

REL clauses may form clause chains in the same way as IMPL clauses (see 5.2.1.7 and also 5.2.3 below) with multiple subordination. However, unlike multi-IMPL clause sentences where the main clause occurs sentence initially, REL clauses may precede, follow or 'flank' (on both sides) the main clause. This is discussed and illustrated below (5.2.2.4).

It is important to note that a REL subordinate clause always occurs marginally to the main clause and never embedded within it or surrounded in any way by main clause material (compare IMPL clauses as described in (5.2.1) above).

There is a further slight difference between IMPL and REL clauses but it is a tendency rather than being categorical (c.f. the two points above). As the examples in 5.2.1.3 show, the subject of an IMPL$_{ss}$ clause is almost always deleted under identity with the subject of the main clause (which will be to its left). Similarly, the subject of an IMPL$_{ds}$ jussive complement (5.2.1.6.2 especially page 385) may be deleted under identity with its
coreferential main clause noun phrase. For RELss clauses in trailing position deletion of the coreferential NP is possible (as shown by (506) and (507)) but we generally find retention of both NP when the REL clause precedes the main as in (505) and the following:

(513) ṛulu puka-∅ ṭayi-ṇa / ṛawu pali-ṇa wara-yi
 SgnFA food-ABS eat-RELss SgnFS die-PART AUX-PRES
 'He died while eating some food'.

When the REL clause is anticipatory, however, it is also possible for the main clause subject to be deleted under identity with the subject of the REL clause (to its left). This is shown by a sentence such as (an alternative to (508)):

(514) tanali niṇa waļa-∅ nanka-ṇa / ṭalaṭa
 P1A SgnFO nest-ABS make-RELss rain
 mağa-∅ kuña-ṇa ṇarî-yi waļa-ni
 stone-ABS put-PART go down-PRES nest-LOC
 'Having made the nest they put the rainstone down in it'.

We can draw two conclusions from these data:

a) deletion of subjects under identity is an optional rule but generally applies when the RELss clause is in trailing (rather than anticipatory) position.

b) there is a strong tendency for the first occurrence of a coreferential NP to be retained and the second occurrence deleted, independently of which clause (main or subordinate)
they occur in. Apparent counter-examples such as (512) can be accounted for by allowing the order of clauses to be (optionally) switched after deletion.

5.2.2.1 Semantics of REL clauses

The relative subordinate clause in Diyari has two distinct functions (as noted at 5.2) which are:

(A) providing specification of, or information about, a noun phrase in the main clause. We may distinguish two different situations within this classification:

a) where there is a noun phrase in the REL clause which is coreferential with the main clause NP. Here the REL clause functions like a (restrictive or non-restrictive) relative clause and corresponds to Hale's (1976) NP-relative interpretation. The switch-reference system (5.2.2) keys on the function of each NP within its clause (i.e. subject or not) and there is no case concord (5.2). The following examples illustrate various possible alternatives. Firstly, we have a RELss clause with this function:

(515) ṇani puɾi-ŋa wara-ŋi / kapi-∅ mara-ni

1SgS fall-PART AUX-PRES egg-ABS hand-LOC

paŋa-ŋa

hold-RELss

'I fell holding an egg in (my) hand'.

"
Notice that some sentences are ambiguous between this function and that of (B) below (see page 404 and also footnote page 393 above). Thus, example (514) above could be translated:

'They put the rain stone in the nest which they had made'.

and (506) could be:

'The little boy, who was looking for his father there, went'.

Examples of REL\textsubscript{ds} clauses as restrictive and non-restrictive relatives include the following:

(516) \text{\texttt{Tanali}} \text{\texttt{nandPa-ya}} \text{\texttt{jira-r}} \text{\texttt{kaNa-\phi}} / \text{\texttt{dau}}
\text{\texttt{P1A hit-PAST Dhirari person-ABS SgnFS}}
\text{\texttt{jiri-\phi}} \text{\texttt{marapu ma\textsubscript{a}-ni}}
\text{\texttt{fight-REL\textsubscript{ds} many true-LOC}}
'They killed a Dhirari man who had fought with the whole lot (of them)'. (11;1)

(517) \text{\texttt{panNa-ma-a-\phi-mayi}} \text{\texttt{kil\textsubscript{t}i}} \text{\texttt{NaKan\textsubscript{i}-\phi}} / \text{\texttt{Na}}
\text{\texttt{smell-TR-IMP-NM-EMPH stew 1SgGEN-ABS 1SgA}}
\text{\texttt{way\textsubscript{i}-Na}} \text{\texttt{wara-\phi-ni}}
\text{\texttt{cook-PART AUX-REL\textsubscript{ds}}}
'Smell my stew, that I cooked'.

There are a number of examples in the corpus of this type where the head noun of the main or subordinate clause NP is
coreferential with an NP in the other clause. There are two sub-types:

i) one clause contains an inalienably possessed nominal (see 5.1.6.2) while the other clause contains a nominal referring to the possessor. An example of a REL_{ss} clause containing a body part NP is (509) above which can be translated as:

'Goannas, whose tails stand up in motion, run'.

Here the REL_{ss} clause contains the body part and the main clause the possessor. Examples of this type involving REL_{ds} clauses are (282) and (283) above. Note the deletion of the coreferential (head) noun in all these examples. We also find the following examples where the main clause contains a nominal referring to a sound while the REL_{ds} clause contains a nominal referring to the (inalienable) possessor of that sound (see 5.1.6.2):¹

(518) ɲaŋu ɲaŋa-ŋa wara-yi kunŋara-∅ / puluka-∅  
1SgA hear-PART AUX-PRES sound-ABS cattle-ABS
mindi-ŋani
run-REL_{ds}

'He heard the sound of cattle running'.

¹ Nouns falling under this semantic class are listed under 5.1.6.2 (section D) and 5.1.10. (section (a)). Note that kunŋara refers to 'the sound of movement in the distance'.
(519) นิลุ กนุ พ-ก นกรานะ วา-ยิ / ยินิ
SgnFA sound-ABS hear-ABS AUX-PRES 2SgS
มำรำ-φ กนุ-งำ-นันิ
hand-ABS sound-PROD-REL ds
'He heard the sound of you clapping hands'.

For (518) the main clause derives from:

(520) นิลุ นกรานะ วา-ยิ พูลุก้า กนุน์รำ-φ
1SgA hear-PART AUX-PRES cattle sound-ABS
'I heard the sound of cattle (moving)'.

with deletion of the coreferential head nominal (see also above).

ii) the main clause contains a specific noun while the REL clause contains a generic noun referring to the class which the specific noun would be placed under (see 4.2.1). A text example of this is:

(521) คำก-นิ นิลุ นัย-ยิ ปะฏิ-φ / ตุ่รุ-φ
night-LOC SgnFA see-PRES light-ABS fire-ABS
ยำรี-ยำรี-ตำรี-นันิ
REDUP-burn-DUR-REL ds
'In the night he saw the light of the fire burning'. (1;55)

The main clause in (521) derives from:
with deletion of the corefrential nominal ḫuṟu.

In REL clauses of this type the corefrential NP (or nominal) may be affected in one of five ways (see also 5.2.2.1 above):

1. unchanged as in (505), (513) and (514)
2. deleted in the REL clause under identity with the main clause corefrential NP (or nominal) as in (515), (517) and (521)
3. replaced in the REL clause by a nominal determiner (4.4.1) agreeing with it in gender (in the singular only), number and case, as in (516) and:

(523) ɳā'lpuṟu-ni ṇaṟu ɖiya-yi pāya-∅  /
    dark-LOC 1SgA strike-PRES bird-ABS

(523) ɳā'lpuṟu-ni ɳaṟu ɖiya-yi pāya-∅  /
    dark-LOC 1SgA strike-PRES bird-ABS

(523) ɳā'lpuṟu-ni ɳaṟu ɖiya-yi pāya-∅  /
    dark-LOC 1SgA strike-PRES bird-ABS

4. replaced in the main clause by a nominal determiner agreeing with it in gender (in singular), number and case, as in:
(523) waŋaŋju-ni ŋatu ŋaka-ŋi ni ŋiyi-ŋiyi-yi /
left hand-LOC 1SGA there-LOC SgnFO REDUP-see-PRES
tuŋu-ŋa ŋaŋki-ŋani
fire-ABS-OI burn-REL

'On the left over there I saw the fire burning'. (1;111)

5. retained in the REL clause and deleted in the main clause as in (446), (518) and (519).

b) where there is no coreferential NP in the REL clause but the subordinate clause provides information about an NP in the main clause. The following main clause nouns:

yawaŋa  'word, story'
wima  'song, corroboree'
yåŋi  'lie, falsehood'
kuma  'news'
ŋapliŋa  'dream'

may be qualified by a REL clause not sharing a coreferential NP but which provides information about the action referred to by these nominals. Some examples are the following:

(524) kawalka-ali kuma-ŋa paŋaka-ŋa wara-yi /
crow-ERG news-ABS bring-PART AUX-PRES
ŋawu-ka pali-ŋani
SgnFS-TOKEN die-REL

'The crow brought the news that he (i.e. someone else) had died'.
Descriptive REL clauses of this type are not mentioned by Hale (1976) as possible uses of "adjoined relative clauses". It would be of some interest to see whether other Australian languages (such as Walbiri for which Hale makes a strong case for an adjoined clause structure) have sentences similar to these in Diyari.

(B) providing information about the temporal or logical conditions expressed in the main clause. That is, a REL clause may function as a time or reason clause subordinated to the main clause. Since no coreferential NP need be shared by the two clauses this corresponds to Hale's (1976) "T-relative interpretation".

The semantic relationship between the subordinate and main clause varies to some extent and there are examples where more than one interpretation is possible, context determining the intended meaning. So, we have REL_{ss} clauses expressing the reason why some action or event occurs, as in:
Similarly, (513) above could be translated as:

'Because/after he ate some food he died'.

Examples of REL\_ds clauses of reason are:

(528) \(\eta\dot{\alpha}\dot{a} \ \etaulu \ \etaulu-\l u \ \etayi-\gammai \ \l u\rfu-\phi \) /  
then SgnFA cannot-STILL see-PRES fire-ABS  
wa\(\dot{\alpha}\dot{\theta}a\)-\(\lambda a\) pula wapa-\(\eta\dot{\alpha}\dot{\eta}i\)  
distant-NI DIS go-REL\_ds  
'Then he couldn't see the fire any more because the (other)  
two had walked far away'.  (1;61)

Note that (516) above could also be translated in this function as:

'They killed a Dhirari man because he had fought with  
the lot (of them)'.

A second sub-function of these REL clause is to express a  
conditional or 'if X then Y' relationship. Examples of both REL\_ss  
and REL\_ds clause in this function include the following:
REL clauses in this function typically (but not always as shown by (530)) precede the main clause which often contains the future tense AUX ɲana- (4.5.7.2) as in (529). If necessary, the particle kara 'maybe' (5.5.4) can be used in the REL clause to restrict the possible meanings to conditional only.

A third sub-function of these REL clauses is to express a temporal conditional 'when X then Y' relationship. This can be generic, as in:

(531) ɲatu kaŋta kujakuja-ŋ ɭayi-ŋa / ɲani piti-yl
1SgS grass green-ABS eat-REL 1SgS fart-PRES
"When I eat green feed I fart".

Dh. (532) ɲiga yundu kaŋakaŋaŋa puﬁ-ŋani / ɲawu
SgnFO 2SgA touch-PART AUX-REL 2SgS

(529) ɲawu ɭika-ŋa / ɲawu yaŋa-la ɲana-yi
SgnFS return-REL SgnFS speak-FUT AUX-PRES
2SgLOC
'If he comes back he will talk to you'.

(530) kaŋti mindri-ya ɲani / ɲaka-ŋIda ɲawu
can run-PAST SgnFS there-LOC-ADD SgnFS
wakara-ŋani
come-REL
'She could have run (the distance) if he had come again'.

(8;27)
"When you touch him he screams out".

or limited to a specific instance. So, for example, (513) could be translated as:

'He died when he ate some food'.

and (527) as:

'She turned round over there when she saw the light'.

If there is a possibility of a problem arising from this ambiguity of interpretations, Diyari speakers will use the interrogative \( \text{winta} \) 'When?' (4.2.8) to introduce these 'when X (then Y)' clauses (see 5.2.2.3).

A fourth use of these types of REL clauses is to express simultaneity. That is, sentences of this type can be used when two actions or events are perceived as occurring at the same time, giving translations of the form 'X while Y'. An example is (513) above and the following:

(533) \( \text{ŋani } \text{ŋŋki-ya-} \phi \text{ } \text{ŋ⊊ka-} \gamma i \text{ } / \text{ yini } \text{mindŋi-ŋani} \)

1SgS here-NEAR-LOC stand-PRES 2SgS run-REL\text{ds}

'I'll stand here while you run'. (12;94)

See also line 47 of Text One (Appendix A).

Simultaneity is also a possible reading for some of the examples above, including (527), (531) and (532). Compare this function of REL clauses
with the temporal specification function ('before') of IMPL clauses (see 5.2.1.1).

The final use of REL clauses as temporal specification is to indicate a sequential relationship between two clauses. The REL clause specifies that an action or event took place (or takes place) before the action or event described by the main clause. That is, we have sentences which translate as 'after X then Y'.

It seems that some sentences are ambiguous between 'after' and 'while' meanings, so (533) above, for example, could mean either 'I'll stand here while you run' or 'I'll stand here after you run' depending upon appropriate context. In order to restrict the meaning (and hence resolve the ambiguity) to just the 'after' semantic relationship three strategies may be followed by Diyari speakers. Firstly, the particle ma'ta 'already' (5.5.7) may be used in the REL clause, as in:

(534) qa đa-ni ma'ta qa lpuru qa-nan-qa-nil / qa-ni
then-LOC already dark be-REL-NS 1SgA
[torch]-ali-lv wani-yi
-INST-NI follow-PRES

'Then after it was dark I followed (her) with a torch'. (2;62)

Alternatively, one of the past tense AUXiliary verbs (4.5.7.2) can be used in the REL clause, as in (505) above and the following:
Both these devices may be employed in a single subordinate clause, as the following sentence shows:

(536) pu'lə wi'ła-wu'lu-ə  nəndə-ma-li-əi / nəndə  
DIS  woman-DUAL-ABS  hit-RECIP-PRES  SgFA  
ma'ja  ylnki-na  wara-nani  pI'ta-ə 
already  give-PART  AUX-RELds  sticks-ABS  
'The two women fought after she had given the sticks (to them)'.

Compare these sentences with the use of SEQuential clauses described and illustrated below (5.2.6).

5.2.2.2 Interrogative Introducers of REL clauses

There are some examples of REL clauses in the corpus (both in texts and elicited) of certain interrogative words being used to introduce the subordinate clause. The interrogatives, which all appear clause initially, are:

wa'daru - 'how?' (see 4.4.3)  
wi'na - 'when?' (see 4.2.8)  
wada'yari - 'where?' (see 4.2.8)
The interrogative *winta* 'when?' may be used to resolve a possible ambiguity (see 5.2.2.1 (b) above for discussion) which could arise from the use of REL clauses as temporal specifiers. Consider the following examples:

(537) *winta* ŋani *pali-ŋa* / ŋatu kana ŋakan-ŋi

when 1SGS die-RELss 1SGA person 1SGGEN-ABS

ŋama-1ka-yi ŋaka-ŋ

sit-TR-PRES there-LOC

'When I die, I will have my people there'.

The interrogative predicate determiner *wadaru* (4.4.3) is used in sentences such as the following with something of an indefinite meaning (see 4.2.8 and 4.3.4 for the indefinite use of interrogatives):

(538) ŋatu ŋara-ŋa *waqara-yi* / wadaru nawu

1SGA hear-PART AUX-PRES how SgnFS

yaŋa-ŋani

speak-RELds

'I heard what (lit. how) he said'.

It may be that the correct analysis of sentences such as this has the clause boundary after *wadaru* and the RELds clause as a content modifier of an indefinite head noun (see above page 403). Note that *wadaru* may be used with IMPL clauses (see 5.2.1) such as the following where it does seem to belong to the subordinate rather than main clause:
(539) ŋaŋu ŋuyama-yi / waŋaru waŋka-la
   1SgA   know-PRES how sing-IMPL

'I know how to sing'.

The evidence seems to be in favour of analysing (538) as I have given it above, that is, with waŋaru introducing the REL clause.

Finally, waŋayari 'where?' may introduce a subordinate REL clause as in the following example:

(540) ŋawu warapa-laŋi-na wara-yi ŋakanu /
   SgnFS relate-REFL-PART AUX-PRES 1SgLOC
   waŋayari ŋawu ŋana-na wara-ŋa
   where SgnFS be-PART AUX-REL

'He told me about (himself) where he had been (earlier today)'.

See also line 59 of Text One (Appendix A).

Only these three interrogatives can be used in Diyari to introduce relative clauses.

5.2.2.3 Restrictions on REL clause occurrence

In sections 5.2.1.6.1 and 5.2.1.6.2 above I discussed the fact that certain main clause verbs select one and only one type of IMPL clause. There is only one Diyari verb which places a restriction on the occurrence of a REL clause subordinated to the main clause in which it appears. That verb is muŋa- Vint 'to stop, finish (doing)' which only occurs with a
following REL\textsubscript{ss} clause. Consider an example:

(541) \texttt{yar\texttext{-}u-ka nani mu\texttext{-}da-\texttext{-}y\texttext{i} / ya\texttext{\texttext{-ta-\texttext{-na}}}}
\begin{tabular}{l}
like that-TOKEN SgFS finish-PRES talk-REL\textsubscript{ss} \\
\texttt{n\texttext{\texttext{-}n\texttext{-}k\texttext{\texttext{-}k\texttext{\texttext{-}a}}}} \\
SgnFLOC
\end{tabular}

'That is how she finished talking to him'. (8;28)

I know of no verbs which take REL\textsubscript{ds} clauses only (with, say, the REL clause subject coreferential with some main clause non-subject NP - c.f. 5.2.1.6.2 above).

5.2.2.4 Multiple REL clause sentences

The principles of relative subordinate clause formation described above may be applied recursively to produce sentences with more than one REL clause. The switch-reference system refers to the clause to which the REL clause is subordinated, regardless of the main or subordinate status of that clause (see also 5.2.3). The system works in the same way as described for IMPL clauses (5.2.1.7 above) except that multiple IMPL clauses always follow the main while multiple REL clauses may precede, follow or flank the main clause.

For a clause consisting of a main plus two REL clauses (by far the most common type in the material collected) there are two alternatives:

a) both REL clauses can be subordinated to the main clause.
Usually the two clauses will flank the main clause as in:¹

(542) ḥurara-ŋanka-ŋa / ŋaŋa-ni wara-yi / powder-CAUSE-REL ss then-LOC throw-PRES

ŋapa-∅  dalku-ŋanka-ŋa

water-ABS clear-CAUSE-REL ss

"Having made (the gypsum) into a powder (you) throw (it) and make the water clear'.

(543) ŋani ŋiŋki-ya-∅ wakara-ŋa / ŋalu ŋala

1SgS here-VICIN-LOC come-REL ss 1SgA SgFO

wij-∅ ŋayi-yi / yindfa-ŋani

woman-ABS see-PRES cry-REL ds

"When I came here I saw that woman crying'.

or 'I, who came here, saw that woman crying'.

Notice that in (543) one possible reading has the two REL clauses modifying two main clause NPs. When both clauses are subordinated to the main they may both appear in trailing position, as in:

¹ Because of considerations of space not all possible combinations of REL ss and REL ds clauses can be illustrated here. Examples of all possible types have been collected and the following can be taken as typical instances of multiple subordination.
(544) ɳandfu ɳarî-1ka-yi / muŋka-muŋka-ŋa
SgFA go down-TR-PRES REDUP-embrace-REL
ŋiŋa / yaru-ka ŋuna-ŋ kuŋa-ŋa
SgnFO like that-TOKEN arm-ABS put-REL
ŋuŋkaŋu yaŋkañ-a-nI
SgnFLOC neck-LOC
'She took (him) down embracing him putting her arm around his neck like that'. (9;8)

(545) ŋatfu ŋayi-ya / pinaŋu-waŋa-li ŋanka-ŋani /
1SgA see-PAST old man-PLURAL-ERG make-REL
ŋani ŋama-ŋani ŋaka-ŋ
1SgS sit-REL there-LOC
'I saw the old men making (rain) when I was living there'.

If both clauses are subordinated to the main they cannot both be in anticipatory position (c.f. (b) below).

b) a REL clause subordinated to a REL clause subordinated to a main clause. Usually, we find both clauses trailing the main, as in:

(546) ɳawu yaru-ka ŋaŋka-yi / mani-ŋ
SgnFS like that-TOKEN stand-PRES fat-ABS
paŋa-ŋa / yuŋka-ŋa
hold-REL swallow-REL
'Then he stood like that holding the fat that he (was about to) swallow'. (11;7)
(547) ṁawu waŋpa-ŋa kuŋa-yi / ṁaŋa
SgnFS canter-PART go away-PRES 1SgO
warara-ŋa / ḫaŋka-ŋani
leave-RELss stand-RELds
'He cantered away leaving me standing (there)'.

or
'He, who had left me who was standing (there), cantered away'.

but there are (rarer) instances of both clauses being in anticipatory position preceding the main. An example is:

(548) wata yundũ muŋa-ŋani / wîlapina-∅
not 2SgA stop-RELds old woman-ABS
yupa-ŋa / ṃaŋu piṭa-∅ mani-ja ṃana-yi
tease-RELss 1SgA stick-ABS get-FUT AUX-PRES
'If you don't stop teasing the old woman I'll get a stick (to hit you with)'.

When there is a chain of subordination as in these examples the two REL clauses cannot flank the main clause - they must appear together either preceding or following it. For instances of mixed REL and IMPL subordination see 5.2.3.

5.2.2.5 Other REL clauses

There is one final complex sentence type containing a main and a REL clause which has not yet been discussed. This is the use of RELds marking
on a subordinate clause where the main clause predicate is non-verbal (5.1.2). As the following examples show, both "T-relative" and "NP-relative" functions of REL_{ds} clauses may be exhibited in this sort of construction:

\[(549)\] mita-∅ napaṭaŋka / ṭalaṛa-∅ kuḍa-ṇani
\text{ground-ABS wet rain-ABS fall-REL_{ds}}

'The ground is wet from the rain falling'.

(Compare this with the use of IMPL_{ds} described above (5.2.1.6.3)).

\[(550)\] naka ṭaewu-maṭa / kaḍi-ali kaku-ali
\text{yS SgnFS-IDENT ZH-ERG eZ-ERG}
\text{warara-ṇa wanti-ṇani}
\text{leave-PART AUX-REL_{ds}}

'That is the younger brother who was left (behind) by the brother-in-law and elder sister'.

Note that REL_{ss} clauses are not used in this type of sentence because of the necessary sharing of subjects. That is, an English sentence such as 'He is the man who hit me' will be expressed in Diyari as a single main clause, such as by the equivalent of 'This man hit me'.

5.2.3 Sentences with IMPL and REL clauses

Up to this point the discussion of subordination has separated implicated and relative clauses as different, but related, phenomena. However, it is possible to combine both subordinate clause types with a main clause in a single complex sentence. Complex sentences with three
different clause types, that is, main, REL and IMPL can be formed in a way analogous to the constructions described above with the coreferentiality marking conventions (5.2.1.1, 5.2.1.2, 5.2.2) looking at the subordinate clause and the clause to which it is immediately subordinated regardless of the status of that clause. That is, the switch-reference systems operate across all clause boundaries in subordination.

In the following discussion I will differentiate between sentences with three constituent clauses and those with more than three. This is simply for convenience of discussion and reflects nothing of the Diyari language.

5.2.3.1 Three clause sentences

Complex sentences consisting of three constituent clauses are most numerous in the corpus and can be used to illustrate almost all (logically) possible combinations and orders of component clauses. We may distinguish three different sentence types:

a) sentences where both REL and IMPL clauses are subordinated to the main clause. That is, the semantic relationships are between main and REL and main and IMPL. The subordinate clauses occupy flanking positions with REL anticipatory and IMPL trailing (see 5.2.1 for preferred positions of IMPL clauses) as the following examples illustrate:
(551) qini ŋaka-ŋ-ld̄a ŋiŋki-da-ŋ wakaŋa-ŋani / 2SgS there-LOC-ADD here-VICIN-LOC come-RELds ŋani maŋi-ya mindি-ļa ŋana-yi / yuylinder 1SgS Marree-ALL run-FUT AUX-PRES police-ABS maŋi-ļa

get-IMPLss

'If you come here again I'll run to Marree to get the police'. (8;25)

(552) pułułu-ni kaŋi-ŋani kanku-ŋ kaŋa mankaŋa-ŋ kaŋa
dust-LOC climb-RELds boy-ABS or girl-ABS or

/ ŋaŋi-ni qini yaŋa-ŋi / ŋaŋi-ŋaŋi
then-LOC 2SgS speak-PRES go down-IMPLds

'When a boy or girl climbs (a tree) in a dust storm then you should tell them to come down'. (16;4)

Notice that the marking on the subordinate clauses is determined by checking for referential identity against the main clause for both IMPL and REL.

b) the IMPL clause may be subordinated to the REL clause which in turn is subordinated to the main clause. Both clauses may be in trailing position as the following examples illustrate.1

Firstly, IMPLss subordinated to RELss, as in:

1 For this and following sections there are four logical possibilities of combinations of REL and IMPL clauses. All have been found in the corpus, but for reasons of space only two instances of each type are included as examples.
and secondly, IMPL<sub>ds</sub> subordinated to REL<sub>ds</sub>, as in:

(554) ŋani ʊŋkaŋu yafa-la ŋana-yi / 갏awu
1SgS SgnFLOC speak-FUT AUX-PRES SgnFS
kaĩka-Ɂaĩi-ŋani / ṃani wapa-ŋantu
wait-AP-REL<sub>ds</sub> 1SgS go-IMPL<sub>ds</sub>
'I will talk to the one who is waiting for me to come'.

It is also possible to have both clauses in anticipatory position before the main clause. Two examples of this will be provided¹, firstly, showing REL<sub>ss</sub>-IMPL<sub>ss</sub>-main:

(555) wata 갏ulu ɲantja-ŋa / ɲeŋa 갏ayi-la / 갏awu yapa-ali mindri-ŋa kuŋa-yi
not SgnFA want-REL<sub>ss</sub> 1Sg0 see-IMPL<sub>ss</sub>
SgnFS fear-INST run-PART go away-PRES
'Because he didn't want to see me he ran away frightened'.

¹ See footnote above - page 418.
and secondly, REL_{ds} - IMPL_{ds} - main:

(556) winta qani ṣawkaqwiya ṣata-ṣani / ṣa-kwa-ndo
when 1SgS SgnFLOC speak-REL_{ds} there-SCE
qari-ṣantu / ṣawu yindPa-yi
go down-IMPL_{ds} SgnFS cry-PRES

'When I told him to come down from there he cried'.

c) the REL clause may be subordinated to the IMPL clause which in
turn is subordinated to the main clause. Generally, both clauses
will be trailing (because of the preferred position of IMPL (see
above)). Examples\(^1\) illustrating this are the following. Firstly,
REL_{ss} subordinated to IMPL_{ss} subordinated to main:

(557) wata ṣayani ṣanta-ṣa / ṣa-nilaxi-phi
not 1PlexclA want-PART goat-ABS
mani-ipa-la / ṣu-ra-xi ṣayi-xayi-ipa-ṣa
get-ALT-IMPL_{ss} continuous-INST REDUP-see-ALT-REL_{ss}
qantaqi
SgnFBEN

'We didn't want to get the goats that we always had to
look after for her'. (12;72).

and secondly, REL_{ss} subordinated to IMPL_{ds}:

\(^1\) See footnote above - page 418.
I have found no examples of main-IMPL_{ds}-REL_{ds} sentences but translations of sentences such as 'I am waiting for the man you saw to come' or 'I will take the meat for the dog you gave me to eat' should theoretically fit this gap in my data.

This is one example in the corpus of this type of subordination where the REL clause precedes the main rather than trailing the IMPL it is subordinated to, namely:

\[(559) \text{pawu } \text{turara-} \text{-nani } / \text{natu } \text{nanta-yi } /\]
\[\text{SgnFS } \text{sleep-REL}_{ds} \text{ ISGA want-PRES}\]
\[\text{yata-yata-} \text{-la } \text{nungkamu}\]
\[\text{REDUP-talk-IMPL}_{ss} \text{ SgnFLOC}\]
\['I \text{ want to talk to him who is asleep}'.\]

Although (559) appears to follow the order typical of an (a) construction (i.e. both clauses subordinate to the main) it only makes sense if the REL clause is a modifier of the LOC case NP in the IMPL clause. Compare this with **'If he is asleep I want to talk to him' or **'When he is asleep I want to talk to him'. The only temporal interpretation which would not be semantically anomalous would be 'After he has slept I want to talk to him' but this normally requires maja or one of the past
tense AUXiliaries (see 5.2.2.1).

5.2.3.2 Other complex sentences

In this section I will provide some text examples of mixed multiple subordination of more than two REL or IMPL clauses. That is, examples of complex sentences containing four or more clauses will be provided. Unlike previous sections (especially 5.2.3) I will not examine and illustrate most possible alternatives but simply present these text examples as evidence for multi-clause complex sentences in Diyari.

I will introduce here a simple abbreviatory device to make the discussion clearer and less wordy. I will employ a diagram such as the following where left to right arrangement indicates surface linear orders of the clauses and vertical arrangement indicates subordination:

(560) main
     REL\_ss
     \_IMPL\_ss

We may describe (560) as a main clause followed by a REL\_ss clause (subordinated to it) followed by an IMPL\_ss clause (subordinated to the REL\_ss clause). A sentence of this type is (553) above. Note that the diagram is an abbreviation only and makes no claims about the structure of Diyari complex sentences.

The text examples are the following. Firstly, a sentence of the shape:
"Because she didn't take (them) off (and) only went on like that her feet were a little sore from the dirt so (she) limped". (2;67)
Finally, we have an example of a five clause complex sentence of the following shape:

(562) ŋatu ŋaṇṭa-yi / yula wapa-ŋantu / 1SgA want-PRES 2D1S go-IMPL<sub>ds</sub>
qiniki-wa-ɸ ɲayi-Ɂa / ɁukiɁuki-ɸ Ɂanali  here-DIST-LOC see-IMPL<sub>ss</sub>  fowl-ABS P1A
kurì-ali mani-Ɂa wara-Ɂani  stealth-INST get-PART AUX-REL<sub>ds</sub>
  'I want you two to go and see if those chickens have been stolen'. (13;139)
'Because his juice had seeped down two feet\(^1\) (you) had to get out, having worked only a short while digging the hole, so the other fellow could get in'. (7:33)

These examples show the range and complexity of complex sentences produced by combining main, REL and IMPL clauses.

5.2.4 LEST clauses

The third type of subordinate clause found in Dhirari and Diyari is the LEST clause marked in both by a single affix -yati?\(^2\). That is, unlike REL and IMPL clauses there is no differentiation between sharing and non-sharing of coreferential subjects (see 5.2.4.1). Basically, LEST clauses express an admonition although their function as more general warnings is discussed below (see 5.2.4.2). The interaction between this subordinate clause type and the REL and IMPL clauses examined above is investigated and illustrated at 5.2.5 below.

5.2.4.1 Lack of Switch-Reference

That LEST clauses, unlike IMPL (see 5.2.1.2) and REL (see 5.2.2) clauses, do not have a system of switch-reference controlling their verb marking is easily demonstrated. Consider the following examples which show sharing of coreferential noun phrases in various functions in both main and subordinate clauses and note that all have the single -yati marker.

---

1 This is clearly a loan translation from English.
2 For the shape of LEST in the languages once spoken near Diyari see Table 41.
Firstly, the coreferential NP may be S function in both clauses:

(564) ndata-a-ni-mayi / yura puri-ya\textperiodcenteredi \\
sit-IMP-NM-EMPH 2PIS fall-LEST \\
'Sit down or you'll fall'.

or in A function in both clauses:

(565) makita-\textperiodcentered \  ndata-a-\textperiodcentered-mayi / wanku-\textperiodcentered \ yund\textperiodcenteredu \\
gun-ABS carry-IMP-NM-EMPH snake-ABS 2SgA \\
\textperiodcentereda \  nayi-ya\textperiodcenteredi \\
soon see-LEST \\
'Carry a gun lest you see a snake'.

We may also have S in the main clause and A in the subordinate, as in:

(566) manka wapa-\textperiodcentered-mayi / ndata yinka\textperiodcentered-a-\textperiodcentered \ yund\textperiodcenteredu \\
slow go-IMP-NM-EMPH yS 2SgGEN-ABS 2SgA \\
\textperiodcenteredanka-ya\textperiodcenteredi \\
push-LEST \\
'Walk slowly lest you step on your younger brother'.

and the reverse, that is A in the main clause and S in the subordinate:

(567) yund\textperiodcenteredu ndata-\textperiodcentered \ ndata-a-\textperiodcentered-mayi / yini \\
2SgA water-ABS carry-IMP-NM-EMPH 2SgS \\
\textperiodcentereda tinta-ta\textperiodcenteredi-ya\textperiodcenteredi \\
soon lose-PASS-LEST \\
'Carry some water lest you get lost'.

Examples show -yati also when the coreferential NP is A in the main and O in the LEST clause:

(568) wata ṅiga >tanda-ña / ɲapiri-ali yiña
not SgnFO hit-PART father-ERG 2SgO

nayi-yati
hit-LEST
'You had better not hit him lest his father see you'.

or S in the main and O in the LEST clause:

(569) yapa-ali ɲana-yi / ɲapa waɲa ɓụ́ụ-ali
fear-INST be-PRES 1SgO soon reptile-ERG

maʃa-maʃa-řa-ři-yati
REDUP-bite-DUR-LEST
'I am afraid lest some reptile bite me'.

When both NP are in O function, as in:

(570) miƙa-ni kuʃi-ipa-ña / ƙanali nayi-yati palpa-ali
hole-LOC hide-TR-PART P1A see-LEST some-ERG

'(He) hid (them) in a hole lest some of them see (the two girls that he kidnapped)'. (3;45)

or when there is no NP common to both clauses, as in:
the marking on the subordinate clause is always -yați. There is thus no indication of sameness or difference of subjects for LEST clauses.

5.2.4.2 Semantics of LEST clauses

LEST clauses have a single function, namely to describe the possible consequences of an action or event where these consequences would be unpleasant or harmful. Typically, the main clause to which LEST is subordinated will contain a verb inflected for IMPerative mood (4.5.7.1.1). It may be positive, as in (564) to (566) and (571) or negative as in:

(572) wata yağa wapa-a-φ-mayi / kuți-ali
not that way go-IMP-NM-EMPH devil-ERG
yına walt-a-na kuịa-yatı
2Sg0 carry-PART go away-LEST
'Don't go that way lest the devil carry you off'.

These sentences are used as warnings or threats. The main clause verb may also be indicative and the clause positive, as in (569) and (570) or negative as in:
5.2.4.3 LEST in main clauses

There are examples in the corpus of the occurrence of LEST clauses without an immediately preceding or following main clause linked to them. That is, ¬yaṭi appears to function as a marker attached to a main clause verb. However, in all the examples of this type of construction it is clear from the context that an 'understood' imperative, suggestion or condition is assumed. That is, the LEST clause expresses an (infelicitous) consequence whose antecedent or cause is clear and need not be expressed. Consider the following example:

(574) nulu-ka kiŋala-ali ŋaŋa maṭa-yaṭi
SgnFA-TOKEN dog-ERG 1SgO bite-LEST
'This dog might bite me'.

Sentence (574) could be said, for example, standing outside someone's camp when one is approached by a ferocious looking dog. The context would then make it clear that '[I should not go any further] lest this dog bite me' or '[Look out] this dog might bite me'. Clearly, the context here is such that the LEST clause is sufficient and it is not necessary to spell out the main clause (condition or imperative). These sentences may be regarded as particular instances of subordination in line with the functions of LEST clauses described above (5.2.4.2).
5.2.5  **LEST and other Subordinate Clauses**

The LEST clauses examined so far have occurred with a single main clause preceding them. However, LEST clauses are not restricted to complex sentences containing only two clauses but may occur in multi-clause sentences with other subordinate clauses in various combinations (see 5.2.3 above). Some of the possibilities evidenced in the corpus are examined and described below.

5.2.5.1  **LEST and IMPL**

There are three different sorts of complex sentence which can be formed from three simple clauses - one main, one IMPL and one LEST. (c.f. 5.2.3 above). They are:

a) sentences in which the LEST clause is subordinated to (and follows) the IMPL clause which is subordinated to (and follows) the main clause. An example of LEST subordinated to IMPL$ds$ is:

(575) wata ŋatu ŋantayi / țalașa pîna-∅ kuđa-ŋantu
hot 1SgA want-PRES rain big-ABS fall-IMPL$ds$
/ kŭnti-∅ wakara-yați
mosquito-ABS come-LEST
'I don't want it to rain heavily or the mosquitoes will come'.

b) sentences in which the IMPL clause is subordinated to (and follows) the LEST clause which is subordinated to (and follows) the main clause. An example of IMPL$ss$ subordinated to LEST is:

1 the following examples show one each of the three possible arrangements of LEST and IMPL$ss$ and IMPL$ds$ clauses. Other examples have been collected but are not included here.
c) both IMPL and LEST clauses may be subordinated to the main clause. In this instance the subordinate clauses will trail the main as in the example:

(577)  ṅani wakaŋa-ŋa / yinaŋa yakalka-ja / ŋatu
     1SgS come-PART  2SgO ask-IMPL ss  1SgA
     waŋa wata ŋaŋa ŋayi-yatii
     soon not SgFO see-LEST

'I came to ask you (where she is) lest I not see her'.

These examples illustrate the interaction of IMPL and LEST clauses. In all the examples in the corpus both subordinate clauses occur in trailing position.

5.2.5.2 LEST and REL

A complex sentence may be formed by combining one of each of a main, REL and IMPL clause. There are, as we noted for LEST and IMPL above (5.2.5.1) three possibilities:
a) sentences with the LEST clause subordinated to (and following) the REL clause which is subordinated to (and follows) the main clause. An example is the following (from a text about the mythical serpent kađimařkařa):

(578) qađa wata yaŋa-yi ķinka-ni / yani-paŋa
then not say-PRES night-LOC like this-THERE
warapa-na / waŋa ŋawu wakaŋa-yaŋi puŋuŋu
inform-REL ss soon SgnFS come-LEST dust
kurukuru
secretly
'Then (we) didn’t say a thing at night telling (them) about this (beast) lest he come along secretly in the dust storm'.
(12;123)

b) sentences with the REL clause subordinated to (and following) the LEST clauses which is subordinated to (and follows) the main clause. Consider the following examples:

(579) wata yaŋa wapa-a-ŋ-maŋi / nulu yiŋa
not that way go-IMP-NM-EMPH SgnFA 2SgO
pađa-yaŋi / nulu yiŋa ŋaŋi-ŋa
catch-LEST SgnFA 2SgO see-REL ss
'Don't go that way or he'll catch you when he sees you'.

It is interesting that the order of subordinate clauses in (579) may be reversed with no meaning difference. That is, we also find:
(580) *wata yaŋa wapamayi / yiŋa nulu ɲayina / paŋayati*

Sentence (580) means the same as (579) because the REL\textsubscript{ss} clause must refer to the LEST clause and not the main clause which has a different subject to it (and which should then be indicated by REL\textsubscript{ds}). That is, the switch-reference system removes any possibility of ambiguity. It is interesting to notice the differences in deletion and retention of NPs between (579) and (580).

c) sentences with both the LEST and REL clauses subordinated to the main clause. It seems that in this case the subordinate clauses will flank the main clause with LEST trailing and REL anticipatory. An example of this construction is the following:

(581) *ŋauw wakaŋa-ŋani / wata yawaŋa kuŋu-ŋ ɲukaŋu*

SgnFS come-REL\textsubscript{ds} not word one-ABS SgnFLOC

*yata-a-ŋ-mayi / nulu yiŋa ɲandŋa-yati*

SgnFA 2Sg0 hit-LEST

'When he comes don't say a word or he'll belt you'.

There is one final complex sentence type which I have not yet come across; namely a sentence with one of each of the three subordinate clause types discussed so far. Such sentences are logically possible but it seems that the Diyari prefer shorter utterances (c.f. 5.2.3) especially when a warning (LEST clause) is to be expressed. That is, two complex sentences may be preferred over a longer more complicated single sentence.
5.2.6 SEQuential Clauses

The fourth and final type of subordinate clause in Diyari are the SEQuential clauses. Unfortunately, this type of construction was discovered late in my research and cannot be exemplified or described in as much detail as was possible for the three other subordinate clause types discussed above (5.2.1 to 5.2.4). Some examples and directions for further study will be presented.

SEQ clauses almost always occur in the trailing position after the main clause to which they are subordinated. Unlike IMPL clauses (but like REL clauses), the SEQ affixes can be attached to a predicate containing an AUXiliary verb (other than puri- - see 4.5.7.2). There is a semantic contrast between REL\_ss/REL\_ds and SEQ\_ds which is examined below (5.2.6.3).

5.2.6.1 Switch-reference System

As noted above, there are fewer examples of SEQ clauses in the corpus than other sorts of subordination\(^1\). However, the data clearly show that SEQ clauses are marked two ways depending upon identity or lack of identity of the main and subordinate clause subjects (as for IMPL and REL clauses - see above). The markings are (see also Table 36 above):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEQ_ss - coreferential subjects</th>
<th>Dhirari</th>
<th>Diyari</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-نىندٰٰدٰ</td>
<td>-نىندٰٰدٰٰ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-ندٰدٰدٰ</td>
<td>-ندٰدٰدٰٰ</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| SEQ\_ds - non-coreferential subjects | -نى(وَّر) | -نى(وَّر) |

---

\(^1\) In terms of total numbers there are approximately a tenth as many occurrences of SEQ clauses as other types in the material collected.
Notice that:

a) $\text{SEQ}^\text{ss}$ has the form of ɳa $\sim$ ḍa $\sim$ ɳa (identical to PART and \text{REL}_\text{ss})$ followed by -ndu / -ndru SourCE case marker (5.1.5.6).

b) $\text{SEQ}^\text{ds}$ includes the form -ni NOMinalizer (5.1.9.1). This -ni may be optionally followed by -ŋura which occurs nowhere else in Diyari (or Dhirari) but is most likely cognate with the SourCE case marker of Yandruwandha and Yawarawarga (Breen (ms, ms.b) - see also 1.1.5).

The following examples show $\text{SEQ}^\text{ss}$ marking, firstly where the coreferential NP is S in main and S in SEQ:

\[(582) \text{ŋawu } \text{pali-ŋa } \text{warayi } / \text{muna } \text{ŋama-ŋandfu } \]

\text{SgnFS die-PART AUX-PRES sick sit-SEQss}

'He died after being sick'.

and secondly S in main and A in SEQ:

\[(583) \text{yini } \text{lipi-∅ } \text{muḍa-yi } / \text{ŋanka-ŋandfu } \text{windri } \]

\text{2SgS life-ABS finish-PRES work-SEQss only}

'Your life ends after having done nothing but work'.

Examples showing $\text{SEQ}^\text{ds}$ marking include the following (notice that (584) shows a coreferential NP in both clauses while (585) shows no sharing of NPs):
Note the use of the AUX verb in (585). Informants said that wayini(ŋura) could be used as an alternative to wayiŋa warani in this sentence, however, I suspect that the AUX verb introduces a slight meaning difference (suggested in the parenthesis of the gloss above).

I have not found any examples which illustrate the semantic inclusion found in IMPL clauses (5.2.1.3).

5.2.6.2 Semantics of SEQ clauses

As we saw above (5.2.2.1) REL clauses have two separate functions captured, by Hale's (1976) labels "T-relative" and "NP-relative", depending upon the presence or absence of a modified NP. The functions of SEQ clauses are also split along these lines but there are important differences between them and REL clauses (see 5.2.6.3).
SEQ clauses have two basic uses:

a) to provide information about the temporal or conditional setting of the action or event specified by the main clause. SEQ clauses specify that the action or event described by their predicate occurs before and is completed at the time of the occurrence of the action or event of the main clause. That is, we have complex sentences of the form 'after X is over then Y'. Examples illustrating this are (582) to (585) above.

Sometimes the SEQ clause has an additional meaning to this concept of completion. This is providing the reason why the action or event of the main clause comes about or is undertaken. Thus, sentence (583) is said by informants to also mean "You die from working". Two clearer examples are the following:

(586) paŋpa-ali mutaka-ŋama-lika-yi / ŋanka-ŋandu
  some-ERG car-ABS sit-TR-PRES work-SEQ
  'Some have motor care from working'.

(587) yaŋu-ka  ꙿu ꙺa wata mani-ya /
  like that-TOKEN SgnFA SgnFO not get-PAST
  ꙿu ꙺa yaŋa-niŋura
  SgnFA  SgnFO scold-SEQ
  'That's why he didn't get him, because he had roused on (i.e. scolded) him". (7;45)
The SEQ clauses in (586) and (587) specify the reason why the activity of the main clause occurs. Compare these with the functions of REL clauses (5.2.2.1).

b) to provide information about a noun phrase in the main clause. Within this category fall a number of relative clause examples similar to REL clauses (5.2.2.1) except that the SEQ clause action or event must be completed at the time of occurrence of the main clause action or event (5.2.6.3). Consider the example:

(588) ṭaŋa ṭaŋu ṭaŋi-yi paŋki-ni [then] ḫina-∅ / then 1SgA see-PRES side-LOC foot-ABS

γuŋkαŋu wapa-ni
SgnFLOC go-SEQ

'Then I saw on the side the track (where) he had gone there'. (12;43)

Informants suggest that sentences like (588) can be paraphrased with a REL having an AUX verb instead of the SEQ marker (but see below).

It seems that this "NP-relative" interpretation is also a possible reading of some sentences given above. So, for example (584) could also mean 'We found the one which was already dead' given appropriate context.
As we noted above (5.2.6.2), REL and SEQ clauses share a number of features in common, both syntactic and semantic. The point at which they are dissimilar is the difference in temporal reference. This is that REL clauses allow the time reference of the main and subordinate clause to overlap (see 5.2.2.1 'while') whereas for SEQ clauses the action or event in the subordinate clause must be completed before the time of commencement of the action of the main clause. This difference can be most clearly demonstrated by the following pair of sentences:

(589) nātu nāga wila-∅ nayi-na wara-yi

1SgA SgFO woman-ABS see-PART AUX-PRES yindīa-ṇani
cry-REL

'I saw the woman crying'.

(590) nātu nāga wila-∅ nayi-na wara-yi

1SgA SgFO woman-ABS see-PART AUX-PRES yindīa-ni

cry-SEQ

'I saw the woman had been crying'.

Informants said of yindīa in (590) that "you can use that word if she been crying before and if she's sitting down not crying".

As an alternative to SEQ it is possible in some instances to use REL after an AUX verb (other than puri-) referring to action done or events occurring previous to those of the main clause. There is, however,
not an exact correspondence because:

a) SEQ clauses can also contain AUX verbs as noted above (5.2.6)

b) a SEQ clause is not specific to the time of occurrence of the events but indicates that the subordinate clause action or event concludes before that of the main clause. Use of an AUX verb (see 4.5.7.2) involves specific temporal reference (see Table 37).

Unfortunately, no information is available on the interaction between SEQ clauses and other subordinate clause types.

5.3 CO-ORDINATION

There are three ways complex sentences may be formed in Diyari by means other than subordination (see 5.2). The three are sub-types of a single process by which simple clauses or complex sentences (involving subordination (see above)) are linked by a particle. The verbs of co-ordinated clauses are not marked any differently to the marking they receive in simple sentences or main clauses (see 4.5.7.1.1). That is, there is no special verb marking indicating co-ordination, although there is for subordinate clauses (4.5.7.1.2, 5.2). The constituents linked by a co-ordinating particle are, in a sense, equal (c.f. subordination where we must distinguish between main and subordinate clauses) in that neither implicates or assumes the other (see 5.2.1, 5.2.2, 5.2.6). The three co-ordination strategies are as follows:

5.3.1 Conjunction

The particle which functions as a conjunction in Diyari is ya which
corresponds roughly to the sentential co-ordinating use of English 'and' in that X ya Y is equivalent to 'X and Y', apart from the difference noted below (5.3.1.1). Notice that ya is the only monosyllabic syntactic word in the language (see 3.3.1, 3.5).

5.3.1.1 Symmetry

One difference between Diyari ya and English 'and' is that ya implies no temporal or causal sequence between the actions or events it conjoins. It has more of the effect of a simple listing. The following two English sentences:

(591) He was run over by a car and died

and

(592) He died and was run over by a car

differ in that they describe two different sequences of events. In Diyari, the adjective ŋaŋa 'next' (also ŋaŋani 'next-LOC') has an adverbal sequencing (or 'staging', to use Grimes' (1975) term) function of linking events in temporal sequence. The use of ŋaŋa in Diyari texts is extremely common (see Appendix A for example). The consequential notion expressed by 'and' in English is expressed in Diyari by means of IMPL clauses (see 5.2.1 and especially 5.2.1.1) and the optional use of ŋaŋa(ni) in the subordinate clause.

Diyari ya is more symmetrical than English 'and'. That is, X ya Y seems to mean the same as Y ya X in all the examples examined, both from
elicited material and texts. Examples below illustrate this (see also texts in Appendix A).

5.3.1.2 Clausal Conjunction

The particle *ya* is commonly used to conjoin simple clauses, typically where the two clauses have identical predicates, as in:

(593) `nulu yinka-Ø dukarå-yi ya țina puta
SgnfA string-ABS take off-PRES and foot boot
nůŋkani-Ø dukarå-yi
SgnPGEN-ABS take off-PRES
*He took off the string and took off the (kurdaitcha) shoes*.

(594) șaŋa kuŋti-ali mαta-ŋa ya munți-ali
1SgO mosquito-ERG bite-PART and fly-ERG
mαta-ŋa
bite-PART
*I was bitten by mosquitoes and bitten by flies*.

These examples show that the second occurrence of a coreferential noun phrase is deleted. This deletion is optional however as shown by examples such as (597) below where the common NP is retained in both clauses (compare this with deletion in subordinate clauses (see 5.2) which operates along very similar lines).

1 Clearly, there could be subtle differences here not noticeable to a non-native speaker and not demonstrated by my informants. An examination of the text material collected suggests however that the difference, if any, must be very fine.

2 This sentence occurred in a description of a kurdaitcha man.
Note that in sentences such as (593) and (594) the identical predicate must be repeated in the second clause. It cannot be deleted or 'gapped' (Ross (1970)).

It is also possible for ya to link clauses which do not share a similar predicate, in fact, the predicates may be of completely different types (verbal versus non-verbal (see 5.1.1.1 and 5.1.2) and there be no word shared by both clauses. An example of this is:

(595) nuulu ɲanda-ːŋa ɲama-ːka-ːyi [buggy]-ːni ya
SgnFA horse-ABS-OI sit-TR-PRES -LOC and
ɲapa pani
water none

'He had horses in the buggy and there was no water'.

There are also examples where the predicate types are different but the two clauses contain coreferential NPs (with the second occurrence typically deleted) as in:

(596) ɲayani waltə-ːyi ɲina ya maŋi maŋa
1PlexclA carry-PRES SgnFO and heavy true

'We carried him and (he) was very heavy'.

Conjunction of clauses where both have non-verbal predicates (5.1.2) usually involves sharing of a coreferential subject, as in:

---

1 This sentence occurred in a description of windipilpaŋa, the mythological (Dhirari) man who lives on an island in Lake Eyre. He is reputed to have red skin.
Where both predicates are verbal, but lexically different, there are four possibilities shown by examples in the corpus:

a) the subjects (S or A noun phrases - see 5.2.1.2) of the two clauses may be the same, as in:

(598) yini pakaŋa muŋe-ri-la ŋana-ya ya pali-la
2SgS also sick-INCH-FUT AUX-PRES and die-FUT ŋana-ya
AUX-PRES

'You too will become sick and die'.

b) the objects (O NP) of the two (transitive) verbs may have the same reference, for example:

(599) pulu niŋa paŋa-ya marapu-ali ya malaŋu
cannot SgnPO catch-PRES many-ERG and truely ŋald⁹a niŋa ŋari-ŋanka-na wara-ya
1Dlinc1A SgnPO dead-CAUSE-PART AUX-PRES

'The lot (of them) couldn't catch him (a dingo) and we two did really kill him'.

1 In most of the examples in the corpus the tense marking of the verbs (see 4.5.7.1.1) in the two clauses is the same. Verbs of different mood, say indicative and IMPerative, cannot be conjoined.
c) the subject of one verb may be identical in reference to the
object of the other, as shown by:

(600) yini pakaŋa munʃa-ri-la ŋana-yi ya kəna-ali
2SgS also sick-INCH-FUT AUX-PRES and person-ERG
yina maŋu-ali ŋutu-la ŋana-yi
2SgO good-INST bury-FUT AUX-PRES
'You too will become sick and someone will bury you
properly'.

d) there may be no noun phrase common to both conjoined clauses,
as in:

(601) ŋani yaŋa wapa-yi ya yini ŋinjik-ča-θ
1SgS that way go-PRES and 2SgS here-VICIN-LOC
ŋama-yi
sit-PRES
'I go that way and you sit here'.

These examples illustrate possibilities for conjoining simple
sentences by means of ya. It is also possible to have complex sentences
consisting of both co-ordinated and subordinated clauses. There are
a number of alternatives illustrated in that data, for example co-
ordination of IMPL clauses (where both are IMPL_{ss} or IMPL_{ds} - c.f.
5.2.1.7) subordinated to a single main clause, as in:
You tie them (horses) up over there by the tree so they don't eat grass and don't drink water. (7;48)

We also find co-ordination of a complex sentence (consisting of a main clause with a subordinate clause (5.2)) with a simple sentence consisting of a single (main) clause. So, for example, we have the following (which contains an IMPL clause):

A sentence illustrating this option where there is a REL subordinate clause is:
5.3.1.2 **Noun Phrase Conjunction**

The particle ya which is used to conjoin clauses (5.3.1.1) also functions in noun phrase conjunction. There are two distinct alternatives:

a) ya may be used to conjoin constituents within a single noun phrase (see 5.1.1.2). Examples of this include the following sentence where conjoined specific nouns follow a non-specific head noun:

(605) nantu pandri ya kuparu-Ø nantu pulan’a
horse mother and young-ABS 1SgA D10
kari-nya ḥika-yi
chase-PART return-PRES

'I chased the mare and foal back'.
b) ya may be used to conjoin two noun phrases. An example of this is the following:

(606) นุ้ลู นันทิ คัติ-∅ แย่ มาระ-∅
SgnFA meat raw-ABS and water new-ABS
มันิ-นา    วะระ-ยิ
get-PART AUX-PRES

'He got (some) raw meat and fresh water'.

The conjunction of noun phrases with ya produces a unit which functions syntactically as a noun phrase. This can be abbreviated, using labelled bracketing, as follows:

\[
\left[ [X]_{NP} \ y a \ [Y]_{NP} \right]_{NP}
\]

A single nominal determiner accompanies conjoined NPs and agrees in number with the sum of the numbers of the conjuncts. An example is (404) above (which is line 1 of Text One (Appendix A)) and:

(607) จาแน่ ตุกุรด-∅ แย่ คันทุ-∅ มาะ-นิ นํามะ-ยิ
PIS kangaroo-ABS and wallaby-ABS stone-LOC sit-PRES

'The kangaroos and wallabies live in the hills'.

As regards case marking (4.2.4, 5.1.5) there are two alternatives, as for all NP with more than one constituent word (see 5.1.1.2), namely:
a) both elements of the conjoined noun phrase may be marked for case. This can be illustrated by a non-zero case marking such as ERGative:

Dh. (608) wata kanku-alì ya wiìa-alì ñayì-ñà puìì-ya
not boy-ERG and woman-ERG see-PART AUX-PAST
'Boys and women didn't see (the corroboree)'.

b) only the last element of the conjoined noun phrase is marked for case. Examples include ERG marking, as in:

(609) kanku ya mankañ-a-alì wiìa-Ø wanka-yl
boy and girl-ERG song-ABS sing-PRES
'Boys and girls sang a song'.

and GENitive, as in:

(610) ñatì ñayì-ñà wara-yl wìjapina, ya pinañu-ya
1SgA see-PART AUX-PRES old woman and old man-GEN
pưña-Ø
humpy-ABS
'I saw the house of the old man and old woman'.

Some conjunction of noun phrases does not employ the particle ya. This is examined in section 5.3.1.3.
5.3.1.3 Conjunction by Apposition

Some instances of conjunction of noun phrases do not use ya but simply have two nouns in apposition, that is, immediately adjacent with no intervening sentence constituents. There are two 'natural classes' of nouns which show conjunction by apposition, namely:

a) kinship terms - with two limitations:

   i) the kin terms refer to people of the same generation level. Differences in generation level are usually expressed as a single lexical item, either by a reciprocal term or a -mara KIN PROP derived stem (4.2.2, 5.1.6.4).

   ii) the terms refer to people of the opposite sex. There is a tendency (which is not quantifiable) for ya conjunction (see above) to be used in preference to apposition when the sex of the persons referred to is the same.

Some examples are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Apposition</th>
<th>ya Conjunction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>mother and father</td>
<td>mother and father's sister</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brother and sister</td>
<td>father and daughter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mother's mother and father's father</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

b) human common nouns, that is common nouns with a human referent.

In the data collected there are two observable tendencies (which

1 The order of constituents is not significant - compare (498) above with (611).
cannot, however, be stated as hard and fast rules):

(i) the age levels of the people referred to tend to be the same
(ii) the sexes tend to be opposite. There seems to be a preference for conjunction with ya (see above) for items with same sex reference rather than apposition.

Pairs recorded include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Apposition</th>
<th>ya Conjunction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>boy and girl</td>
<td>woman and girl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>man and woman</td>
<td>youth and boy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>old man and old woman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples of most of these appositional conjoined NP, from both sets, can be found below.

Case marking (4.2.4, 5.1.6) of nouns in apposition works exactly the same way as for nouns conjoined by ya (see above). That is, either both constituents are case marked as in:

(611) [miŋka-ni kṹi-ipa-ŋa] / maŋari-ali wiła-ali
hole-LOC hide-TR-PART man-ERG woman-ERG
nayi-yaštł see-LEST
'[He] hid (them) in a hole] lest the man and woman see (them)'. (3;45)

1 In the following examples ya could be used between the nouns if desired but apposition is far more usual.
and:

(612) ɲʊŋkaŋi ɲandbi-ali ɲapiŋa-ali ɲuyama-yi ɲaŋa
SgGEN mother-ERG father-ERG know-PRES 1SgO

'His mother and father know me'.

or, alternatively, only the second noun of the pair will be marked for the case of the whole NP. Examples include (498) above and:

(613) pinaŋu wiŋapina-ali ɲayi-ɲayi-ipa-ŋa wænti-yi
old man old woman-ERG REDUP-see-ALT-PART AUX-PRES
paŋjaŋa-ŋ
all-ABS

'The old man and old woman used to watch (us) all'.

For absolutive case marking (5.1.5.1) these two alternatives give identical results and cannot be distinguished.

5.3.2 Disjunction

Two sentences may be co-ordinated in Diyari by means of the particle kara 'maybe' (5.5.4) which, in this function, translates into English as 'or' (see also 5.3.2.1). Complex sentences of the form X kara Y mean 'X or Y' where the X and Y elements are alternatives. Simple sentences co-ordinated in this way take no verb marking which is different to that found in single (main clause) sentences (4.5.7.1.1).
5.3.2.1 **Exclusive and Open**

The disjunction 'or' in English can be either exclusive (that is, 'X or Y but not X and Y') or inclusive (that is, 'X or Y and both X and Y') as shown by examples (614) and (615) respectively (see also McCawley (nd)):

(614) Tea or coffee may be ordered free of charge

(615) Men who are short sighted or left handed will not be drafted.

In Diyari, kara functions only as an exclusive disjunction - X kara Y cannot mean "'both X or Y and X and Y', regardless of the syntactic status of the co-ordinated elements. Examples below illustrate this. The only example which might appear to be an instance of inclusive disjunction is (620) but it is clear from the context (which is the exchange of Aboriginal artefacts for food or money, not both, at old Mulga station) that only an exclusive interpretation is intended.

Disjunctions may be closed, that is, all the alternatives are listed exhaustively, or open (see Dixon (1972: 363)). In Diyari, disjunctions of the form X kara Y are mostly open - it is usually possible to add an indefinite plus kara to a disjunction, for example:

\[
\begin{align*}
X \text{ kara } Y \quad & \quad \{ \text{ wa } l i \text{ kara } \text{ 'X or Y or someone' } \\
& \quad \text{ who} \\
& \quad \text{ mi } g a \text{ kara } \text{ 'X or Y or something' } \\
& \quad \text{ what} \}
\end{align*}
\]
In order to close a disjunction it is necessary to add a negative involving wata 'not' (5.5.1) as in:

\[
\text{X kara Y wata pala} \quad \text{'}X or Y (but) not some others'}
\]

not some

5.2.3.2 Clasal Disjunction

Examples of kara functioning as a disjunction between clauses are not numerous in the data collected. It seems to be much less frequently used than ya for example (see above). The following examples show simple sentences co-ordinated by kara:

\begin{align*}
(616) & \text{qura yundru qam a-lka-yi kara yundru mani-ya} \\
& \text{continuous 2SgA sit-TR-PRES or 2SgA get-FUT} \\
& \text{wi?i-yi} \\
& \text{AUX-PRES} \\
& \text{'}Have you always had (them) or did you get (them) yesterday?'}
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
(617) & \text{qani wapa-la qana-yi kara ni?ki-da-f uama-la} \\
& \text{1SgS go-FUT AUX-PRES or here-VICIN-LOC sit-FUT} \\
& \text{qana-yi} \\
& \text{AUX-PRES} \\
& \text{'}I'll go or else (I'll) sit here'.}
\end{align*}

Slightly more common then this is the use of kara in both clauses, usually in clause final position but not always (as shown by (619)).

\footnote{Notice that, as for ya (above), there are no observable restrictions on tense combinations across clauses as these examples show. It is not possible to use kara where the verbs have different mood marking c.f. LEST clauses (5.2.4) for sentences like 'Sit down or you'll fall over!'. The syntax of uama 'to have' is discussed at 5.1.6.5.}
Examples include:

(618) pani kara nani karaka-ra-la kara
none or SgFS near-NI or
'Either she is close now or she is not (here)'. (2;60)

(619) malaku kara nani yata-yi / yadi-na kara
truly; or SgFS speak-PRES lie-PART or
'Either she is telling the truth or (she) is lying'.

There are no examples in the corpus of complex sentences (involving subordination (5.2)) linked by kara. Their occurrence seems unlikely because informants tended to dislike sequences of subordination when alternatives were to be expressed.

5.3.2.3 Noun Phrase Disjunction

The particle kara is also used, like ya (above), to co-ordinate noun phrases, as the following example shows:

(620) [tini] nanti-0 kara yani-ka mani-0
meat-ABS or like this-TOKEN money-ABS
yiniki-nani / paku-ali wara-na wanli-0
give-REL money-INST throw-PART AUX-PRES
'If (we) had been given a tin of meat or money like this,
(we) would have thrown it away stupidly'.

We also find NP_1 kara NP_2 kara (c.f. 5.2.3.2 above) as an expression of noun phrase disjunction. Examples include:
The lack of sufficient contrastive examples means that two points remain unclear:

a) there are no examples of nouns co-ordinated with kara within a single noun phrase.

b) there are no examples with non-zero case marking so it is not clear if the two options noted for ya (see 5.3.1.2) also apply for NP\textsubscript{1} kara NP\textsubscript{2} and NP\textsubscript{1} kara NP\textsubscript{2} kara, that is, case marking on all constituents or only on the last.

5.3.3 Contrast

The third means by which clauses are co-ordinated in Diyari is by use of the particle ga\textsubscript{a} 'but... now...'. This particle indicates that there is a contrast between some previous situation and a current or future state of affairs. There are two points to be noted about ga\textsubscript{a}:

a) it is only used for clausal co-ordination and is never found
between nouns or noun phrases (c.f. 5.3.1, 5.3.2).

b) the main verbs of the co-ordinated clauses (or sentences) must be indicative and the first past (see 4.5.7.1.1) and the second non-past (i.e. present or future (see 4.5.7.2)). The particle occurs between the two clauses, or immediately after the first word of the second.

Examples illustrating this are (164) above and:

(623) ณำิ่ ณำ фа ยำำ-ณำ 伟大复兴ยุти-ยิ ณำำกำำ-กำ
IDl exclS continuous speak-PART AUX-PRES Sgnf LOC TOKEN
/ ณำิ่ ณำำ กำุย ยำำ-จำำ ณำำยิ
1SgS but one speak-FUT AUX-PRES
'we used to talk all the time with him but (now) I will be talking alone'.

5.4 CLITICS

I use the term 'clitic' for elements of one or two syllables\(^1\) which may be suffixed to a word of any morphological class (4.1) following all other affixes including inflections (4.2.4, 4.5.7.1). Up to three clitics may be attached to a single word but the range of possible combinations is limited (see 5.4.10).

\(^1\) Two syllable clitics carry stress on the first syllable (see the rule under 3.6) but monosyllabic clitics are unstressed. Clitics are affixes and not (phonological or grammatical) words by the criteria set out in 3.1.
For an understanding of the functions of Diyari clitics it is necessary to examine the context in which they occur, especially the preceding clause in the discourse. Sentence material which is part of this context is enclosed in [ ] brackets in the examples below.

5.4.1 -\textit{lu} STILL

The clitic -\textit{lu} has three functions depending upon the syntactic status of the (inflected) word to which it is suffixed. These are:

\begin{enumerate}
\item[(A)] suffixed to a predicate, either verbal (5.1.1.1) or non-verbal (5.1.2) -\textit{lu} indicates that the action, event or state specified by the predicate has been in effect in the past and continues at the time of speaking. I will gloss it with the English adverb 'still'. Some examples of -\textit{lu} with different sorts of predicates are the following:
\end{enumerate}

\begin{enumerate}
\item[a)] verbs - -\textit{lu} follows indicative main verbs whose final inflection is -\textit{yi} PRESENT (see 4.5.7.1.1), as in:

\textbf{Di.} (624) muramura-\text{ABS} namak-\textit{yi}-\textit{lu} di\text{"{i}m}im\text{"{i}nka-ni}
mythical being-ABS sit-PRES-STILL -LOC
'The muramura (mythical beings) still live at Ditchiminka'.

\textbf{Dh.} (625) ng\text{"{a}}w\text{"{u}} tu\text{"{a}ra}-\text{ABS} pu\text{"{i}}-\textit{yi}-\textit{lu}
SgnFS sleep-PART AUX-PRES-STILL
'He is still asleep'.
\end{enumerate}
-lu is also used with IMPL marked verb complexes to mean 'X until Y' (see 5.2.1.5). Examples include (479) to (483).

b) non-verbal predicates - again -lu means 'still', as in:

(626) ḫipi-.lu  ḡawu-paŋa
    alive-STILL  SgnFS-THERE

'He is still alive'.

When the predicate is a noun it is usual for ḡana- 'to be' (see 5.1.2) to be used and for -lu to follow the -yi inflection added to it. Such an example is:

(627) ḡani  mankaŋa  ḡana-yi-.lu
    SgFS  girl  be-PRES-STILL

'She is still a girl'.

(B) suffixed to the negative polarity particles wata not (5.5.1) and puŋu cannot (5.5.2) -lu indicates that the action, event or state specified by the predicate is uninstantiated. Translations of the form '(can) not yet' are appropriate for these sentences, for example:

(628) wata-.lu  ḡawu  yiŋti-yi
    not-STILL  SgnFS  arise-PRES

'He is not up yet'.

It is interesting to compare (628) with the following where -lu is suffixed to the predicate but the sentence is negative (c.f. (625) above):

(630) wata ɲawu Ɂura-ra-yi-ju
not SgnFS sleep-PRES-STILL
'He is not still asleep'.

(C) suffixed to other parts of speech (4.1), -lu translates as English 'only' or 'just'. It serves as a contrast, something like 'this thing (or person etc.) and not some other'. Consider the following example:

(631) kaɁi-ʃ-ju ɲulu-paʃa waɁta-na wiraɁi-yi
spear-ABS-STILL SgnFS-THERE carry-PART go about-PRES
'He carries only spears about'.

The effect of (631) is along the lines of 'He carries only spears about - not something else (e.g. boomerangs) which he could have carried about'. Examples showing other parts of speech are:
For NPs with ALLative (5.1.5.7) and Source (5.1.5.6) case marking the addition of -lu must be translated as 'until, as far as' or 'from (a point) continuing (to here)' respectively. Examples illustrating this with temporal nominals are (321), (344) and (345) above. Other nominals are found in:

(633) ṣani yaṛu-ka-.lu wapa-ja wiṛi-yi
SgFS like that-TOKEN-STILL go-FUT AUX-PRES
'She was walking just like that (not otherwise)'.

(634) guṛa muku-ŋ kima-ri-ŋa wara-yi
shin bone-ABS swelling-INCH-PART AUX-PRES
paŋja-ya-.lu
knee-ALL-STILL
'The shin swelled up as far as the knee'.

(635) gawu ḫika-ŋa wara-yi maŋa-ndu-.lu
SgnFS return-PART AUX-PRES stone-SCE-STILL
'He came back (all the way) from the hills'.

It is possible to combine the use of -lu added to noun phrases with the particle windî 'only' (5.5.6) in order to disambiguate certain situations. The following sentence:
(636) ŋatu windfi ŋiŋa ŋayi-na wara-yi
1SGA only SgnFO see-PART AUX-PRES

is multiply ambiguous and can mean any of the following:

(637) 'I only saw him [I didn't speak to him]'.
(638) 'I saw only him [no-one else]'.
(639) 'Only I saw him [no-one else did]'.

By using both windfi and -lu unambiguous readings for the last two can be obtained. So, for example, (640) can mean only (638) and (641) mean (639):

(640) ŋatu windfi ŋiŋa-.lu ŋayi-na wara-yi
1SGA only SgnFO-STILL see-PART AUX-PRES
'I saw only him'.

(641) ŋatu-.lu windfi ŋiŋa ŋayi-na wara-yi
1SGA-STILL only SgnFO see-PART AUX-PRES
'Only I saw him'.

It is not possible to disambiguate reading (637) in this way because of the different function of -lu attached to predicates (see above). It is necessary to use a separate contrastive clause to unambiguously specify the context of (637).

5.4.2 -yari LIKE

The clitic -yari indicates that a thing or event (or action) 'is like'
or 'resembles' the thing or event (action) referred to by the word form to which -yari is suffixed.

The following examples show -yari attached to predicates, both non-verbal (5.1.2):

(642) ṇani-yari ṇawu kaña
1SgS-LIKE SgnFS person
'That man is like me'.

(643) mankaña-ŋ ṇani-pañ ḋari-yari / [ŋama pani]
girl-ABS SgnFS-THERE young man-LIKE breast none
'That girl is like a young man [she has no breasts]'.

and verbal:

(644) kaŋaŋaři ṇuŋkaŋi-φ ŋili-ŋi-ri-ŋa wara-yi /
chain SgnFGEN-ABS REDUP-knot-INCH-PART AUX-PRES
tuŋpa-ŋi-ŋa-yari
twist-PASS-REL LIKE
"His (i.e. the dog's) chain was knotted up like it had got twisted".

(645) ḋalaraj pálu-φ ṇaka-ldañ ḋara-yi /
rain cloud-ABS there-CONT go up-PRES
kuḍa-ja-yari
fall-IMPL LIKE
'The rain clouds are coming up again like (it is going) to rain'.
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We also find -yari attached to nominals, typically acting as adverbial modifiers (5.1.3). Examples include (212) above and:

(646) ŋaŋu ŋiŋa-yari ŋaŋu-φ ŋaŋa-ŋa wara- yi
1SgA SgnFO-LIKE voice-ABS hear-PART AUX-PRES
'I heard a voice like his'.

There are no examples in the corpus of particles followed by -yari.

5.4.3 -IdRa ADDitional Information

The clitic -IdRa can be translated into English by a phrase such as 'in addition' or 'as well'. With non-predicates it indicates that the referent of the word to which it is suffixed has been established by prior discourse as a topic of conversation and the speaker is providing further comment upon this topic, mentioning it again for this reason. Suffixes to predicates it indicates that ADDitional actions, events or states are being added to the discourse. The following examples briefly illustrate these uses (see also (203) above):

(647) [ŋawu kanku-φ mawa piŋa] / ŋani-ya
SgnFS boy-ABS hunger big SgFS-NEAR
mankaŋa-φ mawa piŋa-idRa-maŋa
girl-ABS hunger big-ADD-IDENT
'The boy is hungry' (and) this girl is hungry as well'.
5.4.4 -mata IDENTified

The clitic -mata indicates that the speaker is asserting that he is able to identify or has identified the referent of the word to which it is suffixed. This clitic is not directly attached to inflected verbs but must follow -Id’a ADD (5.4.3) clitic.

Typically, -mata occurs in clauses where the context involves some discussion of the identity of a particular object. So, for example when discussing plants the following sentence occurred (note that -mata is attached to a predicate noun):

(650) winkar’a-∅ puraj’a-mata
yam type -ABS bush type -IDENT
'The winkar’a (yam type) is a puraj’a (bush type)'.

(648) [ŋani tuřu wilpara-∅ wapana-∅ wari-∅] nađa-∅
1SgS train-LOC go-PART AUX-PRES then-LOC
ti-ka-yi-∅Id’a niŋki-∅a-∅
return-PRES-ADD here-VICIN-ALL
'I went in the train and then (I) came back here as well'.

(649) [paya pa∫pa-∅ ta∫a-∅ dik-a-tari-∅yi] kuρkuρku
birds some-ABS name-ABS name-REFL-PRES bird type
paya-∅ nawu dik-a-tari-∅yi ta∫a-∅-Id’a
bird-ABS SgnFS name-REFL-PRES name-ABS-ADD
'Some birds name themselves. The kuρkuρku bird says his name as well'.

The clitic -mata indicates that the speaker is asserting that he is able to identify or has identified the referent of the word to which it is suffixed. This clitic is not directly attached to inflected verbs but must follow -Id’a ADD (5.4.3) clitic. Typically, -mata occurs in clauses where the context involves some discussion of the identity of a particular object. So, for example when discussing plants the following sentence occurred (note that -mata is attached to a predicate noun):

(650) winkar’a-∅ puraj’a-mata
yam type -ABS bush type -IDENT
'The winkar’a (yam type) is a puraj’a (bush type)'.
Another example of -mağa with a predicate nominal is to be found in line 106 of Text One (Appendix A). An example of -ldşa-mağa attached to a verb is:

(651) maŋpi-ø yani-ldşa-maŋa ɲawu yaŋa-ja
pigeon type-ABS like this-ADD-IDENT SgnFS speak-FUT
ŋana-ŋi / mʊŋka-ŋa-ldşa-maŋa
AUX-PRES coo-REL -ADD-IDENT

'The bronzewing pigeons will speak the same way - cooing'.

Examples of -mağa with a noun phrase whose referent can be (or has been) identified include the following:

Dh. (652) ɲiŋa-paŋa-maŋa ɲaɪlda paŋa-ŋa puŋi-ŋi
SgnFO-THERE-IDENT IDlinc1A catch-PART AUX-PRES

"That's the one we caught".

A good example is the exchange to be found in Text One (Appendix A):

(653) miŋa ɲawu-paŋa-awu / ɲaŋata ɲawu-maŋa
what SgnFS-THERE-EXCLAM yS SgnFS-IDENT

'What's that? That's (our) younger brother!'. (1:78-79).

5.4.5 -ta Old Information

The clitic -ta indicates that the reference of the word to which it is attached has been mentioned in, or established by, previous context and the speaker assumes that the hearer knows what is intended. This function of -ta seems to correspond to Chafe's (1976) definition of
"given (or old) information": ¹

"Given (or old) information is that knowledge which the speaker assumes to be in the consciousness of the addressee at the time of the utterance".

and so I have glossed -ta OI for 'old information'. We may differentiate two occasions when Diyari speakers use -ta OI:

a) in conversation part of a previous utterance may be repeated with -ta. Sometimes, as in the following exchange, the effect seems to be along the lines of 'yes, I'm listening, please go on':

(654) A: karari gāla pilki-nga
    today but different-NI
    "But these days (its) different".

    B: karari-nga
    today-OI
    "These days".

¹ What I am calling Old Information and New Information (see 5.4.6 below) has been discussed in the literature under a number of different names, including "theme-rheme", "topic-comment", "given-new" (see for example Firbas (1964), Halliday (1967), Chafe (1972, Chapter 15), Grimes (1976) and Kuno (1972)). Fillmore (1968) distinguishes between primary and secondary topicalization - the former being the process of determining grammatical subject (see Lyons (1977: 500-511)).

It is interesting that Diyari and at least one other Australian language (Ngiyamba: - see Donaldson (1977)) have segmental means of expressing the contrastive opposition. In most other languages, it seems, word order and intonation contours carry the burden of expression (Halliday (1967 and 1970)).
b) -τa may be added to an element not previously mentioned in the discourse (c.f. (a)) but which the speaker assumes the addressee can identify, as in:

Dh. (655) [kiŋtəla mandɾu pul-a-ya] / ɲawu-ya kuŋu-ʔ-τa
dog two DIS-NEAR SgnFS-NEAR one-ABS-OI
ɲuɾu piŋa maŋa / [ɲawu ɲuɾu kuŋiŋka-ɗa
quick big very SgnFS quick run-PART
puɾi-ŋi]
AUX-PRES
'([There (are) these two dogs.] This one is very fast. [He runs quickly].')

(656) [ŋaka-φ pul-aŋa ɲandɾa-ŋi] / ɲiŋi mandɾu-a1i
there-LOC D1O hit-PRES eB two-ERG
kaku-ʔ-τa ɲaŋa-ɡ-τa ɲandɾa-ŋa ɲaka-φ
eZ-ABS-OI yS-ABS-OI hit-PART there-LOC
'([They) struck them there] The two brothers struck the elder sister and younger brother there'.

An example of -τa with a verb is the following (from Text One). It is clear that the story teller assumes that his audience will know what action would follow from the context (of finding an unoccupied camp):
'[There's nothing here] (They) dug the ground (where the fire had been)'.

OI is also used with *mina 'what?* (4.2.8) in questions where the speaker has not heard all (or part of) the previous discourse. An example is (notice the use of -*ta on the verb of the third speaker's utterance):

(658) Speaker A: *mina kapukapu-*φ

'What (is) kapukapu (box tree nut)?'

Speaker B: *mina-*ta

'What (is that you said)?'

Speaker C: ṅulu ɖika-*na-*ta kapukapu-*φ

'SgnFA name-PART-OI box tree nut-ABS

'He (just) said (lit. named) box tree nut'.

5.4.6  -*la New Information

The clitic -*la is used when a new (that is, not previously mentioned or established by context (c.f. 5.4.5)) participant or event is to be introduced to the context of a discourse. This function of -*la is captured
by Chafe's (1976) definition of the New Information (NI)\(^1\):

"So-called new information is what the speaker assumes he is introducing into the addressee's consciousness by what he says".

When used with noun phrases -\(\text{Ja}\) introduces new participants to the context. The following are some good illustrations of this function of the clitic. The first concerns the men returning from an ochre expedition who ride by train to "Nine Mile" and:

\begin{align*}
(659) \text{[nàà-da-ni t\(\text{a}\) naka-\(\phi\) nà\(\text{a}\)-\(\text{y}i\) pà\(\text{a}\)-\(\text{a}\)na]} \\
\text{then-LOC PIS there-LOC go down-PRES all} \\
\text{ka\(\text{a}\)-\(\phi\)} / \text{nàà-da-ni } \text{t\(\text{i}\)na-\(a\)-\(\text{a}\)-\(\text{Ja}\) wà\(\text{a}\)-\(\text{a}\)-\(\text{na}\)} \\
\text{person-ABS then-LOC foot-INST-NI carry-PART} \\
\text{t\(\text{i}\)ka-\(\text{y}i\) } \text{n\(\text{I}\)\(\text{I}\)ki-\(\text{a}\)-\(\text{a}\)-\(\text{ni}\) [Frome]-\(\text{ni}\)} \\
\text{return-PRES here-VICIN-ALL -LOC} \\
\text{'[Then all the men got down (from the train)] Then (they) carried (it) back on foot to here in the Frome (Creek)'}.
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
(660) \text{[n\(\text{a}\)-\(\text{ni}\) n\(\text{a}\)mpu wapa-\(\text{na}\) wara-\(\text{y}i\) yini-\(\text{Ja}\) nàà-da-ni]} \\
1\text{SgS almost go-PART AUX-PRES 2SgS-NI then-LOC} \\
\text{wà\(\text{k}\)à\(\text{a}\)-\(\text{y}i\) come-PRES} \\
\text{'[I was just about to go] and then you came along']}
\end{align*}

When used with predicates, -\(\text{Ja}\) indicates a new state, action or event

\(^1\) \text{See footnote above (page 467).}
is being added by the speaker. Examples illustrating this include:

(661) waṭara-∅ nawu maṭa muḍa-yi / ḍalpura
wind-ABS SgnFS already stop-PRES calm
ṇana-la-ja
be-IMPLss-NI
'The wind has stopped so it will be calm now'.

(662) [ṇaju niṇa yinpa-na wa-ra-yi / ḍapiti-∅
1SgA SgnFO send-PART AUX-PRES rabbit-ABS
ṇandra-ṇantu] / nawu ḍika-yi-la ḍapiti-ṇtu-∅
hit-IMPLds SgnFS return-PRES-NI rabbit-PROP-ABS
'I sent him to kill a rabbit. He's coming back now with a rabbit'.

See also the discussion at 4.5.7.1.1 above and examples (112) and (113).

5.4.7 -ku SENSE evidence

The clitic -ku indicates that a new action, event or state or a new participant is being added to the discourse and that the speaker identifies the referent of the word suffixed by -ku on the basis of sensory evidence.

Typically, -ku indicates identification on the basis of sight or hearing as in:
Although often more than one sense may be involved, as in:

(665) ɲapa ɩalaɭa-ɭ  wakaro-ɭa  naaɭa-yi-ɭu
water rain-ABS come-FUT AUX-PRES-SENSE
'(It looks/feels/smells like) rain will be coming'.

Some examples of the use of -ɭu involve assertions on the basis of both sensory evidence and cultural knowledge. An excellent example is in lines 67 to 69 of Text One (Appendix A). We also have:

(666) [yundɭu ɲayi-ɭa  /  ɬaɭa-ɭani  /  yundɭu
2SgA see-RELss  fly-RELds  2SgA
ɲaɭa-ɲi  nyumai-ɭi] ɲapa-ɭ-ɭu  yaɭa-ɭa
then-LOC know-PRES water-ABS-SENSE elsewhere-NEAR
paŋa-yi
lie-PRES
'[When you see (them (i.e. birds)) flying you know then]
There is water lying over there.'

SENSE may be used with NI (above) to express more forcefully that the speaker is adding new information based on sensory evidence. The following example describing the boiling of the plant paŋalka for medicinal purposes illustrates this:

(667) ɳaŋa yund ūŋ naŋi-ŋi / ɬiŋi-yari ɳapa-ŋ
then 2SgA see-PRES tea-LIKE water-ABS
naŋu ɬaŋi-ɬanɪ maŋa-ku naŋu /
SgnFS turn-RELd ɬright-SENSE SgnFS
paŋa-ɬa-ku
cook-NI-SENSE
'[Then you see the water change like tea] It's ready,
cooked now'.

5.4.8 -yina TAG

The clitic -yina is an emphatic often used to call for the addressee's reaction. In English translations it corresponds to a combination of heavy stress and a tag question, something like 'It was X, ... don't you agree?'. Examples of its use include the following:
Notice that -yina can be added to any constituent of an NP as in:

(670) maŋi-yina ñuŋka-ali wiʔi-na ŋana
fat-TAG rotten-INST paint-PART P1S
'It was rotten fat they were painted with, wasn't it?'

-yina can be used after -ʔa OI (see above) as in:

(671)  ámba-ʔa-yina ñuŋkanĩ-φ maŋaŋi
skin-01-TAG SgnFGEN-ABS red
'His skin was red, wasn't it?'.

5.4.9 -ayi, -awu EXCLAMation

These two clitics, both of which will be glossed EXCLAM, appear to be virtually identical in function. Although I included these as clitics here their distribution is different to that of all the clitics discussed above:

a) -ayi only occurs on nominals and determiners
b) -awu occurs only on nominals and determiners and also following the
number marker (NM) of verb stems inflected for the IMPerative (4.5.7.1.1). No other (inflected) forms of verbs have been found with -awu or -ayi.

c) both -ayi and -awu may follow any of the other clitics (except -yina) - they always occur last in a clitic sequence (see 5.4.10).

These two are also the only clitics to begin with a vowel and hence affected by a phonological rule - the rule of epenthetic glide insertion (see 3.4.2), which can be illustrated by the following:

- kana-ayi 
  [k\AA\^\AA\^\AAii]
  person-EXCLAM

- tari-ayi 
  [t\O\AA\^\AA\^\AA\AA\^\AA\AA\^\AA\^\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\AA\A
Consider the following examples:

(672) kani-kanini-ayi! [yara wapa-a-ŋ-mayi]

REDUP-mo.mo.-EXCLAM this way go-IMP-NM-EMPH

"Little granny! [Come this way!]."

(673) ŋanka-a-ni-awu ŋuṛu-ali
do-IMP-NM-EXCLAM quick-INST

'You (all) do it quickly!'.

The following sentence occurred in a text when the narrator had just located a lost child. Note the use of -yina after -maʃa IDENT (5.4.4):

(674) nawu-da-awu! nawu-da-maʃa-awu

SgnFS-VICIN-EXCLAM SgnFS-VICIN-IDENT-EXCLAM

'This is him! This is him here!'.

One further text example is:

(675) [ŋaʃa-ni ɡani karka-yi] / kanku-waʃa-ŋ-ayi! /

them-LOC SgFS call-PRES boy-PLURAL-ABS-EXCLAM

ŋawu-ya paʃa-ali ŋana-yi ŋakaʃu

SgnFS-NEAR arousal-INST be-PRES 1SgLOC

'[Then she called out] Hey boys! He is randy for me!'. (8;18)
There is a further exclamatory affix -kayi which occurs in six text examples but I am unsure of its exact status. This clitic always occurs after verbs inflected for other than Imperative mood (c.f. -awu) as, for example, in:

(676) kanji niyi-ali nayi-nayi-ya naka-ni-ali niga /
can eB-ERG REDUP-see-PAST 1SgGEN-ERG SgnPO
furara-nani-kayi nawu
lie-RELds-?EXCLAM SgnFS
'My elder brother could have seen him lying (there)'.
(12;122)

It may be, from their contrastive distribution, that -ayi and -kayi are allomorphs. There are insufficient examples to be able to decide the issue.

5.4.10 Clitic Ordering

The examples given above illustrate the possible suffixal order of clitics attached to a single word. The relative orders are as follows but note that there are no examples in the corpus of sequences of more than three clitics following one word:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\{-yari\} \quad \{-la\} \\
\{-lu\} \quad \{-la-ku\} \\
\{-ldpa-mat\} \quad \{-yina\} \\
\{-awu\} \quad \{-ayi\} \\
\{-kayi\}
\end{array}
\]
The following are examples of the selection of three clitics from this list:

(677) tana pilki-im{a-ma{a-awu
PIS different-ADD-IDENT-EXCLAM
'They (are all) different!'.

(678) yini pi{a-yari-{a-yina
2SgS stick-LIKE-OI-TAG
'You're like a stick, aren't you?'

5.5 PARTICLES

In Diyari and Dhirari there are ten syntactic words (as defined in 3.1) which take no inflectional affixes and hence comprise a distinct word class (4.1.5). I will term them 'particles'.

The only phonological material which can be attached to particles are clitics (see 5.4). Examples illustrating this are to be found below.

The permitted sentence positions in which particles may occur are rather variable, but in most cases they occur before the element(s) for which they provide semantic modification. That is, particles are generally found immediately before the modified element or in clause initial position, although occurrence after the modified element is also possible. The examples below illustrate the range of observed variation.

5.5.1 wata not

The basic function of wata is to negate an utterance or some part of an utterance. It corresponds in many respects to English 'not',
and may be used as follows:

(A) to negate a predicate, either non-verbal (5.1.2) as in:

(679) ɲani  wata  wanku  
1SgS  not  snake  
'I (am) not a snake'  (3;9)

(680) ɲani  wata  ɲumu  
1SgS  not  good  
'I (am) not good'.

or containing a verbal complex (5.1.1.1) as in:

(681) miŋa-ngfu  yura  wata  wapa-ɲa  wara-yi  ɲiŋki-wa-ni  
what-SCE  2P1S  not  go-PART  AUX-PRES  here-DIST-ALL  
'Why didn’t you go there?'.  (2;80)

wata may be placed immediately before the predicate as in (579) to (681),  
or in clause initial position as in (507), (573), (575) and (609) above.  
Clause initially however it is ambiguous between this function and its (B)  
function of negating a noun phrase. So, for example, the following  
sentence has two interpretations (see also below) while (679) is  
unambiguous:

(682) wata  ɲani  wanku  
not  1SgS  snake  
'I (am) not a snake'  or  '(It is) not I (who am) a snake'.
wata also occurs in subordinate clauses, including IMPLicated clauses (see 5.2.1 - examples (491), (494) and (602), RELative clauses (5.2.2 - examples (548), (555) and (561)) and LEST clauses (5.2.6 - example (577)). As these examples illustrate wata typically occurs in initial position in the subordinate clause (but see example (577)).

The occurrence of wata with the clitic -lu STILL (5.4.1) is illustrated above (example (628)). Notice the contrast exemplified in (630) between the use of wata-lu and wata VC-lu. An example of wata with another of the clitics is (see also 5.4.6):

(683) karari-∅  ɲayana  wata-ja  ɪaɪ-γi
    today-LOC  IPlinclA  not-NI  eat-PRES

'These days we don't eat [goannas]'.

The particle wata is also used when the verb is inflected for IMPerative (see 4.5.7.1.1) to produce a negative imperative\(^1\). Examples of this include (572), (576), (579) and (582) above and also:

(684) wata  piŋa  ɲundita-IaIrI-a-lu-mayi
    not  big  think-REFL-IMP-NM-EMPH

"Don't you two be proud of yourselves!".

---
\(^1\) Many Australian languages have two particles, one for negative indicatives and one for negative imperatives. An example is Gamilaraay from northern New South Wales (see Austin, Williams and Wurm (forthcoming)) which has gamil and gaɾiɣa for these respective functions.
In imperatives wata typically occurs in clause initial position but if the second person pronoun is included wata follows it as in:

(685) yini wata  nga-qi  nama-qi-mayi
   2SgS not here-VICIN-LOC sit-IMP-NM-EMPH
   'Don't you sit here!'.

(B) to negate a noun phrase - in this function wata precedes the NP to be negated, as in:

(686) naku wata  nga  mayi-na  wara-yi
   1SgA not  SgFO see-PART AUX-PRES
   'I didn't see her'  or  'It wasn't her I saw'.

Notice however that (686) could also mean 'I didn't see her' with wata negating the predicate (function (A) above). This ambiguity was mentioned above (example (682)) and is impossible to resolve when the subject (S or A NP) is negated as in:

(687) wata  naku  nga  mayi-na  wara-yi
    not  1SgA SgFO see-PART AUX-PRES
    'I didn't see her (i.e. It was not I who saw her)'.
    or  'I didn't see her (i.e. see her I didn't)'.

Usually context or the addition of an explanatory clause will decide which of these two functions is intended in a particular instance.
5.5.2 pulu cannot

The particle pulu only occurs in clauses containing a verbal predicate and indicates that an action cannot be done, either because of the nature of the real world as in (233) and:

(688) pulu yini ɲiŋki-ɖa-ndu wapa-yi kunari-ya
cannot 2SgS here-VICIN-SCE go-PRES Cooper-ALL
dįį kuńu-ni / [waɾiŋa maɿa]
day one-LOC distant true

'You cannot walk from here to Cooper's Creek in one day [it's too far]'.

or because of the inability of the actor, even after repeated tries, as in example (629) and:

(689) [naŋi maɿaŋj] pulu nɑɿu nɪŋa ɨɾu ɲandɨ-ya
1SgS bad cannot 1SgA SgnFO fire hit-PRES

'[I'm no good] I can't cut this wood'.

This particle is usually found clause initially (see above) but it also occurs in other positions before the (modified) predicate. An example of its use between an A and an O NP is:

(690) nɑɿu pulu ɬanaŋa ɬaŋa-ya
1SgA cannot P1O hunt away-PRES

'I cannot hunt them away'.
There are no examples in the corpus of pulu in a non-main clause. Its use with the -lu STILL clitic (5.4.1) has been described and exemplified above (see example (528)).

5.5.3  **kantji** can

The particle kantji has two functions:

(A) to express ability of an actor to undertake some action. In this use kantji only occurs with verbal predicates and is the opposite of pulu. Examples of its use are (530) above and:

(691)  naï kantji yata-yata-ŋa wapa-yi diyari-∅ /
1D1exc1S can REDUP-speak-PART AUX-PRES Diyari-ABS
 naï kupa-kupa naïni-∅ wata ŋara-yi
but REDUP-child 1D1exc1GEN-ABS not hear-PRES

'We can speak Diyari but our children don't understand (lit. hear) it'.

(692)  yundfu kantji ʊŋa-ya. tuɾu-∅ ʊndfu-ŋa-yi
2SgA can SgnFO-NEAR fire-ABS hit-PRES

'You are able to chop this firewood'.

Note that kantji typically follows the subject NP (as above) or is clause initial (as in (530)). Its use may be compared with that of the generic PREsent tense (4.5.7.1.1).
(B) to express the speaker's opinion that some action or event could happen (or could have happened). So, for example, (692) above could be used in the context 'This wood is soft, not hard and so...'. See also (676) above. A further example is the following (from Text Two):

(693) kaŋji ḡani ḡaŋa-ni wapa-ŋa wara-yi
    can  SgFS  behind-LOC  go-PART  AUX-PRES
'She might have gone behind (us)'. (2;31)

When a sentence describes an event which is not under the control of an agent then kaŋji can only be used in this function, as in:

(694) kaŋji ḡawu pali-ŋa wara-yi
    can  SgnFS  die-PART  AUX-PRES
'He could/might have died'.

It is not possible for kaŋji to have its ability ((A)) function in sentences like (694). The force of kaŋji seems to be slightly stronger than that of the following particle, kara.

5.5.4 kara may

The particle kara expresses the speaker's opinion that an action, event or state may occur or may have occurred. It may be also used singly, or twice as a disjunction - this is described above (5.3.2).

An example of kara with a stative (non-verbal (see 5.1.2)) predicate is:
Examples of kara with non-stative predicates include:

(696) /lists/ SgS may go-FUT AUX-PRES 'I may go (in the future)'.

(697)  SgS say-PRES truly may SgS die-PAST 'He said "Truly, he may have died"'. (7;23)

Interestingly, the sentence two lines before (697) in Text Seven has kara clause finally:

(698)  SgS die-PAST may 'The old man may have died'.

In the majority of examples in the corpus kara occurs before the predicate. Its use after NPs and predicates as a disjunction has been described above (5.3.2).

As noted at 5.5.3 kara and kanji are both expressions of the speaker's opinion about the likelihood of the occurrence of some state of affairs. The difference between them seems to be that kanji is slightly stronger and more categorical than kara. Both contrast with pingi below (5.5.5).
5.5.5 **pindi** rumoured

The particle pindi indicates that the speaker is not expressing his own opinion about an action, event or state but is merely reporting something that he has heard some other (unidentified) person(s) say. The English expressions 'it is rumoured that...' or 'they say that...' seem to correspond to pindi in Diyari.

Unlike other particles, pindi always occurs at the clause periphery, that is, clause initially or clause finally. In this it contrasts with kara (above) for instance. Compare the following examples:

(699) pindi nawu wakara-yi
rumoured SgnFS come-PRES
'They say he will come'.

(700) nawu kara wakara-yi
SgnFS may come-PRES
'He might come'.

In (699) the speaker does not commit himself to the truth of the utterance while (700) is the expression of a personal opinion. Both of these may be compared with the use of the -ku clitic (5.4.7) which indicates that the statement is based on sensory evidence, as in example (664) above.

Some other examples of pindi from text material in the corpus include:

(701) tanali waru-∅ mama-ŋa wandi-ŋi
P1A long ago-LOC take from-ABS AUX-PRES
kupa-∅   pınıṭi
child-ABS rumoured

'(People say) they used to take children away long ago'.

(702) pula  pünṭi-ña  wara-yi  pınıṭi
DIS  separate-PART  AUX-PRES  rumoured

'They are rumoured to have separated'.

Notice the clause final position of pınıṭi in both these examples (see also 5.1.7.1).

5.5.6  windři only

The particle windři has the function of restricting the range of possible referents of a noun phrase or predicate. It corresponds to the English word 'only'. The examples below illustrate its use.

The position of windři within the clause is rather free but it tends to occur before the element which it qualifies; although there are examples of it after (for example (583) and (706) below).

An example of windři qualifying a verb complex is the following (the contrastive context is provided by the previous clause given in brackets here):

(703) [wata  ṓanị  ụnụkaụ  yaịa-yaịa-ña  wara-yi] /
not  1SgS  SgnFLOC  REDUP-speak-PART  AUX-PRES
nátu  windři  ṅiga  ṅayi-ña  wara-yi
1SgA  only  SgnFO  see-PART  AUX-PRES

'[I didn't talk to him] I only saw him'.

A variant word order with no apparent meaning difference is:

(704) windři ŋatũ niŋa ŋayĩna warayĩ

The second clause in (703) above could also be taken as an example of windři qualifying the reference of a noun phrase (in this case a pronoun), given the appropriate context. An example illustrating this is:

(705) ŋatũ windři niŋa ŋayĩ-ŋa wara-yĩ / [wata 1SgA only SgnFO see-PART AUX-PRES not kaŋa pa[pa-ali] person same-ERG 'Only I saw him [no-one else did]'.

Again, the word order of (704) is an alternative with no difference in meaning.

If ambiguity were to arise because of the different interpretations of the scope of windři the clitic -lu can be used (see 5.4.1). Examples (640) and (641) illustrate the disambiguating function of -lu with NPs. An instance of windři with -la NI (5.4.3) occurs in (146) above.

windři can be used with specific NPs, as in (705) and:

(706) yaru-ka ŋatũ yiŋa kawu-kawupa-yĩ

like that-TOKEN 1SgA 2SgO REDUP-inform-PRES
ŋapa-ndfu windři
water-SCE only
'I'll tell you only about the water'.
or to delimit a class of referents, as in:

Dh. (707) windři mačari-ali ɲayi-ŋda puři-yi
only man-ERG see-PART AUX-PRES
"Only (initiated) men could see (it)".

(708) windři kaŋa-ali wama-ŋ tayi-yi
only person-ERG snake-ABS eat-PRES
'Only (black) people ate snakes'.

The particle wata 'not' can be used preceding windři as in the example (see also 5.5.8).

(709) wata windři ɲani ɗiyari
not only 1SgS Diyari
'I (am) not the only Diyari' or 'Not only I (am) Diyari'.

5.5.7 mača already

The particle mača indicates a degree of completeness of the action or event described by the verb of the clause in which it occurs. It often has the sense of 'perfect aspect' of some other languages (Comrie (1976: 52) - but see (4.5.7.1.1) above) especially when the time reference of the verb is to the past. Some examples are (121) and (661) above and:
(710) mağa manka-manka-ŋa wara-yi
already REDUP-find-PART 'AUX-PRES
'Have (you) found (her) yet/already?' (2;9)

(711) nawu mağa punka-yi kanku-$\emptyset$
SgnFS already grow-PRES boy-ABS
'That boy is already grown up'.

In this function mağa occurs in RELative clauses (5.2.2.1) and SEQuential clauses (5.2.6.2) as illustrated by examples (534), (536), (584) and (585) above. Because of the conflict in semantics mağa cannot be used in IMPLicated clauses (5.2.1.1) or clauses containing the future AUXiliary ŋana- (4.5.7.2) since these refer to events which have yet to occur.

There are examples where mağa does, however, occur in clauses with the future AUX but there it has the meaning of a weak emphatic, translated by informants as 'alright'. An example is:

(712) mağa ŋaju ŋiŋa yakalke-la ŋana-yi
already 1SgA SgnFO ask-FUT 'AUX-PRES
'I'll ask him, alright'.

These two uses of mağa can be illustrated in consecutive clauses from Text One (Appendix A), as follows:

(713) pila-$\emptyset$ nawu-ya mağa maŋa-maŋa-ŋari-yi-la-ku
coal-ABS SgnFS-NEAR already REDUP-glow-DUR-PRES-NI-SENSE
'These coals are glowing alright'. (1;126)
maŋa may also be used as a predicate meaning 'alright' but only if the nominative case NP (5.1.5.1) is a first or second person pronoun. So, for example, we find the following text examples:

(715) maŋa yini / [tana-ya mankaŋa-ŋ marapu]
alright 2SgS P1S-NEAR girl-ABS many
'You're alright! [There (are) lots of girls (here)].
(3;29-30)

(716) kawu maŋa ḋani / [ŋuŋuŋuŋu-ŋa]
yes alright 1SgS strong-NI
'Yes, I'm alright [(I'm) strong now]''. (1;106-7)

A common Diyari greeting is maŋa yini? (with the rising question intonation (see 3.6)) meaning 'Are you alright?' or 'How are you?' and the reply is typically the first clause of example (716) with the falling, statement intonation (3.6).

5.5.8 ŋampu almost

The particle ŋampu occurs only in clauses with a verb complex predicate (5.1.1.1). It indicates that the action or event described by the verb almost occurs or was about to occur at some particular time. It is positioned immediately before the verb complex (as in (718) and (719))
or in clause initial position (without any apparent difference in meaning), as in (717).

The following are some examples of the use of ŋampu in main clauses:

(717) ŋani ťinka wiṭi wapa-ŋa wara-yi] / ŋampu

1SgS night long go-PART AUX-PRES almost
diṭi-∅ dunka-yi-∅
sun-ABS emerge-PRES-NI

"[I've walked all night long]. The sun is almost about to rise'. (2;83-84)

(718) ŋani ŋampu muka ťurağa-ŋa wara-yi / [yundũ

1SgS almost sleep lie-PART AUX-PRES 2SgA
ŋaŋa yiŋši-IPA-ŋa paŋka-ŋa wara-yi]

1SgO get up-TR-PART go on-PART AUX-PRES

'I was just about to go to sleep. [You came along and woke me up]."

See also example (660) above.

We also find ŋampu in subordinate clauses such as in (235) and the following REL₀ clause:

(719) diṭi-∅ ñau ŋampu wiṭi-ŋani-∅ / ŋani

sun-ABS SgnFS almost enter-REL₀-NI SgFS
wapa-ŋa kuŋa-yi puna-ndũ
go-PART go away-PRES humpy-SCE

'As the sun was just about to set she left the humpy'.
Notice the interaction between ñampu almost and -Ja NI (5.4.6) on the verb, to mean 'just about to'.

There are two further particles which differ from all those discussed about in that they seem to freely occur in clauses which also contain one of the other particles. wata windri 'not only' as shown above (example (709)). Examples below illustrate some of the co-occurrence possibilities of the particles above plus yara (5.5.9) and yaÑa (5.5.10).

5.5.9 yara this way

The particle yara occurs in clauses where the predicate is a verb belonging to the semantic class of motion or induced motion (independent of transitivity). It indicates that the action is directed towards the speaker. It contrasts with yaÑa described below (5.5.10).

Examples of yara with simple motion verbs include:

(720) yara ŋika-a-p-mayi ñakaŋu
this way return-IMP-NM-EMPH 1SgLOC
'Come back this way to me!'.

(721) ñayani maŋa ŋiŋwa yara wapa-yi
1PlexclS already east this way go-PRES
'We have already gone this way east'. (2;81)

Note the occurrence of yara with maŋa in (721) (and with ñampu in (722)).

Sentences illustrating the use of yara with derived motion verbs are:
(722) ŋampu ŋandũ ŋiña maŋa-ŋe yara
almost SgnFA SgnFO stone-ABS this way
wara-ŋa wara-ŋi
throw-PART AUX-PRES
'She almost threw that stone (towards me)'.

(723) wata ʒanaŋa yara ʒaŋa-ʒaŋa-a-ŋe-awu
not PIO this way REDUP-hunt-IMP-NM-EXCLAM
'Don't hunt them this way (towards me)!'.

Example (723) shows yara occurring in a clause with wata (5.5.1).

5.5.10 yaŋa that way

The particle yaŋa is (like yara (5.5.9)) used with verbs of motion or induced motion of all transitivity classes (4.5.3). It indicates that the motion is directed away from the speaker, the opposite of yara (5.5.9).

Examples of yaŋa with motion verbs include (579) and (601) above and:

(724) ʒawu yaŋa-la ʒaŋpi-ŋa ʒika-ŋi
SgnFS that way-NI turn-PART return-PRES
'He turned back that way (away from me)'.

Examples of yaŋa with verbs of induced motion include line 20 of Text Four (Appendix A) and also:
(725) منظمات-Ø كارا ناطا ِ يافا قاما-يى
meat-ABS may 1SgA that way cut-PRES
'I might cut the meat that way (away from me)'.

A final example shows يافا co-occurring with the particle ماذا (5.5.7) qualifying the verb (c.f. also (718) above):

(726) ماذا ناطا نينا ِ يافا ِ ييندا-نَحا تيكى-يى
already 1SgA SgnFO that way send-PART return-PRES
'I have already sent it back that way'.

It is interesting that both يافا and يارا (5.5.9) always occur immediately before or immediately after the verb they qualify. They are only ever found clause initially in imperatives such as (579) and (720).
APPENDIX A - TEXTS

TEXT ONE - DIYARI

The following text was recorded by Rosa Warren and Leslie Russel in 1974 and later retold (in a slightly different form) by Rosa Warren. It is the only complete mythological story I have been able to collect. Fragments of others are remembered (for example Text Three), but none in any detail.

At first none of my informants admitted to knowing any traditional stories and I was told that they had all "died with the old people". I read a number of Fry's (1937) texts (see 2.2) to the informants with little success but part way through one session with Rosa Warren and Leslie Russel their memories of having heard one of the stories returned (see line 45 and footnote below). They went on to tell the story at high speed and with great gusto. Later checking with Rosa Warren reconstructed the beginning and added some details (see footnote, page 504). The ending of the text as given here differs from Fry's text so it seems likely that more than one "version" may have existed at one time.

The text stands, then, as the only complete example of a mythological story in Diyari recorded (and analysed) in recent years.
1. ḥaŋi-yo ya mankaŋa-yo pula ṣanaŋa-waŋi-yi
   young man-ABS and girl-ABS DIS be-PART AUX-PRES
   ṣuwa-mara
   spouse-KINPROP
   A young man and a girl were married long ago.

2. pula wapa-yi
   DIS go-PRES
   They went (walking).

3. ya kanku-ali pakaŋa ṣaŋa-yi / wapa-ja kaku-nil
   and boy-ERG also went-PRES go-IMPL eZ-LOC
   yaŋa / kaku-nil kaŋi-nil
   together eZ-LOC ZH-LOC
   And a boy also wanted to go together with his elder sister,
   with his elder sister and brother-in-law.

4. kaku-yo yaŋa-yi
   eZ-ABS say-PRES
   The sister said:

---

1 I have not used single inverted commas in the translations of these text sentences (see Abbreviations). Double inverted commas are used for direct speech.

2 The following abbreviations of kinship terms will be used: eB 'elder brother', eZ 'elder sister', ZH 'sister's husband' and yS 'younger sibling'. 
5. yini ṅama-a-ŋ-mayl ọldụnị ọndụni
2SgS sit-IMP-NM-EMPH 1Dlinc1GEN mother-LOC
"You stay with our mother!".

6. yaru-ya pakaña ụnkaña kaji-ọ yaọa-ya
like that-NEAR also SgnFGEN ZH-ABS say-PRES
His brother-in-law also said the same thing.

7. ụulu kanku-a1i wata ọmaọta-ya / ọma-ọa
SgnFA boy-ERG not want-PRES sit-IMPLss
The boy did not want to stay.

8. n'awu ọha-ọ ha pulaọva ya ọnkaña ọndụni
SgnFS disobey-PRES 1DLOC and SgnFGEN mother-LOC
He disobeyed them and his mother.

9. n'awu kanku-ọ ụpọara miri-ọ
SgnFS boy-ABS first run-PART
He ran ahead (of the sister and brother-in-law).

10. ya wapa-ọ ụpọara
and go-PART first
And went on ahead.

11. ọma-ọ na yaọa wapa-ya
then-LOC PIS together go-PRES
Then they (all) went together.
12. ya kadi-ali wama-$\phi$ ya kapiř-$\phi$ ya kani-$\phi$
and ZH-ERG snake-ABS and goanna-ABS and lizard-ABS
nandFa-yi
hit-PRES
And the brother-in-law killed carpet snake and goanna and frill necked lizard$^1$.

13. nala kanku-ali windři nandFa-yi katiwařu-$\phi$
but boy-ERG only hit-PRES small lizard-ABS
But the boy only killed katiwařu$^2$.

14. kadi-ali pařnaŋa ṇaŋti-$\phi$ wayi-yi
ZH-ERG all meat-ABS cook-PRES
The brother-in-law cooked all the meat.

15. ya pakaŋa kanku-ali wayi-yi katiwařu-$\phi$
and also boy-ERG cook-PRES small lizard-ABS
And the boy cooked the katiwařu also.

16. kanku-ali katiwařu-$\phi$ ṭayi-yi
boy-ERG small lizard-ABS eat-PRES
The boy ate the katiwařu.

$^1$ These are Aspidites ramsayi, Varanus gouldi and Emphibolurus barbatus respectively. Notice that the numbers of each reptile caught is not specified here and we can only tell that it is indefinite (due to the lack of determiners (see 5.1.8)).

$^2$ katiwařu is a small lizard (species unknown). This line aroused much laughter among Diyari speakers who heard the text replayed because of the contrast between the catch of the boy and that of the brother-in-law (line 12).
17. ya kaɗi-Ø yaƙa- yi
and ZH-ABS say-PRES

And the brother-in-law said:

18. wata ƙayi-a-Ø-mayi
not eat-IMP-NM-EMPH

"Don't eat (that)!".

19. maƙaŋi
bad

"(It's) bad".

20. kaɗi maƙa-Ø wifī-ŋa kanku-ya maƙa-ni
ZH hand-ABS enter-PART boy-GEN mouth-LOC

The brother-in-law's hand went into the boy's mouth.¹

21. ya kaɗiwaʁu paƙaŋa-Ø mandɗa-ndɗu ɗukaŋa-ŋa
and small lizard all-ABS stomach-SCE take out-PART

And took all the kaɗiwaʁu out of his stomach.

22. kanku-ali wata yan-ya ƙayi-ŋaŋi ŋaŋi waka-Ø
boy-ERG not like this-NEAR eat-IMPLds meat small-ABS

"Boys should not eat small animals like this".

¹ Notice the use of both apposition and genitive to express possession of a body part in this sentence (c.f. 5.1.6). The verb wifī- is intransitive (1A). It is interesting that it, rather than, say, winma- 'to insert' is used here.
23. kadi-\(\phi\) yata-\(\gamma\)-yi  
ZH-ABS say-PRES  
*The brother-in-law said:*

24. waja kaʃka-a-\(\phi\)-mayi / karaʃi-\(\phi\) wama-\(\phi\)  tayi-\(\lambda\)
while wait-IMP-NM-EMPH today-LOC snake-ABS eat-IMPL

"Wait a while, today (you) eat carpet snake".

25. kanku-\(\phi\) waʃa  næʃa-\(\gamma\)-yi  
boy-ERG not want-PRES  
*The boy did not want to.*

26. kanku-\(\phi\) yindŋa-\(\gamma\)-yi  
boy-ABS cry-PRES  
*The boy cried.*

27. ya mawa-ali näna-\(\gamma\)-yi  
and hunger-INST be-PRES  
*And was hungry.*

28. kadi-\(\gamma\)-li wama-\(\phi\) ḋukaʃa-\(\gamma\)-yi  
ZH-ERG snake-ABS take out-PRES  
*The brother-in-law took out some carpet snake*.  

---

1 From the fire where it had been cooking.
29. ya mašt-i-ṇanka-ṇa
and cool-CAUSE-PART
And made it cool.

30. nuŋkaŋi nuwa-∅ yata-yi
SgnFGEN spouse-ABS say-PRES
His wife said:

31. ḥali kanku-ali mawa-ali ḥana-yi
1DlexcIS boy-INST hunger-INST be-PRES
"We two are hungry, the boy and I".

32. ṭari-ali kalapa-yi
young man-ERG answer-PRES
The young man answered (them):

33. waja kalka-a-lu-mayi / ḥanti-∅ mašt-i-ri-ṇantu
while wait-IMP-NM-EMPH meat-ABS cool-INCH-IMPLds
"You two wait a while for the meat to cool down".

34. puli kuṭa-ri-yi
DIS angry-INCH-PRES
The two of them became angry.

35. ṭari-ali ḥanti-∅ waḍu-waḍu-ṇanka-ṇa
young man-ERG meat-ABS REDUP-short-CAUSE-PART
The young man broke up the meat.
36. tari.ali wani-yi / tayi-la
   young man-ERG begin-PRES eat-IMPL.s
   The young man began to eat (the meat).

37. qaqa-ni yinkyi-yi / nuwa qunkani.ali tayi-qaantu
   then-LOC give-PRES spouse SgnFGEN-ERG eat-IMPL.ds
   Then he gave (some meat) for his wife to eat.

38. kaku.ali kanku-fl yinkyi-yi qaanti-fl / qiga tayi-qaantu
   eZ-ERG boy-ABS give-PRES meat-ABS SgnFO eat-IMPL.ds
   The elder sister gave the boy some meat to eat.

39. qaqa-ni qunkani kadi-fl mara-fl wiyi-yi / th
   then-LOC SgnFGEN ZH-ABS hand-ABS enter-PRES
   dukara-la qunkanundfu mara-ndfu
   take out-IMPL.ss SgnFSCe mouth-SCE
   Then his brother-in-law's hand went in and took it out from his mouth.

40. yaru-ka nahu kanku-fl mawa-ali qana-yi
   like that-TOKEN SgnFS boy-ABS hunger-INST be-PRES
   Thus the boy was hungry.

41. kaku.ali qaqa-ni kukuuru yinkyi-yi qiga /
   eZ-ERG then-LOC secretly give-PRES SgnFO
   qunkani qaata kanku-fl
   SgnFGEN yS boy-ABS
Then the elder sister secretly gave (some meat) to him, her younger brother\(^1\).

42. kadį-alı  maļa  ʤukaɾa-yı  
ZH-ERG  more  take out-PRES  
The brother-in-law took more out\(^2\).

43. ngađa-nı  ʧana  yiɾʃi-yı  /  wapa-ja  
then-LOC  P1S  get up-PRES  go-IMPLss  
Then they got up to go.

44. ngađa-nı  ʧanali  paya  kupaɾu-∅  ɡayi-yı  
then-LOC  P1A  bird  young-ABS  see-PRES  
Then they saw some young birds\(^3\).

45. kadį-∅  yaɾa-yı  kanku-ni  /  paʃara-nı  karį-ɲaŋu  
ZH-ABS  say-PRES  boy-LOC  box tree-LOC  climb-IMPLds  
The brother-in-law told the boy to climb the box tree\(^4\).

46. miri  karį-a-∅-mayı  waļa-ya  /  kapi-∅  mani-ja  
above  climb-IMP-NM-EMPH  nest-ALL  egg-ABS  get-IMPLss  
"Climb up top to the nest to get the eggs".

\(^1\) Notice that ngađa is unmarked for sex but in apposition with kanku it can only mean 'younger brother' (5.1.1.2).

\(^2\) That is, he took the rest of the food from the boy and prevented him from eating anything.

\(^3\) At the top of a box tree. This is not stated in the text but is clear from the later sentences.

\(^4\) At this point when I first read this text to them, Rosa Warren and Leslie remembered the story and proceeded to tell it with rapidity and great gusto.
Then the boy climbed but the tree went up and up (at the same time).  

He went up and up at the top (of the tree).  

Then the two of them left him at the top of the box tree.  

(They) left him and went back.  

Then they went away.  

Apparently the brother-in-law 'sang' the tree magically making it grow higher and higher as the boy climbed.
The boy cried as they went further and further, watching them in the distance from the top of the tree.

Then he saw

"Oh, that must be the fire burning far off".

At night he saw the light of the fire burning.

In the morning (he) saw the smoke.

He was smoking since (they) had lit the fire.
58. kaku-ya kaḍi-ya ṭuṛu-∅ yaṛ̣ki-yi ḡawu-ka waṛi̯a
eZ-GEN ZH-GEN fire-ABS burn-PRES SgnFS-SUBSET distant
"That is the sister and brother-in-law's fire burning far off".

59. ṃayi-ŋa kaṛaṣaṛa [first] ṭuṛu-∅ ḡulu pulapi-∅ /
see-PART close fire-ABS SgnFA D1GEN-ABS
waḍayari pulā ṭuraṣ-ŋa paḷka-ṇani
where DIS lie-PART go on-RELd
At first he saw their fire close where they were sleeping as they went along (on their journey).

60. ṭupu-∅ ṃayi-ŋa ṭaŋkuṭaŋkuraŋa-∅
smoke-ABS see-PART morning-LOC
He saw the smoke in the morning.

61. ṃaḍa ḡulu pulu-ḷu ṃayi-yi [then] ṭuṛu-∅ /
then SgnFA cannot-STILL see-PRES fire-ABS
waṛi̯a-la pulā wapa-ṇani
distant-NI DIS go-RELd
Then he could not see the fire any more because they had gone too far away.

62. ḍiṭ̣i marapu ḍama-ŋa ḍaka-∅ ḡawu
sun many sit-PART there-LOC SgnFS
He sat there many days.
Then some birds poured shit all over him at the top of the tree.

The eaglehawk and crow poured (it on him) so he was sitting all white now.

Then he could not see.

Then the boy's two brothers were walking about.

"My stomach is upset".

One said:

Eaglehawk and crow recur as partners in the myths of many Australian groups. See Mathew (1899) for example (also Blows (1975)).
69. miña-ri-yi-ku qaldřañi qaṭata-∅
what-INCH-PRES-SENSE 1DLinclGEN ys-ABS

"Something must have happened to our younger brother."¹

70. qaldřa mayi wapa-yi танкупана-∅ / пяй-я
1DLinclS well go-PRES tomorrow-LOC see-IMPLss

Let's go tomorrow to see (him)".

71. yundũ ʔaŋa-yi / wapa-я / wani-ŋi-Я
2SgA want-PRES go-IMPLss follow-SEQ-IMPLss
qaldřa
1DLinclA

"Do you want to go so we can follow after (him)?".

72. kawu
yes

"Yes"

73. ʔaŋa-yi pula
say-PRES DIS

They said.

74. ʔuraŋa-∅ / ʔaŋkυɊaŋkupana-∅ wapa-я / ʔiŋi-∅-я
sleep-PART morning-LOC go-IMPLss sun-ABS-DI

¹ Physical discomfort is taken by Aborigines of this area as an indication that something untoward has happened to their relatives. Notice the use of the -ku clitic indicating that the statement is based on sensory evidence (see 5.4.7).
They slept to go in the morning. As the sun was coming up over there, they were going¹.

75. pula wapa-yi
D1S go-PRES
They went.

76. điŋi paŋpa ūraŋaŋa paŋka-yi
sun some lie-PART go on-PRES
They slept on their journey for some days.

77. nāŋa-ni nāyi-yi
then-LOC see-PRES
Then they saw (something)

78. miŋa nāwu-paŋa-awu?
what SgnFS-THAT-EXCLAM
"What is that?"

79. nāŋata nāwu-maŋa
yS SgnFS-IDENT
"That’s (our) younger brother”

¹ I have translated this as two sentences in English. In Diyari these four clauses comprise one complex sentence with multiple subordination (see 5.2).
80. kaŋi-ali kaku-ali warara-ŋa waṇṭi-ŋa
ZH-ERG eZ-ERG leave-PART AUX-PART
"The brother-in-law and elder sister have left (him behind).

81. ŋawu-wa ŋaŋa-ŋaŋata ŋald̪aŋi-ayi
SgnFS-DIST REDUP-yS 1Dlinc1GEN-EXCLAM
He is our little younger brother!"

82. miŋa-ŋanka-ŋa ŋana-yi ŋald̪a niŋa
what-CAUSE-FUT AUX-PRES 1Dlinc1A SgnFO
"What shall we do with him?"

83. waŋu-ri-ŋa ʧaŋi-yi ŋawu
white-INCH-PART ?-PRES SgnFS
"He is all white.

84. paaŋa-ali niŋa kuna-lka-ŋa wara-yi
bird-ERG SgnFO shit on-TR-PART AUX-PRES
The birds have shit on him."

85. waŋu-ŋa ŋawu ŋama-ŋama-yi piŋa miri
white-NI SgnFS REDUP-sit-PRES tree above
"He's sitting (there) white at the top of the tree.

86. miŋa-ŋanka-ŋa ŋana-yi ŋald̪a
what-CAUSE-FUT AUX-PRES 1Dlinc1A
What shall we do?"
87. miri-miri maļa ŋawu-paŋa
   REDUP-above truly SgnFS-THAT
   "He's right at the very top".

88. miŋa ɣini?
    what 2SgS
    "What are you?"

89. ŋani waŋaŋtu
    1SgS left-hand
    "I'm left-handed".

90. ŋani naŋa ŋunaŋi
    1SgS but right-hand
    "But I'm right-handed"

91. kuŋu-ŋa ɣaŋa waŋi-ɣi
    one-ABS-0I say-PART AUX-PRES
    One said.

92. mayi ŋald̪a miŋa yinka-ŋa maļa  miŋa-yaŋaŋka-ŋa
    well 1Dlinc1A SgnFO string-ABS-IDENT what-DUB-CAUSE-FUT
    "Well, let's make this string into something or other.

1 I do not know what significance attaches to one brother being left-handed and the other being right-handed.
Let's make it long".

Then they threw the string.

(They) threw (it) to the boy.

Then he caught the string¹.

Then he came down on the string.

Then the elder of the two brothers stands at the bottom of the tree while the younger one climbs up and gets the younger brother.

¹ Notice that in line 65 the boy was blinded by the shit covering him all over. In another version of this story which I recorded from Rosa Warren two years later the elder of the two brothers stands at the bottom of the tree while the younger one climbs up and gets the younger brother.
go down-REL<sub>ds</sub>

White, (he) came down white as the two of them pulled him down.

Well, they got a boomerang and hit him all over.

White, shit, bird shit.

"What did elder sister and brother-in-law do to you?"

(They) poured shit all over you, having brought you (here) to leave you as they went back."
Then they painted (him) with fat.  

104. qa-da-ni  tura-ra-yi / tan-kuta-tan-kupa-na-a-φ  wapa-ळ  
then-LOC lie-PRES morning-LOC go-IMPLss  
Then they slept in order to go in the morning.

105. mayi / yini maṭa-maṭa yini  
well 2SgS alright-IDENT 2SgS  
"Well, are you alright?".

106. kawu / maṭa  ḇani  
yes alright 1SgS  
"Yes, I'm alright".

107. ɲu-fu-fu-ळ  
strong-NI  
"(I'm) strong now".

108. wa-da-yari-φ  yundfu  ḇai-ṇa  wara-yi  
where-LOC 2SgA see-PART AUX-PRES  
"Where did you see (them)?".

109. ɲuŋka-na-wa  naṭu  ḇai-ṇa-ŋai-yi / ɪŋfu-φ  
SgnFLOC-DIST 1SgA REDUP-see-PRES fire-ABS  
Informants explained that they rubbed the younger brother down with the fat of goanna and frill necked lizard.
"Over that way I watched the fire burning".

110. ɲayana  wapa-Ɂi  ɲuŋkaŋu
IPlincS  go-PRES  SgnF-ALL
"Let's go over there".

111.  waŋanatu-Ɂi  ɲatu  ɲaka-ɗ  ɗina  ɲayi-ɲayi-Ɂi  /
left-hand-LOC  1SgA  there-LOC  SgnFO  REDUP-see-PRES
tuŋu-ɗ-Ɂa  yaŋki-Ɂani
fire-ABS-OL  burn-REL.ds
"I saw the fire burning over there on the left".

112.  ɲaɗa-Ɂi  Ɂana  wapa-Ɂi  /  ɗiɁi  palpa  tuware-Ɂa
then-LOC  PIS  go-PRES  day  some  lie-IMPL ss
Then they went and slept some days.

113.  ɠiŋki-ya-ɗ-mata  ɲatu  ɲayi-ya-Ɂa
here-NEAR-LOC-IDENT  1SgA  see-PAST-OL
"I saw (them) here".

114.  pani  ɲawu-ya
nothing  SgnFS-NEAR
"There's nothing here".
115. paku-ŋa-ŋa niŋa mita-φ
   dig-PART-OI SgnFO ground-ABS
   (They) dug the ground (where the fire had been).

116. waru-la ŋau-ya
   long ago-CHAR SgnFS-NEAR
   "This one is old".

117. turara-ŋa / yirrji-la
   lie-PART get up-IMPLss
   (They) slept and got up.

118. ngada-ŋi... mita ṭuṛuṭu-ku ŋau-ya
   then-LOC ground hot-SENSE SgnFS-NEAR
   Then... "The ground here is hot".

119. qjī kuŋu-la ŋau-ya kana ṭuṛuṭuφ
   sun one-CHAR SgnFS-NEAR ash hot-ABS
   "These warm ashes are (from) one day (ago)".

120. wapa-ŋa [again] / turara-ŋa paļka-ŋa
   go-PART lie-PART go on-RELss
   They went again, sleeping as they went along.

121. maŋa-ku ŋau-ya
   OK-SENSE SgnFS-NEAR
   "This is it here!".
122. tuɾtuɾuŋ naŋi / kapa Ɂuɾtuɾuŋ-ʊ
hot a little ash hot-ABS
"(It's) a little hot, hot ashes".

123. ñina-ali wapa-na [again]
foot-INST go-PART
(They) went again on foot.

124. maŋa-ku Ɂawu-ya
alright-SENSE SgnFS-NEAR
"This is it here!.

125. tuɾtuɾuŋ maŋa
hot truely
It's really hot.

126. piŋa-ʊ Ɂawu-ya maŋa maŋa-маŋa-Ɂaŋi-yi-la-ku
coal-ABS SgnFS-NEAR already REDUP-glow-DUR-PRES-NI-SENSE
These coals are glowing alright.

127. maŋa-Ɂa yaŋki-yi-la-ku Ɂawu Ɂuɾu-Ɂa
already-OI burn-PRES-NI-SENSE SgnFS fire-OI
The fire has just been burning!"

128. maŋa Ɂana wapa-na
already PIS go-PART
Then they went.
129. ɲawu-ya-ku ɲura-ɲa
SgnFS-NEAR-SENSE camp-OI
"This is the camp!"

130. ɲawu-ya-ku ɲura-ɲa waɾita-ndfu ɣayi-iŋa-ŋa
SgnFS-NEAR-SENSE camp-ABS-OI distant-SCE see-PROL-PART
This is the camp I saw from far away1"

131. wapa-ŋa-Ɂu
go-PART-STILL
They went on.

132. ɲura-ya wapa-ŋa-Ɂu / Ɂuɾu-Ɂ mani-ŋani kaku-ali
camp-ALL go-PART-STILL fire-ABS get-RELds eZ-ERG
kədɪ-ali / ɲura-Ɂ kuɾa-Ɂa / Ɂuraɾa-Ɂa
ZH-ERG camp-ABS put-IMPLss sleep-IMPLss
They went on to the camp where the elder sister and brother-in-law
were getting wood to make a camp to sleep.

133. maɾa Ɂana wakaɾa-ɲa pəka-Ɂi ɲura-ɲi /
already PIS come-PART go on-PRES camp-LOC
kədɪ-ali-Ɂa Ɂuɾu-Ɂa ɲanka-ŋani / katu-Ɂ-Ɂa
ZH-ERG-OI fire-ABS-NI make-RELds windbreak-ABS-NI

Notice that -ɨŋa- PROL (see 4.5.4.2) indicates relative motion but
in this case it was the object (the camp) which was moving rather
than the agent (since each camp was getting further away from the
boy as he stood at the top of the tree).
Just as they came to the camp the brother-in-law was making a fire (and) making a windbreak.

"Hey, why have you come?".

"You two left this boy, didn't you".

"You took him"

(And) you left him.

Why?"

(They) hit them (two) there then.
The two brothers hit the elder sister and brother-in-law there, the younger brother-in-law.1.

(They) killed (them) going away.

That's the finish.2.

---

1 Notice that ŋaŋata kaŋi is added as an after thought in order to explain that the brother-in-law was younger than (ŋaŋata is younger sibling) the two elder brothers who did the killing (see 5.1.1.2).

2 Informants did not know what happened after the brother-in-law and sister had been dispatched. They said "we didn't hear about that from the old people".
TEXT FOUR

DHIRARI

The following short Dhirari text was recorded by Ben Murray. It was the story of an encounter between Ben and a ūrnania or kurdaitcha man (man on a revenge expedition (piŋa)), at Farina (wiŋawaŋa) when the latter came up to Ben's house looking for food. Ben fired a shot at him with a .22 rifle and he ran away losing his kurdaitcha shoe (maŋtara). He returned the next morning to retrieve it.

Two other Dhirari texts are to be published in Hercus and Sutton (forthcoming).
TEXT FOUR  
ENCOUNTER WITH A KURDAITCHA MAN

DHIRARI  
BEN MURRAY

1. muku-φ  kuřa-ŋda  puři-ŋda  wanti-yi  muja-ni
   bone-ABS  put-PART  AUX-PART  AUX-PRES  nose-LOC
   They used to put a bone in their noses.¹

2. yani-ka  ṅayana  ḍika-ŋda  puři-yi  ținanipa-φ
   like this-TOKEN  1PlincA  name-PART  AUX-PRES  kurdaitcha-ABS
   So we call them kurdaitcha.

3. kaŋa  maŋa / kaŋa
   person  true  person
   (They were) real people, people.

4. kați-φ  țana  wiři-ŋda  puři-yi
   clothes-ABS  P1A  wear-PART  AUX-PRES
   They used to wear clothes.

5. ḅaŋa-ni  kați-φ  ḅukara-ŋda  puři-yi / paļu
   then-LOC  clothes-ABS  take off-PART  AUX-PRES  naked

¹ The kurdaitcha men used to put a bone through the nasal septum. String (yinka) was tied to each end of the bone, placed along the forehead and top of the head and tied at the back of the neck. This pulled up the nose and upper lip exposing the upper teeth, creating a distinctive and frightening appearance.
Then (they) took off (their) clothes to walk around naked painted with some rotten meat.  

Re stood (there) hungry and watched me.

I got a stone.

I fired (it) that way, over there.

---

1 The kurdaitcha men rubbed their bodies with the rotten fat of a dead animal. This gave them a strong smell, as line 17 indicates.

2 It is interesting that mađa 'stone' is used here as a generic (see 4.2.1) to refer to a rifle.

Notice that 1SgA is given as ītu here. This is the Diyari pronoun (see 4.3.2). The correct Dhirari form is ījil which appears in lines 19 and 20. The use of ītu was a slip.
9. nawu kudŋka-da puṝi-ŋda / puṝu ūna
   SgnFS run-PART AUX-REL SgnFA foot
   maḻara guŋkani-∅ tiŋga-da puṝi-yi
   shoe type SgnFGEN-ABS lose-PART AUX-PRES
When he ran off he lost his kurdaitcha shoe.

10. nawu naɾi-ŋda puṝi-yi / kaɾiɾi-ni ɲama-ŋda
    SgnFS go down-PART AUX-PRES creek-LOC sit-PART
    puṝi-lali / tiɾaɾa-ŋda puṝi-lali
    AUX-IMPL lie-PART AUX-IMPL
He went down to camp in the creek and sleep.

11. taŋkupaña-∅ nawu ūka-ŋda puṝi-yi / guŋkani
tomorrow-LOC SgnFS return-PART AUX-PRES SgnFGEN
    maḻara-∅ mani-ŋda puṝi-lali
    shoe type-ABS get-PART AUX-IMPL
Next morning he came back to get his shoe.

12. ɲakauŋu yaḻa-ŋda puṝi-yi
    1SGS speak-PART AUX-PRES
   (He) said to me.

13. ɲani mawa-ali ɲana-ŋda puṝi-yi
    1SGS hunger-INST be-PART AUX-PRES
   "I am hungry".

---

1 He actually spoke in Ararnda (Arunta) of which Ben knows a little. For this text he translated what the ūnanipa said into Dhirari.
14. ɲaɭu giŋa puka-ɸ yiŋki-ɭa puɾi-ɭi / ɲawu
1SgA SgnFO food-ABS give-PART AUX-PRES SgnFS
tiŋka-ɭa puɾi-yani
return-PRES AUX-IMPL

I gave him some food so he could go back.

15. ɲawu tiŋka-ɭa puɾi-ɭi puka-ntu-ʃ-ɭa /
SgnFS return-PART AUX-PRES food-PROP-ABS-NI
kaɭi-ntu-ʃ-ɭa ɲawu wapa-nda puɾi-ɭa
clothes-PROP-ABS-NI SgnFS go-PART AUX-REL

He went back with the bread, going with clothes on now.

16. ɲiŋki-ɭa-ɸ ɲawu taɭka-ɭa puɾi-ɭi giŋta paɭu
here-VICIN-LOC SgnFS stand-PART AUX-PRES shame naked
kaɭi pani / kaɭi-ʃ giŋa yaɭu-ka paɗa-ɭa
clothes none spear-ABS SgnFO like that-TOKEN hold-PART
puɾi-ɭa
AUX-REL

Here he stood shamelessly naked with no clothes on holding a
spear like that.

17. ɲaɭu giŋa saɣi-ɭa puɾi-ɭa / paŋi-ma-ɭa puɾi-ɭa
1SgA SgnFO see-PART AUX-PART smell-TR-PART AUX-PART
waɾa-ɭa / ɲawu wapa-ɭa puɾi-ɭani
AUX-REL
SgnFS go-PART AUX-REL

I saw him having smelled him coming.
18.  giŋki-paŋa-ŋa  ṭaŋka-ŋa  puŋi-yi  
    here-THERE-LOC  stand-PART  AUX-PRES  
    *He stood here.*

19.  qaŋi  makita-ŋa  mani-ŋa  puŋi-yi  
    1SgA  gun-ABS  get-PART  AUX-PRES  
    *I got a gun.*

20.  qaŋa  qaŋi  ḍandina-ŋa  puŋi-yi  yaŋu-yi  yaŋa  
    then  1SgA  hit-PART  AUX-PRES  like that-NEAR  that way  
    *Then I fired (it) that way like that.*
I have been able to record approximately fifty Diyari songs, from two informants. Unfortunately, no-one recalled any Dhirari songs. The Diyari songs can be sub-divided into two categories:

a) non-indigenous songs

These are a score or so Christian hymns sung by Mrs. Selma Thompson (тярпаанакадани). They are all translations into Diyari of German hymns done by the Lutheran missionaries last century (see 1.3) and are sung to their original tunes. A representative is:

**HYMN - sung to the tune of "Silent Night"**

1. Τινκανι γομуни  night-LOC good-LOC
   [Bethlehem] ήουρανι  Bethlehem camp-LOC
   мариядру дankanя wàntiyi  Mary-ERG find-PART AUX-PRES
   пuна malanţani  meat humpy bad-LOC
   пaтani kuлikiři  child clean
   пaтani kuлikiři  child clean

**Free translation:**

'On a good night in Bethlehem camp a holy (lit. clean) child was born to Mary in a bad animal house'.
2. ūnkani qumuni night-LOC good-LOC
āgilawārali angel-PL-ERG
kawukawupāyi REDUP-announce-PRES
[Jesus] ḏānakāna warāyi Jesus find-PART AUX-PRES

Free translation:

'On a good night the angels announce that Jesus is born'.

There are a few features of these hymns which are not found in the other Diyari I have recorded, mainly the innovation of vocabulary for post-contact terms e.g. kulikifi 'clean' for 'holy'.

b) indigenous songs

The late Mr. Leslie Russel\(^1\) (waŋ�ulaŋa) sang me twenty-three songs which he had composed and which he called kunari wima, that is, 'Cooper's Creek songs' (see 1.1.2).

The songs consist of two to four lines or verses, each of four syllables (see 3.3.1). Between each group of two syllables a nonsense syllable \([ŋeː]\) is inserted. A song may begin at any line and is repeated as often as is desired. When the singer wishes to breathe he sings the first three syllables of a line and adds a glottal stop (i.e. the glottal stop replaces the last syllable of that line). So, for example, song 6 (see over) could be ended:

\(^1\) He and his "cousin" Mr. Jimmy Russel (waŋamirina) sang some of these to Dr. L.A. Hercus in 1968. Hercus and my recordings form the basis for part of Donaldson (ms.).
All the verses of each song are sung exactly the same. The tune has been described in Moyle (1977) which also contains musical transcriptions.

Each song describes a particular event which happened when Mr. Russel was a young man, for example, the return of an ochre expedition from Parachilna (see 1.2 above) or the drilling of Mt. Gason bore on the Birdsville track. Some features of the songs are of linguistic interest:

a) the songs provide evidence for the existence of uninflected verb roots. All verbs occur with an inflection in the normal spoken language (see 4.5.5 and 4.5.7.1.1) however in the songs no tense or mood inflections are attached to the verbs (probably because of the four syllables per line restriction). So, for example, we find:

- kari- 'to chase' (song 1)
- ḍiya- 'to strike' (song 2)
- wa1ki- 'to move to and fro' (song 4)
- kuṭa- 'to put' (song 5)

b) words of four syllables are broken into two sets of two syllables. This means that consonant clusters, which are not possible word initially (3.3.1), are possible syllable-set initially. For example, ḵunandula 'Crinum lily' becomes:
c) words of three syllables must have a syllable added to make them fit a full line. This generally involves simple repetition of the final syllable as in song 6 where maitaŋa 'pinya shoes' becomes:

maita [ŋe:] ŋaŋa [ŋe:]

We also find kapiri 'goanna' becoming (in song 3):

kapiri [ŋe:] ŋipi [ŋe:]

Occasionally the New Information clitic -ŋa (5.4.6) is added to tri-syllables to make up the number of syllables. An example is the first line of song 2 below.

The following are six representative kunari wima. It is hoped that the full set of songs can be transcribed and explained in the near future.

1. kunmi yali haze-ERG
   ṅaŋa kari 1SgO chase
   kuru kuru secretly

2. pína ålā revenge party-ERG-NI
   ṅaŋa ɖiŋa 1SgO strike
   ŋali ŋali tongue tongue
3. *mina ṭuṭu*  
   mark  
   *kapi ṭiri*  
   goanna

4. *piili piili*  
   REDUP-bag  
   *malka kuṭi*  
   mark-ABS put  
   *tapu tapu*  
   REDUP-bag  
   *dawu walki*  
   SgnFS move to and fro

5. *paḍi malka*  
   grub mulga-ABS  
   *wiḍi kuṭi*  
   row put down

6. *maḷṭa ṭaṛa*  
   piṇa shoes  
   *paru paru*  
   yellow ochre yellow ochre

**Translations and Explanations**

In this section free translations of the songs and an explanation of their contexts will be given.

1. *The haze chases me, sneaking up* - this song is about a time when Leslie Russel was out by himself and saw the heat haze in the distance. He pictures it as a group of men stealing up on him.

---

1 Donaldson (ms.) discusses the difficulties involved in translating and interpreting these songs.
2. 'The revenge party hits me (and) my tongue (sticks out)' - Leslie Russel's uncle (mother's brother) was killed by a pîpa revenge party and in this song he takes the uncle's part describing the event. The last line refers to the victim's tongue protruding after he is killed "just like a bullock".

3. 'What reptile is that with a mark? (It's) a goanna' - this song is about hunting for goannas and the sighting of the quarry.

4. 'The little bag has a mark drawn on it. The little bag moves to and fro' - this describes a scene at a corroboree where people are dancing. The performers have little bags with marks drawn on them and as they dance the bags move to and fro.

5. 'The mulga grubs are put down in a row' - this describes the results of a successful day's food gathering. The results of the day's efforts are laid down near the fire to be cooked in the ashes.

6. '(I see) the pîpa revenge party shoes and the yellow ochre' - this song also describes a revenge party, about to set out on its journey. Leslie Russel focuses on the maitërā
'kurdaitcha shoes' and the yellow ochre each man is painted with.

As these translations and explanations show the songs are highly elliptical and require detailed expositions to be fully understood.
APPENDIX C - LOAN WORDS

Speakers of Diyari regularly use a number of words which are borrowings from other languages. We can discern two sources for these borrowed words:

a) other Australian languages - there are two clear loans of this type:

- **kupula** 'alcohol, beer, wine; bottle' - borrowed from one of the Victorian languages (see footnote page 106)
- **nantu** 'horse' - borrowed from the Adelaide language where it means 'kangaroo' (Teichelmann and Schurmann (1840: 27)).

b) English - I have recorded approximately forty English loan words regularly used by all Diyari speakers. The words have had their phonetic form reshaped to meet Diyari phonotactic and word structure constraints (see 3.3.2, 3.5) in the following ways:

i) if the English word ends in a consonant a vowel is added to meet the word final open syllable constraint (3.3.1, 3.5). The vowel may be /i/ as in:
piki 'pig'
pulaŋkiti 'blanket'
ṯapuli 'shovel'
ṯipi 'sheep'
ṯukitjuki 'chicken (from 'chook')'
kamuli 'camel'
kiki 'cake'
nili 'needle'
wiki 'week'

or /a/ as in:

puŋa 'boot'
puluka 'bullock'
patika 'paddock'
ṯata 'shirt'
kapula 'hobble'
makita 'gun (from 'musket')'
ŋayipa 'knife'
wata 'wash'
yurupa 'rope'

ii) English fricatives are reflected as stops in the Diyari loans. Thus we have [ʃ] and [tʃ] rephonologized as /ṝ/ as in:
[ʃ] ĺuka 'sugar'
 ĺipi 'sheep'
waţa 'wash'

[tʃ] ĺukijuki 'chicken (chook)'
ţaruľa 'trousers'

and [f] and [v] are rephonologized as /p/, as in:

paľawa 'flour'
ţayipa 'knife'
waylpala 'white man (from 'white fella')'
ţapuli 'shovel'

iii) English voiced stops are usually reflected as (phonic)
voiceless stops, both word initially, as in:

paka 'tobacco (from 'bacca')'
pąŋka 'bunk'
puluka 'bullock'
puľa 'boot'

and intervocalically, for example:

påšika 'paddock'
pliki 'pig'
ľuka 'sugar'
kapula 'hobble'
ţanikuti 'nanny goat'
yakayla 'gate'
The only exceptions to this are word initial [d] which is reflected as /d/: 

\[ \text{dāŋki} \quad \text{'donkey'} \]
\[ \text{dāmpa} \quad \text{'damper'} \]

Note that word initial English [t] becomes /t/ in Diyari because of the restriction on apico-dentals in this environment (see 3.3.2), as in:

\[ \text{tiṭi} \quad \text{'tea'} \]
\[ \text{tiṇa} \quad \text{'tin'} \]

iv) word initial [j] in English is reflected in two ways. Either, as /r/ which breaks a phonological constraint (see 3.3.2) as in:

\[ \text{ɾapiti} \quad \text{'rabbit'} \]
\[ \text{ɾiŋama} \quad \text{'to telephone' (from 'ring 'em')} \]

or by the addition of /yu/ as in:

\[ \text{yuɾupa} \quad \text{'rope'} \]

There is also one partially assimilated loan where [j] is rephonologized as /l/, again breaking phonotactic constraints (3.3.2). It is:

\[ \text{liŋliŋi} \quad \text{'bell' (from 'ring ring')} \]
English words with initial vowels also begin with a vowel in their Diyari form. This breaks the consonant initial constraint on all other words (3.3.2, 3.5).

Examples are:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{änkitə} & \quad \text{'handkerchief' (NB. h elided)} \\
\text{änila} & \quad \text{'angel'}
\end{align*}
\]
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